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Advertised applications

Application Number 1,538,652  Filing Date 2011-08-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
ROBERT NORMAN HIGGINS, 1 WALLACE DRIVE, BARRIE, ONTARIO L4N 7E2

TRADEMARK
CYBERMOBILITY

Goods
(a) Personal computers and microcomputers, computer hardware and computer peripherals, namely, modems, computer cables, handheld computers, including handheld computers with wireless e-mail and wireless access to electronic communications networks, telecommunications network computers and peripherals, namely, routers, switches, network cables, power supplies, and storage racks. (b) Computer programs for creating, posting, and maintaining web sites on a universal computer network, computer graphics software for creating, editing, and storing digital images and digital video, computer authoring and programming software, digital and analog graphics modules for designing and developing web sites on a universal computer network, computer software for use in developing web sites, computer software enabling users to create, edit, organize, search, transfer, publish and subscribe to weblogs, blogs, podcasts, web broadcasts and news and information feeds on global and/or local computer and telecommunications networks, computer software for use in authorizing, downloading, transmitting, receiving, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, playing, storing and organizing audio, video and still images, computer programs for personal information management.

SERVICES
(a) Computing and network telecommunications services, namely, the transmission services for text messages, audio files, video files, and image files on universal computer networks through wired and wireless access, wireless digital messaging services, for the communication of data used to provide multiple user access to a computer network, network conferencing, computer and network security, health and medical database access, and access to educational databases and educational messaging services. (b) Registration, transfer, and account management services of domain names for identification of users on a universal computer network, registration and account management services of email accounts for identification of users on a universal computer network. (c) Computer services, namely, managing and registering domain names for use on a universal computer network, designing, developing, and hosting web sites for others on a universal computer network. (d) Analyzing and increasing traffic to web sites on a universal computer network by creating optimal search terms, analyzing web site strengths, and automated submission to search engines, providing e-mail and spam filtering services. (e) Increasing traffic flow to web sites on the
Internet, namely, promoting the goods and services of others by providing automated hypertext links to the websites of others using optimal search terms and search engines as well as using search engine optimization techniques. (f) Educational services in the field of social networking and personal information management using various presentation and media tools, namely, computer and telecommunications networks, personal on-site presentations, video recordings, audio recordings, animations, and interactive computers.

**CLAIMS**

Used in CANADA since March 01, 2006 on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,612,532  Filing Date 2013-02-04
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Graffiti World LLC, c/o Pryor Cashman LLP, 7 Times Square, New York, New York 10036, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK

BLACK PYRAMID

Index Headings
BLACK PYRAMID

Image Description (Vienna)
- Pyramids
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with repeated geometrical figures or designs
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with squares or rectangles (except a 25.7.4)
- Letters or numerals forming geometrical figures, written or typographical matter in perspective
- Letters or numerals forming a figure in the shape of an arc of a circle
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters embellished or decorated with a drawing

Goods
(1) All-purpose sports and athletic bags; beach, book, carry all bags, duffel, diaper, gym, leather shopping, shoulder, tote and travel bags; fanny packs and waist packs; backpacks; knapsacks; purses; garment bags for travel; satchels; luggage; luggage tags; trunks; suitcases; hat boxes for travel not of paper or cardboard; cosmetic cases and bags sold empty; toiletry and vanity cases sold empty; tool bags sold empty; attaché cases; briefcases; briefcase-type portfolios; document cases; men’s clutches; business cases; business card cases; calling and credit card cases; key cases; leather key chains; wallets; banknote holders; billfolds; umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks.

(2) Clothing, namely, shirts, long-sleeved shirts, T-shirts, under shirts, polo shirts, cardigans, jerseys, pants, shorts, boxer shorts, stretch tops, crop tops, tank tops, tankinis, sweat shirts, hooded sweat shirts, sweat jackets, sweat shorts, sweat pants, vests, pullovers, jackets, sports jackets, turtlenecks, swimwear, beachwear, headwear, namely caps, hats, visors, headbands,
swim caps, berets and beanies, wrist bands, sweat bands, aprons, neckwear, namely scarves, ties, neckerchiefs and ascots, bandanas, belts, underwear, socks, loungewear, robes, underclothes, pajamas, sleepwear, hosiery, gloves, rainwear, footwear, namely flip-flops, slippers, shoes, sneakers, boots, galoshes and sandals.

(3) Clothing, namely, shirts, T-shirts, jerseys, pants, shorts, sweat shirts, hooded sweat shirts, sweat shorts, sweat pants, pullovers, jackets, sports jackets, headwear, namely, hats and caps, and rainwear.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA January 14, 2013, Application No: 85/822,889 in association with the same kind of goods (1); UNITED STATES OF AMERICA January 14, 2013, Application No: 85/822,936 in association with the same kind of goods (2). Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods (3). Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on August 30, 2016 under No. 5,032,155 on goods (3). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods (1), (2)
Application Number 1,612,533  Filing Date 2013-02-04
Language of Application  English

**APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE**

**Applicant**
Graffiti World LLC, c/o Pryor Cashman LLP, 7 Times Square, New York, New York 10036, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

**Representative for Service**
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

**TRADEMARK**

**BLACK PYRAMID**

**Goods**
(1) All-purpose sports and athletic bags; beach, book, carry all bags, duffel, diaper, gym, leather shopping, shoulder, tote and travel bags; fanny packs and waist packs; backpacks; knapsacks; purses; garment bags for travel; satchels; luggage; luggage tags; trunks; suitcases; hat boxes for travel not of paper or cardboard; cosmetic cases and bags sold empty; toiletry and vanity cases sold empty; tool bags sold empty; attaché cases; briefcases; briefcase-type portfolios; document cases; men's clutches; business cases; business card cases; calling and credit card cases; key cases; leather key chains; wallets; banknote holders; billfolds; umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks.

(2) Clothing, namely, shirts, long-sleeved shirts, T-shirts, under shirts, polo shirts, cardigans, jerseys, pants, shorts, boxer shorts, stretch tops, crop tops, tank tops, tankinis, sweat shirts, hooded sweat shirts, sweat jackets, sweat shorts, sweat pants, vests, pullovers, jackets, sports jackets, turtlenecks, swimwear, beachwear, headwear, namely caps, hats, visors, headbands, swim caps, berets and beanies, wrist bands, sweat bands, aprons, neckwear, namely scarves, ties, neckerchiefs and ascots, bandanas, belts, underwear, socks, loungewear, robes, underclothes, pajamas, sleepwear, hosiery, gloves, rainwear, footwear, namely flip-flops, slippers, shoes, sneakers, boots, galoshes and sandals.

(3) Clothing, namely, shirts, T-shirts, jerseys, pants, shorts, sweat shirts, hooded sweat shirts, sweat shorts, sweat pants, pullovers, jackets, sports jackets, headwear, namely, hats and caps, and rainwear.

**CLAIMS**

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA January 14, 2013, Application No: 85/822,800 in association with the same kind of goods (1); UNITED STATES OF AMERICA January 14, 2013, Application No: 85/822,756 in association with the same kind of goods (2). Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods (3). Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on October 04, 2016 under No. 5,054,879 on goods (3). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods (1), (2).
**APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE**

**Applicant**
Amazon Technologies, Inc., 410 Terry Ave N,
Seattle, WA 98109, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

**Representative for Service**
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET,
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

**TRADEMARK**

**KINDLE**

**SERVICES**

(1) Warranty services, namely, extended warranty contracts relating to the maintenance, repair, installation and updating of computer hardware, computer peripherals, computer networks and consumer electronic devices; warranty services, namely, extended warranty contracts relating to the maintenance, installation and updating of computer software; providing extended warranties on computer hardware, computer peripherals, computer networks, consumer electronic devices and computer software.

(2) Maintenance, repair, updating and installation services for computer hardware, computer peripherals, computer networking hardware and consumer electronic devices; consulting services in the field of physical maintenance of computer hardware, computer peripherals, computer networking hardware and consumer electronic devices; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of the repair of computer hardware.

(3) Insurance services, namely, underwriting warranty contracts relating to the maintenance, repair, installation and updating of computer hardware, computer peripherals, computer networks and consumer electronic devices; insurance services, namely, underwriting warranty contracts relating to the maintenance, installation and updating of computer software.

(4) Insurance and warranty services, namely, providing extended warranties on computer hardware, computer peripherals, consumer electronic devices and computer software.

**CLAIMS**

Used in CANADA since at least as early as December 01, 2009 on services (1), (2). Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA December 13, 2012, Application No: 85/801,901 in association with the same kind of services (1), (3), (4); UNITED STATES OF AMERICA December 13, 2012, Application No: 85/801,903 in association with the same kind of services (2). Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services (2), (4). Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on October 04, 2016 under No. 5,054,865 on services (4); UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on February 21, 2017 under No. 5,146,885 on services (2). Proposed Use in CANADA on services (3).
Application Number 1,649,411  Filing Date 2013-10-25
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Ever Better Eating, Inc., 31 Barnstead Road, Pittsfield, New Hampshire 03263, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
STIKEMAN ELLIOTT LLP
SUITE 1600, 50 O’CONNOR STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P6L2

TRADEMARK

RUSTIC CRUST

Goods
Bread dough in crust, shell and other forms, pizza sauce

CLAIMS
Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on December 12, 2006 under No. 3182976 on goods
Application Number 1,657,141  
Filing Date 2013-12-19  
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
Neptune Technology Group Inc., 1600 Alabama Highway 229, Tallassee, Alabama, 36078, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service  
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP  
800, PLACE VICTORIA, BUREAU 3700, C.P. 242, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H4Z1E9

TRADEMARK

T-10

Goods  
Water meters and parts thereof; water meter registers.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as 2001 on goods. Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA October 01, 2013, Application No: 86/079,847 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on April 15, 2014 under No. 4514742 on goods
Application Number 1,663,110  Filing Date 2014-02-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Concur Technologies, Inc. (a Delaware corporation), 601 108th Avenue NE, Suite 1000, Bellevue, Washington 98004, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP
2900 - 550 BURRARD STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C0A3

TRADEMARK
EXPENSEIT

Goods
(1) mobile application software including optical character recognition (OCR) for: automating personal and commercial business processes, namely, expense management including receipt management, expense reporting; for storing, managing, tracking, analyzing, and reporting data relating to the automation of personal and commercial business processes, namely, expense management including receipt management, travel management, namely, travel expenses; and for enabling data synchronization and communications about data, including receipts, relating to the automation of personal and commercial business processes, namely, expense management including receipt management, expense reporting

(2) mobile application software including optical character recognition (OCR) for: automating personal and commercial business processes, namely, travel management, travel booking, itinerary management, time tracking, and meeting management; for storing, managing, tracking, analyzing, and reporting data relating to the automation of personal and commercial business processes, namely, travel management, namely, all travel arrangements, and arrangements for temporary lodging and meals, expense reporting, travel booking, itinerary management, time tracking, and meeting management, namely, meeting expenses, meeting arrangements, meeting scheduling, and all travel, temporary lodging, and meal arrangements related to meeting attendance; for enabling data synchronization and communications about data, including receipts, relating to the automation of personal and commercial business processes, namely, expense management including travel management, travel booking, itinerary management, time tracking, and meeting management; and for enabling transmission of communications via text, voice, email or other electronic messages, and social media channels; and for use in providing targeted offers, coupons, rebates, discounts, advertisements, special offerings or promotional information to end users

SERVICES
(1) cloud computing featuring software for: automating personal and commercial business processes, namely, expense management including receipt management, expense reporting; for storing, managing, tracking, analyzing, and reporting data, including receipts, relating to the automation of personal and commercial business processes, namely, expense management including receipt management, travel management, namely, travel expenses, expense reporting;
and for enabling data synchronization and communications about data relating to the automation of personal and commercial business processes, namely, expense management, expense reporting.

(2) cloud computing featuring software for automating personal and commercial business processes, namely, expense management including receipt management, expense reporting, accessible by mobile devices, handheld computers, personal digital assistants, and mobile electronic communication devices.

(3) cloud computing featuring software for storing, managing, tracking, analyzing, and reporting data, including receipts, relating to the automation of personal and commercial business processes, namely, expense management including receipt management, travel management, namely, travel expenses, accessible by mobile devices, handheld computers, personal digital assistants, and mobile electronic communication devices.

(4) cloud computing featuring software for enabling data synchronization and communications about data, including receipts, relating to the automation of personal and commercial business processes, namely, expense management including receipt management, expense reporting, accessible by mobile devices, handheld computers, personal digital assistants, and mobile electronic communication devices.

(5) consulting services in connection with the installation and operation of computer software; consulting services in the field of business process automation, namely, expense management, travel management, expense reporting, travel booking, itinerary management, time tracking, and meeting management.

(6) cloud computing featuring software for: automating personal and commercial business processes, namely, travel management, travel booking, itinerary management, time tracking, and meeting management; for storing, managing, tracking, analyzing, and reporting data, including receipts, relating to the automation of personal and commercial business processes, namely, travel management, namely, all travel arrangements, and arrangements for temporary lodging and meals, travel booking, itinerary management, time tracking, and meeting management, namely, meeting expenses, meeting arrangements, meeting scheduling, and all travel, temporary lodging, and meal arrangements related to meeting attendance; for enabling data synchronization and communications about data relating to the automation of personal and commercial business processes, namely, travel management, travel booking, itinerary management, time tracking, and meeting management; for enabling transmission of communications via text, voice, email or other electronic messages in the nature of real time instant messages, and social media channels; and for use in providing targeted offers, coupons, rebates, discounts, advertisements, special offerings or promotional information to end users.

(7) cloud computing featuring software for automating personal and commercial business processes, namely, travel management, travel booking, itinerary management, time tracking, and meeting management, accessible by mobile devices, handheld computers, personal digital assistants, and mobile electronic communication devices.

(8) cloud computing featuring software for storing, managing, tracking, analyzing, and reporting data relating to the automation of personal and commercial business processes, namely, travel management, namely, all travel arrangements, and arrangements for temporary lodging and meals, expense reporting, travel booking, itinerary management, time tracking, and meeting management, namely, meeting expenses, meeting arrangements, meeting scheduling, and all travel, temporary lodging, and meal arrangements related to meeting attendance, accessible by mobile devices, handheld computers, personal digital assistants, and mobile electronic communication devices.

(9) cloud computing featuring software for enabling data synchronization and communications about data relating to the automation of personal and commercial business processes, namely,
travel management, travel booking, itinerary management, time tracking, and meeting management, accessible by mobile devices, handheld computers, personal digital assistants, and mobile electronic communication devices

(10) cloud computing featuring software for enabling transmission of communications via text, voice, email or other electronic messages in the nature of real time instant messages, and social media channels, accessible by mobile devices, handheld computers, personal digital assistants, and mobile electronic communication devices; cloud computing featuring software and for use in providing targeted offers, coupons, rebates, discounts, advertisements, special offerings or promotional information to end users, accessible by mobile devices, handheld computers, personal digital assistants, and mobile electronic communication devices

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as September 09, 2013 on goods (1) and on services (1), (2), (3), (4). Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA August 08, 2013, Application No: 86/032,976 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods (1) and on services (1), (2), (3), (4). Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on May 09, 2017 under No. 5,200,159 on goods (1) and on services (1), (2), (3), (4). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods (2) and on services (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10)
Application Number 1,667,457  Filing Date 2014-03-11
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Moonstar Limited, PO Box 13002, Kanata, ONTARIO K2K 0E2

Representative for Service
SHAPIRO COHEN LLP
SUITE 830, TOWER B, 555 LEGGET DRIVE, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2K2X3

TRADEMARK

BIG JOE

Goods
Clothing, namely, casual clothing, sports clothing and athletic clothing, all marked with football team indicia; footwear, namely, casual footwear, sports footwear and athletic footwear; promotional items, namely, coffee mugs, water bottles, drinking glasses, hats, bumper stickers, flags, pennants, posters, pens, calendars, pamphlets, all marked with football team indicia; toys and games, namely, plush toys, board games, footballs; sports equipment, namely, footballs, football jerseys, football shoes, football socks, gym bags and water bottles; printed goods and stationery, namely, books, guides, writing paper, pencils and paper pads, all marked with football team indicia; jewelry; printed publications; pre-recorded CD-ROMS, CDs, DVDs and videotapes containing photos and movies; luggage; bags and accessories, namely, wallets, phone sleeves, sports bags, travel bags

SERVICES
Entertainment and sporting services, namely, the organization, administration and operation of a football team, organization of and sale of memberships in a football team fan club; organizing, conducting and staging sporting events, namely, football events, football matches and exhibitions; sponsoring amateur player development clinics and coaching clinics; providing access to sports paraphernalia, namely, retail sales of clothing, footwear, promotional items, toys and games, sports equipment, printed goods and stationery, jewelry, printed publications, pre-recorded CD-ROMS, CDs, DVDs and videotapes, luggage, bags and accessories; broadcasting and rebroadcasting of sports through television, radio, satellite, digital media, audio, video and visual media

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,667,879  Filing Date 2014-03-13
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant mGage, LLC, 3424 Peachtree Road, N.E., Suite 400, Atlanta, Georgia 30326, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Representative for Service GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

MGAGE

SERVICES

Class 35
(1) Advertising the goods and services of others; direct marketing of the goods and services of others; developing marketing strategies and concepts for others; developing promotional campaigns for others; consulting in the fields of advertising the goods and services of others through digital media, consumer engagement through mobile devices, and mobile marketing; providing advertising and marketing services for others, namely, development of advertising, marketing and promotional campaigns for others for dissemination via mobile networks and the Internet.

Class 38
(2) Electronic transmission of third party data, namely, text, graphics, video recordings, audio recordings, email, and text messages in the field of mobile marketing for the purpose of allowing businesses to manage, plan, execute, store and analyze multi-channel marketing campaigns disseminated via mobile networks and the Internet; voice messaging services; wireless digital messaging services; text messaging services for transmission of content via SMS and MMS; transmission of voice messages, instant messages, chat messages and advertising content, namely, graphics, text, emails, text messages, push notifications, video recordings, and audio recordings in the field of mobile marketing, via mobile networks and the Internet; voice-activated dialing services.

Class 42
(3) Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring non-downloadable software namely, a computer platform used for disseminating advertising and marketing for others via mobile networks, for providing customer service in the field of mobile marketing and for delivering customer relationship management information to mobile devices; SAAS services, namely, non-downloadable software for use by others for use in customer relationship management; SAAS services, featuring computer platforms to allow users to manage, plan, execute, store and analyze multi-channel marketing campaigns disseminated via mobile networks and the Internet; SAAS services featuring non-downloadable software for transmitting third party data, namely, marketing data, text, graphics, audio recordings and video recordings in the field of mobile marketing, to and from mobile devices via mobile networks; SAAS services featuring non-downloadable software for providing demand generation, customer acquisition and lead generation services for others in the
field of mobile marketing; SAAS services featuring non-downloadable software for media placement of advertising for others to be disseminated via mobile networks and the Internet; computer services, namely, integration of computer software into multiple computer systems and computer network systems; Cloud computing provider services for integration and storage of advertising, marketing and promotional data in the field of mobile marketing.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA February 20, 2014, Application No: 86/199,251 in association with the same kind of services (1); UNITED STATES OF AMERICA February 20, 2014, Application No: 86/199,512 in association with the same kind of services (2); UNITED STATES OF AMERICA February 20, 2014, Application No: 86/199,517 in association with the same kind of services (3). Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,674,083  Filing Date 2014-04-24
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
GOOGLE INC., 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK

FUN PROPULSION LABS

Goods
Computer software for creating video games; software for creating computer games; software for creating computer games provided via the Internet and other computer and electronic communication networks; computer software development tools, namely software for creating computer games; mobile application development tools, namely software for creating mobile computer games; educational software, namely, software providing instruction in the field of computer game software; software, namely, game engine software for computer game development and operation.

SERVICES
Providing non-downloadable software for creating computer games; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for creating computer games via the Internet and other computer and electronic communications networks; providing non-downloadable software development tools in the field of computer and mobile game software; providing non-downloadable educational software via the Internet and other computer and electronic communications networks featuring instruction in the field of computer game software; providing non-downloadable game engine software for computer game development; application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for software and application development.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,684,235  Filing Date 2014-07-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL INC., 115 Tabor Road, Morris Plains, NJ 07950, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
ROBIC CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001, SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE, MONTRÉAL, QUEBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

NORTHFLEX AIRGRIP

Goods
Protective gloves for industrial work

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as January 2014 on goods.
Application Number 1,686,390  
Filing Date 2014-07-22  
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
Wireless Resident Nurse Alert Technology Inc.,  
21 Antares Drive, Unit 120, Ottawa, ONTARIO K2E 7T8

Representative for Service  
SHAPIRO COHEN LLP  
SUITE 830,TOWER B, 555 LEGGET DRIVE, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2K2X3

TRADEMARK

RESIDENT NURSE ALERT

Goods

Low voltage communications systems namely nurse callers and parts therefor, telecommunications devices, namely, pagers, bed exit detectors and call pendants, card access security controls, wandering patient monitors, door security devices, namely, door controls, locks, electromagnetic locks, microprocessors, relay modules, power supplies and wireless transmitters for door locking mechanisms, proximity readers, entry phones, keypads and readers, motion detectors, CCTV cameras and parts and accessories therefor, wireless infrastructure, namely, wireless telephones and pagers, wiring infrastructure devices, namely, electrical, contact and appliance switches, transformers, plugs and connectors.

SERVICES

Installation and maintenance of low voltage communications systems namely, nurse callers and parts therefor, telecommunications devices, namely, pagers, bed exit detectors and call pendants, card access security controls, wandering patient monitors, door security devices, namely, door controls, locks, electromagnetic locks, microprocessors, relay modules, power supplies and wireless transmitters for door locking mechanisms, proximity readers, entry phones, keypads and readers, motion detectors, CCTV cameras and parts and accessories therefor, wireless infrastructure namely, wireless telephone and pager systems, and wiring infrastructure devices, namely, electrical, contact and appliance switches, transformers, plugs and connectors, and consultation in connection with all of the foregoing; installation, repair, and maintenance of system for tracking and locating persons or equipment in medical, assisted living, and educational environments and for wireless communication with medical staff, security staff, and emergency response personnel to provide assistance or aid, the system consisting of hardware, software, wearable tags, proximity sensors, telephones, pagers, intercom units, gateway hubs, access point hubs, router switches, and wireless hand-held tablets.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as 2001 on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,686,919  Filing Date 2014-07-25
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
GTRC Services, Inc., a Delaware Corporation, 
5795 Lindero Canyon Road, Westlake Village, CA 91362, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service  
LEGAULT JOLY THIFFAULT S.E.N.C.R.L. 
CENTRE DE COMMERCE MONDIAL, 380, RUE SAINT-ANTOINE OUEST, BUREAU 7100, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H2Y3X7

TRADEMARK

Index Headings  
DL DELTA LAB

Image Description (Vienna)  
- Letters presenting a special form of writing  
- Letters overlapping  
- Monograms formed of intertwined, overlapping or otherwise combined letters  
- Letters or numerals forming geometrical figures, written or typographical matter in perspective  
- Letters or numerals forming a triangle (surface or periphery)  
- One triangle  
- Triangular figures with one or more truncated or rounded angles  
- Lines or bands forming an angle -- Note: Including chevrons and arrowheads formed by lines or bands.  
- Rectangles  
- One quadrilateral  
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters  
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Goods  
Data processing equipment for use in the musical recording industry, namely, sound effects units, sound mixers and sound recorders for use with musical apparatus; active direct input boxes; dynamic digital and analog signal processors; sound amplifiers; power amplifiers for creating effects; keyboard amplifiers; frequency converters, electric signal converters; audio crossovers; graphic and parametric equalizers; microphones; microphone preamplifiers; sound effects pedals for musical instruments; bass amplifiers; modeling amplifiers; audio mixing consoles; master audio mixing desks for use in an audio recording studio; electronic musical instruments, namely, electronic sound simulators and sound effectors, electronic rhythm machines, electronic instrument tuning devices; sound amplifiers for musical instruments and parts and fittings thereof; compact discs containing recorded sound libraries and software programs for creating digital audio files in
the field of music production; pre-recorded recording media for audio signals, namely, CDs, CD-ROMs, DVD-ROMs and hard disks featuring sound libraries and sound loops; DJ apparatus, namely, turntables, compact disc players and mp3 players; signal distribution devices, namely, patchbays and digital clock distribution devices; control apparatus for audio signals, namely, control surface hardware; audio data processors, namely, surround processors; headphones; audio speakers; headphone amplifiers; loudspeakers and loudspeaker systems; studio audio monitors; guitar microphones and amplifiers; electronic components for electric guitars; computer programs for educational use for teaching music and instructional manuals sold as a unit therewith; and electronic publications recorded on computer media and downloadable electronic publications in the nature of manuals, brochures, specification sheets and magazines in the field of music.

CLAIMS

Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on June 30, 2009 under No. 3,647,550 on goods
Application Number 1,687,821 Filing Date 2014-07-31 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Alison Bidco S.a.r.l., 26-28 rue Edward Steichen, L-2540 Luxembourg, LUXEMBOURG

Representative for Service
BLANEY MCMURTRY LLP
Suite 1500, 2 Queen Street East, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5C3G5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
A ARVOS GROUP

Image Description (Vienna)
- Flames
- Rhombs or squares standing on one of the corners thereof
- Other irregular parallelograms, trapezia and quadrilaterals, quadrilaterals containing one or more rounded corners
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters
- Ellipses
- One circle or ellipse
- Circles or ellipses containing one or more letters
- Black
- White, grey, silver
- Green

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The mark consists of the wording ARVOS GROUP in black capital letters with a sideways lowercase letter "A" in grey inside of a green diamond shape, with the lowercase "A" on a white background

Foreign Character Translation/Transliteration
AVROS means "afternoons", as provided by the Applicant

Goods
heat exchangers for heat recovery from manufacturing processes in the chemical, petrochemical, metallurgical or glass industry or for heat recovery in power stations; high temperature preheaters for air; thermal post-combustion furnaces for dust-laden gases, blast furnace gas containing CO or exhaust air containing solvents downstream of various manufacturing processes; heat exchangers
for air or fuel preheating; heat exchangers for recovery of gas turbine waste heat; Air preheaters and gas-gas heaters for gas processing including use in thermal power generation facilities, heat exchangers for chemical and industrial plants; flat and profiled heat exchanger panels; heat transfer solutions for the petrochemical, chemical and metallurgical industry including transfer line exchangers and steam generating heat exchangers in gasification processes; waste heat steam generators; heat recovery steam generators in fire tube, water tube and double tube design for chemical, metallurgic and glass technological manufacturing processes; heat recovery steam generators for the utilisation of gas turbine heat; Industrial flash dryers for dehumidifying solid particles; mechanical separators for removing solid particles from air;

SERVICES
Design and research services with respect to the petrochemical, metallurgical, glass, power generation and milling industries;

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: EUIPO (EU) June 23, 2014, Application No: 013019427 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Used in EUIPO (EU) on goods and on services. Registered in or for EUIPO (EU) on November 07, 2014 under No. 013019427 on goods and on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,689,764  Filing Date 2014-08-15
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Toolmex Industrial Solutions, Inc., 1075 Worcester Street, Natick, MA 01760, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L. SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
TMX WORKHOLDING SOLUTIONS T

Image Description (Vienna)
- Check signs
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters linked to a figurative element -- Note: Letters representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object are classified in division 27.3.
- Lines or bands forming an angle -- Note: Including chevrons and arrowheads formed by lines or bands.
- Arrowheads -- Note: Not including arrowheads in the form of angles (26.3.23).

Goods

Class 07
(1) Machine tool parts, namely, lathe chucks and arbors, lathe centers, mandrels, machine tool holding spindles for lathes and milling centers; machine tool rotary accessory tooling for lathes and milling centers, namely, v-flange collet chucks, v-flange adapters, and v-flange end mill holders; machine tool parts for use in metalworking, namely, tombstone fixtures, manual chucks, power chucks, cylinders, steady rests, rotary tables; vises sold as component parts of drilling and milling machines.

(2) Drill chucks for manual drills, drill chucks for power drills, hydraulic cylinders, vises, steady rest fixtures for metal lathes, rotary tables.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA August 14, 2014, Application No: 86366781 in association with the same kind of goods (1). Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods (1). Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on October 11, 2016 under No. 5,060,025 on goods (1). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,697,939   Filing Date 2014-10-14
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Trapp Technology, Inc., 7360 East Acoma Drive, Suite 2, Scottsdale, Arizona 85260, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
SHAPIRO COHEN LLP
SUITE 830, TOWER B, 555 LEGGET DRIVE, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2K2X3

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
TRAPP

Image Description (Vienna)
- Squares
- Other irregular parallelograms, trapezia and quadrilaterals, quadrilaterals containing one or more rounded corners
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

SERVICES

(1) Computer services, namely, cloud computing provider services for general storage of data, cloud computing providing software for database management, cloud computing providing software for accounting, cloud computing providing software for tax preparation, cloud computing providing software for enterprise resource planning, and cloud computing web hosting services; providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing, namely, providing virtual desktop environments, virtual private network (VPN) services, leasing of computer programs, and licensing of computer software; hosting digital content, namely, internet sites, websites, and on-line web facilities; hosting websites and digital content for others on the Internet; computer services, namely, providing virtual and non-virtual application servers, file servers,
co-location servers, load balancing servers, redundancy servers, media servers and database servers to others; computer co-location services, namely, providing facilities for the location of computer servers with the equipment of others; application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting computer software applications of others; application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting and managing computer software applications of others; application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software, and web sites of others; hosting the software, websites and other computer applications of others on a virtual private server; hosting the web sites of others on a computer server for a global computer network; computer security consultancy; computer security services, namely, enforcing, restricting and controlling access privileges of users of computing resources for cloud, mobile and network resources based on assigned credentials; network security management in the nature of computer virus protection; computer services, namely, remote and on-site management of the information technology (IT) systems of others, namely, Internet, computer network, hardware, software, and cell phone network systems; information technology (IT) consulting services, namely, computer diagnostic services, computer programming services, computer security consultancy, computer site design services, computer software consultancy, computer systems monitoring services, customer service in the field of computer servicing, installation, repair, upgrading, and maintenance of computer software and computer hardware, technical support in the form of monitoring global computer network systems, technical support services in the form of troubleshooting of computer hardware and software problems; information technology (IT) integration services, namely, computer systems integration services; computer technical support services, namely, 24/7 service desk and help desk services for IT infrastructure, namely Internet, computer network, hardware, software, and cell phone network systems, operating systems, database systems, and web applications; technical support services, namely, remote and on-site administration and management of in-house and hosted databases, software applications and datacenter devices, namely, servers, wired networks, wireless networks, and storage devices, namely, Storage Area Networks (SAN) and Network Attached Storage (NAS); technical support services, namely, remote and on-site infrastructure management services for monitoring, administration and management of public, private and hybrid cloud computing IT and application systems, namely, Internet, computer network, hardware, software, and cell phone network systems; technical support, namely, monitoring technological functions of computer network systems featuring their bandwidth usage, connectivity and availability monitoring, on a global computer network

(2) Providing virtual private network (VPN) services; providing telecommunications connections to public and private computer networks; providing telecommunications connections to global computer networks; providing telecommunication connections to the internet and databases; telecommunications services for providing multiple-user access to a global computer network; providing blended bandwidth telecommunications connections to global computer networks; telecommunications gateway services, namely, providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; telecommunications routing and junction services [gateway services]; monitoring for security purposes of computer networks; monitoring for security purposes of computer networks and firewalls; monitoring for security purposes of computer networks and firewalls featuring their bandwidth usage, connectivity, and availability monitoring on a global computer network; electronic monitoring services for security purposes in the field of information technology, namely, Internet, computer network, hardware, software, and cell phone network systems

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as October 01, 2013 on services (1). Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA April 14, 2014, Application No: 86252007 in association with the same kind of services. Proposed Use in CANADA on services (2)
Application Number 1,699,277  Filing Date 2014-10-23
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Brown Governance Inc., 243 Main Street North,
Halton Hills, ONTARIO L7J 1W7

Representative for Service
JACK SMUGLER
66B Glynn Ave., Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1K1S8

TRADEMARK

The Professional Director Education and Certification Program

SERVICES
Consulting services in the field of corporate governance

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as December 2009 on services.
Application Number 1,699,341  Filing Date 2014-10-23
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
PMI Nutrition International, LLC, 1080 County Road F West, Shoreview, MN 55126, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

TESTDIET

Goods
animal feed; medicated animal feed for general health and well-being

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as December 1988 on goods.
Application Number 1,699,598  Filing Date 2014-10-24  
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
Canadian Tire Corporation, Limited, 2180 Yonge Street, Toronto, ONTARIO M4P 2V8

Representative for Service  
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP  
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3C2

TRADEMARK

TRUE. NORTH. STRONG.

Goods

Fishing gear, namely ice fishing shelters, ice fishing shelter pegs and ice fishing shelter lights, ice skimmers, ice cleats, ice fishing seats, ice fishing jig boxes, fillet knives, knives and pliers tool kit, tackle bags, tackle boxes, spider/mesh bags, fishing lines, lead core trolling lines, fishing rod holders for boats, fish gag mouth spreaders, hooks, scales, fillet boards, chain stringers, quick slide stringers, pliers, scissors, fishing gloves, fishing rod racks, forceps, clippers, spring action fish lip grabbers, fish whackers, marker buoys, fish rulers, fishing reels, spinning reels, spinning combos, trolling motors, tip-ups, namely fishing hole markers with flag, augers, ice fishing rod combos, ice fishing jigging combos, ice fishing rods, ice fishing reels, ice fishing spinning combos, silicone waterproofing liquid; outdoor cooking tools and equipment, namely, non-stick griddle, bbq lighter, bbq ignitor, butane fuel refill, flame fuel, waterproof matches, stove toasters, biners, lightsticks, picnic table set, sandwich toasters, coffee pots, percolators, coffee filters, plastic storage containers, wide mouth bottles, wine glasses, martini glasses, fry pans, woks, deep dry boil pots, cooking pot sets, salt and pepper shakers, portable sinks, tablecloth clamps and weights, tablecloths, dinnerware sets, cutlery and cutlery sets, camp forks, safety forks, telescoping forks, sporks, mugs, plates, bowls, coffee presses, coffee mug presses, multi-function grills, camp grills, hamburger grills, broilers, stove carry cases, egg holders; camping and outdoor sporting gear, namely, silicone waterproofing liquid, silicone waterproofing spray, fire retardant, lamp oil, skewer pegs, bear bells, biodegradable soap, grommets and grommet kits, mesh bags, tent repair kits, utility bags, screen patches, walking sticks, hiking poles, bulk propane adapters, cinch straps, reflective guy lines, utility straps, emergency heat kits, tent pegs, clothes lines, extension poles, clip-on mantles, plastic match boxes, emergency candles, utility cords, nylon cord, orange trail tape, flints, axes, whistles, machetes, fastener kits, rope, glow sticks, mallets, nylon repair tape, inflatable pillows, picnic blankets, whisk and dust pans, hydra packs, water bottle carriers, folding saws, mosquito nets, reflective cord, camp shovels, sport towels, replacement pole kits, fuel distribution trees, ground sheets, tarps, camping toilets, hammocks, hiking safety kits consisting of compass, bear bell, first aid kit, trail tape, mirror, and signal whistle, compression sacks, tent set-up and tear-down kits, sleeping bag straps, butane/propane mixed fuel, thermal blankets, portable fan, marshmallow roasters, waterproof wallets, toilet seat covers, shovel and pick combo, collapsible water bottles, glass bottles, seam seal, folding buckets, sew-on Canadian flags, led reflective markers, massage pillows, lubricant for pumps, regulator hoses, fire sticks, fuel for camping stoves and lanterns, kerosene fuel, aqua packs, portable beverage coolers, cooler bags, hard sided
coolers, backpack coolers, replacement spigots, water containers, butane stoves, propane stoves, burner camp stoves, lanterns, floating flashlights, camp lights, led lanterns, tent fans with lights, waterproof canoe packs, barrel and harness, white water hydra packs, sport day packs, school day packs, hiking packs, wheeled gear bags, backpacks, duffle bags, binoculars, spotting scopes, chairs, lumbar chairs, armchairs, quad chairs, camp stools, deck chairs, canopy chairs, stadium seats, folding camp tables, camp kitchen stands, quad tables, wagons, folding armchairs, 3-compartment organizers for chairs, tables, folding chair with tray, sleeping bags and liners, air pumps, air beds, sleeping pads, foam beds, camping cots, mattresses with pillows, portable gazebos, tents, shade shelters, cabin tents, mirrors, diving knives, fishing knives, hunting knives, carving knives, folding knives, jack knives, scaling knives, pocket knives; apparel for fishing, namely chest waders, waders, rain suits, fishing vests, jackets, winter jackets, winter bib pants; outdoor apparel and footwear, namely, boots, rubber boots, duck shoes, sandals, hiking shoes and boots, winter boots, loafers, clogs, moccasins, slippers, spring pack jackets, spring pack pants, snowshoes, gaiters, fleece undershirts, fleece pants, thermal underwear, thermal long-sleeve shirts, thermal pants, parkas, winter ski jackets, snow pants, unisex pants, insulated jackets, insulated rubber boots; personal flotation vests; snowshoe harnesses, snowshoe poles; boats and boating accessories, namely canoes, kayaks, inflatable boats, aluminum v-hull boats, jon boats, row boats, boat seats and parts and accessories therefor, boat seat mounts, boat seat cushions, bell pedestals, boat covers, boat cover support poles, outboard motors, car top carriers for canoes and kayaks, kayak carrier kits, kayak storage mounts, kayak and canoe carts, oars, clamp-on oarlock horns, oarlock sockets, canoe paddles, boat paddles; sunscreen, insect repellent.

SERVICES
Retail store services featuring the sale of camping equipment, fishing gear, outdoor cooking equipment, outdoor apparel, sporting articles, backpacks and luggage.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,700,355  Filing Date 2014-10-30
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
The Swansea City Association Football Club Limited, The Liberty Stadium, Landore, Swansea SA1 2FA, UNITED KINGDOM

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
SWANSEA CITY AFC

Image Description (Vienna)
- Ducks, geese, swans
- Birds stylized
- Letters or numerals forming geometrical figures, written or typographical matter in perspective
- Letters or numerals forming a figure in the shape of an arc of a circle

Goods

Class 03
(1) Bleaching preparations for laundry use; soaps, namely, bar soap, deodorant soap, antiperspirant soap, bath soap, hand soap, cosmetic soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.

Class 06
(2) Vehicle badges; figurines, clothes hooks, key rings, keys, cups, memorial plates and plaques, signs, money boxes, number plates, statues and statuettes, all made wholly or principally of common metals, bronzes parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; common metals and their alloys; materials of metal for railway tracks; safes; ores; key rings, key trinkets and key fobs.

Class 09
(3) Computers; blank smart cards; credit, charge, debit and cash cards; cheque guarantee cards; apparatus for processing card transactions and data relating thereto and for payment processing, namely, electronic card readers, smart card readers, magnetically encoded card readers, electronic machines for reading credit cards and recording financial operations; cash registers; sound and video recordings, namely, downloadable music, downloadable radio podcasts, downloadable sports tournament webcasts, downloadable ring tones and graphic for mobile telephones, downloadable movies and films in the field of sports and football, downloadable videos of sports and football games; tapes, cassettes, compact discs, video discs, DVDs featuring videos, films and movies in the field of sports and football; video recorders, namely, video cameras, video phones and videotape recorders; video cassettes; computer games; computer software, namely computer software for playing computer games, computer software featuring music and audio visual files, namely, videos, films, movies and animations in the field of sports and football, downloadable computer software for use on mobile telephones, computer software to enable the transmission of photographs to mobile telephones, computer software in the field of transmitting news and results in the field of football via the internet; screensavers; publications in electronic format namely, downloadable newspapers, magazines, books, periodical publications, brochures, annuals, pamphlets, brochures, reports, newsletters, manuals, journals, directories in the field of sports and football; electric and electronic scoreboards; photographic and cinematographic apparatus and instruments, namely, cameras and video cameras; protective clothing and protective footwear, namely, protective visors for athletic use, protective eyeglasses, sunglasses, protective helmets for sports, protective clothing for wear by motorcyclists for protection against accident or injury; Mobile phones; mobile phone accessories, namely, cases for mobile phones, mobile phone straps; computer hardware.

Class 14
(4) Jewellery, precious stones; Agates; Alarm clocks; Alloys of precious metal; Amulets, namely, jewelry; Atomic clocks; Badges of precious metal; Beads for making jewelry; Boxes of precious metal namely jewelry boxes, trinket boxes and watch boxes; Bracelets namely jewelry; Brooches namely jewelry; Busts of precious metal; Cases for clock- and watchmaking; Presentation cases for watches; Charms namely jewelry; Chronographs namely watches; Chronometers; Chronoscopes; Clock cases; Clock hands for clock and watch making; Clocks; Clocks and watches, electric; Clockworks; Cloisonne jewellery; Coins; Copper tokens; Cufflinks; Diamonds; Earrings; Gold thread namely jewelry; Gold, unwrought or beaten; Hat ornaments of precious metal; Ingots of precious metals; Iridium; Ivory namely jewelry; Jet, unwrought or semi-wrought; Jewelry; Jewelry cases and caskets; Jewelry of yellow amber; Lockets namely jewelry; Master clocks; Medals; Movements for clocks and watches; Necklaces namely jewelry; Olivine, namely, gems; Osmium; Palladium; Paste jewellery; Pearls namely jewelry; Pearls made of ambroid and pressed amber; Pins namely pin badges of precious metal; Platinum metal; Precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; Precious stones; Rhodium; Rings namely jewelry; Ruthenium; Semi-precious stones; Shoe ornaments of precious metal; Silver thread; Silver, unwrought or beaten; Spinel precious stones; Spun silver and silver wire; Statues of precious metal; Statuettes of precious metal; Stopwatches; Sundials; Tie clips; Tie pins; Watch bands; Watch cases; Watch chains; Watch glasses; Watch springs; Watches; Wristwatches.

Class 16
(5) Printed matter, namely, pamphlets, brochures, reports, newsletters, manuals, annuals, periodicals, journals and directories; Book binding material; photographs; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; paint brushes; typewriters; printers' type; printing blocks; travellers cheques; cardboard and plastic cards, namely, index cards, gift cards, invitation cards, score cards, business cards, birthday cards, Christmas cards, membership cards, musical greeting cards, thank
you cards and postcards; money orders, money drafts; cheques; booklets; posters; bookmarks; flags, banners; paper; cardboard; decalcomanias; labels, namely, stationery labels, label paper and address labels; wrapping and packaging materials, namely, wrapping paper, gift wrap paper, decorative paper bows for wrapping, containers of cardboard for packaging; trading cards, periodical publications; newspapers; books; magazines; albums, namely, picture albums, sticker albums and coin albums; pens, pencils, rulers, pencil cases, writing paper; car tax disc holders; stickers; vehicle stickers; writing instruments; greeting cards; calendars; diaries; address books; paper folders; writing instruments of precious metal; cheque book holders.

Class 18
(6) Animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; keycases; purses; handbags, boot bags; holdalls; luggage; suitcases; rucksacks; backpacks; sporting bags; wallets; credit card holders; briefcases; card cases; luggage label holders.

Class 24
(7) Textiles, namely, textile fabrics, textiles for clothes, textiles for carpets, textiles for furniture; flags, not made of paper; bath linen; bed covers; curtains of textile or plastic; sleeping bag sheet liners; bean bag covers; fabric for use in the manufacture of bags; fibre fabrics for use in the manufacture of bags; quilt bags; handkerchiefs; tea towels; textile wall hangings; bar towels; pennants of textile; napkins and tablecloths.

Class 25
(8) Anti-sweat underwear; Aprons as clothing; Ascots; Babies' pants as clothing; Bandanas; Bath robes; Bath sandals; Bath slippers; Bathing caps; Bathing trunks; Beach clothes; Beach shoes; Belts; Berets; Necklets, namely boas; Bodices; Boot uppers; Boots; Boots for sports; Brassieres; Breeches for wear; Camisoles; Cap peaks; Caps; Chasubles; Clothing, namely, business clothing, dress clothing, infant clothing, baby clothing, sports clothing and casual clothing; Clothing for gymnastics; Clothing of imitations of leather, namely, gloves, jackets, pants, shoes, slippers, hats and belts made of imitation leather; Clothing of leather, namely, leather gloves, leather jackets, leather pants, leather coats, leather shoes, leather slippers, leather and belts made of leather; Coats; Collar protectors; Corselets; Corsets; Cuffs; Cyclists' clothing; Detachable collars; Dress shields; Dresses; Dressing gowns; Ear muffs; Esparto shoes; sandals; Fishing vests; Fittings of metal for footwear; Football boots; Footmuffs, not electrically heated; Footwear, namely, infant footwear, rain footwear, sports footwear, shoes, sports shoes, deck-shoes; Footwear uppers; Fur stoles; Gabardines; Gaiter straps; Galoshes; Garters; Girdles; Gloves; Gymnastic shoes; Half-boots; Hat frames; Hats; Headbands; Headgear, namely, headbands, headscarves, bridal headdresses, hats and caps; Heelpieces for footwear; Heelpieces for stockings; Heels; Clothing hoods; Hosiery; Inner soles; Jackets; Jerseys: Jumper dresses; Knitwear, namely knitted hats, knitted tops, knitted shirts, knitted sweaters, knitted scarves and knitted gloves; Lace boots; Layettes; Leg warmers; Leggings; Liveries; Maniples; Mantillas; Masquerade costumes; Hats, namely, miters; Mittens; Neckties; Outer clothing, namely, jackets and coats; Pants; Paper hats for clothing; Parkas; Pelerines; Pelisses; Petticoats; Pocket squares; Pockets for clothing; Ponchos; Pullovers; Pyjamas; Sandals; Saris; Sarongs; Sashes for wear; Scarfs; Shawls; Shirt fronts; Shirt yokes; Shirts; Shoes; Short-sleeve shirts; Shoulder wraps; Shower caps; Singlets; Ski boots; Ski gloves; Skirts; Skorts; Skull caps; Sleep masks; Slippers; Undergarments, namely, slips and teddies; Smocks; Sock suspenders; Socks; Soles for footwear; Spats; Sports shoes; Stocking suspenders; Stockings; Studs for football boots; Stuff jackets; Suits; Sweat-absorbent stockings; Sneakers; Swimsuits; Tee-shirts; Tights; Tips for footwear; Togas; Top hats; Topcoats; Trousers; Turbans; Underpants; Underwear; Uniforms, namely, school uniforms and military uniforms; Veils;
Vests; Visors, namely, anti-glare visors, cap visors, and sun visors; Waterproof clothing, namely, waterproof coats, waterproof jackets, waterproof pants, waterproof hats, waterproof ponchos, waterproof boots and wet suits; Welts for footwear; Wet suits for water-skiing; Wimples; Wooden shoes; belts for clothing.

Class 28
(9) Games and playthings, namely, table football games, dart games and party games; gymnastic and sporting articles, namely, football gloves, football goals, shin pads for football, golf clubs, golf tees, golf markers, golf club covers, golf gloves, cones for sports purposes, flexible poles for sports purposes, namely, corner flags, boundary poles and training poles, rings for sport, namely, agility rings, agility ladders for sport, skipping ropes, hurdles for track sports, pumps especially adapted for use with footballs; toys, namely, toy figurines, toy whistles, toy animals, toy novelty face masks, stuffed toys, toy clocks and watches, toy scale model kits, toy vehicles; board games; Electronic hand-held games and hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; footballs; balls, namely, golf balls, rubber balls, rugby balls, beach balls and exercise balls; bags adapted for carrying sporting articles and apparatus; darts and flights therefor, balloons; ordinary playing cards; video game consoles and computer game consoles.

Class 30
(10) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour; Bread, pastry; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, bakingpowder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces, namely, tomato sauce, barbecue sauce, mayonnaise, mustard and gravy sauce; spices; ice; biscuits; puddings; cereal bars; ice cream; sorbets; molasses; pepper; corn flour; corn meal; milled maize; maize meal; flour for foods; tortilla chips and tortilla; pancakes; cakes; pastries; tarts; pizza; pies; meat pies; dumplings; fudge; caramels; seasoning; milk based gruel; sherbets; vanilla; unmilled cereals; crisps; salads; corn flour and corn starch; doughs; vegetable toppings; dried chilli; chilli paste.

SERVICES

Class 35
(1) Advertising the wares and services of others; Business management; Business administration; Accounting; Administrative processing of purchase orders; Arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; Auctioneering; Business appraisals; Business management and organization consultancy; Business management assistance; Business management consultancy; Business management of hotels; Business management of performing artists; Business management of sports people; Business organization consultancy; Commercial and industrial management assistance; Compilation of information into computer databases; Compilation of statistics; Cost price analysis; Data search in computer files for others; Document reproduction; Economic forecasting; Employment agencies; Organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; Import-export agencies; Invoicing; Layout services for advertising purposes; Marketing research services; Conducting marketing studies; Modelling for advertising or sales promotion; News clipping services; Office machines and equipment rental; On-line advertising on a computer network for others; Conducting public opinion polls; Payroll preparation; Personnel management consultancy; Personnel recruitment; Photocopying services; Price comparison services; Production of advertising films; Psychological testing for the selection of personnel; Public relations; Publication of publicity texts; Publicity agencies; Publicity columns preparation; Relocation services for businesses; Rental of advertising space; Rental of photocopying machines; Rental of vending machines; Secretarial services; Shop window dressing; Shorthand; Systemization of information into computer databases; Tax preparation; Telemarketing services; Telephone answering for unavailable subscribers; Typing; Word processing; Writing of publicity texts; advertising agency
services; online advertising for others via a computer communications network; promotional services in the form of promoting wares and services by arranging for sponsors to affiliate wares and services with a football game; business monitoring and consulting services, namely, tracking users and advertising of others to provide strategy, insight, marketing guidance, and for analyzing, understanding and predicting consumer behavior and motivations, and market trends; providing information regarding careers, employment, and job placement; computerized file management; computer data recording services; systemization of information into computer databases; retail services connected to the sale of chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics, manures, fire extinguishing compositions, tempering and soldering preparations, chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs, tanning substances, adhesives used in industry, unprocessed plastics in the form of liquids, chips or granules, paints; retail services connected to the sale of varnishes, lacquers, preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood, colorants, moldings, raw natural resins, metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, industrial oils and greases, lubricants, retail services connected to the sale of fuels, candles and wicks for lighting, combustible fuels and scented candles, pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies, dietary supplements for humans and animals, plasters, materials for dressings; retail services connected to the sale of dental wax, disinfectants, preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides, common metals and their alloys, metal building materials, materials of metal for railway tracks, non-electric cables and wires of common metal, small items of metal hardware, pipes and tubes of metal, safes, goods of common metal, ores, unwrought and partly wrought common metals; retail services connected to the sale of metallic windows and doors, metallic framed conservatories, machine tools, motors and engines (except for land vehicles), machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles), incubators for eggs, automatic vending machines, hand tools, cutlery, side arms, razors, electric razors and hair cutters; retail services connected to the sale of compact discs, DVDs, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, computers, computer software, surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth, orthopaedic articles, suture materials, supportive bandages; retail services connected to the sale of furniture adapted for medical use, book lights, lightbulbs, refrigerators, electric kettles, gas and electric cookers, vehicle lights and vehicle air conditioning units, vehicles, wheelchairs, motors and engines for land vehicles; retail services connected to the sale of vehicle body parts and transmissions, firearms, ammunition and projectiles, explosives, fireworks, precious metals and their alloys, jewellery, costume jewellery, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments, clocks and watches, musical instruments, stands and cases adapted for musical instruments, paper, cardboard, newspapers, magazines, books, calendars, address books, periodical publications, brochures, annuals, pamphlets, brochures, reports, newsletters, manuals, journals, directories, bookbinding material, photographs, stationery; retail services connected to the sale of adhesives for stationery or household purposes, paint brushes, typewriters, plastic materials for packaging, printers' type, printing blocks, rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica, plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; retail services connected to the sale of semi-finished plastics materials for use in further manufacture, leather and imitations of leather, animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags, handbags, rucksacks, purses, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, clothing for animals, non-metallic rigid pipes for building; retail services connected to the sale of asphalt, pitch and bitumen, non-metallic monuments, non-metallic framed conservatories, doors and windows, furniture, mirrors, picture frames, wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone,
ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum or plastic, garden furniture, pillows and cushions, kitchen utensils, combs and sponges; retail services connected to the sale of brush-making materials, steel wool, ceramics, glass, porcelain or earthenware, electric and non-electric toothbrushes, ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks for transporting bulk materials, padding and stuffing materials which are not made of rubber or plastics, raw fibrous textile materials, yarns and threads for textile use; retail services connected to the sale of textiles, bed and table covers, travellers' rugs, textiles for making articles of clothing, duvets, covers for pillows, cushions or duvets, clothing, footwear, headgear, lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles, artificial flowers, carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum for covering existing floors, wall hangings (nontextile), wallpaper; retail services connected to the sale of table football games, dart games, party games, footballs, golf balls, toys, toy figurines, toy whistles, toy animals, toy novelty face masks, stuffed toys, toy clocks and watches, toy scale model kits, toy vehicles, playing cards, gymnastic and sporting articles, decorations for Christmas trees, children's toy bicycles, meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, eggs, milk and milk products, edible oils and fats, prepared meals, soups and potato crisps, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; retail services connected to the sale of flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, honey, treacle, yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), spices, ice, sandwiches, prepared meals, pizzas, pies and pasta dishes, fresh fruits and vegetables, seeds, natural plants and flowers, foodstuffs for animals, malt, food and beverages for animals; retail services connected to the sale of beers, mineral and aerated waters, non-alcoholic drinks, fruit drinks and fruit juices, syrups for making beverages, shandy, de-alcoholised drinks, non-alcoholic beers and wines, alcoholic beverages (except beers), alcoholic wines, spirits and liqueurs, alcopops, alcoholic cocktails, tobacco, smokers' articles, matches, lighters for smokers; Retail services connected to the sale of mobile phones, mobile phone accessories, flags and banners.

Class 41
(2) Education, namely, physical education services; Education, namely, educational courses in the field of sports, fitness and football; providing of training, namely, fitness training and football training; entertainment in the form of football games; providing information in the field of football events via a global computer network and the internet; electronic games services provided by means of the Internet, namely, providing on-line computer games, providing on-line computer football games, providing online computer game contests; training services and organisation of competitions and sporting events, namely, operation of sports camps, timing of sports events, organization of football competitions, coaching in the field of football, organisation of sports events in the field of football; arranging and conducting seminars, conferences, exhibitions and symposia in the field of football; officiating at sports contests; provision of sports arena facilities; entertainment services relating to sport, namely, booking of seats for sports events, organization of soccer games, organization of soccer competitions; production of radio and television programmes; videotaping and videotape editing; provision of online electronic publications, namely, newspapers, magazines, books, periodical publications, brochures, annuals, pamphlets, brochures, reports, newsletters, manuals, journals, directories in the field of sports and football; publication of electronic books and journals; archive library services; preparation of documentary programmes for broadcasting, namely, production of documentary television programs, documentary radio programs and documentary films; preparation of entertainment programmes for broadcasting, namely, production of television and radio programs and film production; providing information regarding organising and conducting volunteer programmes and community service projects.

Class 43
(3) Bar services; Boarding for animals; Boarding house bookings; Boarding houses; Cafes; Cafeterias; Canteens; Day-nurseries namely creches; Food and drink catering; Holiday camp services namely lodging; Hotel reservations; Hotels; Motels; Providing campground facilities; Rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; Rental of drinking water dispensers; Rental of meeting rooms; Rental of rooms as temporary living accommodation; Rental of tents; Restaurants; Retirement homes; Self-service restaurants; Snack-bars; Temporary accommodation reservations, namely, reservation of rooms for travellers.

CLAIMS

Used in EUIPO (EU) on goods and on services. Registered in or for EUIPO (EU) on August 21, 2014 under No. 012628962 on goods and on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,700,782  Filing Date 2014-11-03
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Apple Inc., 1 Infinite Loop, Cupertino, CA 95014, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
ANDREA FRIEDMAN-RUSH (BLANEY MCMURTRY LLP), 2 Queen Street East, Suite 1500, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5C3G5

TRADEMARK

HANDOFF

Goods
networking and configuration computer software designed to enable communication and data exchange between computers, tablet computers, smartphones, wearable computer hardware, and peripheral devices for use in accessing, retrieving, downloading, backing up, managing, organizing, and synchronizing data, email, documents, images, audio, video, multimedia content, electronic publications, computer files and other computer software; computer software for tracking the location of mobile digital electronic devices; database synchronization software; device synchronization software

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as October 16, 2014 on goods. Priority Filing Date: JAMAICA May 02, 2014, Application No: 64691 in association with the same kind of goods
Application Number 1,702,796  Filing Date 2014-11-14
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
michel martel, 1991 place hyacinthe-boileau,
saint-lazare, QUÉBEC J7T 2E6

Representative for Service
MICHEL MARTEL
1991 PLACE HYACINTHE-BOILEAU,
SAINT-LAZARE, QUÉBEC, J7T2E6

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
V NATION

Image Description (Vienna)
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters in relief or shaded
- Squares
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Goods
Clothing and sports clothing, namely hooded jackets, sports bags, T-shirts, sweatshirts, polos, shirts, caps, shorts, Bermuda shorts, overalls, dungarees, jogging pants, parkas, raincoats, blousons, coats, jackets, anoraks, bloomers, skirts, pajamas, night shirts, dressing gowns, suspenders, socks, headbands, team jerseys, hockey equipment, namely gloves, protective helmets, goalie masks, sweaters, stockings, hockey sticks, skates, pants, leg guards, football equipment, namely gloves, protective helmets, sweaters, stockings, pants, newspapers and periodicals, books and photographs, colouring books, cutout pictures, puzzles, playing cards, building games, chess sets, board games, namely in relation to golf, hockey, soccer, football, lacrosse, baseball, badminton, miniature games, namely in relation to car racing, golf, hockey,
soccer, football, basketball, baseball, lacrosse, mechanical toys, dolls and their accessories, key holders and plaques made of enamelled metal, statues and statuettes made of common metals, bedside lamps, wall lamps, lamps, watches, alarm clocks, wall clocks, music boxes, stationery, namely envelopes, memo pads, cardboard folders with flaps, wrapping paper, postcards, greeting cards, writing instruments, namely pencils, felt-tip pens, pens, posters, colouring books, calendars, personal planners, address books, books, coasters, erasers, workbooks, binders, index dividers, letter holders, statues and statuettes made of porcelain, terra cotta or glass, dishes not made of precious metals, namely plates, coffee sets, cereal bowls, platters, trays, sheets, cases and slip covers for comforters, robes, bath towels, video games, handbags, school satchels, sports bags, travel bags, school bags, travel kits.

SERVICES

Operation, management, governance, and administration of an establishment for the retail of clothing and sports clothing, namely hooded jackets, sports bags, T-shirts, sweatshirts, polos, shirts, caps, shorts, Bermuda shorts, overalls, dungarees, jogging pants, parkas, raincoats, blousons, coats, jackets, anoraks, bloomers, skirts, pajamas, night shirts, dressing gowns, suspenders, socks, headbands, team jerseys, hockey equipment, namely gloves, protective helmets, goalie masks, sweaters, stockings, hockey sticks, skates, pants, leg guards, football equipment, namely gloves, protective helmets, sweaters, stockings, pants, newspapers and periodicals, books and photographs, colouring books, cutout pictures, puzzles, playing cards, building games, chess sets, board games, namely in relation to golf, hockey, soccer, football, lacrosse, baseball, badminton, miniature games, namely in relation to car racing, golf, hockey, soccer, football, basketball, baseball, lacrosse, mechanical toys, dolls and their accessories, key holders and plaques made of enamelled metal, statues and statuettes made of common metals, bedside lamps, wall lamps, lamps, watches, alarm clocks, wall clocks, music boxes, stationery, namely envelopes, memo pads, cardboard folders with flaps, wrapping paper, postcards, greeting cards, writing instruments, namely pencils, felt-tip pens, pens, posters, colouring books, calendars, personal planners, address books, books, coasters, erasers, workbooks, binders, index dividers, letter holders, statues and statuettes made of porcelain, terra cotta or glass, dishes not made of precious metals, namely plates, coffee sets, cereal bowls, platters, trays, sheets, cases and slip covers for comforters, robes, bath towels, video games, handbags, school satchels, sports bags, travel bags, school bags, travel kits.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since February 01, 2014 on services. Used in CANADA since at least February 01, 2014 on goods.
Application Number 1,713,500  Filing Date 2015-02-02
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Haramaki Holdings Limited, 43 Gage Street, 3G
New Central Mansion, Central, HONG KONG, CHINA

Representative for Service
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
CM

Image Description (Vienna)
- Propellers, ventilators, blowers, turbines, burners -- Note: Includes all kinds of propellers, including those for aircraft or ships.
- Wind mills (girandoles)
- Other flowers, blossoms -- Notes: (a) Including flowers or blossoms of trees (cherry trees, peach trees, apple trees) and of bushes. -- (b) Including flowers of protea and strelitzia.
- Stylized flowers
- One flower
- One polygon
- Squares
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals containing representations of animals or parts of animals' bodies or plants
- Quadrilaterals containing other figurative elements
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Goods
Hand operated cutting tools, namely scissors, paper punches, and paper trimmers; Blades for hand operated cutting tools, namely scissors, paper punches and paper trimmers; Adhesive tape rollers for stationery and household purposes; Adhesive tapes for stationery and household purposes; Pens; Photograph albums; Photograph album covers; Photograph album pages; Photograph album page protectors; Paper; Paper cutters; Scrapbook albums; Scrapbook album covers; Scrapbook album pages; Scrapbook album page protectors; Plastic pages for holding photographs

SERVICES

On-line retail services featuring photo albums, photo album accessories, scrapbooks and scrapbook accessories; Retail services by direct solicitation by sales agents in the field of photo albums, photo album accessories, scrapbooks and scrapbook accessories; Shop-at-home parties featuring photo albums, photo album accessories, scrapbooks and scrapbook accessories

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as November 06, 2014 on goods and on services. Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA December 22, 2014, Application No: 86/488,693 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods and on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on November 24, 2015 under No. 4,857,991 on goods and on services
Application Number 1,715,501  Filing Date 2015-02-17
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
LIDL STIFTUNG & CO. KG, Stiftsbergstr.1, 74172 Neckarsulm, GERMANY

Representative for Service
ROBIC
CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001, SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE, MONTRÉAL, QUEBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

LIDL

Goods

(1) Artificial sweetener; Manures;

(2) Paints, namely house, interior and exterior paints; varnishes, lacquers in the nature of a coating; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood in the nature of coating; colorants for use in the manufacture of foods and beverages, colorants for use in the manufacture of fabrics; mordant dyes; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists

(3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, namely laundry starch, laundry detergents, fabric softeners for laundry use, laundry stain removers; laundry starch; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, namely all purpose cleaning preparations, dishwashing detergents, carpet cleaning preparations, lavatory cleaning preparations, furniture polish, floor polish, abrasive and scouring powders and liquids; soaps, namely body soaps, hand soaps, shaving soaps, disinfectant soaps; perfumes, essential oils for personal use, cosmetics, sunscreen preparations, hair lotions; dentifrices; room sprays as fragrance sprays.

(4) Industrial oils and greases; lubricants, namely all-purpose lubricants, automotive lubricants, drilling lubricants, industrial lubricants; fuels and illuminants, namely diesel fuel, fuel gas, fuel oil, lamp fuel, lighting fuel; candles and wicks.

(5) Healthcare preparations, namely disinfectant soap and all-purpose disinfectant; non-prescription medicines, pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations, namely pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of respiratory infections, eye infections, dermatitis, skin pigmentation diseases and headaches; plasters, namely medical plasters, dental plasters, surgical plasters; materials for dressings, namely bandages for dressings, gauze for dressing, wound dressings; disinfectants, namely all purpose disinfectants, disinfectant soap, contact lens disinfectant; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; deodorising preparations and deodorising room sprays; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, namely vitamins, minerals, trace elements, enzymes and lecithin for use as a dietary supplement; dietetic food adapted for medical use, namely meal replacement bars and drinks; dietary supplements for general health and well-being, food for babies; sanitary articles, namely sanitary pads, panties liners, tampons, sanitary pants; sanitary articles for women, including sanitary towels, panty liners, tampons, menstruation knickers; supplements for animal foodstuffs; diapers.

(6) Metal building materials, namely doors, windows, trims for buildings, structural beams; transportable buildings of metal, namely portable mobile metal office buildings, portable gazebos,
portable shelters for vehicles; non-electric cables and wires of common metal, namely audio/video cables, battery cables, coaxial cables, optical cables, radio relay cables, telephone cables, USB cables; ironmongery and small items of metal hardware, namely metal fasteners, bolts, nails, rivets, screws, brads, clamps, pins; pipes and tubes of metal, namely drain pipes, gutter pipes, sewer pipes, inner tubes for bicycles; safes; goods of metal, namely bicycle parking installations of metal, bindings of metal, metallic mountings, tanks of metal, closures of metal for containers, bolts of metal, letter boxes of metal, roof gutters of metal, door handle fittings of metal, wall plugs made of metal, nozzles of metal, insect screens of metal, foils of metal for wrapping and packaging, coat hooks and cloth hooks of metal, metal safes, scaffoldings of metal, transportable greenhouses of metal, metal trellis, bars for metal railings, knobs of metal, house numbers of metal, non-luminous, jalousies of metal, cramps of metal, pitons of metal, baskets of metal, works of art of common metal, laths of metal, fittings of metal for furniture, rivets of metal, hinges of metal, washers of metal, signboards of metal, rings of common metal for keys, stables of metal, transportable buildings of metal, namely portable mobile metal office buildings, portable gazebos, portable shelters for vehicles, metallic divisions, namely partitions, metal door trim, packaging containers of metal, empty tool boxes of metal, weather vanes of metal, fences of metal, tent pegs of metal.

(7) Machines for the working of metal, wood, plastic, concrete and stone, namely metal working machines, wood cutting machines, wood sawing machines, injection plastic molding machines, concrete paving machines, stone engraving machines; machine tools for the automotive industry, for the metal working industry and for the textile industry; trueing machines, namely cutting and drilling machines for metalworking; drilling machines, namely wood drilling machines, drilling machines for metalworking; saws, welding machines; electric kitchen machines for preparing foodstuffs and beverages, namely electric coffee machines, toasters, microwave ovens; electric kitchen machines for chopping, mincing, pressing, blending, kneading, pureeing, crushing or opening, namely food choppers, meat mincers, fruit presses, food blenders, ice crushing machines, bottle openers, can openers; mixers, juice extractors, electric can openers; foil-sealing devices, namely packaging machines for food; packaging machines, label printing machines; sewing machines; dishwashers, washing machines; electric floor-cleaning equipment, namely floor cleaning machines, vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaners; agricultural machines and implements other than hand-operated, namely agricultural balers, agricultural cultivators, agricultural tractors, agricultural land fertilizing equipment, harvesters; not hand-operated garden equipment and machines, namely mechanical and gasoline lawn mowers, blowers for lawn debris, rakes; lawn mowers.

(8) Hand tools; hand-operated equipment for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, namely hand-held hoes, hand-held lawn rakes, wheelbarrows, gardening tools; hand-operated tools for the working of metal, wood, plastic, concrete and stone; flat irons; hand-operated instruments for household use, namely cleaning cloths, dishwashing brushes, toilet brushes, lint brushes; cutlery, forks and spoons; hand-operated and electric razors; manicure and pedicure goods; hair curling irons.

(9) Scientific, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, supervision, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, namely cameras, camera recorders, magnifying glasses, instruments for measuring electricity, namely ammeters, voltmeters, ohmmeters; kitchen scales, bathroom scales, letter scales; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, namely electricity conduits, power switches, electric power generators, electrical power connectors, power transformers; electrical cables, electrical plugs, electric switches, power supply device, namely uninterruptible electrical power supplies, modular electric power supplies; repeaters for radio and television stations, splitters, namely signal splitters of audio/video receivers; apparatus for
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound, images or other data, namely radios, audio cassette recorders and players, compact disc players, television sets, video tape recorders and players, digital video players and recorders, compact disc recorders; mobile phones, smart phones and telephones; magnetic data carriers, namely blank audio and video tapes, optical discs, CD-ROMs, CDs and DVDs; pre-recorded CDs, DVDs, HD-DVDs, optical discs and cassettes containing music, movies and computer games; computer software for creating and editing music, computer software for creating computer games; calculators, data processing equipment, namely card punching and sorting machines, computers, printers, plotters, scanners; computers, laptop computers; electric scales for household and persons; spectacles, binoculars; protective clothing, namely chemical exposure protective clothing, clothing for protection against fire, motorcyclist protective clothing; protective footwear, namely chemical exposure protective footwear, fire protective footwear, shoes for protection against accidents and fire, steel-toe boots, work shoes and boots; protective helmets, namely bicycle helmets, boxing helmets, motorcycle helmets, protective helmets for sports, welding helmets.

(10) Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, namely syringes, probes, dental drills, scissors and inhalators; orthopedic articles, namely orthopedic soles, orthopedic belts, orthopedic footwear, orthopedic suspenders.

(11) Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, namely sinks, electric lighting fixtures, lamps, flashlights, fluorescent lighting tubes, portable electric heaters, domestic furnaces, steam generators, domestic cooking ovens, electric and gas stoves, hot air cooking ovens, electric heaters for baby bottles, heat pumps, air conditioning units for domestic use, facial saunas, electrically heated hot pots, electric coffee makers for domestic use, electric toasters, hot water heaters, electric waffle irons, electric juice presses and juice extractors, electric refrigerators, freezers, hand held hair dryers, tumble dryers for clothes, electric light switches, electric light dimmers, electric light bulbs and electric ventilators; toasters; hair dryers.

(12) Vehicles, namely automobiles, bicycles, tricycles, motorcycles; bicycles, boats; apparatus for locomotion by land or water, namely strollers, pedal-boats; carts, namely grocery carts, golf carts, go-carts, pushcarts; trolleys, namely motorized golf trolleys, serving trolleys, tea trolleys; accessories for bicycles, motor vehicle and boats, namely bicycle handles, bicycle horns, bicycle pedals, bicycle saddles, bicycle speedometers, bicycle stands, bicycle trailers, luggage racks for bicycles, car antennas, car-top luggage carriers, boat canopies, boat ramps, boat trailers.

(13) Fireworks.

(14) Jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments, namely watches, wall clocks, alarm clocks, chronometers.

(15) Musical instruments, namely string instruments, brass instruments, percussion instruments, woodwind instruments.

(16) Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely notepads, paper tapes, paper banners, flags of paper, paper boxes, bibs of paper, paper emblems, paper bows, paper stickers, labels of paper, place mats of paper, paper stationery, paper folders, till rolls, face towels of paper, placards of paper or cardboard, boxes of cardboard or paper, table linen of paper, wrapping materials made of paper, fiberboard boxes, disposable paper products, namely paper food wraps, paper towels, paper hand towels, paper napkins, paper mats, paper tissues, paper tablecloths; table decorations of paper, dust bags of paper for cleaning apparatus, paper party decorations, posters of paper and cardboard, tags of paper or cardboard, paper baking cups or cardboard, craft paper, paper crafts materials, works of fine art and figures made of paper, cardboard or papier mâché, paper towels, table napkins of paper, filter paper, handkerchiefs, hygienic paper, containers
of paper for packaging, plastic bags for packaging; printed matter, namely magazines, books, newspapers, brochures; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery, namely pens, pencils, penholders, wrapping paper for books, envelopes, diaries, scrapbooks, address books, paper clips; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials, namely artists' brushes, artists' molds, artists' paint, artists' palettes, artists' pastels, artists' pencils, canvas for painting; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites except furniture, namely pens, pencils, scissors, rulers, staplers, staples, marker pens, erasers; instructional and teaching material, except apparatus, namely books, educational toys, educational software for children; plastic materials for packaging, namely packaging sleeves for boxes; pouches, namely pipe pouches, tobacco pouches, watch pouches; foils, namely aluminum foil, hair colouring foils, polypropylene foil for packing; advertising material, namely graphic art printed patterns for advertisements.

(17) Packing, stopping and insulating materials, namely paper and plastic bags for packaging, plastic film for packaging, plastic pellets for packaging, insulating foils, insulating tape, insulating tapes; flexible pipes, not of metal, namely cardboard tubes, mailing tubes.

(18) Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, namely leather bags, leather suitcases, leather handbags, leather rucksacks, portfolios of leather, briefcases of leather, vanity cases, not fitted, of leather, leather cases, leather pouches, leather boxes, pocket wallets of leather, credit card cases of leather, purses of leather, travelling sets of leather, namely travel cases and bags; key cases of leather, customised luggage labels of leather, girths of leather, leather thread, leather studs, leather leashes, leather laces, boxes of leather, cans of leather, saddlery of leather, straps for soldiers' equipment, leather trimmings for furniture, bags, envelopes or pouches of leather, for packaging, bags of artificial leather, suitcases of artificial leather, handbags of artificial leather, rucksacks of artificial leather, portfolios of artificial leather, briefcases of artificial leather, vanity cases, not fitted, of artificial leather, cases of artificial leather, pouches of artificial leather, boxes of artificial leather, pocket wallets of artificial leather, credit card cases of artificial leather, purses of artificial leather, travelling sets of artificial leather, namely travel cases and bags; key cases of artificial leather, customised luggage labels of artificial leather, girths of artificial leather, laces of artificial leather, boxes of artificial leather, cans of artificial leather, trimmings for furniture of artificial leather, bags, envelopes or pouches of artificial leather, for packaging; wallets, purses, pouches and key cases; trunks, travelling bags, back packs and rucksacks; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; saddlery.

(19) Building construction materials, namely construction timber, insulating glass for construction purposes, concrete walls for building, mortar for building, plaster used for building purposes.

(20) Furniture, namely bedroom furniture, computer furniture, dining room furniture, living room furniture, office furniture, outdoor furniture, children furniture; furniture for motor homes, garden furniture, furniture for animals, mattresses, bedding other than bed linen, coatstands, mirrors, frames; wickerwork; goods of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics, namely bamboo curtains, wooden blinds, cable or pipe clips of plastics, closures, not of metal, for containers, letter boxes, not of metal or masonry, containers, not of metal, decorations of plastic for foodstuffs, boxes of wood or plastic, plugs not of metal, figurines of wood, wax, plaster or plastic, corks for bottles, bottle stoppers, coathooks, not of metal, curtain hooks, curtain rings, curtain rods, plaited straw, bamboo, rattan or wicker, except matting, non-luminous house numbers, not of metal, garment covers, namely garment bags for storage; identity plates, not of metal, cable clips, not of metal, infant walkers, high chairs for babies, clothes hooks, not of metal, knobs, not of metal, corks, works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic, rattan, signboards of wood or plastic, shell, artificial shell, screws, not of metal, nuts, not of metal, ladders
of wood or plastics, transport pallets, not of metal, door fittings, not of metal, door handles, not of metal, non-electric door bells, not of metal, packaging containers of plastic, tent pegs, not of metal; furniture cushions.

(21) Household or kitchen utensils and containers, namely plastic storage containers, thermally insulated containers for food and beverages, plastic medication containers for personal use, soap containers, laundry baskets, garbage cans, umbrella stands, photograph storage boxes; bathroom equipment, namely bathroom furniture, bathroom fixtures, bath tubs, showers, showerheads, shower panels, toilets, toilet seats, faucets; gardening articles, namely garden claws, garden hoses, gardening gloves, gardening tools, knee pads for gardening; kitchenware and cookware, namely cooking pots, frying pans, cake moulds, cooking utensils, plates, table glassware; cooking pots, frying pans, cake moulds, washroom and bathroom accessories, namely soap dispensers, soap holders, towel racks, shower curtains, toothbrush holders, facial tissue dispensers; hair combs; sponges, namely bath sponges, scouring sponges, toilet sponges; brushes for household use, namely brushes for cleaning tanks and containers, brushes for pets, clothes brushes, dishwashing brushes, brushes for cleaning footwear; bathroom equipment, namely bathroom furniture, bathroom fixtures, bath tubs, showers, showerheads, shower panels, toilets, toilet seats, faucets; gardening articles, namely garden claws, garden hoses, gardening gloves, gardening tools, knee pads for gardening; kitchenware and cookware, namely cooking pots, frying pans, cake moulds, cooking utensils, plates, table glassware; cooking pots, frying pans, cake moulds, washroom and bathroom accessories, namely soap dispensers, soap holders, towel racks, shower curtains, toothbrush holders, facial tissue dispensers; hair combs; sponges, namely bath sponges, scouring sponges, toilet sponges; brushes for household use, namely brushes for cleaning tanks and containers, brushes for pets, clothes brushes, dishwashing brushes, brushes for cleaning footwear; bathroom equipment, namely bathroom furniture, bathroom fixtures, bath tubs, showers, showerheads, shower panels, toilets, toilet seats, faucets; gardening articles, namely garden claws, garden hoses, gardening gloves, gardening tools, knee pads for gardening; kitchenware and cookware, namely cooking pots, frying pans, cake moulds, cooking utensils, plates, table glassware; cooking pots, frying pans, cake moulds, washroom and bathroom accessories, namely soap dispensers, soap holders, towel racks, shower curtains, toothbrush holders, facial tissue dispensers; hair combs; sponges, namely bath sponges, scouring sponges, toilet sponges; brushes for household use, namely brushes for cleaning tanks and containers, brushes for pets, clothes brushes, dishwashing brushes, brushes for cleaning footwear, brushes for cleaning up; articles for cleaning purposes, namely cleaning cloths, brooms, garbage pails, toilet brushes; steelwool; glassware, namely decorative figurine glassware, table glassware; porcelain and earthenware, namely porcelain plates, earthenware tiles, figurines, vases.

(22) Ropes, string, nets, namely fishing nets, nets for camouflage, mosquito nets; tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags, namely cotton and jute bags for use in industry, laundry bags, mail bags.

(23) Yarns and threads, for textile use.

(24) Textiles and textile goods, namely textile place mats, textile tablecloths, textile wall hangings, textile fabrics; bed and table linen, towels, namely bath towels, beach towels, hand towels; curtains, drapes, bed covers, table covers.

(25) Clothing, namely athletic clothing, business clothing, casual clothing, children's clothing, fishing clothing, outdoor winter clothing, sports clothing; footwear, namely athletic footwear, beach footwear, casual footwear, children's footwear, evening footwear, outdoor winter footwear, rain footwear, sports footwear; headgear, namely hats, caps, toques, berets, kerchiefs, bandannas.

(26) Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons for clothing, hooks and eyes, pins and needles, namely clothes pins, hair pins, hat pins, tie pins sewing needles, knitting needles; artificial flowers, curlers.

(27) Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, namely bath mats, door mats, floor mats for vehicles, gymnasium mats, non-slip mats for baths, personal sitting mats, yoga mats; linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors, namely non-metal floor tiles; wall hangings (non-textile).

(28) Games, namely board and card games, dice games, party games, dart games, action skill games, role-playing games, video games, word games, computer games; toys, namely dolls, toy action figures, toy scale model vehicles, bath toys, construction toys, educational toys, musical toys; plush toys, ride-on toys; playing cards; gymnastic and sporting articles, namely gymnastic mats, gymnastic parallel bars, sports helmets, sports uniforms, gymnastic balls; decorations for Christmas trees.

(29) Meat and meat products, namely meat preserves, meat jelly, meat pies, meat sauce, meat spreads, prepared meals consisting of meat; fish and fish products, namely fish preserves, fish pies, fish spreads, prepared meals consisting of fish; poultry and poultry products, namely poultry preserves, poultry sausages, poultry pies, poultry roasts, poultry liver pastes, prepared meals consisting of poultry; game and game products, namely game preserves, game sausages, game
pies, game spreads, prepared meals consisting of game; sausages and charcuterie, namely blood sausage, ham, salami, sliced meat; shellfish, not live, goods of shellfish, not live, namely shrimp rolls, lobster bisque, prepared meals consisting of shellfish; seafood, not live, goods of seafood, not live, namely seafood spreads, prepared meals consisting of seafood; meat, fish, poultry, game, shellfish, vegetable and fruit extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and canned cooked fruit and vegetables, the aforesaid goods including being pickled in sweet and/or sour sauce; preparations made from potatoes; jellies and jams, marmalade, fruit puree, sweet spreads made with fruits or vegetables, sweet spreads made with nuts; eggs, milk and milk products, butter, cheese, cheese products, cream, yoghurt, quark, powdered milk for food, desserts of fruit, nuts, yoghurt, quark and cream; prepared nuts, nut mixtures, nut mixtures with dried fruits; edible oils and fats; tinned soups, preparations for making soup, broths; salads consisting predominantly of meat, fish, poultry, game, shellfish, vegetables, fruit and milk products; ready meals consisting essentially of meat, fish, poultry, game, shellfish, vegetables, fruits and milk products; frozen food consisting predominantly of meat, fish, poultry, game, shellfish, vegetables, fruit and milk products; dietetic food, other than for medical purposes, consisting predominantly of meat, fish, poultry, game, shellfish, vegetables, fruit and milk products.

(30) Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; coffee, tea, cocoa and chocolate drinks; coffee and cocoa preparations for making alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; flour and preparations made from cereals, namely cereal-based bars, cereal-based snack food, muesli; cereals, muesli and wholewheat products, namely wholewheat bread, wholewheat flour, wholewheat pizza dough, wholewheat cereal-based bars; farinaceous food pastes, noodles and noodle products, namely instant noodles, noodle-based prepared meals, noodle salads; pizza and pizza products, namely pizza dough, pizza sauce; sushi; bread, open sandwiches, sandwiches, pastry and confectionery, namely almond confectionery, chocolate confectionery, frozen confectionery, fruit-based confectionery, peanut confectionery, sugar confectionery; sweets in the form of candy; candy, chocolate and chocolate goods, namely chocolate bars, chocolate chips, chocolate confections, chocolate covered nuts, chocolate pastes, chocolate sauce, chocolate syrup; edible ices; puddings; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder, starch for food; salt; mustard; mayonnaise, ketchup; vinegar, sauces (condiments), namely tomato sauce, spaghetti sauce, pizza sauce, barbecue sauce, gravy, soy sauce, tartar sauce; salad dressings; spices, spice extracts, dried herbs; flavorings for food; ready meals consisting essentially of preparations made from cereals, pasta, noodles, rice, bread, pastry and/or confectionery; frozen food consisting predominantly of cereal preparations, farinaceous food pastes, noodles, rice, bread, pastry and/or confectionery; dietetic food, other than for medical purposes, consisting predominantly of cereal preparations, farinaceous food pastes, noodles, rice, bread, pastry and/or confectionery.

(31) Fresh fruits and vegetables; fresh nuts; seeds, namely agricultural seeds, bird seeds, flower seeds, grass seeds, fruit and vegetable seeds; natural plants and flowers; dried plants; foodstuffs for animals, namely animal feed; animal litter.

(32) Beers, non-alcoholic beer, diet beer, namely low-calorie beer; mixed beer beverages; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages, namely soft drinks, sports drinks, energy drinks, fruit-flavoured drinks; lemonades; fruit beverages and fruit juices; vegetable juice; smoothies; syrups, powders and concentrates for making soft drinks and non-alcoholic fruit-based beverages.

(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers), namely alcoholic malt-based coolers, alcoholic coffee-based beverages; wine, spirits (beverages), liqueurs, alcoholic mixed beverages, namely alcoholic cocktails and coolers; spirit-based and wine-based cocktails and aperitifs, beverages containing wine; alcoholic preparations for making beverages, namely syrups, powders and concentrates for making alcoholic cocktails.
(34) Cigarettes, tobacco and tobacco products; smokers’ articles, namely lighters, cigarette cases, cigarette paper, cigarette rollers, cigarette tubes, pipe cleaners, pipe pouches, ashtrays; matches, cigarette lighters.

SERVICES

(1) Dietary guidance, namely dietitian services, weight reduction diet planning and supervision services; consultancy relating to health and beauty care for human beings and animals.

(2) Provision of food and drink, namely restaurant services, snack-bars, bar services, café services; catering; supplying of meals for immediate consumption, namely take-out restaurant services, fast-food restaurants, mobile restaurant services; temporary accommodation, namely providing temporary hotel and campground accommodations; arranging of accommodation, namely booking of temporary hotel and campground accommodations.

(3) Advisory services relating to environmental protection.

(4) Providing of training, namely computer training, language training services, cooking classes; entertainment in the form of fashion shows, live comedy shows, circus performances, live musical concerts and magic shows; sporting and cultural events, namely organisation of sport fishing competitions, operation of sports camps, arranging and conducting are exhibitions; seat reservations and advance ticket sales for entertainment events; arranging of electronic games and competitions via the Internet.

(5) Photographic laboratory services.

(6) Transport, namely transportation of goods by air, boat, rail and trucks; merchandise packaging; warehouse storage services; organisation of trips, namely arranging of tours and cruises; travel arrangement; travel reservation and booking, namely travel and tour ticket reservation services, rental car reservation, booking of seats for travel; arranging of travel reservation and booking.

(7) Telecommunications, namely wireless telephone services; message sending, namely parcel shipping services; providing access to the Internet and a global computer network; Internet telephone services; electronic transmission via the Internet, namely electronic mail services.

(8) Financial services, namely financial asset management, fiscal assessment and evaluation, arranging of loans; insurance services; insurance and financial consultation; arranging of credit agreements, saving agreements and financing agreements; arranging of insurance.

(9) Retailing of foodstuffs, alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, sanitary articles, washing and cleaning preparations, cosmetics, non-prescription medicines, health care preparations, small items of metal hardware, machines and apparatus for the working of metal, wood, plastic, concrete and stone, building, DIY, namely handcraft requisites, and gardening requisites, household machines and apparatus, electric kitchen machines for preparing foodstuffs and beverages, consumer electronic equipment and apparatus, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound, images and/or other data, computers, telecommunications apparatus, orthopaedic articles, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, vehicles, bicycles, boats, bicycle fittings, motor vehicle fittings, fittings for boats, fireworks, jewellery, horological and chronometric instruments, musical instruments, stationery, decorative articles, office requisites, craft supplies, packaging articles, packing, stopping and insulating materials, leather goods, namely leather bags, leather suitcases, leather handbags, leather rucksacks, portfolios of leather, briefcases of leather, vanity cases, not fitted, of leather, leather cases, leather pouches, leather boxes, pocket wallets of leather, credit card cases of leather, purses of leather, travelling sets of leather, key cases of leather, customised luggage labels of leather, girths of leather, leather threads, leather studs, leather leashes, leather
laces, boxes of leather, cans of leather, saddlery of leather, straps for soldiers' equipment, leather trimmings for furniture, bags (envelopes, pouches) of leather, for packaging, travel requisites, umbrellas, building materials, furniture, animal requisites, household and kitchen goods, household or kitchen utensils and containers, dishes and cutlery, goods of glass, porcelain and earthenware, textile goods, household textiles, clothing, footwear, headgear, haberdashery, carpets, rugs, floor coverings, sporting goods and toys, decorations for christmas trees, animal food, plants and flowers, tobacco, tobacco goods, smokers' articles, lighters; arranging of contracts for others, namely brokering of telephone and television service provider contracts; arranging of contracts, for others, for the providing of services, namely arranging of contracts relating to telecommunications, mobile radio contracts, contracts for the supplying of ringtones for mobile telephones and smartphones, contracts for the providing of repair and maintenance, contracts for the delivery of foodstuffs, beverages, flowers and plants, contracts for the supplying of power, electricity or gas; newspaper subscriptions; consumer consultancy services in the field of mobile phone services, nutrition and health; providing of information on the Internet relating to consumer goods, issues of consumer protection, customer service; arranging of contracts for the providing of photographic laboratory services, arranging of contracts for the providing of services relating to digital photo editing and development.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: EUIPO (EU) August 18, 2014, Application No: 13192745 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Used in GERMANY on goods and on services. Registered in or for EUIPO (EU) on February 27, 2015 under No. 13192745 on goods and on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,716,107  Filing Date 2015-02-20
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Tourism Jasper, PO Box 568, Jasper, ALBERTA T0E 1E0

Representative for Service
AMEEN TEJANI
(Dentons Canada LLP), 2900 Manulife Place, 10180-101 STREET, EDMONTON, ALBERTA, T5J3V5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
JASPER CANADA

Image Description (Vienna)
- Trees or bushes of triangular shape, conical shape (pointed at top), or candle-flame shape (firs, cypresses, etc.)
- One tree or one bush
- Trees or bushes in stylized form

Goods
Printed material consisting of books, booklets, newsletters and magazines, electronic books, multimedia CD-ROMs, DVDs and USB flash drives containing information respecting destination marketing and tourism development in relation to Jasper, Alberta, Canada

SERVICES
Destination marketing namely, promoting business in Jasper, Alberta, Canada, advertising, marketing and promoting the goods and services of others through planning, directing, managing and distributing advertising and promotional presentations and advertising materials for distribution in print, television, radio and internet, the provision of tourism information relating to Jasper, Alberta, Canada, and tourism development in relation to Jasper, Alberta, Canada.
CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,717,404  Filing Date 2015-03-02
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Century Innovative Technology Limited, 11/F.,
68 Yee Wo Street, Causeway Bay, HONG
KONG, CHINA

Representative for Service
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET,
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO,
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
BODHI AND FRIENDS

Image Description (Vienna)
- Masks or fanciful or unidentifiable heads
- Clouds, fog, vapor, smoke
- Algae, seaweeds and other plants
- Grasses
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters embellished or decorated with a drawing
- Letters or numerals forming geometrical figures, written or typographical matter in perspective
- Letters or numerals forming a figure in the shape of an arc of a circle

Goods
(1) video tapes, downloadable digital multimedia files, MP3 and MP4 files, DVDs, CDs and television films featuring animated cartoons; computer software namely, computer software namely , computer games and software for creating animated cartoons, and interactive multimedia educational computer software designed to entertain and educate children through music, reading, writing, spelling, vocabulary enhancement and mathematical exercises; computer programs namely , educational and interactive computer games and computer software for running application programs in a common development environment; computers; computer hardware; computer
Peripheral devices namely, digital cameras, video cameras, keyboards, modems, computer mouse, printers, scanners, speakers, computer monitors, microphones, USB drivers, digitizers, blank flash memory cards, microprocessors, computer network adapters and video adapter cards, connectors and drivers; pre-recorded computer operating programs featuring animated cartoons, games and music; downloadable image files namely, pictures and motion pictures containing music videos, animated cartoons, children's stories and games; downloadable music files; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media namely, video disc recordings, CD-ROMs, audio, video and computer cassettes, digital files, and MP3s, all featuring animated cartoons; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images namely, cameras, picture and cinematographic projectors, DVD and CD recorders and players, magnetic and audio tape recorders and players, video tape recorders and players, television recorders, and video recorders and players, audio and video receivers, radio receivers, audio speakers, microphones, headphones, televisions, video and digital game consoles; cash registers, calculating machines namely, calculators, data processing equipment namely, computers, tablet computers; cell phone straps; hands free kits for phones; headphones; decorative magnets; mouse pads; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments namely, audio tapes, videos, DVDs, CD-ROMs, compact discs, downloadable digital multimedia files and MP3 and MP4 files, all pre-recorded with educational games and software for children; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity namely, electricity meters, voltmeters, general purpose batteries, electric transformers, and voltage regulators; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus namely, point-of-sale terminals; all of the above not relating to Buddhism

(2) games and playthings namely, target games, board games and card games, children's multi-activity toys, toy action figures, sport balls and playground balls, dolls, doll playsets, plush toys, toy vehicles, toy model kits, musical toys, jigsaw puzzles, manipulative puzzles, toy figurines, puppets, balloons, return-tops, playing cards, mechanical toys, musical toys, bath toys, toy music boxes, and toy mobiles; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes namely, playing balls and sports balls, badminton and tennis rackets, nets for sports, bats for games, baseball mitts, jump ropes, swimming fins, darts, toy flying saucers for toss games, building blocks, trampolines, and gymnastic exercise mats; decorations for Christmas trees; all of the above not relating to Buddhism

SERVICES

Education namely, children's education services namely providing live and recorded children's television shows and animated cartoons for entertainment and educational purposes, and children's educational services provided through interactive web sites for children relating to problem solving and task completion in the fields of music, reading, writing, spelling, vocabulary enhancement and mathematics; providing of training in the production of radio and television programs for entertainment and educational purposes; providing entertainment services namely, entertainment in the nature of ongoing television, radio, film programs and live events namely, outdoor community festivals and dance performances and live musical concerts in the field of children's entertainment; sporting and cultural activities namely, organization and arrangements for film shows, theatre performances, concerts and sports events namely, football, soccer, hockey, basketball and baseball games, and entertainment in the nature of TV shows and films; amusement parks; production of music for video programs for broadcast on television, internet and computer networks; production of radio and television programs; production of shows for television and for streaming over the internet; providing on-line electronic publications, (not downloadable)
namely, magazines, books, comics and brochures; publication of books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; all of the above not relating to Buddhism

**CLAIMS**

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number: 1,719,710
Filing Date: 2015-03-17
Language of Application: English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant: REGENXBIO Inc., 9712 Medical Center Drive, Suite 100, Rockville, MD, 20850, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Representative for Service: SMITHS IP
SUITE 400 - 1367 WEST BROADWAY, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6H4A7

TRADEMARK

REGENXBIO

Index Headings
REGENXBIO

Image Description (Vienna)
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with repeated geometrical figures or designs
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with circles or ellipses
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with dots
- Armillary spheres, planetaria, astronomic orbits, atomic models, molecular models
- Atomic models, molecular models, representations of human, animal or vegetal cells
- Circles
- One circle or ellipse
- Circles or ellipses containing one or more triangles or lines forming an angle

SERVICES

Class 42
Custom development of biochemical reagents, namely, synthesis for others of clinical medical reagents for use in gene therapy, development of pharmaceutical preparations for use in gene therapy, and therapeutic compositions that include recombinant adeno-associated viral (rAAV) vectors to provide a platform for specific expression of biologics with therapeutic effect in gene therapy, RNA interference (RNAi); scientific research and development in the field of gene therapeutics, medical research services, genetic engineering services, biotechnology services, namely, research and development of new products in the field of gene therapeutics and research tools, including those based on recombinant adeno-associated viral vectors.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as October 01, 2014 on services. Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA September 17, 2014, Application No: 86/397,777 in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on August 09, 2016 under No. 5,018,429 on services.
Application Number 1,719,712  Filing Date 2015-03-17
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
REGENXBIO Inc., 9712 Medical Center Drive, Suite 100, Rockville, MD, 20850, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
SMITHS IP
SUITE 400 - 1367 WEST BROADWAY, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6H4A7

TRADEMARK

REGENXBIO

SERVICES

Class 42
Custom development of biochemical reagents, namely, synthesis for others of clinical medical reagents for use in gene therapy, development of pharmaceutical preparations for use in gene therapy, and therapeutic compositions that include recombinant adeno-associated viral (rAAV) vectors to provide a platform for specific expression of biologics with therapeutic effect in gene therapy, RNA interference (RNAi); scientific research and development in the field of gene therapeutics, medical research services, genetic engineering services, biotechnology services, namely, research and development of new products in the field of gene therapeutics and research tools, including those based on recombinant adeno-associated viral vectors.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as October 01, 2014 on services. Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA September 17, 2014, Application No: 86/397,653 in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on August 09, 2016 under No. 5,018,428 on services
Application Number 1,721,530  Filing Date 2015-03-30
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
MIL MIL 76 S.P.A., an Italian corporation, Via Sciarei 8, 28064 Landiona, Novara, ITALY

Representative for Service
MACRAE & CO.
P.O. BOX 806, STATION B, 222 SOMERSET STREET WEST, SUITE 600, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2P2G3

TRADEMARK

FIGARO MONSIEUR

Index Headings
FIGARO MONSIEUR

Image Description (Vienna)
- One line or one band
- Oblique lines or bands
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters underlined, overlined, framed or barred by one or more strokes
- Letters overlapping

Goods
Beard lotions; after-shave lotions; after-shave balms; after-shave cologne; after-shave creams; after-shave emulsion; after-shave gel; eau de Cologne; mustache wax; shaving soap; alum stones [astringents]; pre-shave preparations; pre-shave creams; shaving balms; shaving creams; shaving foam; shaving preparations; brilliantine; shaving soaps; cakes of toilet soap; colognes, perfumes and cosmetics; depilatory and exfoliating preparations; gels, sprays, mousses and balms for hair styling and hair care; greases for cosmetic purposes; hair care creams for cosmetic use; hair care lotions for cosmetic use; hair coloring preparations; hair creams; hair gels and hair mousses; hair grooming preparations; non-medicated hair care ointments; hair shampoos and conditioners; hair wash preparations; hair waxes; aftershave moisturizing creams; non-medicated ointments for cosmetic purposes; styling mousses; styling lotions; styling pastes for hair; dyeing for hair.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: ITALY January 09, 2015, Application No: TO2015C000054 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,727,919  Filing Date 2015-05-12
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Hope Foods, LLC, PO Box 3744, Boulder, CO 80307, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET,
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK

HOPE FOODS

Goods
(1) Vegetable-based spreads, legume-based spreads, fruit-based spreads, vegetable-based dips, legume-based dips, guacamole and hummus; organic, vegan, gluten-free snack food dips and vegetable-based, legume-based and fruit-based spreads; Crackers.
(2) Chocolate.

CLAIMS

Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods (1). Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on October 21, 2014 under No. 4625814 on goods (1). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,730,260  Filing Date 2015-05-28
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Aspri Pharma Canada Inc., 31B - 665 Millway Avenue, Concord, ONTARIO L4K 3T8

Representative for Service
LAVERY, DE BILLY
SUITE 4000, 1 PLACE VILLE MARIE, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK

ALTIRUS PHARMA

SERVICES
The operation of a business importing, distributing and selling pharmaceutical and health care products, namely dermatologic topical and systemic pharmaceutical preparations, pharmaceutical preparations for oncology, anti-infectives, anti-coagulants, pharmaceutical preparations for thyroid diseases, hormonal treatments, pharmaceutical preparations for gastrointestinal diseases, and pharmaceutical preparations for central nervous system disorders

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,730,689  Filing Date 2015-06-01
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
RESEARCHGATE GMBH, Invalidenstr. 115, 10115, Berlin, GERMANY

Representative for Service
KATE HENDERSON
128 Vine Avenue, Toronto, ONTARIO, M6P1V7

TRADEMARK

ResearchGate

SERVICES

Class 35
(1) Arranging of subscriptions for the publications of others; Advertising on the Internet for others; Advertising via electronic media and specifically the internet; Dissemination of advertising for others via an online communications network on the internet; Computerised market research; Market analysis and research; Business advisory and information services, namely providing advisory services relating to business management, business marketing, and business operations; Job and personnel placement; Providing employment information; Employment consultancy; Personnel placement and recruitment; Employment agencies; Advertising services relating to the recruitment of personnel; Compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on the Internet; Design of advertising materials; Computerised data verification; Providing and rental of advertising space on the internet; Arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; Negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; Subscriptions to electronic journals; Mediation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; Negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties via telecommunication systems; Arranging business introductions; Provision of commercial and business contact information, all of the foregoing relating to the fields of Agricultural Science, Anthropology, Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science, Design, Economics, Education, Engineering, Entertainment and Arts, Geoscience, History, Law, Linguistics, Literature, Mathematics, Medicine, Philosophy, Physics, Political Science, Psychology, Religious Studies, Research (General), Science (General), Social Science, Space Science, Abnormal Psychology, Abrahamic Religions, Accelerator Physics, Accounting, Acoustic Engineering, Acoustics, Addiction Medicine, Adult Education, Aerobiology, Aeronautical Engineering, Aerospace Engineering, Aesthetics, Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Engineering, Agricultural Philosophy, Agricultural Plant Science, Agronomy, Agrophysics, Algebra, Algorithms, Allergology, Allied Health Science, Anaesthesiology, Analysis, Analytical Chemistry, Anatomy, Andrology, Animal Communications, Animal Science, Anthropological Linguistics, Applied Mathematics, Applied Philosophy, Applied Psychology, Aquaculture, Archaeology, Architectural Engineering, Artificial Intelligence, Artificial Neural Network, Arts Administration, Astrobiology, Astrochemistry, Astronomy, Astrophysics, Atheism and Humanism, Atmospheric Chemistry, Atomic Physics, Molecular Physics, Optical Physics, Automotive Engineering, Automotive Systems Engineering, Bariatric Surgery, Behavioural Economics, Behavioural Science, Biochemistry, Bioeconomics, Bioengineering, Biogeography, Bioinformatics, Biological Anthropology, Biological Psychology, Biomedical Engineering, Biophysics, Biostatistics, Biosystems Engineering, Biotechnology, Botany, Business Administration, Business Economics, Business Ethics, Cancer

Class 38


Class 41


Class 42

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as 2008 on services (2), (3), (4); February 2014 on services (1). Used in EUIPO (EU) on services (2), (3), (4). Registered in or for EUIPO (EU) on June 22, 2011 under No. 009779422 on services (2), (3), (4)
Application Number 1,731,010  Filing Date 2015-06-02
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
FIVES Société anonyme, 27-29 Rue de Provence, 75009 Paris, FRANCE

Representative for Service  
BCF S.E.N.C.R.L./BCF LLP  
1100, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 25e Étage, Montréal, QUÉBEC, H3B5C9

TRADEMARK

FIVES CRYOGENIE

Goods

Incubators for eggs; compressors, namely air and gas compressors, vehicle compressors; drilling machines; milling machines; tar spreaders; pumps, namely heat pumps, volumetric pumps, rotary pumps, suction pumps, sump pumps, water pumps, centrifugal pumps, piston pumps; staplers; machines for brazing metal parts; recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; fibre optic cables; integrated circuits; pressure sensors; robots for cleaning piping; robots for cleaning machines and rotating machines; thermal apparatus, namely thermal sensors; heat accumulators; hot air apparatus, namely hot air bath fittings, heat treating furnaces, heating boilers, industrial boilers; smelting furnaces; cold crucibles; graphitization furnaces; furnaces for melting and refining glass, silicates and special glass; heat treating ovens; ovens for heating, in particular furnaces for hot mills; bell-type annealing furnaces; refrigerating machines and apparatus, namely refrigerated cabinets, refrigerating display cabinets, refrigerating chambers, refrigeration condensers; coolers; evaporators; unit heaters; thermal exchangers, namely heat exchangers, heat exchangers for chemical processing; exchangers made of brazed aluminium for cryogenic processes, namely cryogenic cooling machines.

SERVICES

Repair, maintenance and installation services for equipment for weighing, measuring, distributing, transforming and controlling electric current, for heating and generating steam, for cooking, drying, ventilating, distributing water, and for sanitary installations; installation and repair of air conditioning apparatus; installation and repair of ovens and furnaces; installation, maintenance and repair of machinery; freezing equipment installation and repair; factory construction, factory renovation; supply of spare parts, namely supply of spare parts for industrial equipment in the fields of cryogenics and energy; machine assembly for others in the fields of cryogenics and energy; machining services; evaluations, estimates, research and reports in the fields of science and technology, namely expertise in the fields of chemistry, metallurgy, siderurgy, physics, mechanics, electricity, electronics, computers, thermics, cryogenics, optics, energy, agriculture, the industries related to sugar, agri-foods and ethanol, glass, aluminum, cement; design and development of computer software; mechanical engineering; feasibility studies; mechanical engineering consulting, mechanics research, physics research; research and design services related thereto, performed by engineers, experts, and consulting related to evaluation, estimation, research or construction, in the
fields of chemistry, metallurgy, siderurgy, physics, mechanics, electricity, electronics, computers, thermics, cryogenics, optics, energy, textiles, paper, medicine, biology, agriculture, geology, the industries related to sugar, agri-foods and ethanol, automobiles, glass, aluminum, cement.

CLAIMS

Used in FRANCE on goods and on services. Registered in or for FRANCE on July 05, 2007 under No. 3511642 on goods and on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,731,011  Filing Date 2015-06-02
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
FIVES Société anonyme, 27-29 Rue de Provence, 75009 Paris, FRANCE

Representative for Service
BCF S.E.N.C.R.L./BCF LLP
1100, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 25e Étage, Montréal, QUÉBEC, H3B5C9

TRADEMARK

FIVES CRYO

Goods
Incubators for eggs; compressors, namely air and gas compressors, vehicle compressors; drilling machines; milling machines; tar spreaders; pumps, namely heat pumps, volumetric pumps, rotary pumps, suction pumps, sump pumps, water pumps, centrifugal pumps, piston pumps; staplers; machines for brazing metal parts; recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; fibre optic cables; integrated circuits; pressure sensors; robots for cleaning piping; robots for cleaning machines and rotating machines; thermal apparatus, namely thermal sensors; heat accumulators; hot air apparatus, namely hot air bath fittings, heat treating furnaces, heating boilers, industrial boilers; smelting furnaces; cold crucibles; graphitization furnaces; furnaces for melting and refining glass, silicates and special glass; heat treating ovens; ovens for heating, in particular furnaces for hot mills; bell-type annealing furnaces; refrigerating machines and apparatus, namely refrigerated cabinets, refrigerating display cabinets, refrigerating chambers, refrigeration condensers; coolers; evaporators; unit heaters; thermal exchangers, namely heat exchangers, heat exchangers for chemical processing; exchangers made of brazed aluminium for cryogenic processes, namely cryogenic cooling machines.

SERVICES

Repair, maintenance and installation services for equipment for weighing, measuring, distributing, transforming and controlling electric current, for heating and generating steam, for cooking, drying, ventilating, distributing water, and for sanitary installations; installation and repair of air conditioning apparatus; installation and repair of ovens and furnaces; installation, maintenance and repair of machinery; freezing equipment installation and repair; factory construction, factory renovation; supply of spare parts, namely supply of spare parts for industrial equipment in the fields of cryogenics and energy; machine assembly for others in the fields of cryogenics and energy; machining services; evaluations, estimates, research and reports in the fields of science and technology, namely expertise in the fields of chemistry, metallurgy, siderurgy, physics, mechanics, electricity, electronics, computers, thermics, cryogenics, optics, energy, agriculture, the industries related to sugar, agri-foods and ethanol, glass, aluminum, cement; design and development of computer software; mechanical engineering; feasibility studies; mechanical engineering consulting, mechanics research, physics research; research and design services related thereto, performed by engineers, experts, and consulting related to evaluation, estimation, research or construction, in the
fields of chemistry, metallurgy, siderurgy, physics, mechanics, electricity, electronics, computers, thermics, cryogenics, optics, energy, textiles, paper, medicine, biology, agriculture, geology, the industries related to sugar, agri-foods and ethanol, automobiles, glass, aluminum, cement.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: FRANCE May 26, 2015, Application No: 4183472 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Used in FRANCE on goods and on services. Registered in or for FRANCE on May 26, 2015 under No. 4183472 on goods and on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,732,553  Filing Date 2015-06-11
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
ROUSH ENTERPRISES, INC., 12445 Levan Road, Livonia, MI 48150, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
MILLER IP LAW
84 Neilson Drive, Toronto, ONTARIO, M9C1V7

TRADEMARK

LOUDMOUTH

Goods
Automobile performance parts, namely an aftermarket cat-back exhaust system comprising one or more exhaust pipes, resonators, tips and mounting hardware, sold together as a unit

CLAIMS
Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on March 22, 2005 under No. 2,935,058 on goods
Application Number 1,733,364  Filing Date 2015-06-17
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
World Trade Centers Association, Inc., 120 Broadway, Suite 3350, New York, NY 10271, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L. SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

WORLD TRADE CENTER

Goods
Eyeglasses and reading glasses; eyeglass cases, chains and cords; sunglasses; pre-recorded CDs, DVDs and USB flash drives containing animation, live-action entertainment, music, stories, documentaries, travel programs, tourism programs, commemorative programs, historical programs, cultural programs, educational programs, informational programs, and games; eBooks; binoculars; computer accessories, namely computer mice, computer keyboards, computer mouse pads, computer microphones, and computer speakers; radios; portable music players, namely mp3 players, mp4 players, personal CD players, personal DVD players, and personal digital music players; headphones; telephones; batteries, namely camera batteries, cellular phone batteries, general purpose batteries, and watch batteries; computer software for the operation of computer games; computer programs for the operation of computer games; downloadable mobile applications for wayfinding to educate and assist visitors in understanding the historical, cultural, education, and architectural significance of the events that occurred in and locations in New York City; souvenirs, namely decorative magnets; jewelry; clocks; watches; cufflinks; tie tacks; commemorative coins and medals; printed matter, namely printed calendars, pamphlets in the field of architecture, animation, live-action entertainment, music, stories, documentaries, travel, tourism, history, culture, and education, printed publications, namely books in the field of architecture, animation, live-action entertainment, music, stories, documentaries, travel, tourism, history, culture, and education; stationery and paper goods, namely decalcomanias, note cards and envelopes, greeting cards, notepads, scrap books, bumper stickers, stickers, collages, calendar desk pads, paper coasters, and wrapping paper; books; posters; photographs; art prints and reproductions; postcards; travel guides; maps; address books; diaries; day planners; calendars; photograph albums; letter openers; writing instruments; paperweights; bookmarks; desktop business card holders; money clips; metal and non-metal key chains; souvenir collector spoons; picture frames; umbrellas; leather goods, namely, purses, business card cases, leather cases, leather handbags and travelling bags; handbags; briefcases; backpacks; luggage; cosmetic and toiletry cases; wallets; gloves; clothing and collars for pets; pet accessories, namely pet toys, food bowls and pet beds; table glassware, porcelain dinnerware and earthenware; mugs; china, namely china dinnerware, china ornaments, china plaques and china sculptures; dishes; crockery; clothing, namely socks, hosiery, shorts, dresses, vests, t-shirts, blazers, pajamas, underwear, shirts, golf shirts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, skirts, pants, ties, sweaters, bathing suits, beach wear, tank tops, tights, vests, scarves, robes, nightgowns, head bands, infant clothing; outerwear, namely jackets, coats, vests and blazers; footwear, namely athletic footwear, beach footwear, casual footwear,
evening footwear, children's and infant footwear; headgear, namely hats and caps; toys, games and sporting goods, namely play balls, tennis balls, footballs, soccer balls, golf balls, basketballs, volleyballs, beach balls, baseballs, dolls, doll clothing, jigsaw puzzles, board games and mechanical action toys; holiday ornaments; toy model buildings; scale model buildings; model vehicles; snow globes; thimbles; puzzles; play sets; balls for sports.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,733,800  Filing Date 2015-06-19
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
The European Union represented by the European Commission, a legal entity, Europe House, 32 Smith Square, London SW1P 3EU, UNITED KINGDOM

Representative for Service
RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP
SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

CERTIFICATION MARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Seals or stamps
- Seals or stamps with representations of landscapes, dwellings, buildings or structural works
- Seals or stamps with representations of heavenly bodies or natural phenomena
- Stars
  - More than three stars -- Note: Not including constellations and groups of stars of division 1.11.
  - Stars with more than four points
- Constellations, galaxies
- Stars grouped in circles, ovals or other geometrical figures
- Circles
  - More than two circles or ellipses, inside one another, spirals
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of heavenly bodies or natural phenomena
- Circles or ellipses with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- Yellow, gold
- Blue

Certification Mark Text
The certification mark identifies that the product is designated as having PDO (protected designation of origin) status, PGI (protected geographical indications) status or TSG (traditional specialties guaranteed) status in accordance with Article 118 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU).

**Colour Claim**
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The trade mark consists of a yellow ring inside of which are twelve yellow stars. The rest of the trade mark is coloured blue.

**Goods**

meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; prepared meals; coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and processed cereals, namely, breakfast cereal, toasted grain flour, rolled oats; unprocessed cereals; bread, pastry and almond confectionery; chocolate confectionery; fruit-based confectionery; peanut confectionery; sugar confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, dressings for salad; fish sauce; hot sauce; meat sauce; pasta sauce; pepper; pepper sauce; tomato sauce; spices; ice; beers; mineral and aerated waters and non-alcoholic beer flavoured beverages; non-alcoholic chocolate-based beverages; non-alcoholic coffee based beverages; non-alcoholic honey based beverages; non-alcoholic tea based beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; corn syrups; golden syrups

**CLAIMS**

Used in CANADA since at least as early as December 21, 2013 on goods. Priority Filing Date: UNITED KINGDOM December 19, 2014, Application No: UK00003086906 in association with the same kind of goods
Application Number 1,735,310  Filing Date 2015-06-30
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Men In Kilts Franchise Services Inc., Suite 311 - 5455 - 152nd Street, Surrey, BRITISH COLUMBIA V3S 5A5

Representative for Service
ALEXANDER HOLBURN BEAUDIN + LANG LLP
P.O. BOX 10057, 2700 - 700 WEST GEORGIA STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V7Y1B8

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Men wearing folk or historical costume
- Clothing
- Dresses, aprons, ladies' suits or costumes
- Shirts, t-shirts, bodices, shirt-blouses
- Other clothing not classified in divisions 9.7 and 9.9
- Belts, buckles for belts

Trademark Description
A uniform comprising a t-shirt, below which is a kilt of traditional length from just below the navel to the mid-kneecap. The uniform also includes a belt, socks just below the knee and boots. The broken lines in the drawing are not part of the mark and instead indicate only the placement of the elements of the mark.

SERVICES
Class 37
The provision of a full range of cleaning and maintenance services for commercial and residential premises of all kinds and including, namely, floors, walls, ceilings, doorways, windows; the
power-cleaning (pressure washing) of pavements, driveways, entranceways, parking and unloading areas and all adjacent areas.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since December 31, 2006 on services.
Application Number 1,735,328  Filing Date 2015-06-30
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
AG Acquisition Corporation, d/b/a Astro Gaming
348 Sixth Street, San Francisco, CA 94103, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BORDEN LADNER GERVais LLP
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DEPARTMENT, 1000 DE LA GAUCHETIERE STREET WEST, SUITE 900, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B5H4

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
ASTRO

Image Description (Vienna)
- Stars
- One star
- Stars with more than four points
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters linked to a figurative element -- Note: Letters representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object are classified in division 27.3.

Goods

Class 09
(1) headsets and headphones; computer keyboards, computer peripheral devices, namely, computer keyboards and mouse; headsets for use in playing video games; headsets for use with game consoles

Class 18
(2) backpacks, duffel bags, duffel bags for travel

Class 25
(3) clothing and headwear, namely t-shirts, sweatshirts, and hats

Class 28
(4) gaming peripherals or accessories for computer games, namely game controller adapters and game controllers; duffel for transporting video game consoles and accessories

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,735,808  Filing Date 2015-07-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Exeltis France, 7 rue Victor Hugo, F-92310 Sevres, FRANCE

Representative for Service
CABINET JURIDIQUE ST. LAWRENCE S.E.N.C.R.L. / ST. LAWRENCE LAW FIRM LLP
420, rue Notre-Dame Ouest, bureau 440, Montréal, QUEBEC, H2Y1V3

TRADEMARK

CAVATERM

Goods
Medical devices for generating and supplying energy to bodily tissue to assist during ablation procedures; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of gynecological issues and diseases.

CLAIMS
Used in EUIPO (EU) on goods. Registered in or for EUIPO (EU) on March 29, 2014 under No. 010916781 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,735,851  Filing Date 2015-07-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
INDUSTRIAS BANILEJAS, SAS, Av. Maximo Gomez No. 118, Santo Domingo, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
INDUBAN GOURMET B

Image Description (Vienna)
- Grain, seeds -- Note: Including coffee beans.
- Letters or numerals representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object
- Letters or numerals representing an object
- Other ornamental motifs
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters linked to a figurative element -- Note: Letters representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object are classified in division 27.3.
- Mountains, mountain landscapes
- Mountains or volcanoes stylized
- Semi-circles, semi-ellipses
- Labels, collarettes (bottle-neck labels) -- Note: Not including tie-on labels (20.5.15).
- Small non-cylindrical or non-elliptical containers
- Paper or card prepared for assembling into small containers
- Rectangles
- Several quadrilaterals juxtaposed, joined or intersecting
- Quadrilaterals with inscriptions projecting beyond one or more of the sides thereof
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The background rectangle is black with grey swirling ribbons. The three rectangles inside the outer rectangle have a black background with a grey outline. The words INDUBAN GOURMET and the coffee bean design are gold and appear in each of the 3 inside rectangles and to the right of the inside rectangle on the right. In the centre inside rectangle, below the words INDUBAN GOURMET are two curved lines in cream colour, and below that is the design of mountains in black with an arc of golden sunset behind them, and below that are the letters SHG in gold. To the left of the inside rectangle on the left above is a design consisting of two waved lines and small leaves in gold and below are the letters SHG in gold.

Goods
Class 30
Coffee

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,735,857  Filing Date 2015-07-06
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
INDUSTRIAS BANILEJAS, SAS, Av. Maximo Gomez No. 118, Santo Domingo, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
CAFE SANTO DOMINGO CARACOLILLO 100% PURO CAFÉ DESDE 1945

Image Description (Vienna)
- Labels, collarettes (bottle-neck labels) -- Note: Not including tie-on labels (20.5.15).
- Small non-cylindrical or non-elliptical containers
- Paper or card prepared for assembling into small containers
- Banderoles, cartouches
- Grain, seeds -- Note: Including coffee beans.
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with other repeated figurative elements -- Note: Not including surfaces covered with scattered leaves (5.3.16) or scattered flowers (5.5.23).
- Drinking vessels, cups (trophies)
- Cups, cups with saucers
- Sun rising or setting
- Sun with manufactured articles or industrial products
- Sun with rays constituted by flames or wavy lines, sheaves of lines or bands
- More than two lines or two bands
- Wavy lines or bands, zigzag lines or bands
- Grain, seeds -- Note: Including coffee beans.
- Seals or stamps
- Seals or stamps, circular
- Seals or stamps with inscriptions
Seals or stamps with other figurative elements
- Green
- Red, pink, orange
- Yellow, gold
- White, grey, silver
- Brown

**Colour Claim**
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The words CAFÉ SANTO DOMINGO appear above the horizontal banner design and the word CAFÉ is green and the words SANTO DOMINGO are red. The horizontal banner design is orange with a gold edge both above and below the horizontal banner design. The word INDUBAN and a coffee bean design appear in the middle of the horizontal banner design and are cream colour. The words CAFÉ SANTO DOMINGO appear four times below the horizontal banner design and in each instance the word CAFÉ is green and the words SANTO DOMINGO are red. The words 100% PURO CAFÉ appear below the centre depiction of the words CAFÉ SANTO DOMINGO and are green. In the centre of the mark, the partial sun design is cream colour, the coffee bean design is brown on the left and green on the right, the coffee cup and saucer design are cream colour, the banner design has an edge of gold, a banner of orange, a banner of brown and an edge of gold, and the word CARACOLILLO appears in white on the orange banner. The bottom horizontal portion of the mark consists of coffee bean designs in cream colour. Below the horizontal banner design on the right side of the mark is a design consisting of a partial sun design in cream colour, a coffee bean design that is brown on the left and green on the right, a coffee cup and saucer design that are cream colour, and a banner design that has an edge of gold above and below a banner of orange, and the word CARACOLILLO appears in white on the orange banner. In the below left corner of the mark there is a circle design containing the words 100% PURO CAFÉ DESDE 1945 in white separated by two red dots and appearing on a cream colour background with a white and then cream colour outline, and the centre coffee bean design that is brown on the left and green on the right appearing inside an inner white circle with a red circumference.

**Foreign Character Translation**
The translation provided by the applicant of the Spanish word(s) CARACOLILLO, PURO and DESDE is 'coffee bean', 'pure' and 'since'.

**Goods**
Class 30
Coffee

**CLAIMS**
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,736,603  Filing Date 2015-07-09  Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  Representative for Service
Broan-Nutone LLC, a United States limited liability company, 926 West State Street, Hartford, WI 53027, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA  BROUILLETTE LEGAL INC.

TRADEMARK

ULTRAQUICK

Goods

Class 11  Bathroom exhaust fans, bathroom exhaust fans with ceiling lights, all for residential and industrial purposes.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as 2011 on goods. Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA January 26, 2015, Application No: 86/513,914 in association with the same kind of goods
Application Number 1,737,468  Filing Date 2015-07-15
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Renfro Corporation, 661 Linville Road, Mount Airy, NC 27030, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
MOFFAT & CO.
1200-427 LAURIER AVENUE WEST, P.O. BOX 2088, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5W3

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
KB

Image Description (Vienna)
- Squares
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters

Goods
Clothing, namely, casual legwear, namely, socks, hosiery, tights and stockings

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,738,421  Filing Date 2015-07-22
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Intuit Inc. (a Delaware corporation), 2535 Garcia Avenue, Mountain View, CA 94043, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
DENTONS CANADA LLP
99 BANK STREET, SUITE 1420, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1H4

TRADEMARK
OWN IT. EVERY DAY

SERVICES
Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable personal and organizational productivity software to measure, record, track, analyze, and manage data for the purpose of improving personal and business productivity; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for time management

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA January 29, 2015, Application No: 86/518,913 in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on November 08, 2016 under No. 5,078,621 on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,739,734  Filing Date 2015-07-30
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  EQUISTAR CHEMICALS LP, a legal entity, 1221 McKinney Street, Suite 700, Houston, TX 77010, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service  RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

TRADEMARK

INDURE

Goods
Compounded thermoplastic polyolefin in pellet form to be used in the manufacture of plastic vehicle components, namely, bumpers, grills, interior door panels, interior center consoles and decorative components; compounded thermoplastic polyolefin in pellet form that is thermoformed and used in the manufacture of plastic vehicle components, bumpers, grills, interior door panels, interior center consoles and decorative components

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,741,084  
Filing Date 2015-08-10  
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
Beauty Elite Group, Inc., a corporation of the State of Texas, U.S.A., 20411 Imperial Valley Dr., Houston, TX 77073, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service  
FINLAYSON & SINGLEHURST  
225 Metcalfe Street, Suite 700, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K2P1P9

TRADEMARK

BLOWPRO

Goods

(1) hair care products, namely, heat protection sprays; hair oils; hair shampoos and conditioners; hair sprays; hair gels; hair mousse, hair styling spray; hair-washing powder; non-medicated hair serums; hair care preparations for cleansing, conditioning, strengthening, shaping, straightening, waving, curling, styling, setting, holding, moisturizing, thickening, thinning, reconstructing, perfuming, coloring, tinting, bleaching and removing hair, namely, shampoo, hair conditioner, hair mousse, styling gel and creams and lotions for the hair

(2) hair styling tools, namely, hair crimpers, curling irons, flat irons, hair cutting scissors, hair clippers, hair trimmers; hair dryers, hair dryer diffusers; bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying hand-held electric hair dryers; hair brushes, hair combs, hair picks, hair color application bottles; hair tinting bowls; hair accessories, namely, barrettes, clips, twist makers, sticks, bands, ornaments, pins, ponytail holders, ribbons, scrunchies; hair coloring caps; hair wraps, bonnets and caps used as applicators for hair conditioners

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as August 10, 2015 on goods.
Application Number 1,741,861  Filing Date 2015-08-14
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V., High Tech Campus 5, 5656AE, Eindhoven,NETHERLANDS

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK

ECARECOORDINATOR

Goods
computer software for medical purposes, namely a cloud-based telehealth software platform allowing clinicians to remotely monitor patients’ vital signs and send patients short surveys about their health status, enabling clinicians to make informed, timely care decisions

SERVICES
development, updating and integration of software for medical purposes

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,742,850  Filing Date 2015-08-21
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Intensifi London Limited, c/o Lee & Thompson LLP, 4 Gee’s Court, London W1U 1JD, UNITED KINGDOM

Representative for Service
FETHERSTONHAUGH & CO.
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK

INTENSIFI

Goods
Class 09
(1) Sunglasses; eyewear accessories, namely, straps, neck cords and headstraps that restrain eyewear from movement on the wearer; frames for eyewear, namely, sunglasses, reading glasses, eye glasses and spectacles; spectacles; cases for spectacles and sunglasses; frames for spectacles and sunglasses; reading glasses; eye glasses; frames for glasses; contact lenses; holders for contact lenses; cases for contact lenses; carrying cases for contact lenses; containers for contact lenses; apparatus for recording, transmitting or reproduction of sound, music, images, data and videos, namely, pre-recorded CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMS, DVD-ROMS, digital audio tapes, digital video tapes, digital audio cassettes, digital video cassettes, high definition video discs, mini audio discs, mini video discs, audio records, audio tapes, video tapes, audio cassettes, video cassettes, audio discs, and video discs, all featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos, portable audio players, namely, portable radios and MP3 players, portable video players, namely, portable DVD players and MP4 players, USB flash drives, portable flash drives and downloadable digital files featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos, pre-recorded CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMS, DVD-ROMS, digital audio tapes, digital video tapes, digital audio cassettes, digital video cassettes, high definition video discs, mini audio discs, mini video discs, audio records, audio tapes, video tapes, audio cassettes, video cassettes, audio discs, and video discs, all featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos, portable audio players, namely, portable radios and MP3 players, portable video players, namely, portable DVD players and MP4 players, USB flash drives, portable flash drives and downloadable digital files featuring or relating
to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; recording materials used for storage and transmission of digital and analogue data, images, sounds and recordings, namely, pre-recorded CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMS, DVD-ROMS, digital audio tapes, digital video tapes, digital audio cassettes, digital video cassettes, high definition video discs, mini audio discs, mini video discs, audio records, audio tapes, video tapes, audio cassettes, video cassettes, audio discs, and video discs, all featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos, portable audio players, namely, portable radios and MP3 players, portable video players, namely, portable DVD players and MP4 players, USB flash drives, portable flash drives and downloadable digital files featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; pre-recorded audio and/or video media, namely, CDs, CDRs, DVDs, DVD-Rs, DATs, DACs, HD discs, 3D discs, mini-discs, records, tapes, cassettes, discs and flash drives featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; pre-recorded laser-read discs for recording, reproducing, transmitting and playing sound, images, music, data or video, namely, CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMS, DVD-ROMS, digital audio tapes, digital video tapes, digital audio cassettes, high definition video discs, mini audio discs, mini video discs, featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; pre-recorded optical-read discs for recording, reproducing, transmitting and playing sound, images, music, data or video , namely, CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMS, DVD-ROMS, digital audio tapes, digital video tapes, digital audio cassettes, high definition video discs, mini audio discs, mini video discs, featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; audio, image, data and video files provided from the Internet featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; audio files in MP3 format featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; audio files in MP3 format featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones,
cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; audio and/or video files in electronic format provided from the Internet featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; video files in MP4 format featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; application software for mobile devices, tablet computers and smartphones, namely, software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; mouse mats; downloadable digital music or sound files provided from the Internet featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; MP4 videos featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; downloadable digital video, image and data files provided from the Internet featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; downloadable digital video, image and data files provided from MP4 web sites on the Internet featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; downloadable electronic media, namely, books, magazines, brochures, leaflets, printed guides, printed periodicals, catalogues, newsletters and newspapers, all featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; refrigerator magnets; downloadable electronic publications provided from databases or the Internet featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; publications downloaded in electronic form from the Internet featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and videos; downloadable electronic publications provided from databases or the Internet featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and
computer games, and software for playing music and videos; e-books featuring or relating to
fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure,
animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games,
and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the
nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and
videos; audio books on CD, mini-disc, record, cassette or disc featuring or relating to fashion,
fashions shows, fashion events, artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure,
animation, documentaries, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games,
and application software for mobile phones, cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the
nature of software for playing video and computer games, and software for playing music and
videos; talking books featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, artistic
performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty,
lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones,
cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and
computer games, and software for playing music and videos; printed matter in electronic form,
namely, books, magazines, brochures, leaflets, printed guides, printed periodicals, catalogues,
newsletters and newspapers, all featuring or relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events,
artistic performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty,
lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones,
cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and
computer games, and software for playing music and videos; on-line publications, magazines,
periodicals and newspapers featuring or relating fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, to artistic
performances, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, health, beauty,
lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, computer games, and application software for mobile phones,
cell phones, smartphones and tablet computers in the nature of software for playing video and
computer games, and software for playing music and videos.

Class 14
(2) Jewellery, precious stones; costume jewellery; horological and chronometric instruments,
namely, small clocks, wrist watches andchronometers; clocks and watches; key fobs of precious
metal or coated therewith; key rings of precious metal or coated therewith; badges of precious
metal or coated therewith; boxes of precious metals and their alloys; bracelets; brooches; chains;
earrings; necklaces; rings; ornaments of precious metal or their alloys; statues and statuettes of
precious metal or their alloys; key fobs figurines of precious metal or their alloys; key rings.

Class 18
(3) Animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips,
harness and saddlery; all-purpose sports bags; all purpose athletic bags; all-purpose carrying bags;
animal leashes; athletic bags; attaché cases; baby backpacks; baby carriers worn on the body;
backpacks; rucksacks; bags and hold alls for sports clothing; beach bags; beach umbrellas; belt
bags; hip bags; book bags; briefcases; bum bags; business card cases; card wallets; carryalls;
cases for keys; clothing for animals; clothing for domestic pets; clutch bags; clutch purses; coin
holders and purses; collars for animals; collars for pets; cosmetic bags sold empty; cosmetic cases
sold empty; courier bags; credit card cases and holders; dog apparel; dog clothing; dog collars; dog
coats; dog leashes; drawstring bags and pouches; duffel bags; evening bags; fashion handbags;
flight bags; garment bags for travel; garments for pets; golf umbrellas; gym bags; handbags; hold
alls; key bags; key cases; key wallets; kit bags; knapsacks; leads for animals; leads for pets;
luggage; luggage tags; luggage labels; make-up bags, sold empty; overnight bags, cases and
suitcases; pet clothing; pet tags specially adapted for attaching to pet leashes, leads and collars;
purses; riding crops; saddle blankets; school bags; school book bags; school satchels; shoe bags
for travel; shaving bags, sold empty; shoulder bags; souvenir bags; sport and sports bags; suitcases; ticket pouches; toiletty bags and toiletty cases sold empty; tote bags; travel baggage, bags and cases; vanity cases sold empty; wallets; wash bags for carrying toiletries; wheeled bags.

Class 25
(4) Clothing, namely, T-shirts, shirts, jackets, sweatshirts, hooded tops, hooded sweatshirts, pullovers, jumpers, shorts, boxer shorts, boxer briefs, underwear, underclothes, under garments, socks, scarves, dressing gowns, pyjamas, dungarees, braces, ties, lingerie, hosiery, bathing costumes, bathing suits, bathing trunks, bathrobes, gloves, jeans, kilts, nightlife, pyjamas, trouser suits, slacks, sleeping garments, sleepwear, suits, swim wear, swimsuits, trousers, tuxedos and waistcoats, legging, leggings, namely, pants that are partially jeans and partially leggings, baby bibs, baby bodysuits; baby bottoms, baby tops, baby rompers, belts, Bermuda shorts, bikinis, blazers, blouses, body shapers, bomberjackets, bras, briefs, cagoules, camisoles, cargo pants, coats, costumes for use in role-playing games, costumes for use in children's dress up play, crop pants, crop tops, dance costumes, dresses, dressing gowns, housecoats, dungarees, earmuffs, ear warmers, evening dresses, evening gowns, foundation garments worn around the midsection or thighs to keep the stomach in and create a slimming effect, G-strings, Halloween costumes, infant and toddler one piece clothing, infant sleepers, infantwear, knee highs, knickers, ladies' underwear, skirts, miniskirts, negligees, night gowns, nightshirts, nightgowns, nighties, underwear, panties, pants, stockings, suspenders, play suits, polo shirts, rain wear, school uniforms, tankinis, thongs and tights; footwear, namely, footwear for sports, shoes, canvas shoes, sneakers, boots, slippers and flip-flops, beach footwear, beach shoes, boots, booties, dance shoes, dance slippers, moccasins and pumps; headgear, namely, hats, caps, beanies, skull caps, skullies, bandanas and berets, children's headwear, hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children.

SERVICES

Class 41
Entertainment in the form of fashion shows, and providing on-going television programs, radio programs and non-downloadable on-line in the field of music, musical recordings, musical performances, musical groups and members thereof, celebrity interviews, spoken word in the field of fashion, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing and self-improvement, artistic performances in the field of fashion, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing and self-improvement, musical concerts, appearances by a celebrity or celebrities, appearances by professional entertainers, game shows, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, fashion, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing and self-improvement; entertainer services, namely, live, televised, radio and movie appearances by a celebrity and professional entertainer; provision and production of, and participation in, live entertainment, live performances and live shows in the field of music, musical recordings, musical performances, musical groups and members thereof, celebrity interviews, spoken word in the field of fashion, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing and self-improvement, artistic performances in the field of fashion, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing and self-improvement, musical concerts, appearances by a celebrity or celebrities, appearances by professional entertainers, game shows, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, fashion, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing and self-improvement; production of audio/visual presentations; production of shows in the field of music, musical recordings, musical performances, musical groups and members thereof, celebrity interviews, spoken word in the field of fashion, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing and self-improvement, artistic performances in the field of fashion, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing and self-improvement, musical concerts, appearances by a celebrity or celebrities, appearances by professional entertainers, game shows, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, fashion, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing and self-improvement; production of
fashion shows and events; publication of books; publishing services, namely, publication of books, magazines, brochures, leaflets, printed guides, printed periodicals, catalogues, newsletters and newspapers via the media of computer, telephone, audio, video, and via the World Wide Web on the global Internet or through electronic mail; arrangement of dance, music and drama performances; arrangement and production of theatrical and stage entertainment; arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, seminars, symposiums, shows and workshops [training] in the field of music, gameshows, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, fashion, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing and self-improvement; arranging and conducting of lectures, demonstrations, displays, exhibitions, presentations, seminars, concerts, gigs, shows, events and festivals for educational, entertainment, teaching and training purposes in the field of music, gameshows, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, fashion, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing and self-improvement; educational and entertainment services, namely, conducting instructional, teaching and coaching classes, courses, seminars, presentations, shows and workshops in the field of music, gameshows, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, fashion, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing and self-improvement; organisation of competitions in the field of music, gameshows, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, fashion, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing and self-improvement; electronic library services for the supply of electronic information (including archive information) in the form of electronic texts, audio and video information and data, games and amusements; providing on-line publications (non-downloadable); providing digital sound, music and video recordings, not downloadable, from the Internet; providing digital sound, music and video recordings, not downloadable, from MP3 and MP4 Internet websites; providing digital sound recordings, not downloadable, from the Internet; providing digital sound recordings, not downloadable, from MP3 Internet websites; providing digital music and sound recordings, not downloadable, from the Internet; providing digital music and sound recordings, not downloadable, from MP3 Internet websites; providing digital video, image, film, radio and TV recordings and programmes, not downloadable, from the Internet; providing digital video, image, film radio and TV recordings and programmes, not downloadable, from MP4 Internet websites; provision of educational and entertainment information relating to fashion, fashions shows, fashion events, health, beauty, lifestyle, clothing, self-improvement, music, musical recordings, musical performances, musical groups and members thereof, motion picture films, drama, comedy, action, adventure, animation, documentaries, and celebrity interviews.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: EUIPO (EU) February 24, 2015, Application No: 013765334 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,745,033  Filing Date 2015-09-08
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
GENECTIVE, une société de droit français, Rue Henri Mondor - Biopôle Clermont-Limagne, 63360 SAINT BEAUZIRE, FRANCE

Representative for Service
ROBIC
CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001, SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE, MONTRÉAL, QUÉBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
GENECTIVE

Image Description (Vienna)
- Labyrinths
- Segments of circles or ellipses (except 26.2.7)
- Joined or intersecting segments or sectors of circles or ellipses
- Circles
- More than two circles or ellipses, inside one another, spirals

Goods

Class 01
(1) Produits chimiques pour l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la foresterie, sauf les fongicides, herbicides, insecticides et parasiticides, nommément semences qui produisent des produits chimiques, comme des huiles modifiées; fumier pour l'agriculture; produits pour régulariser la croissance des plantes; produits pour la conservation des semences, nommément produits chimiques pour la conservation des semences; produits d'enrobage de semences, nommément produits chimiques pour l'enrobage de semences; enzymes pour l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la foresterie; cultures de micro-organismes pour l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la foresterie; cultures de micro-organismes pour l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la foresterie, nommément cellules souches pour la recherche et la science; plasmides pour l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la foresterie, nommément plasmides pour augmenter la résistance des semences agricoles, horticoles et forestières à la sécheresse, pour améliorer l'efficacité de l'azote utilisé dans les semences agricoles, horticoles et forestières et pour améliorer les semences pour l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la foresterie; cultures de micro-organismes pour l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la foresterie, nommément cultures bactériennes pour la nourriture pour animaux; vecteurs d'expression et de clonage utilisés in vitro et in vivo pour l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la foresterie; vecteurs et variations connexes d'ADN recombiné, tous à utiliser in vitro et in vivo pour l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la foresterie; séquences d'ADN à utiliser in vitro et in vivo pour l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la foresterie; gènes
utilisés in vitro et in vivo pour l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la foresterie; gènes pour augmenter la résistance des semences agricoles, horticoles et forestières à la sécheresse; gènes pour améliorer l'efficacité de l'azote utilisé dans les semences agricoles, horticoles et forestières; gènes utilisés in vitro et in vivo pour améliorer les semences pour l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la foresterie; gènes pour améliorer les semences pour l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la foresterie; gènes résistant aux herbicides, aux insecticides, aux pesticides et aux fongicides pour l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la foresterie.

Class 05
(3) Produits pour éliminer les ravageurs, nommément produits pour éliminer les ravageurs; pesticides, herbicides, insecticides, fongicides.

Class 31
(2) Produits agricoles, horticoles et forestiers (ni préparés ni transformés), nommément plantes vivantes, semences agricoles; graines (semences), nommément semences potagères, semences de légumineuses, semences de céréales, semences de petites céréales et de maïs, graines de tournesol, graines de soya, graines de colza, semences de pois, graines de graminées et graines fourragères; plantes et fleurs naturelles, semis de plantes, graines (céréales); gènes pour semences pour légumes, légumineuses, céréales, petites céréales, maïs, tournesol, soya, colza, pois et graminées; cultures génétiquement modifiées, nommément semences potagères génétiquement modifiées, semences de légumineuses génétiquement modifiées, semences de céréales génétiquement modifiées, semences de maïs et de céréales génétiquement modifiées, graines de tournesol génétiquement modifiées, graines de soya génétiquement modifiées, graines de colza génétiquement modifiées, semences de pois génétiquement modifiées, graines fourragères génétiquement modifiées et graines de graminées génétiquement modifiées; semences génétiquement modifiées pour résister aux herbicides, aux insecticides, aux pesticides et aux fongicides, pour résister à la sécheresse et pour que les traitements à l'azote soient plus efficaces; gènes pour augmenter la résistance des semences agricoles, horticoles et forestières à la sécheresse; gènes pour améliorer l'efficacité de l'azote utilisé dans les semences agricoles, horticoles et forestières; gènes utilisés in vitro et in vivo pour améliorer les semences pour l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la foresterie; gènes pour améliorer les semences pour l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la foresterie; gènes résistant aux herbicides, aux insecticides, aux pesticides et aux fongicides pour l'agriculture, l'horticulture et la foresterie.

SERVICES

Class 42
(1) Services scientifiques et technologiques, nommément recherche et conception dans les domaines de l'agroalimentaire, des biomatériaux et des biomolécules, ainsi que recherche et développement connexes de nouveaux produits dans les domaines de l'agroalimentaire, des biomatériaux et des biomolécules; services de recherche et d'analyse industrielles dans les domaines de l'agroalimentaire, des biomatériaux et des biomolécules, nommément services de recherche en agrochimie, tests génétiques à des fins de recherche scientifique, recherche scientifique dans les domaines de la génétique et du génie génétique, analyse chimique; recherche en biotechnologie, services de laboratoire, nommément technique in vitro ayant trait à l'ADN, nommément la détection d'événements génétiques précis dans les cultures et l'utilisation de produits issus des plantes cultivées, comme les huiles, la féculé et les protéines modifiées, y compris les enzymes modifiées; services de laboratoire cellulaire et scientifique, nommément recherche en laboratoire dans le domaine de la chimie; services de recherche, de laboratoire et scientifiques en génie génétique; services de recherche, de laboratoire et scientifiques en
phytogénétique; services de recherche, de laboratoire et scientifiques concernant les produits transgéniques appliqués aux produits et aux semences agricoles, horticoles et forestiers; services d'analyse en laboratoire dans les domaines de la biotechnologie, du génie génétique, de la phytogénétique et des produits transgéniques appliqués aux produits et aux semences agricoles, horticoles et forestiers; services scientifiques, nommément organisation et analyse de données d'identification génétique en vue d'établir une carte du génome de produits et de semences agricoles, horticoles et forestiers; tests génétiques dans les domaines de l'agriculture, de l'horticulture, de la foresterie et des semences en vue d'améliorer les variétés de semences et de légumes; services d'information scientifique ayant trait aux gènes, au génie génétique, à la phytogénétique et aux produits transgéniques dans les domaines de l'agriculture, de l'horticulture, de la foresterie et des semences.

Class 44
(2) Services agricoles, horticoles et de foresterie, nommément conseils sur les pratiques culturales, conseils sur le traitement des sols et la protection de l'environnement, conseils sur la culture des plantes; services d'extermination des parasites et des organismes nuisibles en agriculture, en horticulture et en foresterie; services d'épandage d'herbicide; information et conseils dans les domaines du génie génétique, de la phytogénétique et des produits transgéniques appliqués aux produits et aux semences agricoles, horticoles et forestiers.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: FRANCE March 27, 2015, Application No: 4168733 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Used in FRANCE on goods and on services. Registered in or for FRANCE on March 27, 2015 under No. 4168733 on goods and on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,746,967  Filing Date 2015-09-21
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Reabold Holdings LTD, Stasikratous 20, Krambi Building, 1st floor, Flat/Office 101, 1065 Nicosia, CYPRUS

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
2300 - 1055 West Georgia Street, P.O. Box 11115, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6E3P3

TRADEMARK

AFROJACK

Authorisation For Use
The consent of NICK VAN DE WALL is of record.

Goods
Musical sound recordings, namely, downloadable musical sound recordings, prerecorded CDs containing musical sound recordings, compact discs, digital video discs, and downloadable digital audio files, all featuring music; Musical recordings in the form of discs, namely, optical discs; Audio visual recordings, namely, video tape recordings, prerecorded CDs containing movies, television shows, and music videos; Video recordings, namely, video tape recordings, prerecorded CD containing movies, television shows, and music videos; Audiovisual apparatus; Downloadable musical sound recordings; Downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; Downloadable graphics for mobile phones; Apparatus, namely, microphones, DVD recorders, audio-video receivers and CD players for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound and images; Pre-recorded magnetic data carriers, namely compact discs, video tapes, video compact discs (image discs) and DVDs featuring musical recordings and performances, prerecorded recording discs featuring music; Data processing equipment, namely computer printers, computer scanners, card punching and sorting machines for data processing, and computers; Downloadable electronic sheet music; Headphones; Personal stereos; Loudspeakers; Loudspeaker systems; Software applications providing event information, musical videos, related video clips, photographs, tour information, event information and other information and other multimedia materials and entertainment information about a musical artist and disc jockey, all featuring music for mobile telephones, smartphones, tablet computers, notebook computers, computers and media players; Prerecorded recording discs containing musical sound recordings, compact discs, digital video discs, and downloadable digital audio files, all featuring music; Apparatus, namely, microphones and computers, for recording sound; Downloadable sound and video recordings, namely, music, movies, music videos, and downloadable digital audio files; Electronic publications in the field of music, downloadable; Electronic photographs (downloadable); Electronic publications in the field of music recorded on computer media; MP3's containing music recordings; Software programs for video games, namely, downloadable video games and computer video games; Prerecorded videodiscs containing movies, television shows, and music videos; Covers (Shaped -) for computers, Laptop computers and Mobile phones and Other electronic devices, namely, tablet computers; Spectacles; Sunglasses; Eyewear accessories, Namely cases and Lanyards; Prerecorded Audio and video tapes, audio and
video cassettes, CDs and DVDs containing music and movies; phonograph turntables; Record bags; Computers and peripheral devices therefor, namely, computer keyboards, computer speakers, and computer mice; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound and/or images, namely record players and CD players and parts therefor; Audio processing apparatus; Printed matter, namely, books, brochures, flyers; Photographs; Stationery, namely, pens, pencils, and staples; Artists' materials, namely brushes, paint, and palettes; Printing blocks; Calendars; Events programmes; Advertising posters; Postcards; Agendas; Stationery stickers; Printed publications in the field of music; Books; Magazines, periodicals; Music books; Music magazines; Posters made of paper; Printed folded sheet articles; Booklets; Paper and cardboard; Flyers; Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweaters, jackets, coats, warm-up suits, shorts, jeans, trousers, blouses, socks, stockings, caps, hats and belts, beach footwear, exercise footwear, shoes, boots, and sandals

SERVICES
Producing promotional videotapes, video discs, and audio visual recordings, namely, musical videos and related video clips, for the benefit of others; Compilation and systemization of information into computer databases; Entertainment, namely, live musical performances by a disc jockey, live performances by a musical band; Sporting and cultural activities, namely, performances featuring live dance and live music; Music recording studio services; Production of sound and music recordings; Production of audio-visual recordings, namely, films and music videos; Fan clubs; Musical entertainment services, namely, conducting musical concerts; Production of shows, namely, television shows, radio shows, and festival shows; Audio production of music; Production of audio entertainment, namely, music and radio programmes; Production of musical videos; Production of live performances by a musical band and disc jockey; Disc jockeys for parties and special events; Fetes (Organisation of -) for entertainment purposes; Entertainment services, namely, organizing events and festivals, namely, live musical performances, live musical festivals featuring live musical performances; Entertainment services provided at nightclubs, namely, live performances by a DJ, and live performances by a musical band; Artistic direction of performing artists; Arranging and conducting of concerts, namely, live musical concerts, and live performances by a DJ; Entertainment services in the form of concert performances, namely, live musical concerts; Deejay services; Recording studios; Entertainer services, namely, personal appearances by a DJ; Music publishing services; Sound recording and video entertainment services, namely, music recording and audio and video recording; Audio and video recording services; Publication of books and magazines; Entertainment services in the nature of performances rendered by musical artists through the medium of television, radio, and audio and video recordings; Publishing of electronic publications; Publication of electronic magazines; Film production services; Presentation of live performances, namely, live performances by a musical band, live performances by a DJ; Publishing services for books and magazines; Arranging of exhibitions, namely, fashion show exhibitions, art exhibitions, and DJ exhibitions; Music, namely, recording studios, film, radio and television studios; Photographic reporting; Dance events; Shows, namely, live musical variety shows and television shows, and films production; Booking of seats for shows; Club [discotheque] services; Theatrical booking agencies; Services of a record company; Licensing services relating to music publishing

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,747,914  Filing Date 2015-09-28
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Agrolux Holding B.V., Leemolen 68, 2678 MH De Lier, NETHERLANDS

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
BENTALL, 550 BURRARD STREET, SUITE 2300, P.O. BOX 30, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C2B5

TRADEMARK
AGROLUX

Goods
Class 11
Lighting fixtures, including lighting equipment for agriculture and horticulture; assimilation lights, grow lamps and chocking coils for grow lamps; reflectors, lighting fixtures and parts thereof

SERVICES
Class 35
Business mediation in the purchase, sale, import and export and wholesaling and retailing of lighting fixtures, assimilation lights, growth lamps, chocking coils for growth lamps, reflectors, lighting fixtures and parts thereof.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as March 15, 2012 on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,748,232  Filing Date 2015-09-29
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Travelpro Products, Inc., PO Box 810755, Boca Raton, FL 33481-0755, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
PERRY + CURRIER
1300 YONGE STREET, SUITE 500, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4T1X3

TRADEMARK

MAGNATRAC

Goods
Class 18
Luggage, suitcases, travelling bags, business cases, and briefcases.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as June 12, 2013 on goods.
Application Number 1,748,535  
Filing Date 2015-10-01  
Language of Application French

**APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE**

**Applicant**  
Gildas Dussauze agissant pour OWL Perception (Société par actions simplifiée), 80 rue des rondeaux, 75020, Paris, FRANCE

**Representative for Service**  
SPIEGEL SOHMER, INC.  
1255, Peel Street, Suite 1000, Montreal, QUÉBEC, H3B2T9

**TRADEMARK**

VRTUOZ

**Goods**

Class 09  
Data processing equipment, namely computer software for processing data, digital images and text; game software, namely computer software for creating computer games, software for creating virtual reality games, video games, computer games downloadable from a global computer network; computer software (recorded programs), namely virtual reality software for broadcasting and viewing performances and sporting events in 3D, spectacles; 3D glasses for viewing performances and sporting events in 3D and in virtual reality formats; eyewear, namely sports eye wear, eyeglass cases; diagnostic apparatus other than for medical use, namely diagnostic cards for testing computer apparatus and electronic components.

**SERVICES**

Class 35  
(1) Advertising for others in relation to the fields of computers, computer software and virtual reality; business management; dissemination of advertising materials (tracts, flyers, printed matter, samples) for others in relation to the fields of computers, computer software and virtual reality; newspaper subscription services (for others); subscriptions to telecommunications services for others; presentation of goods for others on all communication means for the retail of computer hardware, electronics and computer software; business organization and management consulting; computer file management; website traffic optimization; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes for others in the fields of new activities and applications made possible by virtual reality technology; online advertising for others on a computer network; publication of advertising copy for others; rental of advertising space; dissemination of advertisements for others; public relations; business auditing (business analyses); concierge services, namely reservation of seats for performances, of tickets for sporting events.

Class 38  
(2) Telecommunications, namely provision of multiple-user access to global computer networks for transferring and disseminating a wide range of information, video-on-demand transmission services; communications through computer terminals or fibre optic networks, namely video conferencing services, electronic messaging services, wireless digital messaging services; radio or telephone communications, namely voice communication services, voice mail services and text messaging services; mobile radiotelephony services; provision of user access to global computer networks;
provision of online forums; provision of access to electronic databases in the field of entertainment, namely performances and sporting events; news agencies; rental of telecommunication apparatus, namely rental of computers, telephones and smart phones; radio or television shows; teleconferencing or videoconferencing services; electronic messaging services; rental of access time to global computer networks.

Class 41
(3) Education services for the general public, namely organization of colloquia, conferences and conventions in the field of new activities and applications made possible by virtual reality technology; training services for the general public, namely training workshops, seminars, educational demonstrations in the field of new activities and applications made possible by virtual reality technology; entertainment, namely broadcasting of music shows, dance performances, opera performances, comedy shows, circus shows, magic shows, fashion shows and sporting events in the fields of football, basketball, handball, baseball, rugby, volleyball, winter sports, board sports, swimming, surfing, track and field, martial arts and combat sports; sporting and cultural activities, namely organization of music shows, dance performances, opera performances, comedy shows, circus shows, magic shows, fashion shows and sporting events in the fields of football, basketball, handball, baseball, rugby, volleyball, winter sports, board sports, swimming, surfing, track and field, martial arts and combat sports; information related to entertainment or education in the fields of new activities and applications made possible by virtual reality technology related to music shows, dance performances, opera performances, comedy shows, circus shows, magic shows, fashion shows and sporting events in the fields of football, basketball, handball, baseball, rugby, volleyball, winter sports, board sports, swimming, surfing, track and field, martial arts and combat sports; editing of video tapes for public broadcasting in virtual reality formats; photography services; organization of competitions (education or entertainment) in the field of new activities and applications made possible by virtual reality technology; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes in the field of new activities and applications made possible by virtual reality technology; seat reservations for performances; game services provided online via computer network; gambling services; online electronic publishing of books and periodicals; desktop publishing services.

Class 45
(4) Legal services; matrimonial agencies; horoscope casting; legal research; consulting related to intellectual property; online social networking services.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: FRANCE April 01, 2015, Application No: 15 4 170 188 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Used in FRANCE on goods and on services. Registered in or for FRANCE on July 24, 2015 under No. 15 4 170 188 on goods and on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,749,266  Filing Date 2015-10-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Nest Labs, Inc., 3400 Hillview Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94304, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET,
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK

nest
thoughtful things

Index Headings
NEST THOUGHTFUL THINGS S T

Image Description (Vienna)
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters overlapping

Goods
Electronic sensors to detect and record data about water, humidity levels, heat, temperature, light, movement, motion, sound, and the presence of people, animals, and objects, and computer software that allow users to remotely operate and receive status updates all regarding environmental monitoring, control, and automation systems in residential, commercial, transportation, retail, hospitality, industrial, medical, educational, military, religious, governmental and agricultural settings; electronic sensors to detect and record data about water, humidity levels, heat, temperature, light, movement, motion, sound, and the presence of people, animals, and objects, and computer software that allow the sharing and transmission of said data and information between networked devices for the purposes of facilitating environmental monitoring, control, and automation in residential, commercial, transportation, retail, hospitality, industrial, medical, educational, military, religious, governmental and agricultural settings; climate control system consisting of a digital thermostat that can be controlled wirelessly from a remote location; smoke alarms, carbon monoxide alarms, fire alarms, security alarms and motion sensors; environmental hazard detectors, namely, sensors to detect and record the presence of water, humidity levels, heat, temperature, movement, motion, and sound; lighting control apparatus, namely, sensors to sense ambient light; electronic video surveillance products, namely, digital video recorders and electronic components of security systems, namely, motion sensors and alarms
CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as June 20, 2014 on goods. Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA April 08, 2015, Application No: 86591558 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on October 13, 2015 under No. 4831945 on goods
Application Number 1,749,281  Filing Date 2015-10-06
Language of Application  French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
CELYAD, Société Anonyme, Axisparc Business Center, Rue Edouard Belin, 12, 1435 Mont-Saint-Guibert, BELGIQUE

Representative for Service
DRAPEAULEX INC.
600 boul. De Maisonneuve Ouest, Bureau 1700, Montréal, QUÉBEC, H3A3J2

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
CELYAD

Image Description (Vienna)
- Segments of circles or ellipses (except 26.2.7)
- Joined or intersecting segments or sectors of circles or ellipses
- Black
- Red, pink, orange
- Violet
- Green
- Blue
- White, grey, silver

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The word CELYAD appears in black; the colours that appear in the drawing to the left of the word CELYAD are as follows, from the top left corner: (1) orange for the first section, (2) pink for the second section, (3) purple for the third section, (4) turquoise for the fourth section, (5) grey for the fifth section. As the second, third, fourth and fifth sections are superimposed, various tones of pink, purple and turquoise are created, as is the colour burgundy.

Goods
Class 05
(1) Pharmaceutical preparations for treating heart failure and cancer.
(2) Pharmaceutical autologous cell preparations for medical use; pharmaceutical allogeneic cell preparations for medical use.

Class 10
(3) Surgical instruments; medical instruments, namely probes and related equipment, namely imaging systems, catheters; catheters; medical, surgical and orthopedic implants made of artificial materials and human cells.

SERVICES

Class 42

(1) Technological and scientific services as well as related research services, all in the fields of regenerative medicine, cell therapy and drug development, namely business development, market analysis and research, development of marketing strategies and concepts for others, strategic planning, due diligence, licensing, business planning, strategic alliances, generation of sales and leads, advertising services for the goods and services of others, project management and interim management, basic research design and basic research, development of processes and products, cell expansion and differentiation protocols, modelling for stem cells for discovering and testing drugs, quality control, quality assurance, preclinical and clinical research.

(2) Research services in the fields of cell treatment and medical and surgical instruments.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: BELGIUM April 13, 2015, Application No: 1308506 in association with the same kind of goods (2), (3) and in association with the same kind of services. Used in BELGIUM on services (2). Registered in or for Benelux Office for IP (BOIP) on July 06, 2015 under No. 0974074 on services (2). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,749,294  Filing Date 2015-10-06
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Guayaki Sustainable Rainforest Products, Inc., a California corporation, 6782 Sebastopol Avenue, Sebastopol, CA 95472, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
BENTALL, 550 BURRARD STREET, SUITE 2300, P.O. BOX 30, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C2B5

TRADEMARK

GUAYAKI

SERVICES
Class 43
Restaurant services.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA October 02, 2015, Application No: 86/776367 in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on November 01, 2016 under No. 5,074,824 on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on services.
Application Number 1,749,662  Filing Date 2015-10-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Sirius XM Radio Inc., 1221 Avenue of the Americas, 36th Floor, New York, NY 10020, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L. SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

POPTROPOLIS

SERVICES
Entertainment services, namely, providing on-going audio programs featuring music, talk and news via satellite, mobile telephone, global computer network, telecommunication network, wireless communication network, or other electronic or digital communications network or device capable of receiving and broadcasting audio programming.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA June 02, 2015, Application No: 86/648,406 in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on June 07, 2016 under No. 4,974,788 on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on services.
Application Number 1,750,370  Filing Date 2015-10-14
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Venga Pty Ltd, Suite 1, Level 1, 281 Brunswick Street, Fitzroy, Victoria, AUSTRALIA

Representative for Service
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
1, Place Ville Marie, Suite 2500, Montreal, QUEBEC, H3B1R1

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
CHOCOLATERIA SAN CHURRO

Image Description (Vienna)
- Heads, busts
- Other ornamental motifs
- Circles
- More than two circles or ellipses, inside one another, spirals
- Rectangles
- Two quadrilaterals, one inside the other
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the Spanish words SAN is "Saint".

Goods
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, namely oats, muesli bars, bread, pastry and confectionery namely, sweets in the form of candy, ices; honey and treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments) namely dulce de leche, salted caramel sauce, raspberry sauce, chocolate fudge sauce, caramel fudge sauce, hazelnut spread; spices; ice
SERVICES
Services for providing food and drink and temporary accommodation, namely cafes and restaurant services

CLAIMS
Used in AUSTRALIA on goods and on services. Registered in or for AUSTRALIA on April 15, 2005 under No. 1051365 on goods and on services
Application Number 1,750,471  Filing Date 2015-10-14
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  VIRTUALLY THERE TRAINING LTD., 46 David Road, P.O. Box 61, Victoria Beach, MANITOBA R0E 2C0

Representative for Service  THOMPSON DORFMAN SWEATMAN LLP 2200 - 201 PORTAGE AVENUE, WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, R3B3L3

TRADEMARK

THE HOT ZONE SIMULATOR

Goods
(a) computer software for a training simulator in the field of firefighting; (b) computer hardware and electronic controllers for a training simulator in the field of firefighting;

SERVICES
(1) (a) operation of an internet website containing information in the field of firefighting and the training of firefighters;
(2) (a) training services for firefighters; (b) software development services; (c) design and development of computer hardware and controllers;

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as February 2015 on services (1). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services (2)
Application Number 1,751,293  Filing Date 2015-10-20
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Robarts Research Inc., 63 Oakwood Avenue
South, Mississauga, ONTARIO L5G 3L4

Representative for Service
MARANDO CORPORATE SERVICES
601 BROCK STREET SOUTH, WHITBY,
ONTARIO, L1N1L4

TRADEMARK

FOOD WITHOUT LABELS

Goods
organic fruit and vegetable produce, and electronic books on diet and health management

SERVICES
promoting healthy lifestyle, specifically the health benefits of fruit and vegetables, via lectures and podcasts

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since November 19, 2014 on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,751,443  Filing Date 2015-10-21
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Tokyo Electric Power Company Holdings, Incorporated, 1-3, Uchisaiwai-Cho 1-Chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, JAPAN

Representative for Service
MOFFAT & CO.
1200-427 LAURIER AVENUE WEST, P.O. BOX 2088, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5W3

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
CC

Image Description (Vienna)
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters repeated by mirror effect or symmetrically in any position
- Letters or numerals forming geometrical figures, written or typographical matter in perspective
- Letters or numerals forming any other quadrilateral (surface or periphery)
- Rectangles
- Rhombs or squares standing on one of the corners thereof
- Two quadrilaterals, one inside the other
- Several quadrilaterals juxtaposed, joined or intersecting
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

SERVICES
Distribution and transmission of electricity; consultancy services in the field of the distribution and transmission of electricity

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: JAPAN June 04, 2015, Application No: 2015-053034 in association with the same kind of services. Used in JAPAN on services. Registered in or for JAPAN on January 15, 2016 under No. 5819082 on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,751,638  Filing Date 2015-10-22
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Sielox LLC, 170 East 9th Avenue, Runnemede, NJ 08078, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
ALEXANDER HOLBURN BEAUDIN + LANG LLP
P.O. BOX 10057, 2700 - 700 WEST GEORGIA STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V7Y1B8

TRADEMARK

CLASS

Goods
Class 09
Computer hardware and software sold as a unit for providing security, surveillance, emergency notification, and emergency response capabilities

SERVICES

Providing an online non-downloadable application for managing security, surveillance, emergency notification, and emergency response capabilities

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA April 23, 2015, Application No: 86607262 in association with the same kind of goods; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA April 23, 2015, Application No: 86607273 in association with the same kind of services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,752,014  Filing Date 2015-10-26
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Huatai Securities Co., Ltd., No.228 Jiangdong Middle Road, Nanjing, Jiangsu Province, P. R. China, CHINA

Representative for Service
MACRAE & CO.
P.O. BOX 806, STATION B, 222 SOMERSET STREET WEST, SUITE 600, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2P2G3

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Squares
- Rhombs or squares standing on one of the corners thereof
- Other irregular parallelograms, trapezia and quadrilaterals, quadrilaterals containing one or more rounded corners
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more other geometrical figures -- Note: Including quadrilaterals containing bent or straight lines (except 26.4.11).
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- More than two lines or two bands
- Vertical lines or bands
- Quadrilaterals with lines

Trademark Description
The mark consists of a device, in which three squares are connected by three separate rectangles. Besides, there is a black background behind these squares and rectangles.

SERVICES
Class 36
Issue of tokens of value, namely, issue of company stocks, corporate bonds, financial bonds, state treasury bonds, public bonds, warrants, preference stock that are redeemable for purchases; Stock exchange quotations; Advisory services in the field of credit and debit control, investment, grants and financing of loans; financial planning and investment advisory services; Investment of funds; Financial services, namely, financial advisory and consultancy services, investment advice, financial analysis and research services, management and brokerage in the fields of stocks, bonds, options, commodities futures; Financial asset management; Financial investment analysis and stock research; Trusteeship; Surety services; Insurance underwriting

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,752,059  Filing Date 2015-10-26  Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  C.E.M. S.r.l. COSTRUZIONI ENOLOGICHE MILANO, Via Treviso, no. 21, 20127 - Milano, ITALY
Representative for Service  MBM INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW LLP 275 SLATER STREET, 14TH FLOOR, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5H9

TRADEMARK

C.E.M.

Index Headings
C.E.M.

Image Description (Vienna)
- Nails, screws, bolts, rivets, dowel pins, screw nuts, drawing pins -- Note: See also 9.5.1.
- Screws, bolts, rivets, dowel pins, drawing pins
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Series of letters separated from one another other than by a single space -- Note: Includes a series of letters separated, for instance, by framing, strokes or varying levels.
- More than two lines or two bands
- Horizontal lines or bands
- Oblique lines or bands
- Letters underlined, overlined, framed or barred by one or more strokes
- Letters crossed or barred by letters, numerals or a figurative element

Goods

Class 07
Bottle stoppering machines; bottle capping machines; bottle washing machines; bottle filling machines; bottling machines; automated bottle assembly machines; envelope-inserting machines; bottle handling machines; bottle wrapping machines.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: ITALY July 03, 2015, Application No: 302015000030465 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in ITALY on goods. Registered in or for ITALY on December 27, 2016 under No. 302015000030465 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,752,632  Filing Date 2015-10-29
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
TSBF Pty Ltd., 315 Tweed Valley Way, NSW 2484, Murwillumbah, AUSTRALIA

Representative for Service
MLT AIKINS LLP
1500-1874 SCARTH STREET, REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN, S4P4E9

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Other branches with leaves, with or without fruit
- Other leaves
- Stylized leaves
- More than four leaves, scattered leaves, bunches of leaves -- Note: Not including surfaces or backgrounds covered with a repeated figurative element composed of leaves (25.7.25).
- Circles
- One circle or ellipse
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of animals, parts of animals' bodies or plants
- Circles or ellipses with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

SERVICES

Class 35
Retail and wholesale store services of food items, body care products and household cleaning products; Online retail sales of food items, body care products and household cleaning products; Operation of a wholesale grocery business

CLAIMS

Used in AUSTRALIA on services. Registered in or for AUSTRALIA on June 24, 2013 under No. 1563357 on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,753,201  Filing Date 2015-11-03
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Southwire Company, LLC, One Southwire Drive, Carrollton, GA 30119, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK

SOUTHWIRE

Goods
(1) Electrical wire and cable.
(2) Metal casting machines.
(3) Electricity conduit; plastic electricity conduits; hand tools used in construction, namely, screwdrivers, hex head drivers, nut drivers, utility knives, pipe cutters, drywall saws, punches, hand drills, drill bits for hand drills, awls; hand tools for electricians, namely, pliers, screwdrivers, scissors, hack saws; hand-operated tools used in wire or cable installations, namely, wire crimpers, pliers, conduit bending tools, namely, hand benders for use on conduits, conduit reaming screwdriver, conduit scorers and cutters, wire cutters, wire strippers, fish tapes, cable pulling head and grips, fish sticks for pulling cable, high strength line and rope for pulling cable, cable pullers, cable feeders, cable puller stands, boot knives, hand jacks and stands for wire and cable, and guides for dispensing wire and cable, wrenches, socket sets, metal cutters, namely, hand-operated metal cutting saws, metal cutting scissors, hammers, augers, drill bits, hole saws, knockout punches, chisels, cutting tools, namely, cable cutters, t-handled hex key wrenches, snips, plier sets, screwdriver sets, nut driver sets, wrench sets, bolt cutters, cable preparation tools in the nature of hand cable splicers, knife sharpeners; hand tools used in construction, namely, tape measures, levels, namely, conduit bending levels; hand tools for electricians, namely, conduit levels, analog and digital multimeters; voltage and continuity testers; circuit testers, battery testers, infrared thermometers, borescope inspection cameras; hand-operated tools used in wire or cable installations, namely, conduit layout tools, namely, levels and conduit spacing template designed to identify locations for knockout and to evenly space conduit runs, telephony and telecom tester, network cable testers, cable testers, fiber cable testers, tone and probe tracers for tracking and monitoring voltage usage, telephone line tester, cctv testers, phone line testers, cable tracers for purpose of ensuring proper installation and identification of wires, signal testers for low voltage data communications wire and signal cables, signal meters for low voltage data communications wire and cables, distance meters; tool bags; tool transport containers of canvas, leather and plastic; t-shirts; work gloves; flashlights; carts and multipurpose work tables.
(4) Computer software for electrical engineering design; software that prepares sag and tension data for aerial conductors; cutlery; knee pads; safety glasses; hard hats; extension poles for pulling and pushing wire; structural parts of pliers in the nature of plastic plier handles; electrical sockets; clothing such as footwear namely shoes and boots, headgear namely hats and caps, jackets, and sweaters; metal rods for use in the electrical industry; rolling mills, roller conveyors, metal bar
scrapping and cutting machines and metal rod coilers, all of the aforesaid items sold as a combination unit or as separate items; ultrasonic degassing equipment, namely, equipment that ultrasonically removes dissolved hydrogen from molten aluminum for the purpose of preparing the aluminum for casting; ultrasonic grain refining equipment, namely, equipment that ultrasonically refines metal grains in processing molten metal; work lights namely, beacon lights and emergency warning lights and light fixtures; electrical power connectors and electric wire connectors; electric power couplings and electric wire couplings.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as September 01, 1975 on goods (1); December 1993 on goods (2); January 31, 2014 on goods (3). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods (4)
Application Number 1,753,329  Filing Date 2015-11-04
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
No Limit, LLC, One Morningside Drive North, Westport, CT 06880, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Heads, busts

Authorisation For Use
Consent from Newman's Own Foundation is of record.

Goods

Class 29
(1) Frozen entrees consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables;
(2) Olive oil

Class 30
(3) Pizza
(4) salsa; spaghetti sauce; salad dressings; breakfast cereal
(5) frozen entrees consisting primarily of pasta or rice;
(6) pretzels; candy; cookies; chocolate; vinegar; tea; coffee

Class 31
(7) Unpopped popcorn
(8) Pet food and edible pet treats

Class 33
(9) wine

CLAIMS

Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on September 19, 2006 under No. 3,145,005 on goods (4), (7); UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on October 20, 2009 under No. 3,698,155 on goods (3); UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on October 20, 2009 under No. 3,698,312 on goods (9); UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on February 21, 2012 under No. 4,103,162 on goods (1), (5); UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on June 20, 2017 under No. 5,228,692 on goods (2), (6), (8). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,753,400  Filing Date 2015-11-04
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
The Harold Grinspoon Foundation, 67 Hunt Street, Suite 100, Agawam, MA 01001, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
MLT AIKINS LLP
1500-1874 SCARTH STREET, REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN, S4P4E9

TRADEMARK
JCAMP180

Goods
Class 16
Printed publications, namely, brochures, booklets, and printed instructional teaching materials in the field of nonprofit overnight camps and other organizations that engage young people in meaningful Jewish cultural and educational experiences.

SERVICES
Class 35
(1) Charitable services, namely, assisting non-profit organizations improve their Jewish camps by providing business management consulting, strategic planning and business advisory services from experienced non-profit consultants to guide lay and professional leadership at these camps to become strategic and self-sustaining in an effort to enhance the long-term effectiveness of nonprofit Jewish overnight camps and other organizations that engage young people in meaningful Jewish cultural and educational experiences.

Class 36
(2) Charitable fundraising services in conjunction with promoting charitable fundraising of non-profit overnight Jewish camps particularly when matching grant incentives are offered.

Class 41
(3) Charitable services, namely, providing educational materials in the nature of articles, samples brochures, and tools, namely, template forms and business plans to assist nonprofit organizations in fulfilling their missions while improving the organizations' business practices and developing professionally; providing on-line newsletters in the field of charitable fundraising; educational services, namely, conducting seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of charitable fundraising and publishing and distributing educational materials in connection therewith; education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of charitable fundraising.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA May 13, 2015, Application No: 86/629,004 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Used in
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods and on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on August 09, 2016 under No. 5,015,661 on goods and on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,753,680  Filing Date 2015-11-06
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
CBY Holdings, LLC, 800 Boylston Street,
Boston, MA 02199, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3C2

TRADEMARK

COBY

Goods

Class 03
(1) Impregnated cloth screen cleaners for cleaning the screens of electronic devices

Class 07
(2) Electric can openers; steam jewelry cleaning machines; ultrasonic jewelry cleaning machines; vacuum cleaners; car vacuums; mini-vacuums; wet-dry vacuums; power blower for lawn debris; power drills; mini drills; air compressors; electric bag sealers

Class 08
(3) Electric shavers; hair trimmer; beard trimmer; nose trimmer; flat iron; curling iron

Class 09
(4) Binoculars; telescope; microscope; radar detector; coin counting or sorting machines; portable external power packs; battery jump starters; photo printers; smoke alarms; megaphones; weather radios; electronic key finders; electronic sound generators; digital tire gauges

(5) Mobile phone accessories, namely, charms; radios; portable radios; radio clocks; radios incorporating alarm clocks; portable compact disc players; portable MP3 digital players; accessories for portable electronic devices, namely, remote controls for televisions, DVD players, CD players, MP4 players, set-top cable boxes and satellite receivers; media accessories, namely, carrying cases; DVD players with monitor; mounts and mounting brackets adapted for televisions; mobile phone mounts; DJ equipment, namely, DJ mixers, CD players, DVD players, DJ turntables, DJ decks; digital optical discs players; portable digital optical discs players; smart watches; wearable digital electronic device comprised primarily of software, namely, a wearable activity tracker for measuring, tracking and displaying changes in heart rate, steps taken, calories burned and display screens also featuring a wristwatch; wearable digital electronic device comprised primarily of software for activity, fitness and exercise trackers and monitors and display screen and also featuring a bracelet or chest strap; multifunctional electronic devices featuring software, namely, a wearable activity tracker for displaying, measuring, and uploading to the Internet information including time, date, direction, distance, speed, steps taken, calories burned, navigational information, heart rate, sleep quantity and sleep quality; pedometers; scales and personal weighing scales; low frequency electronic impulse therapy apparatus; cases for electronic devices, namely, cell phones, smart phones, tablets, laptops, and cameras; CD cases; laptop
carrying cases; protective display screen covers adapted for use with mobile phones and tablet computers; stylus pens; computer accessories, namely, computer mice, keyboards and mouse pads.

(6) voltage converters; car inverters

Class 10
(7) Digital thermometer; blood pressure monitors; heart rate monitors; massaging chairs; low frequency electronic impulse therapy apparatus; electric massage cushions; electric foot spa massagers; back massagers; eye massager; neck massagers; pillow massagers; portable massagers; water bottle with an electronic device for remotely monitoring and managing water consumption, sold empty.

Class 11
(8) Electric fans for personal use; personal electric space heaters; electric beverage warmers; coffee warmers; electrically heated travel mugs; electric towel warmers; LED headlights for vehicles; utility lighters for lighting grills, fireplaces and candles; electric night lights; flameless candles; electric blankets not for medical purpose; bicycle lights; lights for grills; hair and hand blowers; hand dryer; hair dryer;

Class 12
(9) Air pumps for automobiles; air pumps for two-wheeled motor vehicles or bicycles; camera drones, other than toys; civilian drones; electronic windshield wiper scrapers.

Class 14
(10) watches that include an integrated GPS receiver.

Class 16
(11) Paper shredders

Class 18
(12) Baggage tags; luggage tags.

Class 20
(13) Tie racks
(14) Travel pillows

Class 21
(15) Electric face cleansing brushes; electric tooth brushes; ultrasonic toothbrush; teeth whiteners; electric wine bottle openers; battery-powered beverage cooler; coolers for wine.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA September 01, 2015, Application No: 86/743625 in association with the same kind of goods (1), (2), (3), (4), (8), (9), (11), (13), (15);

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA October 21, 2015, Application No: 86/795123 in association with the same kind of goods (5), (7), (10), (12), (14). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,754,032  Filing Date 2015-11-09
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
ABC Online Resources, LLC, 2633 N 36th Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85043, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service  
HEIDI JENSEN  
(JENSEN & COMPANY), 2150 Thurston Drive, Suite 103, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1G5T9

TRADEMARK

TOOLOUD

Goods
Mouse pads; cell phone cases; PC protective tablet covers; computer bags; jewelry, namely, dog tags for wear by humans for decorative purposes; stickers; vinyl static wall cling decals on which logos, cartoons, symbols, and slogans are printed for affixation to walls; coasters made of cardboard and paper; bookmarks; tote-bags; handbags; pet clothing, namely, dog bandanas and dog shirts; pillows; water bottles sold empty; insulating sleeve holders for bottles; coffee mugs; plastic and hardboard coasters; drink coasters not made of paper or table linen; portable beverage coolers for cans and bottles; oven mitts; potholders; cloth towels and bath towels; placemats not of paper; pillow covers; clothing, namely, t-shirts, long sleeve shirts, sweatshirts, muscle shirts, shirt dresses, sweaters, tank tops, sleeveless shirts, underwear, lounge pants, sleepwear, nightshirts, bodysuits, scarves, tank tops, shorts, neckties, socks, hats, caps, beanies, cloth baby bibs, aprons, bandanas.

SERVICES
Online retail and wholesale store services in the fields of clothing, clothing accessories, general consumer goods, and housewares, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweaters, sweatshirts, tank-tops, lounge pants, sweatpants, rompers, one-piece rompers, spaghetti strap tops, shorts, boxers, briefs, thongs, panties, muscle shirts, shirt dresses, neckties, aprons, bibs, hats, beanies, bandanas, and socks, and tote-bags, mouse pads, stickers, tablet computer covers, computer bags, handbags, phone grip cases, empty water bottles, bottle insulators, coffee mugs, placemats and coasters and silhouette wall clings; Retail and wholesale store services in the fields of clothing, clothing accessories, general consumer goods, and housewares, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweaters, sweatshirts, tank-tops, lounge pants, sweatpants, rompers, one-piece rompers, spaghetti strap tops, shorts, boxers, briefs, thongs, panties, muscle shirts, shirt dresses, neckties, aprons, bibs, hats, beanies, bandanas, and socks, and tote-bags, mouse pads, stickers, tablet computer covers, computer bags, handbags, phone grip cases, empty water bottles, bottle insulators, coffee mugs, placemats and coasters and silhouette wall clings.

CLAIMS
Used in Canada since at least as early as 2014 on goods. Priority Filing Date: United States of America June 22, 2015, Application No: 86669531 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in United States of America on goods. Registered in or for United States of America on April 07, 2017 under No. 5,125,182 on goods. Proposed Use in Canada on services
Application Number 1,754,322  Filing Date 2015-11-12
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Banom Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation, 3103 Phoenixville Pike, Malvern, PA 19355, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK

AquaPlus

Goods
Class 09
Protective cut-resistant gloves for industrial use.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA June 25, 2015, Application No: 86/674,261 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on November 29, 2016 under No. 5,092,170 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods.
Application Number 1,754,419  Filing Date 2015-11-12
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
The Harold Grinspoon Foundation, 67 Hunt Street, Suite 100, Agawam, MA 01001, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
MLT AIKINS LLP
1500-1874 SCARTH STREET, REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN, S4P4E9

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
JCAMP180

Image Description (Vienna)
- Comets, stars with tail
- Stars
- One star
- Stars with more than four points
- Crescent moon, half-moon
- Crescent or half-moon with clouds, rain, drops of water or representations of other natural phenomena

Goods
Class 16
Printed publications, namely, brochures, booklets, and printed instructional teaching materials in the field of nonprofit overnight camps and other organizations that engage young people in meaningful Jewish cultural and educational experiences.

SERVICES
Class 35
(1) Charitable services, namely, assisting non-profit organizations improve their Jewish camps by providing business management consulting, strategic planning and business advisory services from experienced non-profit consultants to guide lay and professional leadership at these camps to become strategic and self-sustaining in an effort to enhance the long-term effectiveness of nonprofit Jewish overnight camps and other organizations that engage young people in meaningful Jewish cultural and educational experiences.

Class 36
(2) Charitable fundraising services in conjunction with promoting charitable fundraising of non-profit overnight Jewish camps particularly when matching grant incentives are offered.
Class 41
(3) Charitable services, namely, providing educational materials in the nature of articles, samples brochures, and tools, namely, template forms and business plans to assist nonprofit organizations in fulfilling their missions while improving the organizations' business practices and developing professionally; providing on-line newsletters in the field of charitable fundraising; educational services, namely, conducting seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of charitable fundraising and publishing and distributing educational materials in connection therewith; education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the field of charitable fundraising.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA May 13, 2015, Application No: 86/629,003 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods and on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on July 26, 2016 under No. 5,005,932 on goods and on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,755,036  Filing Date 2015-11-16
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Blueair AB, Danderydsgatan 11, SE-114 26
Stockholm, SWEDEN

Representative for Service
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET,
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO,
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK

Blueair

Index Headings
BLUEAIR

Image Description (Vienna)
- Circles
- One circle or ellipse
- Circles or ellipses with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Goods
(1) Air purifying, deodorizing and filtering units for removing dust, smoke and allergens from the air, and filters for the aforesaid units.

(2) Respiratory face masks; dust protective masks; sensors and software in the form of apps for measuring and monitoring air quality, air pressure, humidity and temperature; face masks for medical use; respiratory masks for medical purposes; protective breathing masks for medical application; water sterilizing and water purifying units, and filters for the aforesaid units; filters for drinking water.

SERVICES
Design and development of computer software; measurement of and information regarding air quality.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as May 2009 on goods (1). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods (2) and on services
Application Number 1,755,387  Filing Date 2015-11-18
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
M. GELDBACH (SHANXI) FLANGE & FITTINGS CO, LTD, Lijiazhuang Industrial Area, Dingxiang County, Shanxi Province, 035404, CHINA

Representative for Service
JESSIE BELOT
520, rue de Gaspé #303, Montréal, QUEBEC, H3E1G1

TRADEMARK
geldbach

Goods
flanges of metal [collars]; junctions of metal for pipes; elbows of metal for pipes; pipework of metal; sheets and plates of metal; cable junction of sleeves of metal; casings of metal for oilwells; pipe muffs of metal; fittings of metal for compressed air ducts

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as June 17, 2015 on goods.
Application Number 1,755,807  Filing Date 2015-11-20
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
THECALLR, SAS, 128, rue La Boetie, 75008, Paris, FRANCE

Representative for Service
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DEPARTMENT, 1000 DE LA GAUCHETIERE STREET WEST, SUITE 900, MONTREAL, QUÉBEC, H3B5H4

TRADEMARK

callr

Index Headings
CALLR C A

Image Description (Vienna)
- Bubbles, frothy masses -- Note: Including speech bubbles.
- Letters or numerals representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object
- Letters or numerals representing an object
- Blue

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The letters in the word CALLR are blue.

SERVICES

Class 38
(1) Telecommunications, namely provision of multiple-user access to computer and telephone networks; communications through computer terminals and fibre optic networks, namely radio broadcasting, telephone communications, communications through the Internet, intranet and extranet networks, namely personal communication services, recording, storage and transmission of voice and text messages by telephone, telephone services offered by means of fibre optic cables, telephone lines, radio and microwave transmission, and satellite, provision of voice conversation services via the Internet, Internet telephony services; telephone communications, namely local and long distance telephone services, mobile telephony services; mobile radiotelephony services; provision of user access to global computer networks; telecommunication connections to a global computer network; teleconferencing and videoconferencing services; electronic messaging services; rental of access time to global computer networks.

Class 42
(2) Development (design), installation, maintenance, updating [and] rental of computer software; computer programming; computer systems analysis; computer systems design; consulting related to computer design and development; scanning of documents; software as a service (SaaS) in the field of telecommunications, namely software as a service (SaaS) in the field of customer relationship management, software as a service (SaaS) for transmitting photographs to mobile telephones, software as a service (SaaS) for ensuring email security, software as a service (SaaS) for creating, sending and receiving email; cloud computing, namely provision of cloud computing for data storage; cloud computing providing database management software; cloud computing providing web hosting for video content; cloud computing providing photo sharing services; consulting related to information technology, namely computer security consulting; computer programming consulting; website management consulting; server hosting.

CLAIMS
Used in FRANCE on services. Registered in or for FRANCE on May 14, 2015 under No. 15 4 180 805 on services
Application Number 1,756,986  Filing Date 2015-11-27
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Pierre Pilon, 551A rue Cherrier, Montreal, QUEBEC H2L 1H2

Representative for Service
DS AVOCATS CANADA, S.E.N.C.R.L. / DS LAWYERS CANADA, LLP,
Attn: Me Nathaly J. Vermette, 1080 Beaver Hall Hill, Suite 2100, Montréal, QUEBEC, H2Z1S8

TRADEMARK

JUMPSMART
We build brands from scratch.

Index Headings
JUMPSMART WE BUILD BRANDS FROM SCRATCH. M

Image Description (Vienna)
- Heads of animals of series I
- Dogs, wolves, foxes
- Letters or numerals representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object
- Letters or numerals representing an animal or a part of an animal's body
- Red, pink, orange
- Brown
- White, grey, silver

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The trademark consists of the word "JUMPSMART" with a stylized letter "M" in the form of the head of a fox with the inner ears and left half of the nose are Orange (PANTONE* 144), the outer ears and the right half of the nose are Brown (PANTONE* 174) and all the letters and shape of the fox head are in grey (PANTONE* 433). * PANTONE is a registered trademark.

Goods
Reference books in the field of history, branding, marketing, trademarks and graphic design.

SERVICES
(1) Consulting services in the fields of product and service releases, branding, marketing, trade-marks, and graphic design; Project management services for others in the fields of product and service releases, branding, marketing, communications, trade-marks, and graphic design; Research, analysis, development, and creation of strategies and concepts for marketing, brands and designs, and sponsorships for others; Market analysis and study services including the drafting
and analysis of surveys, public opinion surveys, and business customer surveys; Design and
development, for others, of business names, brand names, trademarks, service marks, logos,
commercial advertising, websites, and social media content; Writing, production, and broadcasting,
for others, of advertisements, marketing plans, and media plans; Writing and publishing of books,
manuals, magazines, journals, brochures, pamphlets, leaflets, music, electronic publications,
audio-visual presentations for others, in the fields of advertisements, advertising, brand image,
marketing, business organization, business transactions, business management, business planning
, organizational change management, products, services, and technology, as well as public
relations; Multimedia publishing for others of books, magazines, journals, brochures, pamphlets,
leaflets, music, video presentations, audio presentations.

(2) Design and production, for others, of Internet sites, computer software, digital applications,
mobile applications, audiovisual productions, brochures, pamphlets, leaflets, point of sale displays,
exhibition stands, showroom decorations, and promotional items, namely loot bags, drawstring
pouches, backpacks, beach bags, sports bags, travel bags, paper bags, carry-all bags, all-purpose
plastic bags, pens, hats, T-shirts, jackets, sweaters, coats, casual clothing, key chains, mouse pads
, water bottles, coffee mugs, and fridge magnets.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as November 09, 2014 on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,757,273  Filing Date 2015-12-01
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
LOBLAWS INC., 1 President's Choice Circle, Brampton, ONTARIO L6Y 5S5

Representative for Service
LOBLAW COMPANIES LIMITED
1 President's Choice Circle, Brampton, ONTARIO, L6Y5S5

TRADEMARK

DINE-IN TONIGHT

Goods
Frozen prepared meals consisting primarily of meats, poultry, fish, seafood, pasta, cheese, vegetables. vegetable soup, desserts.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as February 28, 2010 on goods.
Application Number 1,758,312  
Filing Date 2015-12-08  
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
CONNECT TECHNOLOGIES, 95 Edgecroft Rd,  
Etobicoke, ONTARIO M8Z 2C2

Representative for Service  
PERRY + CURRIER  
1300 YONGE STREET, SUITE 500,  
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4T1X3

TRADEMARK

ZOOLOU

Goods

Class 09  
an electronic machine, namely, an Interactive Marketing Terminal that allows consumers and users to interact with an illusion of a digital image of a product prior to purchase, namely touch panels; an electronic machine, namely, an Interactive Marketing Terminal that allows consumers and users to interact with an illusion of a digital image of a product prior to purchase, namely computer terminals

SERVICES

Class 35  
Marketing services, namely, providing a digital distribution network, namely an Interactive Marketing Terminal that allows for the creation of conventional digital marketing media for promoting the goods and services of others; marketing analysis services, namely, providing analytics on consumer pre-purchase behaviour and engagement with an illusionary digital image of a product; providing analytics on consumer pre-purchase behaviour and engagement which connects the users with an illusionary digital product image; Creating conventional digital marketing media for others, namely providing a website featuring the creation of unique digital content to allow for consumer and user interaction with an illusion of an image of a product within a perceived 3-dimensional digital world

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,758,928  Filing Date 2015-12-10
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Technologies Informatiques codi SA, Rue du Techno-pôle 1 - 3960, Sierre, SUISSE

Representative for Service
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/ S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
1, Place Ville Marie, Suite 2500, Montreal, QUÉBEC, H3B1R1

TRADEMARK

HR Café

Goods
Class 09
Computer software for managing electronic files and information related to human resources in businesses and organizations, computer software for managing human resources tasks in businesses and organizations, computer software for data storage automation, computer software for creating performance indicators and reports related to human resources management in businesses, computer software for managing the databases of businesses and organizations in relation to human resources, computer software for managing processes in human resources departments; downloadable computer software applications for managing electronic files and information related to human resources in businesses and organizations, for managing human resources tasks in businesses and organizations, for automating data storage, downloadable computer software applications for creating performance indicators and reports related to human resources management in businesses, for managing the databases of businesses and organizations in relation to human resources, for managing processes in human resources departments; computers; recorded computer programs for managing electronic files and information related to human resources in businesses and organizations, computer software for managing human resources tasks in businesses and organizations, computer software for data storage automation, computer software for creating performance indicators and reports related to human resources management in businesses, computer software for managing the databases of businesses and organizations in relation to human resources, computer software for managing processes in human resources departments; computer programs for designing user interfaces.

SERVICES
Class 42
Software as a service (SaaS) in the field of human resources management; design and development of operating system software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; rental of operating system software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; cloud computing services for data storage, cloud computing services providing database management software, cloud computing services for archiving files containing data, web hosting services via
cloud computing; installation, maintenance, updating and upgrading of computer software; administration of computer servers for others; configuration of computer software; rental of computer software; rental of database management software.

**CLAIMS**

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,759,381  Filing Date 2015-12-14
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Target Brands, Inc., 1000 Nicollet Mall TPS-3165, Minneapolis, MN 55403-2467, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

EMBARK

Goods

Class 06
(1) Metal locks for travel; Outdoor equipment and accessories, namely, metal tent poles, pegs and stakes.

Class 07
(2) Outdoor equipment and accessories, namely, electric air pumps.

Class 09
(3) Travel accessories, namely, camera adapters, computer adapters, electrical outlet adapters, adapter plugs, ear plugs for soundproofing and scales for weighing travel luggage.

Class 11
(4) Outdoor accessories, namely, flashlights, lanterns and portable propane stoves for outdoor use.

Class 12
(5) Non-motorized collapsible luggage carts.

Class 14
(6) Alarm clocks for travel.

Class 16
(7) Document holder for travel, namely, passport and visa holders.

Class 18
(8) Travel accessories, namely, all-purpose carrying bags, attaché cases, belt bags, card wallets, carryalls, carrying cases for documents, change purses, cosmetic bags and cases sold empty, credit card cases, hip bags, key cases and wallets, luggage tags, shoe bags, straps for luggage, toiletry bags and cases sold empty, travel bags and cases, wallets, vanity cases sold empty; umbrellas and parasols.

Class 20
(9) Outdoor equipment and accessories, namely, camping furniture, outdoor furniture, inflatable mattresses for use when camping, non metal tent pegs, poles and stakes, sleeping bags, sleeping bag liners and sleeping mats; travel accessories, namely, inflatable pillows, pillows, neck supporting pillows, and non-metal luggage locks, bicycle locks and furniture locks; outdoor equipment and accessories, namely, air mattress for use when camping.
Class 21
(10) Outdoor equipment and accessories, namely, beverageware, bottles sold empty, all purpose portable household containers, camping grills, canteens, containers for ice, cooking skewers, drinking flask sold empty and portable coolers; portable cooking kits for outdoor use consisting of collapsible pots, frying pans and bowls; insulated bags for food and beverages for domestic use; thermal insulated containers for food or beverage.

Class 22
(11) Outdoor equipment and accessories, namely, canvas canopies, hammocks, tents and tent flies.

Class 24
(12) Travel accessories, namely, blankets, pillow covers and plastic place mats.

Class 28
(13) Outdoor equipment and accessories, namely, bags specially adapted for sports equipment, needles for pumps for inflating sports equipment, pumps for inflating sports equipment, namely, footballs, soccer balls, basketballs, volley balls, medicine balls, sport balls, tether balls and rubber balls; exercise equipment, namely, dumbbells, exercise balls, exercise bands, exercise bars, personal exercise mats, exercise weights, exercise wheels, jump ropes, stress relief balls for hand exercise, medicine balls, manually operated exercise equipment, resistance bands, spring grips for hand exercise, spring bars and yoga mats.

CLAIMS
Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on September 06, 2011 under No. 4,023,521 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods.
Application Number 1,760,182  
Filing Date 2015-12-17  
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
Chasing Sunrise Inc., 2008-688 Abbott St,  
Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA V6B 0B9

Representative for Service  
COASTAL TRADEMARK SERVICES LIMITED  
1081 Cambie Street, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B5L7

TRADEMARK

CHASING SUNRISE

Goods

(1) clothing, namely, athletic and casual clothing.

(2) Clothing, namely, sportswear; jackets; sports bras; socks; headwear, namely, toques, beanies, bandannas, head warmers, caps and hats; eyewear, namely sunglasses; fashion accessories, namely scarves; athletic footwear; exercise footwear; beach footwear; bags, namely, tote bags, backpacks, all purpose sports bags; posters, mugs, canvas prints; electronics, namely, audio speakers, loudspeakers, wireless speakers, headphones.

SERVICES

(1) Organizing, arranging and conducting group sporting, health and wellness events, namely hiking events.

(2) Organizing, arranging and conducting group sporting, entertainment and educational events, namely, spin bicycle events, fitness boot camps, jogging events, camping events, watersport events, namely, kayaking, canoeing and paddleboarding; educational services, namely, providing motivation and educational speakers in the field of fitness, physical health and mental wellness; retreats, seminars, and teambuilding events in the field of fitness, physical health and mental wellness; development of marketing strategies and concepts for others; consulting services in the field of fitness, physical health and mental wellness; arranging of travel tours; coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and for groups; organization, booking and arrangement of excursions and day trips.

(3) Organizing, arranging and conducting group sporting, health and wellness events, namely, yoga events.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as February 15, 2015 on services (1); April 17, 2015 on goods (1); August 23, 2015 on services (3). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods (2) and on services (2)
Application Number 1,760,287  Filing Date 2015-12-18
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD., 129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK

SAMSUNG SmartHome

Index Headings
SAMSUNG SMARTHOME

Image Description (Vienna)
- Lines or bands forming an angle -- Note: Including chevrons and arrowheads formed by lines or bands.
- Roofs
- Green
- Yellow, gold
- Blue

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The design on the left contains three colours. The left side of the design is green at the bottom transitioning to yellow on the top. The right side of the design is light blue. The word ‘SAMSUNG’ is dark blue and the word ‘SmartHome’ is light blue.

Goods

Class 07
(1) dish washers; electric compressors; electric mixers for household purposes; electric shoe polishers; electric vacuum cleaner bags; electric vacuum cleaner hoses; electric vacuum cleaners; electric washing machines for household purposes; robotic vacuum cleaners

Class 09
(2) mobile telephones; digital cameras; portable media players, namely, CD players; portable computers; flip covers for mobile phones; flip covers for smart phones; flip covers for tablet computers; tablet computers; television receivers; DVD players; light emitting diode displays; monitors, namely, baby monitors, computer monitors, LCD monitors, LED monitors, television monitors and video monitors; 3D eye glasses; computers; printers for computers; semiconductors; computer hardware; computer peripherals, namely, computer mice, wireless computer mice, computer keyboards, computer monitors, LED monitors, colour printers, computer printers, smart phones, and tablet computers; electric sensors, namely, motion sensors, optical sensors, pressure
sensors, proximity sensors and timing sensors; electric actuators; wireless routers; kits comprised of computer hardware and computer peripheral devices, namely, keyboards and mouse, electric sensors, namely, motion sensors, optical sensors, pressure sensors, proximity sensors, timing sensors and actuators; electronic control systems for room locking systems; electronic lock assemblies; digital door locks; computer control device for digital door locks; computer software to access Internet and for connecting, communicating with, and sending and receiving information between electronic home devices, namely, electric refrigerator, electric vacuum cleaners, electric washing machines for household purposes, air conditioners, robotic vacuum cleaners, electric ovens and electric lights and computers, mobile phones and other mobile devices, namely, personal digital assistants, smart phones, tablet computers and MP3 players over a local network; computer application software to access the internet and for connecting, communicating with, and sending and receiving information between electronic home devices, namely, electric refrigerator, electric vacuum cleaners, electric washing machines for household purposes, air conditioners, robotic vacuum cleaners, electric ovens and electric lights and computers, mobile phones and other mobile devices, namely, personal digital assistants, smart phones, tablet computers and MP3 players over a local network; computer network hubs, switches and routers; computer firmware for database management, in the field of organizing and utilizing data, namely, text messages, images, pictures and video, and information; home automation software for developers and customers for operating wireless and wired controllers for lighting, HVAC systems, home security systems, personal security devices, namely, wireless sensors and transmitters that monitor and report on human activities, home and office computers and telecommunications, namely, telephones, computer and video monitors, cameras, microphones, videophones; mobile application software for home automation systems for operating wireless and wired controllers that control electronic home security devices, lighting, HVAC systems, security systems, and other home monitoring and control computer software applications, namely, software for wireless sensors and transmitters that monitor and report on human activities, home and office computers and telecommunications, namely, telephones, computer and video monitors, cameras, microphones, videophones; audio amplifiers; audio speakers; blank universal serial bus (USB) flash memory drive; built-in wireless audio and video receivers and electronic docking stations for use with electronic book readers, tablet computers, mp3 players, mp4 players, mobile phones and smart phones; camcorders; computer games; digital photo frames for displaying digital pictures, video clips and music; digital set-top boxes, namely, digital media receivers and decoders, namely, audio receivers, radio receivers, stereo receivers, telephone receivers, video receivers and television decoder, cable television converters, ethernet streaming media converters; downloadable digital images; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; computer whiteboards; facsimile machines; hard disk drives; intercom key phone terminals for connection to a telephone network; internet protocol phones; internet protocol private branch exchange (PBX) switchboards; key phone operating system software; key phone switch boards; local area network (LAN) switches: mobile phone and tablet computer accessories, namely, batteries, battery chargers, data communication cables, headsets, ear phones, car chargers, leather cases adapted for mobile phones, smart phones and tablet computers, hands free kits and snap on cases adapted for mobile phones and tablet computers, stylus, audio docking stations, acrylic screen protective films and portable speakers; mobile phone operating system software; mobile telephones; MP3 players; MP4 players; network access server hardware; network access server operating software; optical disk drives; optical disk players; personal digital assistants (PDAs); smart phones; stereo audio speakers; stylus for portable electronic devices; tablet computer operating system software; telephones; telephones used as terminal devices for Internet protocol (IP) private branch exchange (PBX); wide area network (WAN) routers; cameras for CCTVs; surveillance cameras; motion detecting sensors; motion recognizing sensors; digital motion sensors for television receivers, DVD players, digital
door lock and audio speakers; digital electronic controllers for television receivers, DVD players, digital door lock and audio speakers; electronic door closing systems; electric door closing systems; remote controls for television receivers, DVD players, digital door lock and audio speakers; watches that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; watchbands that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; bracelets that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks

Class 11
(3) air conditioners; air sterilizers; electric ovens; electric laundry dryers; electric refrigerators; light emitting diodes lamps; microwave ovens; air purifiers; induction ranges

Class 14
(4) clocks; parts and fittings for watches; wristwatches; electronic clocks and watches; bracelets (jewelry); watchbands; control clocks (master clocks)

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,760,781  Filing Date 2015-12-22
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Standard Norge, Mustads vei 1, 0283 OSLO, NORWAY

Representative for Service
FETHERSTONHAUGH & CO.
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3S5

TRADEMARK

NORSOK

Goods

Class 09
(1) Pre-recorded DVD’s, CD-ROMs, and memory-sticks containing information regarding legal standards and best practices within the areas of oil and gas exploitation and petroleum production; downloadable electronic publications in the fields of legal standards and information on best practices within the areas of oil and gas exploitation and petroleum production.

Class 16
(2) Printed matter, namely magazines, leaflets, brochures, books, newspapers, newsletters; printed instructional material for use in the field of oil and gas exploitation and petroleum production; books; catalogues; forms enabling users to fill in a check-list according to the best practices, legal standards, and industry standards in the area of oil and gas exploitation and petroleum production; drawings; photographs; printed publications, namely magazines, leaflets, brochures, books, newspapers, newsletters.

SERVICES

Class 35
(1) Business management; business administration; project administration in the field of oil and gas exploitation and petroleum production; business and consumer information and advisory services relating to legal and industry standards and best practices in the field of oil and gas exploitation and petroleum production; compilation of information into computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in databases; systemization of information into computer databases; sale of digital information products, namely, magazines, leaflets, brochures, books, newspapers, newsletters, relating to oil and gas exploitation, petroleum production, and standardization; advisory services regarding standardization of business procedures and business processes; development of standards within the field of business management, oil and gas exploitation and the petroleum industry; administration of standards within the field of business management, oil and gas exploitation and the petroleum industry; budgeting services; preparation of financial reports.

Class 39
(2) Physical storage of electronically stored data and documents.

Class 41
(3) Education services in the field of business management, administration and use of standards in the petroleum industry; providing of training in the field of business management, administration and use of standards in the petroleum; organization and management of conferences in the field of business management and industrial petroleum services; organization and management of seminars in the field of business management and industrial petroleum services; publication of electronic books and journals online; writing of texts, other than publicity texts; publication of magazines, leaflets, brochures, books, e-books, newspapers, newsletters; providing on-line electronic publications, namely magazines, leaflets, brochures, books, newspapers, newsletters.

Class 42
(4) Scientific and technological research services in the fields of oil and gas exploitation and the petroleum industry; industrial analysis in the fields of oil and gas exploitation, petroleum and petroleum-related industries; digitalizing of documents; electronic data storage of standards and electronic publications relating to the field of oil and gas exploitation and the petroleum industry; arranging finance for projects within oil and gas exploitation and petroleum production, business project management services for oil and gas exploitation and petroleum production, and project management in the field of oil and gas exploitation and petroleum production; technical research relating to oil and gas exploitation, petroleum production and petroleum related industries; civil engineering, chemical engineering and mechanical engineering; development of technical standards for oil and gas exploitation, petroleum production and petroleum related industries.

Class 45
(5) Legal services; legal administration of licensing; licensing of intellectual property; preparation of legal and normative standards.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: NORWAY June 24, 2015, Application No: 201507884 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Used in NORWAY on goods and on services. Registered in or for NORWAY on October 15, 2015 under No. 283934 on goods and on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,762,180  Filing Date 2016-01-06
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Korres S.A. Natural Products, 3 Drosini and Tatoiou Str., GR-144 52 Metamorfosi, Athens, GREECE

Representative for Service
SHAPIRO COHEN LLP
SUITE 830, TOWER B, 555 LEGGET DRIVE, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2K2X3

TRADEMARK

CASTANEA ARCADIA

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the word CASTANEA is chestnut.

Goods

Class 03
Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations namely, skin abrasives, exfoliant creams and lip scrub; soaps namely, bath soap, body soap, cosmetic soap, soaps for personal use, and soaps for body care; perfumery, essential oils for personal use, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: GREECE July 13, 2015, Application No: 233143 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,763,053  Filing Date 2016-01-12
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

 Applicant
Établissements F.C.C. Inc., 1446, rue Peel,
Montréal, QUÉBEC H3A 1S8

 Representative for Service
MILLER THOMSON S.E.N.C.R.L.
1000, rue de la Gauchetière Ouest, bureau
3700, Montréal, QUÉBEC, H3B4W5

TRADEMARK

CAMPO POULET PORTUGAIS

SERVICES
Class 43
Restaurant services.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number: 1,764,005  Filing Date: 2016-01-19
Language of Application: English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant: HOME BOX OFFICE, INC., 1100 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6737, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service: BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L. SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
GAME OF THRONES ASCENT TO

Image Description (Vienna)
- Wings, stylized or not -- Notes: (a) Including wings constituting a symbol or an emblem. -- (b) Not including wheels or wheel segments with wings (15.7.17), staves with wings (24.11.3) and Mercury's helmet (with wings) (24.11.14).
- More than two lines or two bands
- Thin lines
- Vertical lines or bands
- Horizontal lines or bands
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters linked to a figurative element -- Note: Letters representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object are classified in division 27.3.
- Letters underlined, overlined, framed or barred by one or more strokes
- Rectangles
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals containing representations of animals or parts of animals' bodies or plants
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more other geometrical figures -- Note: Including quadrilaterals containing bent or straight lines (except 26.4.11).

Goods
(1) Computer games; video games.
(2) Downloadable electronic games for wireless devices, namely laptop computers, tablet computer, smart phones and personal digital assistants.
CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as February 21, 2013 on goods (1); February 18, 2014 on goods (2).
Application Number 1,764,786  Filing Date 2016-01-25
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Koninklijke Philips N.V., High tech Campus 5, 5656 AE Eindhoven, NETHERLANDS

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK
LIGHTPOINTS

SERVICES
Class 35
Providing a customer service based website that allows users to check the status of pending on-line orders in the field of lighting products.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA January 19, 2016, Application No: 86/879735 in association with the same kind of services. Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,765,004  Filing Date 2016-01-26
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
HBI Branded Apparel Enterprises, LLC, 1000 East Hanes Mill Road, Winston-Salem, NC 27105, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L./S.R.L.
1, Place Ville Marie, Suite 2500, Montreal, QUEBEC, H3B1R1

TRADEMARK

SIGNATURE FLORALS

Goods
(1) Bras; underwear.
(2) Undergarments

CLAIMS

Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods (1). Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on June 24, 1997 under No. 2074200 on goods (1). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,765,009  Filing Date 2016-01-26
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Shiseido Company, Limited, 7-5-5 Ginza, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0061, JAPAN

Representative for Service
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
CLÉ DE PEAU BEAUTÉ LE FOND DE TEINT

Image Description (Vienna)
- Hearts -- Note: Including also hearts represented as a symbol or on playing cards.
- Two lines or bands
- Curved lines or bands (except a 26.11.13)

Goods
Class 03
Cosmetics, namely, skin care, body care and make-up products, namely, foundations, concealers, powders, blushes; soaps, namely, bar soaps, bath soaps, hand soaps and skin soaps; Fragrances and perfumery and cosmetics, namely, skin care, hair care, body care and make-up preparations

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,765,308  Filing Date 2016-01-28
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Cree, Inc., 4600 Silicon Drive, Durham, NC 27703, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DEPARTMENT, 1000 DE LA GAUCHETIERE STREET WEST, SUITE 900, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B5H4

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Dogs, wolves, foxes
- Heads of animals of series I
- Animals of series I stylized

Goods
Class 09
Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, namely, switches and semiconductors; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, computers; chips [integrated circuits]; microwave integrated circuits; transistors; diodes; semiconductor chips; semiconductor wafers; radio frequency amplifiers, radio frequency transmitters; power switches; electronic power supplies; semiconductor wafers, silicon carbide and gallium nitride materials and devices, namely, silicon carbide wafers, gallium nitride wafers, silicon carbide semiconductors, gallium nitride semiconductors; electric power switches; electric circuitry, namely, electric circuits, electric circuit closers, electric circuit openers, electric circuit switches; electronic devices, namely, semiconductor rectifying and schottky diodes for high power applications and low switching loss; power electronic modules for high power density and high efficiency power electronic solutions

SERVICES
Class 40
(1) Customized assembly of electronic switches, semiconductors, integrated circuits, MMICs (monolithic microwave integrated circuits), transistors, diodes, radio frequency amplifiers, radio frequency transmitters, power electronic modules, electronic circuits, and electronic power supplies for others; providing information relating to the processing of semiconductor devices; manufacture
of transistors; manufacture of wireless communication components; manufacture of amplifiers; manufacture of lateral diffused metal oxide semiconductors (LDMOS); manufacture of metal semiconductor field effect transistors (MESFETS); custom manufacturing and assembling services relating to semiconductor devices; woodworking; optical glass grinding; pottery firing; food smoking; leather working; photographic film development; incineration of waste and trash; stripping finishes; framing of works of art; dental technician (services of a-); generation of electricity from energy conversion; rental of generators; processing of fuels; processing and handling of chemical reagents; manufacturing services for others in the field of semiconductor devices; providing semiconductor material treatment information; technical support services, namely providing technical advice related to the manufacture of semiconductor materials and devices

Class 42
(2) Testing of semiconductor materials and devices; technical project research of semiconductor materials and devices; research and development of semiconductor materials and devices for others; engineering service in the field of semiconductor materials and devices; design of radio frequency and microwave devices and components, transistors, wireless communication components, amplifiers, lateral diffused metal oxide semiconductors (LDMOS), metal semiconductor field effect transistors (MESFETS), and components formatted for the worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMax) standard; chemical research; biological research; weather forecasting; material testing; packaging design; architecture; authenticating works of art; physics [research]; dress designing; graphic arts designing; cloud seeding; weighing goods for others; contract foundry design, testing and engineering support services in the field of semiconductor materials and devices

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number  1,766,639   Filing Date 2016-02-05   Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Neumeister Hydraulik GmbH, a legal entity,
Otto-Neumeister-Straße 9, D-74196 Neuenstadt,
GERMANY

Representative for Service
RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP
SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST,
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

TRADEMARK

NEUMEISTER HYDRAULIK

Goods

Class 07
(1) engines for industrial machinery; gaskets for engines; electric motors for machines; electrical pumps; hydraulic transmission gears for industrial machinery, other than for land vehicles; hydraulic pumps; hydraulic valves for industrial machinery; hydraulic lift tables; hydraulic actuators; hydraulic controls for machines; hydraulic controls for motors; hydraulic valve actuators; hydraulic intensifiers being parts of machines; hydrostatic drives for machines; pistons; piston rings; piston rods; clutch cylinders for industrial machinery; steering linkages for machines; elevators; elevator operating apparatus, namely elevator belts; positive displacement pumps; thrusters for industrial machinery; valves for industrial machinery; valves for pumps; cylinders being parts of machines; cylinders for motors and engines; pistons for cylinders; hydraulic cylinder liners.

Class 09
(2) electric control panels; electrical switch cabinets; electric control valves, namely solenoid valves; electronic industrial controls for motion failure detectors; electromagnetic switches; optical switches; power switches; pressure switches; rocker switches; timer switches; touch sensitive switches; acceleration sensors; coolant-temperature sensors; liquid level sensors; motion sensors; oil level sensors; optical sensors; pressure sensors; pollutant sensors; proximity sensors; temperature sensors; thermal sensors; timing sensors; velocity sensors; laser speed detectors; magnetic object detectors; metal detectors; motion detectors; radar detectors; voltage regulators for vehicles; voltage stabilizers; thermal controls, namely thermostats.

Class 12
(3) powertrains, namely, engines, driving motors, and hydraulic cylinders, for land vehicles; drive gears; drive units comprised of at least one or more hydraulic cylinders or comprised of at least one or more hydraulic power packs, for land vehicles; gear cases for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; motor drive units for land vehicles; main brake cylinders; hydraulic servo valves being parts of motor car braking systems; hydraulic servo valves being parts of motor car hydraulic
systems; hydraulic power transmission units for land vehicles; clutch cylinders for land vehicles; mechanical power transmitting mechanisms, namely transmissions for motor vehicles, for land vehicles; motor vehicle engines; wheel cylinders for motor cars; steering units for land vehicles.

**CLAIMS**

Priority Filing Date: GERMANY September 09, 2015, Application No: 3020151058940 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,766,916  Filing Date 2016-02-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
David Kiersznowski and Demi Lloyd, a Joint Venture, 6538 Wenonga Road, Mission Hills, KS 66208, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK
redrock traditions

SERVICES
Class 35
Shop-at-home parties featuring a wide variety of goods, namely, accessories, namely, jewellery, hair accessories, belts, scarves, bags in the nature of purses, tote bags, watches, wallets, clothing, luggage, handbags, small appliances, namely, microwave ovens, electric kettles, toaster ovens, electric food blenders, electric food processors, bread making machines, fire pits, gift items, namely, candles, candle holders, decorative figurine made of glassware, wood, poly-resin, or metal, crystal ornaments, children's books, children's plush toys, children's games, décor items, namely, mirrors, framed artworks, framed pictures, picture frames, vases, decorative pillows, blankets, throws, pendants, seat covers, tablecloths, placemats, ornaments in the nature of glass ornaments, garden ornaments, Christmas ornaments, crystal ornaments, china ornaments, pillowcases, tableware, ceramics, namely, ceramic jugs, ceramic mugs, ceramic bowls, ceramic piggy banks, ceramic platters, ceramic coasters, furniture, home furnishings, namely, sofas, dining tables, dining chairs, coffee tables, armchairs, floor lamps, table lamps, end tables, dressers, tableware, growth charts, keepsake boxes, pet supplies, stationery items, namely, envelopes for stationery use, glue for stationery purposes, office paper stationery, stationery seals, stationery stickers, journals, picture albums, pens and pencils, organizers, namely, stationery personal organizers, organizers for toys, jewelry organizers, sporting goods, toys, baby items, and jewelry; Retail shop-at-home party services in the field of accessories, namely, jewellery, hair accessories, belts, scarves, bags in the nature of purses, tote bags, watches, wallets, clothing, luggage, handbags, small appliances, namely, microwave ovens, electric kettles, toaster ovens, electric food blenders, electric food processors, bread making machines, fire pits, gift items, namely, candles, candle holders, decorative figurine made of glassware, wood, poly-resin, or metal, crystal ornaments, children's books, children's plush toys, children's games, décor items, namely, mirrors, framed artworks, framed pictures, picture frames, vases, decorative pillows, blankets, throws, pendants, seat covers, tablecloths, placemats, ornaments in the nature of glass ornaments, garden ornaments, Christmas ornaments, crystal ornaments, china ornaments, pillowcases, tableware, ceramics, namely, ceramic jugs, ceramic mugs, ceramic bowls, ceramic piggy banks, ceramic platters, ceramic coasters, furniture, home furnishings, namely, sofas, dining tables, dining chairs, coffee tables, armchairs, floor lamps, table lamps, end tables, dressers, tableware, growth charts, keepsake boxes, pet supplies, stationery items, namely, envelopes for stationery use, glue for stationery purposes, office paper stationery, stationery seals, stationery stickers, journals, picture albums,
pens and pencils, organizers, namely, stationery personal organizers, organizers for toys, jewelry organizers, sporting goods, toys, baby items, and jewelry.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA September 16, 2015, Application No: 86/759,004 in association with the same kind of services. Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,766,938  Filing Date 2016-02-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Meda AB, Pipers väg 2, Box 906, 170 09 Solna, SWEDEN

Representative for Service
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK

Acnidel

Goods
Soaps namely skin soaps, facial soaps; cosmetics namely, face cream, skin cream, moisturizing cream, acne treatment, creams and lotions for improving the clarity of skin, antiseptic facial creams and lotions, antiseptic skin creams and lotions, antiseptic creams and lotions for treatment of acne; dietary supplements for humans for promotion of general health and well being and for improving complexion.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: EUIPO (EU) August 10, 2015, Application No: 014453823 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,767,217  Filing Date 2016-02-10
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
MAPLE LEAF FOODS INC. / LES ALIMENTS MAPLE LEAF INC., 6985 FINANCIAL DRIVE, MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO L5N 0A1

Representative for Service
MAPLE LEAF FOODS INC. Attention: Trademark Manager, 6985 Financial Drive, MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, L5N0A1

TRADEMARK

DIG IN

Goods
Class 29
Meats, including processed meats, including sausages; prepared meat-based prepackaged snacks

SERVICES
Class 35
(1) administration of a discount program for enabling consumers who purchase a sufficient quantity of goods to obtain a free purchase
(2) promoting the sale of goods and services through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as May 31, 2015 on services (1); June 30, 2015 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on services (2)
Application Number  1,767,218  Filing Date  2016-02-10
Language of Application  English

**APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE**

Applicant  
MAPLE LEAF FOODS INC. / LES ALIMENTS MAPLE LEAF INC., 6985 FINANCIAL DRIVE, MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO L5N 0A1

Representative for Service  
MAPLE LEAF FOODS INC. Attention: Trademark Manager, 6985 Financial Drive, MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, L5N0A1

**TRADEMARK**

**UPGRADE YOUR SUMMER**

**Goods**

Class 29  
Meats, including processed meats, including sausages; prepared meat-based prepackaged snacks

**SERVICES**

Class 35  
(1) administration of a discount program for enabling consumers who purchase a sufficient quantity of goods to obtain a free purchase  
(2) promoting the sale of goods and services through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material

**CLAIMS**

Used in CANADA since at least as early as May 31, 2015 on services (1); June 30, 2015 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on services (2)
Application Number 1,767,472  Filing Date 2016-02-11
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
The Cochrane Collaboration, St Albans House, 57-59 Haymarket, London SW1Y 4QX, UNITED KINGDOM

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Plans, schematic drawings, diagrams, curves, outlines
- Circles
- One circle or ellipse
- Semi-circles, semi-ellipses
- Segments of circles or ellipses (except 26.2.7)
- Rhombs or squares standing on one of the corners thereof
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- More than two lines or two bands
- Horizontal lines or bands
- Straight lines or bands

SERVICES

Class 42
scientific services and scientific research services, namely, providing medical and scientific research information in the field of pharmaceuticals and clinical trials and information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid; chemical analysis and research and information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid; healthcare research services and information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid; clinical trial research and
information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid; clinical trial information; professional consulting services in the field of clinical trials and healthcare research; providing and operating online search engines, including specialist search engines relating to healthcare and scientific research and information; computerised analysis of data in the field of scientific research and healthcare; product analysis and appraisal in the field of healthcare; computerised information services in the field of healthcare; cloud computing provider services for general storage of data; development, maintenance and updating of telecommunications network search engines; design, creation, maintenance and hosting of websites, webpages and digital content, namely photographs, video recordings and diagrams containing educational content in the fields of clinical trials and healthcare via global computer and communications networks; designing, managing and monitoring online chat rooms, forums for discussion, electronic bulletin boards and photo galleries; providing on-line chat rooms enabling users to share data and information, organise events and engage in social, scientific and commercial discussions in the fields of clinical trials and healthcare; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for publishing and sharing digital media, namely, photographs, video recordings and diagrams containing educational content in the fields of clinical trials and healthcare via global computer and communication networks; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for creating indexes of information, indexes of web sites and indexes of other information resources, namely, medical journals and medical research studies all relating to the fields of healthcare and clinical trials; design, development, updating and maintenance of computer software and databases; rental of computer software; computer programming; hosting a website featuring podcasts

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as March 2015 on services. Used in UNITED KINGDOM on services. Registered in or for UNITED KINGDOM on November 27, 2015 under No. UK0003118513 on services
Application Number 1,767,705  Filing Date 2016-02-12  
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
Great Pacific Brands, LLC, c/o 18th Floor, 1191  
Second Avenue, Seattle, WA 98101, UNITED  
STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service  
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP  
1200 WATERFRONT CENTRE, 200  
BURRARD STREET, P.O. BOX 48600,  
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V7X1T2

TRADEMARK

NINETEEN SIXTY FOUR SUPPLY CO.

Goods

Class 05  
(1) Medical marijuana, medical cannabis, strains of cannabis sativa; Botanical, herbal, nutraceutical, dietary and nutritional supplements for general health and well-being; Botanical, herbal, nutraceutical, dietary and nutritional preparations containing plant extracts and plant-derived nutrients to reduce stress and fatigue, increase appetite, reduce anxiety, relax tension, mood enhancement and provide an improved sense of well-being; Dietary supplements in the form of powder for general health and well-being; Dietary supplements in the form of capsules for general health and well-being; Dietary supplements in the forms of drop and liquid for general health and well-being; Pharmaceutical and nutraceutical preparations and pharmaceutical and nutraceutical substances containing plant extracts and plant-derived ingredients for the treatment of metabolic diseases and disorders, namely, diabetes, type II diabetes, nephropathy, inflammation of the intestine, neuroinflammatory disorders, hypoglycaemia, gout, osteoarthritis, muscular dystrophy, anemia, bulimia nervosa, anorexia, obesity and hypothyroidism, obesity associated with diabetes, and for the treatment of pain, neuropathic pain, neurogenic pain, cancer pain, peri-operative pain, oncology, cancer symptoms, multiple sclerosis, spasticity, MS spasticity, convulsions, seizures, epilepsy, paediatric epilepsy, intractable childhood epilepsy with generalized tonic-clonic seizures (ICE-GTC), generalized epilepsy with febrile seizures plus (GEFS+), Dup15q syndrome, and Doose syndrome, bladder disfunction, inflammatory bowel disease, ulcerative colitis, Crohn's disease, Alzheimer's, Dravet syndrome, Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (LGS), spinal cord injury, head injury, bone disorders, chromosome disorders, inflammatory connective tissue diseases, arthritis, neurodegenerative diseases, central nervous system infections, brain diseases, central nervous system movement disorders, ocular motility disorders, spinal cord diseases, cerebral palsy, brain, movement, ocular motility, peripheral neuropathy, neurogenic symptoms, hypoxicischemic encephalopathy, neonatal hypoxic encephalopathy, stroke, motion sickness, AIDS (HIV) & AIDS wasting, asthma, breathing disorders, hepatitis C, migraines, multiple sclerosis, analgesia, Tourette syndrome, bulimia, psychiatric disorders, namely, bipolar disorder, dementia, anxiety disorders, Alzheimer's disease, schizophrenia, and drug, alcohol and nicotine abuse, autism, nausea, vomiting, loss of appetite, muscle tension, muscle spasms, epilepsy, glaucoma, arthritis, Parkinson's disease, gastrointestinal illness, anxiety, bi-polar disorder, depression, insomnia, and for topical treatment of skin inflammation, namely, eczema, psoriasis, atopic dermatitis, acne, rosacea, lichen planus, bullous pemphigold, vasculitis, granuloma annulare and erythrodema;
Medicinal herbs, medicinal oils, medicinal infusions for treating metabolic diseases and disorders, namely, diabetes, type II diabetes, nephropathy, inflammation of the intestine, neuroinflammatory disorders, hypoglycaemia, gout, osteoarthritis, muscular dystrophy, anemia, bulimia nervosa, anorexia, obesity and hypothyroidism, obesity associated with diabetes, and for the treatment of pain, neuropathic pain, neurogenic pain, cancer pain, peri-operative pain, oncology, cancer symptoms, multiple sclerosis, spasticity, MS spasticity, convulsions, seizures, epilepsy, paediatric epilepsy, intractable childhood epilepsy with generalized tonic-clonic seizures (ICE-GTC), generalized epilepsy with febrile seizures plus (GEFS+), Dup15q syndrome, and Doose syndrome, bladder disfunction, inflammatory bowel disease, ulcerative colitis, Crohn's disease, Alzheimer's, Dravet syndrome, Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (LGS), spinal cord injury, head injury, bone disorders, chromosome disorders, inflammatory connective tissue diseases, arthritis, neurodegenerative diseases, central nervous system infections, brain diseases, central nervous system movement disorders, ocular motility disorders, spinal cord diseases, cerebral palsy, brain, movement, ocular motility, peripheral neuropathy, neurogenic symptoms, hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy, neonatal hypoxic encephalopathy, stroke, motion sickness and AIDS (HIV) & AIDS wasting, asthma/breathing disorders, hepatitis C, migraines, multiple sclerosis, analgesia, Tourette syndrome, bulimia, psychiatric disorders, namely, bipolar disorder, dementia, anxiety disorders, Alzheimer's disease, schizophrenia, and drug, alcohol and nicotine abuse, autism, nausea, vomiting, loss of appetite, muscle tension, muscle spasms, epilepsy, glaucoma, arthritis, Parkinson's disease, gastrointestinal illness, anxiety, bi-polar disorder, depression, insomnia, and for topical treatment of skin inflammation, namely, eczema, psoriasis, atopic dermatitis, acne, rosacea, lichen planus, bullous pemphigold, vasculitis, granuloma annulare and erythroderma; Appetite suppressants for medical purpose; Diagnostic preparations and reagents for medical laboratory and research use; Veterinary preparations for the treatment of long-term neurogenic pain, muscle spasms, muscle cramps, reduced appetite, weight loss, and vomiting in livestock animals, farm animals, pet animals, and domestic animals; Veterinary preparations, namely, pain relief medication; pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations for the treatment of pain and the induction of sedation, anxiety relief, and pain relief during therapeutic and diagnostic procedures; Topical creams, gels, salves, sprays, balms and ointments for analgesic purposes; Protein powders for meal replacement, protein shakes

Class 09
(2) Electronic medical publications

Class 10
(3) Drug dispensing instruments used by patients and physicians which can record and transmit medical data associated with drug management process

Class 16
(4) Medical information charts; Pharmaceutical information leaflets; Printed medical publications

Class 29
(5) Edible oils; Protein for use as a food additive, protein milk, textured vegetable protein; Hemp protein and hemp oil for human consumption, hemp protein and hemp oil for use as a food additive, hemp milk powder for nutritional purposes; Hemp and hemp-based beverages, beverages made of hemp

Class 30
(6) Herbal tea beverages, tea extracts; Nutritional food bars, namely, meal replacement bars for boosting energy; Energy bars; Meal replacement bars; Granola bars, granola-based snack bars, cereal-based bars; Chocolates; Chocolate confections; Candies; Gummies; Chewing gums; Bakery
goods, namely, cupcakes, cakes, muffins, pastries, cookies, biscuits, scones, loaves, bread and buns, brownies and pies; Edible seeds; Hemp seeds, herbs for food purposes

Class 31
(7) Agricultural and horticultural products, namely, natural plants and flowers, living plants, plant cuttings, seeds for horticultural purposes, agricultural seeds, dried plants, hemp; Edible treats for pets

Class 32
(8) Meal replacement drinks

Class 34
(9) Paraphernalia for smoking, namely, rolling papers, vaporizers, diffusers, grinders, smoking pipes, and scales; Electronic cigarettes; Vaporizers for electronic cigarettes; Herbal extracts for use in electronic cigarettes and vaporizer liquid (e-liquid); Electronic cigarettes and vaporizer liquid (e-liquid) comprised of propylene glycol

SERVICES

Class 35
(1) Retail sale and sale of botanical and botanically derived products, namely, dietary and nutritional supplements, pharmaceutical preparations, veterinary preparations, food and beverages, and hemp based food products accessible on-line and by telephone, facsimile and mail order; Wholesale sale and online sale services in the field of botanical and botanically derived products, namely, dietary and nutritional supplements, pharmaceutical preparations, veterinary preparations, food and beverages, and hemp based food products; Distributorships in the field of botanical and botanically derived products, namely, dietary and nutritional supplements, pharmaceutical preparations, veterinary preparations, food and beverages, and hemp based food products; Retail sale of natural plants and flowers, living plants, plant cuttings, agricultural seeds, dried plants, hemp, hemp seeds, herbs for medical purposes

Class 38
(2) Operating an interactive online bulletin board featuring information regarding medical marijuana, medical marijuana laws, legal medical marijuana pharmacies and stores, health care provider and equipment for administering medical marijuana; Providing access to a medical database and to a computer database containing medical information via a global information network in the field of medical marijuana, medical marijuana laws, legal medical marijuana pharmacies and stores, health care provider, hemp, hemp oil, CBD (Cannabidiol) and other cannabinoids, hemp and CBD (Cannabidiol) based food products and dietary and nutritional supplements and nutrition, health, wellness, healthy living and lifestyles, recipes and cooking tips, diet information based on hemp, hemp oil, CBD (Cannabidiol) and other cannabinoids, and hemp and CBD (Cannabidiol) based food products and dietary and nutritional supplements, pharmaceutical research and development, and veterinary research and development; Distribution of natural plants and flowers, living plants, plant cuttings, agricultural seeds, dried plants, hemp, hemp seeds, herbs for medical purposes

Class 39
(3) Transportation of natural plants and flowers, living plants, plant cuttings, agricultural seeds, dried plants, hemp, hemp seeds, herbs for medical purposes

Class 41
(4) Educational services, namely, the publication of movies, films, audio digital online recordings, electronic newsletters, electronic magazines, and electronic magazine articles featuring information
about hemp, hemp oil, CBD (Cannabidiol) and other cannabinoids, and hemp and CBD (Cannabidiol) based food products and dietary and nutritional supplements; Educational services and Internet based content and information, namely websites, on-line journals, blogs, and newsletters about nutrition, health, wellness, healthy living and lifestyles, recipes and cooking tips, diet information based on hemp, hemp oil, CBD (Cannabidiol) and other cannabinoids, and hemp and CBD (Cannabidiol) based food products and dietary and nutritional supplements; Education services in the field of medical marijuana, medical marijuana laws, legal medical marijuana pharmacies and stores, health care provider and equipment for administering medical marijuana; Educational services, namely providing online directory information service and operating a website featuring information regarding medical marijuana, medical marijuana laws, legal medical marijuana pharmacies and stores, health care provider and equipment for administering medical marijuana; Production and publication of seminars, workshops, webinars, classes and training sessions in the fields of nutrition, health, wellness, healthy living and lifestyles, recipes and cooking tips and diet information based on hemp, hemp oil, CBD (Cannabidiol) and other cannabinoids, and hemp and CBD (Cannabidiol) based food products and dietary and nutritional supplements; Publishing and issuing scientific papers in relation to medical technology; Operation of a website providing information featuring the ratings, reviews and recommendations on medical marijuana products for commercial purposes posted by users; Organization of alternative medicine exhibition

Class 42
(5) Development of pharmaceutical, botanical and nutraceutical preparations and medicines; Clinical research in the field of cannabis science and medicine; Design, research and development of advanced plant-cultivation methods and technologies for use in the pharmaceutical, nutraceuticals and food products; Developing technologies to improve plant growth, production and extraction technologies to maximize production of pharmaceutical grade plant extracts

Class 44
(6) Operating a website featuring information regarding nutrition, health, wellness, healthy living and lifestyles, recipes and cooking tips and diet information based on hemp, hemp oil, CBD (Cannabidiol) and other cannabinoids, and hemp and CBD (Cannabidiol) based food products and dietary and nutritional supplements; Providing medical information and medical counselling in the field of medical marijuana, hemp, hemp oil, CBD (Cannabidiol) and other cannabis oils, and hemp and CBD (Cannabidiol) based food products and dietary and nutritional supplements; Medical services, namely, medical laboratory, research, diagnostic, and testing services, medical analysis services, namely, behavioural analysis for medical purposes, and potency, moisture content and foreign matter analysis of marijuana, hemp, CBD (Cannabidol) and other cannabinoids for medical purposes; Pharmaceutical research and development; Preparation and dispensing of medications and pharmaceuticals; Horticultural services; Cultivation, breeding, production and processing of natural plants and flowers, living plants, plant cuttings, agricultural seeds, dried plants, hemp, hemp seeds, herbs for medical purposes; Veterinary services

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,768,148  Filing Date 2016-02-17
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Covered Goods, Inc., 3161 Michelson Drive,
Suite 925, Irvine, California 92612, UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
AMY CROLL
(CROLL & CO. LTD.), 1115 Wellington St. West,
Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1Y2Y6

TRADEMARK

COVERED GOODS

Goods
(1) Multi-use nursing covers.
(2) Nursing apparel.

SERVICES
Online retail store services featuring multi-use nursing covers; online retail store services featuring
nursing apparel.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as March 2014 on goods and on services. Priority Filing
Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA August 17, 2015, Application No: 86727307 in association
with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA on goods (1) and on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA on April 18, 2017 under No. 5,184,314 on goods (1) and on services
Application Number 1,768,374  Filing Date 2016-02-18  Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  Representative for Service
Naterra International, Inc., 1250 Freeport MOFFAT & CO.
Parkway, Coppell, TX 75019, UNITED STATES 1200-427 LAURIER AVENUE WEST, P.O.
OF AMERICA BOX 2088, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO,

TRADEMARK

TREE HUT

Goods
Skin care products, namely, skin cleanser, skin lotion, skin moisturizer, skin cream, skin toner, night cream, body cream, non-medicated bath salts, liquid soaps for the hands, face and body, bar soap, body scrubs, body wash, and body oil

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as May 2014 on goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on December 24, 2002 under No. 2667257 on goods
Application Number 1,768,376  Filing Date 2016-02-18
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
9263-6604 Quebec Inc, 750 Lajoie, Dorval,
QUEBEC H9P 1G8

Representative for Service
SPIEGEL SOHMER, INC.
1255, Peel Street, Suite 1000, Montreal,
QUEBEC, H3B2T9

TRADEMARK

lazy-life

Index Headings
LAZY-LIFE

Goods
(1) Home and residential furniture, namely bedroom furniture, living room furniture, office furniture, garden furniture, outdoor furniture and patio furniture; home decor accessories namely, bean bag chairs, sofas, lounge chairs, ottomans, poufs, tables.
(2) Home and residential furniture, namely bathroom furniture, dining room furniture, kitchen furniture; home and residential lamps, namely desk lamps, floor lamps, hanging lamps, overhead lamps, table lamps and wall lamps.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since February 01, 2015 on goods (1). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods (2)
Application Number 1,768,824  Filing Date 2016-02-22
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
DOMAINE GEROVASSILIOU S.A., Ajios Triphonas, 57500 Epanomi - Thessaloniki, GREECE

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

GEROVASSILIOU

Goods

Class 16
(1) Paper, cardboard, envelopes, paper folders, writing and drawing books, greeting cards, letterhead, cartons of cardboard for packaging, gift bags, gift boxes, gift wrap, paper for wrapping and packaging, packaging cardboard; cardboard packaging boxes in made-up form, diaries (printed matter), planners (printed matter), printed promotional material, namely shelf talkers, flyers, gift cards and membership cards, posters, advertising posters, writing pads, stickers, paper stationery, writing stationery, office stationery, stationery cases, pencils, pens, labels of paper, adhesive labels , adhesives for stationery purposes, plastic bags for packaging, plastic film for packaging, sheets for wrapping made of plastic material, paper envelopes and pouches for packaging; plastic envelopes and pouches for packaging; paper bags for packaging; plastic bags for packaging, bottle envelopes of cardboard and paper; bottle wrappers of cardboard and paper; books; leaflets; brochures; catalogues; newsletters.

Class 33
(2) Wines, white wines, red wines, rose wines, mulled wines, sparkling wines, wine punch, fruit wines, sweet wines, grape wines, still wines, table wines, aperitif wines, low alcoholic wines, prepared wine cocktails, wine-based drinks, wine-based coolers, beverages containing wine (spritzers), wine-based aperitifs, alcoholic beverages containing fruit liqueurs, aperitifs, brandy, kirsch, bitters, anise (liqueur), distilled beverages and distilled spirits, namely, ouzo, tsipouro, grappa, raki.

SERVICES

Class 35
Advertising agency services; business management; business administration; leasing of office equipment; provision of temporary office administrative services; import-export agencies; sales promotion for others provided through the distribution and the administration of privileged user cards, promoting the sale of goods and services through a consumer loyalty program, promoting the sale of goods and services through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material; retail sale and wholesale services of beverages, alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, wine and spirits.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as 1994 on goods and on services. Used in GREECE on goods and on services. Registered in or for EUIPO (EU) on March 01, 2007 under No. 004864121 on goods and on services
Application Number 1,769,125  Filing Date 2016-02-23
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Launch Academy, #300 - 128 West Hastings
Street, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA V6B
1G8

TRADEMARK

Launch Academy

Goods
Class 09
(1) USB flash drives
Class 16
(2) promotional decals
Class 21
(3) ceramic mugs; coffee mugs
Class 25
(4) promotional caps; promotional t-shirts

SERVICES
Class 36
(1) apartment and office rentals
Class 38
(2) network conferencing
Class 41
(3) education courses and conferences in the fields of software development; education courses and conferences in the fields of sales and marketing; education courses and conferences in the fields of entrepreneurship; education courses and conferences in the fields of investment of funds; providing an online website comprising news, editorials, and opinions concerning current events; online education services in the fields of entrepreneurship, sales, and marketing; event planning
Class 43
(4) providing conference rooms

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since June 12, 2012 on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,769,371  Filing Date 2016-02-24
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Cashbloom LLC, 13263 Ventura Blvd., Suite 101, Studio City, CA 91604, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
NEIL F. KATHOL (Field LLP), 400 - 444 7 Avenue SW, CALGARY, ALBERTA, T2P0X8

TRADEMARK
CASHBLOOM

SERVICES
Class 36
Financial services, namely, commercial lending, merchant cash advance, factoring services, credit card receivables financing services, providing business loans and lines of credit TO INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES, accounts receivable financing for INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES, future account receivables financing for INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES, credit card and debit card transaction processing services for INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES, and electronic credit card transaction processing for BUSINESSES; consumer lending services, commercial lending services, namely, unsecured personal loans, secured personal loans, credit cards and retail lending namely credit to consumers purchasing high value items

CLAIMS
Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on November 01, 2016 under No. 5,074,888 on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on services
TRADEMARK
MEPLUSONE

Goods
T-shirts, drink coasters, pens, stickers, mugs, cups, water bottles, key chains, fridge magnets, caps, hats, sunglasses, bandanas, glow sticks, condoms, noise makers; Downloadable computer software for a mobile application that facilitates the transmission of electronic messages among computer users and smart phone users for the purpose of making acquaintances, dating and relationships and also to sell event tickets; Computer software that facilitates the transmission of electronic messages among computer users and smart phone users for the purpose of making acquaintances, dating and relationships and also to sell event tickets

SERVICES
Providing an online forum and social media application that facilitates the transmission of electronic messages and computer users and smart phone users for the purpose of making acquaintances, dating and relationship and also to sell event tickets; Online dating service; Advertising third party public and private events; Ticket reservation services namely the sale of tickets for sporting, musical and other entertainment events, namely concerts, DJ events, sporting games, nightlife, clubbing, parties, culinary events, comedy shows, plays, shows, exhibitions, galas, film festivals, movies, networking events

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,771,114  Filing Date 2016-03-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  PROUDEST MONKEY, LLC, 2533 32nd Ave. South, Minneapolis, MN 55406, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Representative for Service  MILLER IP LAW 84 Neilson Drive, Toronto, ONTARIO, M9C1V7

TRADEMARK

DRAGGIN JEANS

Goods
Clothing and accessories, namely jeans, shirts, jackets, hats, caps, mock turtleneck sweaters, gloves, t-shirts, motorcyclist protective clothing, and protective liners for motorcycle clothing.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as 1999 on goods.
Application Number 1,771,276  Filing Date 2016-03-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Taojing International Limited, 150 Alameda Del Prado, Suite 300, Novato, CA 94949, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
H&M, PATENT AND TRADEMARK AGENTS
1 Promenade Circle, Suite 310, Thornhill, ONTARIO, L4J4P8

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
Z

Image Description (Vienna)
- Squares
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more triangles or lines forming an angle
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more other geometrical figures -- Note: Including quadrilaterals containing bent or straight lines (except 26.4.11).
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- Two lines or bands
- Thick lines, bands
- Oblique lines or bands
- Straight lines or bands

Goods

Class 09
(1) Eyeglass cases; eyeglass frames; eyeglass lenses; eyeglasses; eyeglass pouches; eyeglasses and ophthalmic frames and cases therefor; sunglasses; spectacles; antireflection coated eyeglasses; cases for eyeglasses; cases for spectacles and sunglasses; frames for eyeglasses and pince-nez; frames for spectacles and sunglasses; lenses for sunglasses; magnifying glasses
that fit on the user's face in the manner of eyeglasses; nose pads for eyeglasses; novelty eyeglasses; protective eyeglasses and goggles; reading eyeglasses; safety eyeglasses and goggles; sports eyeglasses; sports training eyeglasses

Class 21
(2) Eyeglass cleaning cloths

SERVICES

Class 35
Mobile retail store services featuring eyewear, lenses and accessories for eyewear; On-line retail store services featuring eyewear and accessories for eyewear; Computerized on-line retail store services in the field of eyewear, lenses and accessories for eyewear

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA February 08, 2016, Application No: 86900583 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,771,685  Filing Date 2016-03-10
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
CLEANQUIP SYSTEMS INC, 62 Glenview Cres
, London, ONTARIO N5X 2P9

Representative for Service
MILLER THOMSON LLP
ACCELERATOR BUILDING, 295 HAGEY BLVD., SUITE 300, WATERLOO, ONTARIO, N2L6R5

TRADEMARK

CLEANQUIP

Goods
(1) Cleaning units using ultraviolet light for sanitizing and deodorizing sports equipment, sports accessories, and athletic apparel.
(2) All purpose cleaning preparations.

SERVICES
(1) Cleaning services, namely, sanitizing and deodorizing sports equipment, sports accessories, and athletic apparel.
(2) Franchise services, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and operation of cleaning services for sports equipment, sports accessories, and athletic apparel.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,771,921   Filing Date 2016-03-11
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
LX SIM INC., 202-1460 Boul De L'innovation, Bromont, QUEBEC J2L 0J8

Representative for Service
MORENCY, S.E.N.C.R.L.  500, PLACE D'ARMES, 25e étage, Montréal, QUEBEC, H2Y2W2

TRADEMARK

[Image of LX SIM logo]

Index Headings
LX SIM

Image Description (Vienna)
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with repeated geometrical figures or designs
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with circles or ellipses
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with dots
- Other irregular parallelograms, trapezia and quadrilaterals, quadrilaterals containing one or more rounded corners
- One quadrilateral
- One line or one band
- Horizontal lines or bands
- Straight lines or bands
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters underlined, overlined, framed or barred by one or more strokes
- Black
- Blue

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The logo is formed of black 'LX' stylized letters, underlined in black, under which are the letters 'SIM'. At the right of the letters are aligned, on four lines of the same width, dots of different sizes in the colour aqua; light aqua for the first three rows of dots and dark aqua for the last row of dots.

SERVICES

Class 35
(1) Sale of computer software for use in product design and engineering simulation.

Class 41
(2) Training services for product design and engineering simulation software.

Class 42
(3) Mechanical engineering services for product design and development through engineering simulation software services; Product modeling, validation and optimization through engineering simulation software services.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as July 22, 2013 on services.
Application Number 1,771,935  Filing Date 2016-03-11
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
North Castle Partners, LLC, 183 East Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, CT 06830, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BCF S.E.N.C.R.L./BCF LLP
1100, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 25e Étage, Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B5C9

TRADEMARK

- More than two circles or ellipses, inside one another, spirals
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with lines or bands
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with straight lines or bands
- Luminous sources, rays, shafts of light

SERVICES

Class 36
Financial services, namely, investment advice, investment management, investment consultation, and investment of funds for others, primarily in private equity; financial asset management services; financial management consulting services; investment management consulting services; financial planning and investment advisory services.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as February 23, 2016 on services. Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA February 08, 2016, Application No: 86/900,826 in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on September 13, 2016 under No. 5041057 on services.
Application Number 1,772,284  Filing Date 2016-03-14
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Rimage Corporation, 5801 Clearwater Drive, Minnetonka, MN 55343, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK

RIMAGE CATALYST

Goods
Disc publishing systems comprised of computer hardware and computer software used to duplicate discs and to copy digital data onto CDs, DVDs, and high definition optical discs with customized content and durable labeling; computer hardware and computer software used to copy digital data onto CDs, DVDs, and high definition optical discs containing customized digital content for distribution, archiving, exporting, publishing and reporting; computer hardware and computer software for use in managing digital forensics evidence, namely, extracting and analyzing data from disc based evidence, providing disc imaging, content reporting, and archiving; computer hardware and computer software used to provide secure archiving via uniquely labeled DVD or high definition optical discs

SERVICES
Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems; Technological consultation in the technology field of computer hardware disk publishing systems; providing updates to software systems

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA September 25, 2015, Application No: 86/769,154 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods and on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on May 23, 2017 under No. 5,210,114 on goods and on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,772,425  Filing Date 2016-03-15
Language of Application  English

**APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE**

Applicant
EVOLUTIVE LABS CO., LTD., 1F., No. 41, Da-An Street, Xitun Dist., Taichung City 40759, (R.O.C.), TAIWAN

Representative for Service
SHAPIRO COHEN LLP
SUITE 830, TOWER B, 555 LEGGET DRIVE, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2K2X3

**TRADEMARK**

![RHINOSHIELD](image)

**Index Headings**
RHINOSHIELD

**Image Description (Vienna)**
- Shields containing neither a figurative element nor an inscription
- One triangle

**Foreign Character Translation/Transliteration**
RHINOSHIELD is a coined word and has no meaning in English or French.

**Goods**
Cases adapted for mobile phones; cases adapted for computers; cases adapted for photographic equipment; cases adapted for tablet computers; cell phone cases; earphone cushions; earphone pads; winders for cord management of earphones; earphone cases; earphone extension cords; earphones and headphones; protective film for smart phones; liquid crystal protective films for smart phones; bumper cases for use with smart phones and computers; bicycle helmets, hockey helmets, motorcycle helmets.

**CLAIMS**
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,773,391  Filing Date 2016-03-21
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
DOMAINE DU SEUIL, une entité légale, 4690 route du Seuil Château du Seuil, Division du Puyricard, F-13540 AIX EN PROVENCE, FRANCE

Representative for Service
ROBIC
CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001, SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE, MONTRÉAL, QUÉBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

CHATEAU DU SEUIL

Goods
Class 33
Alcoholic beverages (except beers and wines), namely alcoholic fruit drinks, alcoholic cocktails; appellation d'origine wines; wines bearing the Coteaux d'Aix-en-Provence appellation d'origine contrôlée; digestifs, namely liqueurs; spirits, namely cognac, vodka, rum, whisky, tequila; alcoholic extracts or essences, namely fruit extracts with alcohol.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: EUIPO (EU) February 23, 2016, Application No: 015139793 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in FRANCE on goods. Registered in or for EUIPO (EU) on June 30, 2016 under No. 015139793 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods.
Application Number 1,773,681  Filing Date 2016-03-22
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Georges Karam, 4193 Wolfe Point Way, Ottawa, ONTARIO K1V 1P5

TRADEMARK

PARTISAN

Goods

Class 21
(1) Tea caddies; coffee mugs.

Class 30
(2) Chocolate bars; granola bars; cookies; butter cookies; cookies and crackers; graham crackers; savoury biscuits; flavoured savoury biscuits; onion biscuits and cheese biscuits; biscuits and bread; cocoa-based beverages; non-alcoholic coffee beverages; candy with cocoa; chocolate candies; chocolate-covered pretzels; chocolate-filled pretzels; cocoa-based beverages; non-alcoholic tea-based beverages; cocoa; drinking cocoa and cocoa-based beverages; powdered cocoa; powdered cocoa for beverages; roasted cocoa for beverages; coffee; cafe au lait; decaffeinated coffee; coffee and artificial coffee; coffee and coffee substitutes; coffee and tea; ice coffee; instant coffee; unroasted coffee; prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages; green coffee; brownies; cheeseburgers [sandwiches]; chicory and chicory mixtures used as artificial coffee; chocolate; milk chocolate; hot chocolate; chocolate and chocolates; filled chocolate; chocolate for confectionery and bread; granola-based snacks; almond-based confectionary; peanut-based confectionery; frozen confectionery; fruit-based confectionery; chocolate confectionery; ice cream with fruit; edible decorations for cakes; frozen desserts; chocolate bark containing ground coffee beans; coffee essences; coffee essences used as artificial coffee; cocoa extracts for human consumption; cocoa extracts; coffee extracts used as artificial coffee; tea extracts; flowers or leaves used as tea substitutes; confectionery fondants; pastry shells for monaka; treats made from frozen yoghurt; jellied fruits for confectionery; chocolate topping; almond cake; cakes; cakes; Japanese-style steamed cakes [mushigashi]; chocolate cakes; fruit cakes; ice cream cakes; mooncakes; pounded rice cakes [mochi]; sticky rice cakes covered with powdered beans [injeolmi]; cakes made of sugar-bounded millet or puffed rice [okoshi]; frozen cakes; sponge cakes; dried sugared cakes of rice flour [rakugan]; sweet pounded rice cakes [mochigashi]; pastry icing; cake icing or frosting; ice; water ice; ice; ice for refreshment; ices; edible fruit ices; ices and ice creams; cocoa bean nibs for beverages; coffee beans in powder form for beverages; sugar-coated coffee beans; coffee bean nibs for beverages; ground coffee beans; roasted coffee beans for beverages; roasted coffee beans; chocolate pieces; chocolate mousses; chocolate toppings; chocolate-covered nuts; fruit bread; bread and pastries; fruit loaves; frozen cookie batter; cake batter; cake dough; fruit paste for flavouring food; chocolate pastes; pastry; pastries; petit fours pastries; petit-beurre biscuits; cake powder; coffee and chicory preparations; cookies mixes; plant preparations to replace coffee; plant preparations used as coffee substitutes; hamburger sandwiches; hot dog sandwiches; sandwiches;
wrap sandwiches; submarine sandwiches; ice-cream sandwiches; chocolate sauce; chocolate syrup; tea substitutes; artificial coffee; artificial coffee and tea; artificial coffee; sweets in the form of candy; tarts stuffed with dried fruit and apples and spices; fruit pies; pies and cakes made from frozen yoghurt; cocoa spread; tea; tea made from salty kelp powder (kombucha); lime tea; sage tea; English tea; citron tea; ginger tea; ginseng tea; Korean plum tea (maesil-cha); barley leaf tea; fruit tea; chai tea; theine-free tea, sweetened with sweeteners; iced tea; instant tea; black tea; oolong tea; green tea; Japanese green tea; frozen yoghurt; frozen yoghurt.

SERVICES

Class 40
(1) Coffee roasting.

Class 43
(2) Supply of coffee; wine bars; coffee house; bed & breakfast; coffee houses; coffee shops; cafeteria; cafeterias; snack bars; fast-food restaurants; restaurant [meal] services; ice cream parlours; tea rooms; bar services; coffee supply services for offices; bar services; bar services; pub services; bistro services; restaurant services; restaurant services including take-out services; food truck services; restaurant services for take-out meals; outdoor restaurant services; fast food and non-stop restaurant services; catering services; food and beverage catering services; catering services; food and beverage service catering; fast food service catering.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,774,200  Filing Date 2016-03-29
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
REITMANS (CANADA) LIMITED / REITMANS (CANADA) LIMITÉE, 250 Sauvé Street West, Montréal, QUEBEC H3L 1Z2

Representative for Service
DAVIES WARD PHILLIPS & VINEBERG LLP
ATTN: TRADE-MARK DEPARTMENT, 1501 MCGILL COLLEGE AVENUE, 26TH FLOOR, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3A3N9

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
D/C JEANS ELITE DENIM SANS COMPROMIS

Image Description (Vienna)
- One line or one band
- Oblique lines or bands
- Straight lines or bands
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters underlined, overlined, framed or barred by one or more strokes
- Letters containing written or typographical matter
- Letters overlapping
- Backgrounds divided into two, horizontally
- Squares
- Two quadrilaterals, one inside the other
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Goods
Class 16
(2) Packaging, namely, paper bags for packaging, paper pouches for packaging, cardboard boxes for packaging, cardboard containers for packaging

Class 25
(1) Clothing, namely denim pants, shorts, skirts, jackets, shirts, t-shirts, tank tops, sweatshirts, sweaters, jerseys, pants, sweatpants, vests, underwear, socks, warm-up suits, bodysuits, leggings; footwear, namely, shoes; headwear, namely, caps, toques, visors; outerwear namely, jackets, coats, blazers, raincoats, overalls, vests, capes

SERVICES
Class 35
Online retail clothing store services; retail clothing store services

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,774,201  Filing Date 2016-03-29
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
REITMANS (CANADA) LIMITED / REITMANS (CANADA) LIMITÉE, 250 Sauvé Street West, Montréal, QUEBEC H3L 1Z2

Representative for Service
DAVIES WARD PHILLIPS & VINEBERG LLP
ATTN: TRADE-MARK DEPARTMENT, 1501 MCGILL COLLEGE AVENUE, 26TH FLOOR, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3A3N9

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
D/C JEANS ELITE DENIM WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Image Description (Vienna)
- One line or one band
- Oblique lines or bands
- Straight lines or bands
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters underlined, overlined, framed or barred by one or more strokes
- Letters containing written or typographical matter
- Letters overlapping
- Backgrounds divided into two, horizontally
- Squares
- Two quadrilaterals, one inside the other
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Goods
Class 16
(2) Packaging, namely, paper bags for packaging, paper pouches for packaging, cardboard boxes for packaging, cardboard containers for packaging

Class 25
(1) Clothing, namely denim pants, shorts, skirts, jackets, shirts, t-shirts, tank tops, sweatshirts, sweaters, jerseys, pants, sweatpants, vests, underwear, socks, warm-up suits, bodysuits, leggings; footwear, namely, shoes; headwear, namely, caps, toques, visors; outerwear namely, jackets, coats, blazers, raincoats, overalls, vests, capes

SERVICES
Class 35
Online retail clothing store services; retail clothing store services

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,774,737  Filing Date 2016-03-30
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
HEINEKEN ASIA PACIFIC PTE. LTD., 459 Jalan Ahmad Ibrahim, 639934, SINGAPORE

Representative for Service
OYEN WIGGS GREEN & MUTALA LLP
480-THE STATION, 601 WEST CORDOVA STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B1G1

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
TIGER ASIAN LAGER WORLD ACCLAIMED SINCE 1932 AWARD WINNING FULL-BODIED BEER BORN IN SINGAPORE

Image Description (Vienna)
- Labels, collarettes (bottle-neck labels) -- Note: Not including tie-on labels (20.5.15).
- Other labels
- Tigers or other large felines
- Trees or bushes of some other shape
- One tree or one bush
- Palm trees, banana trees
- Circles
- One circle or ellipse
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of animals, parts of animals' bodies or plants
- More than two medals or coins
- Ears of cereals (wheat, rye, barley, etc.), ears of maize, ears of sorghum
- Framework and frames
- Complete framework and frames

Goods
Class 32
Alcoholic beer, ale, lager, stout and porter; mineral and aerated waters; non-alcoholic beer, ale, lager, stout and porter; fruit drinks and fruit juices; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beer, ale, lager; syrups for making fruit-flavored drinks; syrups for making non-alcoholic beverages; syrups for the preparation of fruit juices

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,774,749  Filing Date 2016-03-30  
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
HEINEKEN ASIA PACIFIC PTE. LTD., 459  
Jalan Ahmad Ibrahim, 639934, SINGAPORE

Representative for Service  
OYEN WIGGS GREEN & MUTALA LLP  
480-THE STATION, 601 WEST CORDOVA STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B1G1

TRADEMARK

![Tiger Image]

Index Headings
TIGER

Image Description (Vienna)
- Tigers or other large felines

Goods

Class 32
Alcoholic beer, ale, lager, stout and porter; mineral and aerated waters; non-alcoholic beer, ale, lager, stout and porter; fruit drinks and fruit juices; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beer, ale, lager; syrups for making fruit-flavored drinks; syrups for making non-alcoholic beverages; syrups for the preparation of fruit juices

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,774,763  Filing Date 2016-03-30  
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
HEINEKEN ASIA PACIFIC PTE. LTD., 459 Jalan Ahmad Ibrahim, 639934, SINGAPORE

Representative for Service
OYEN WIGGS GREEN & MUTALA LLP
480-THE STATION, 601 WEST CORDOVA STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B1G1

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
TIGER SINCE 1932

Image Description (Vienna)
- Labels, collarettes (bottle-neck labels) -- Note: Not including tie-on labels (20.5.15).
- Other labels
- Tigers or other large felines
- Framework and frames
- Complete framework and frames
- Lines or bands forming an angle -- Note: Including chevrons and arrowheads formed by lines or bands.

Goods
Class 32
Alcoholic beer, ale, lager, stout and porter; mineral and aerated waters; non-alcoholic beer, ale, lager, stout and porter; fruit drinks and fruit juices; alcoholic and non-alcoholic beer, ale, lager; syrups for making fruit-flavored drinks; syrups for making non-alcoholic beverages; syrups for the preparation of fruit juices

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,774,832  Filing Date 2016-03-30  Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Vitality Group International, Inc., 200 West Monroe Street, Suite 1900, Chicago, IL 60606, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
MCMILLAN LLP  BROOKFIELD PLACE, SUITE 4400, BAY WELLINGTON TOWER, 181 BAY STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK

THE VITALITY GROUP

SERVICES

(1) Health care related services, namely, wellness services, namely, providing health plan participants with information and incentives to motivate their participation in activities that promote health and reward healthy behaviors, and providing health and medical care information and benefit services information by means of a global computer network; Providing assistance, incentive loyalty programs and reward programs, and consultation to businesses to help their employees make health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to increase productivity and lower health care costs; Providing wellness services, namely providing health plan sponsors with information and methods for coordinating each health plan participant's plan participation costs with the level of such participant's engagement in behaviors that promote health and wellness.

(2) Health related insurance services and products, namely, underwriting, administering, managing, and providing traditional and pre-paid health insurance plans, consumer driven health care plans, health reimbursement arrangements, medical savings account services, health benefit plan management services and pre-paid health insurance plans for the benefit of others; Application services provider, namely, providing, hosting, managing, developing, researching, analyzing, reporting, and maintaining applications, software and databases for others in the fields of employee life and health insurance and wellness programs; Insurance underwriting and administrative services, namely, the underwriting and administration of life insurance, health insurance or medical insurance; healthcare financing, namely customer loyalty schemes and programmes related exclusively to life insurance and healthcare/medical insurance; issuing of tokens of value in relation to customer loyalty arrangements and programs exclusively related to life insurance, health insurance or medical insurance; insurance services, namely administration of health insurance; Pre-paid health plans offering wellness programs that reward members for participation in prevention, fitness, lifestyle and education activities. Business consultation to assist businesses in promoting employee awareness of the benefits of making health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to increase productivity and lower health care costs; Insurance underwriting and administration services for life insurance programs and health insurance programs which include a wellness program; Providing databases featuring information about insurance, namely, employee health insurance

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as September 30, 2011 on services (1). Proposed Use in CANADA on services (2)
Application Number 1,774,973  
Filing Date 2016-03-31  
Language of Application English  

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE  

Applicant  
FERRARI S.P.A., Via Emilia Est, 1163, Modena, ITALY  

Representative for Service  
FETHERSTONHAUGH & CO.  
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5Y6  

TRADEMARK  

![f12 tdf](image)  

Index Headings  
F12 TDF  

Goods  

(1) Eyeglasses; sunglasses; anti-glare glasses; goggles for sports; swimming goggles; eyeglass and sunglass cases; eyeglass and sunglass lenses; eyeglass and sunglass frames; eyeglass and sunglass chains; eyeglass and sunglass cords; pince-nez; pince-nez cases; pince-nez chains; pince-nez cords; pince-nez mountings; correcting lenses, being optics, namely, ophthalmic eyeglasses, optical lenses, optical spectacles; magnifying glasses, being optics; video game software for playing video games, namely, hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; electronic game software for handheld electronic devices, namely, computer games and video games; electronic game software for cellular phones, namely, computer games and video games; computer game programs, namely, computer programs for playing video games, computer software for creating computer games; videogame software for playing electronic games; video games cartridges for use with electronic games apparatus, namely, video game consoles, video output game machines, hand-held electronic game units; computer game cartridges; video game cartridges; video game discs; computer game joysticks; joystick chargers; memory cards for video game machines; mice for video game machines; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; sports training simulators, namely, vehicle drive training simulators; steering wheels for PCs with double gear-shifting systems; earphones used for connecting to hand-held games; personal computers; laptop computers; recorded computer software, namely recorded computer game programs for playing electronic video games, recorded computer game software for playing electronic video games in automatic and coin operated machines, namely, arcade game machines, gaming machines, slot machines; computer programs, being downloadable software, namely computer screen savers software, downloadable images and character data of magazines, books, newspapers, maps, pictures and drawings, downloadable music; downloadable pre-recorded video tapes featuring car races, high-performance cars, automobiles and the history of automobile manufacturers; downloadable electronic publications, namely, magazines, books, newsletters; bags and cases adapted or shaped to contain computers; cases for laptops; bags adapted for laptops; laptop carrying cases; mouse pads; mobile telephones; mobile phone covers; mobile phone holders; bags and cases adapted or shaped to contain mobile phones; lanyards especially adapted
for holding cellular phones, MP3 players, cameras, video cameras, eyeglasses, sunglasses, magnetic encoded cards; decorative magnets; ear plug holders; computer mouse; safety helmets for motorists, motorcyclists and cyclists; protective helmets for children; protective helmets for sport; fireproof automobile racing suits for safety purposes; face-shields for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; gloves for protection against accidents; balaclavas for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; boots for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; jackets for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; vests for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; trousers for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; CD-ROMs featuring car races and the history of automobile manufacturers; DVDs featuring car races and the history of automobile manufacturers; CD-ROMs featuring high performance cars and automobiles; DVDs featuring high-performance cars and automobiles; downloadable image files featuring car races, high-performance cars and automobiles; downloadable videos featuring car races and the history of automobile manufacturers; downloadable electronic publications, namely, brochures, newsletters, periodicals, magazines, electronic books, manuals and directories featuring high-performance cars and automobiles; speedometers for vehicles; automatic steering gears and steering wheels for vehicles; automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tyres; voltage regulators for vehicles; milage recorders for vehicles; hands free kits for cellular phones; electronic keys for automobiles; electronic control systems for motor vehicle locking systems; navigation apparatus for vehicles, being on-board computers; electronic accumulators for vehicles; electric batteries for vehicles; kilometer recorders for vehicles; vehicle radios; remote control vehicle starters; starter cables for motors; thermostats for vehicles; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; air bag deactivation switches for automobiles.

(2) Racing cars; hoods for vehicles; vehicle bumpers; motors, electric, for land vehicles; motors for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; engines for land vehicles; mudguards; rearview mirrors; steering wheels for vehicles; windows for vehicles; windscreens; brakes for vehicles; caps for vehicle petrol [gas] tanks; horns for vehicles; upholstery for vehicles; crankcases for land vehicle components, other than for engines; automobile wheels; rims for vehicle wheels; vehicle wheel tires; automobile tires; pneumatic tires; vehicle seats; racing seats for automobiles; automobile sunroofs; convertible tops for automobiles; sun visors [parts of automobiles]; ashtrays [parts of automobiles]; glass-holders [parts of automobiles]; dashboard drawers [parts of automobiles]; dashboard hatches [parts of automobiles]; glove compartments [parts of automobiles]; glove boxes [parts of automobiles]; covers for baggage compartments [parts of automobiles]; seat covers for vehicles; sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; covers for vehicle steering wheels; freewheels for automobiles; head-rests for vehicle seats; armrests for vehicle seats; ski carriers for cars; windscreen wipers; vehicle covers [shaped]; cigar lighters for automobiles; bicycles; tricycles; kick sledges; sledges [vehicles]; safety belts for vehicle seats; security harness for vehicle seats; air bags [safety devices for automobiles]; non-skid devices for vehicle tires, namely anti-skid chains; safety seats for children, for vehicles; anti-theft devices for vehicles, namely vehicle alarms; prams [baby carriages]; pushchairs.

(3) Automobiles; cars; motor cars; sports cars; bodies for vehicles; vehicle chassis.

(4) Jackets [clothing]; sleeved or sleeveless jackets; bomber jackets; reversible jackets; rain jackets; leather jackets; padded jackets; wind-resistant jackets; waterproof jackets; stuff jackets [clothing]; down jackets; sports jackets; ski jackets; waistcoats; windcheaters; overcoats; coats; raincoats; anoraks; cardigans; pullovers; shirts; T-shirts; polo shirts; blouses; sweatshirts; sweat pants; sweaters; jumpers [pullovers]; jerseys [clothing], namely, team jerseys; sports jerseys; trousers; shorts; Bermuda shorts; jeans; skirts; overalls; jogging suits; jogging suit trousers; training suits; track suits; automobile racing suits not in the nature of protective clothing; suits; dresses; singlets; braces [suspenders]; wristbands [clothing]; beach clothes; bathing suits; swimming costumes;
bathing drawers; bathing trunks; bikini; bath robes; underpants; boxer shorts; slips [undergarments]; panties; g-string; pyjamas; babies' overalls; infants' training outfits; racing romper suits for babies; rompers; layettes [clothing]; bibs, not of paper, namely, cloth bibs, baby bibs; socks; shoes; sports shoes; gymnastic shoes; sneakers; slippers; sandals; boots; scarves; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; foulards [clothing]; neckties; gloves [clothing]; driving gloves; belts [clothing]; caps [headwear]; hats; cap peaks; visors [headwear]; berets; headbands [clothing]; hoods [clothing].

(5) Electronic amusement game machines adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; electronic amusement game machines adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor to be used in amusement parks; video game machines adapted for use with television receivers and with an external display screen or monitor; video game machines for use with televisions; video game machines; amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated namely, arcade game machines, gaming machines, slot machines; amusement machines, other than those adapted for use with television sets and with an external display screen or monitor namely, arcade game machines, gaming machines, slot machines; pocket-sized video games; pocket-sized electronic games; hand-held video games; portable electronic games; hand-held video game machines; stand alone video game machines; computer game equipment namely steering wheels for PCs with double gear shifting systems; computer game equipment, namely, computer game consoles containing memory discs, namely, memory cards for video game machines; electronic games consoles adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; controllers for game consoles; scale model vehicles; scale model cars; scale model racing cars; scale model racing vehicles; racing car model silhouettes; toy full-size car replicas; toy full-size vehicle replicas; toy full-size steering wheel replicas; resin models featuring racing scenes; scale model drivers; scale model pit crews; vehicle construction toys; toy vehicle trucks; toy vehicles; toy racing cars tracks; toy steering wheels; pull-along toy vehicles; toy trucks with cars; toy pedal karts for kids; ride-on toy cars for children in pedal version or working with batteries; toy cars for children in pedal version or working with batteries; toy go-karts for children in pedal version or working with batteries; race pit-stops [toys]; race tracks [toys]; toy trucks; toy trailers for transporting cars; radio controlled toy vehicles; radio-controlled toy cars; toy gasoline service stations; toy car garages; toy car showrooms; toy telephones; plush toys; toy plush steering wheels; teddy bears; playing cards; fiber optics glowing light sticks for fans; toy sticks for fans and for entertainment shaped as flags [novelty items]; toy lanyards.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: ITALY October 13, 2015, Application No: 302015000061034 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in ITALY on goods (3). Registered in or for ITALY on May 23, 2017 under No. 302015000061034 on goods (3). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,775,037  Filing Date 2016-03-31
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Vitality Group International, Inc., 200 West Monroe Street, Suite 1900, Chicago, IL 60606, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
MCMILLAN LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, SUITE 4400, BAY WELLINGTON TOWER, 181 BAY STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK

OBJECTIFS VITALITÉ

SERVICES

Health care related services, namely, wellness services, namely, providing health plan participants with information and incentives to motivate their participation in activities that promote health and reward healthy behaviors, and providing health and medical care information and benefit services information by means of a global computer network; Providing assistance, incentive loyalty programs and reward programs, and consultation to businesses to help their employees make health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to increase productivity and lower health care costs; Providing wellness services, namely providing health plan sponsors with information and methods for coordinating each health plan participant's plan participation costs with the level of such participant's engagement in behaviors that promote health and wellness; Health related insurance services and products, namely, underwriting, administering, managing, and providing traditional and pre-paid health insurance plans, consumer driven health care plans, health reimbursement arrangements, medical savings account services, health benefit plan management services and pre-paid health insurance plans for the benefit of others; Application services provider, namely, providing, hosting, managing, developing, researching, analyzing, reporting, and maintaining applications, software and databases for others in the fields of employee life and health insurance and wellness programs; Insurance underwriting and administrative services, namely, the underwriting and administration of life insurance, health insurance or medical insurance; healthcare financing, namely customer loyalty schemes and programmes related exclusively to life insurance and healthcare/medical insurance; issuing of tokens of value in relation to customer loyalty arrangements and programs exclusively related to life insurance, health insurance or medical insurance; insurance services, namely administration of health insurance; Pre-paid health plans offering wellness programs that reward members for participation in prevention, fitness, lifestyle and education activities. Business consultation to assist businesses in promoting employee awareness of the benefits of making health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to increase productivity and lower health care costs; Insurance underwriting and administration services for life insurance programs and health insurance programs which include a wellness program; Providing databases featuring information about insurance, namely, employee health insurance

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,775,040  Filing Date 2016-03-31
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Vitality Group International, Inc., 200 West Monroe Street, Suite 1900, Chicago, IL 60606, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
MCMILLAN LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, SUITE 4400, BAY WELLINGTON TOWER, 181 BAY STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK

BILAN VITALITÉ

SERVICES

Health care related services, namely, wellness services, namely, providing health plan participants with information and incentives to motivate their participation in activities that promote health and reward healthy behaviors, and providing health and medical care information and benefit services information by means of a global computer network; Providing assistance, incentive loyalty programs and reward programs, and consultation to businesses to help their employees make health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to increase productivity and lower health care costs; Providing wellness services, namely providing health plan sponsors with information and methods for coordinating each health plan participant's plan participation costs with the level of such participant's engagement in behaviors that promote health and wellness; Health related insurance services and products, namely, underwriting, administering, managing, and providing traditional and pre-paid health insurance plans, consumer driven health care plans, health reimbursement arrangements, medical savings account services, health benefit plan management services and pre-paid health insurance plans for the benefit of others; Application services provider, namely, providing, hosting, managing, developing, researching, analyzing, reporting, and maintaining applications, software and databases for others in the fields of employee life and health insurance and wellness programs; Insurance underwriting and administrative services, namely, the underwriting and administration of life insurance, health insurance or medical insurance; healthcare financing, namely customer loyalty schemes and programmes related exclusively to life insurance and healthcare/medical insurance; issuing of tokens of value in relation to customer loyalty arrangements and programs exclusively related to life insurance, health insurance or medical insurance; insurance services, namely administration of health insurance; Pre-paid health plans offering wellness programs that reward members for participation in prevention, fitness, lifestyle and education activities. Business consultation to assist businesses in promoting employee awareness of the benefits of making health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to increase productivity and lower health care costs; Insurance underwriting and administration services for life insurance programs and health insurance programs which include a wellness program; Providing databases featuring information about insurance, namely, employee health insurance

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,775,041  
Filing Date 2016-03-31  
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
Vitality Group International, Inc., 200 West Monroe Street, Suite 1900, Chicago, IL 60606, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service  
MCMILLAN LLP  
BROOKFIELD PLACE, SUITE 4400, BAY WELLINGTON TOWER, 181 BAY STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK

NIVEAU VITALITÉ

SERVICES

Health care related services, namely, wellness services, namely, providing health plan participants with information and incentives to motivate their participation in activities that promote health and reward healthy behaviors, and providing health and medical care information and benefit services information by means of a global computer network; Providing assistance, incentive loyalty programs and reward programs, and consultation to businesses to help their employees make health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to increase productivity and lower health care costs; Providing wellness services, namely providing health plan sponsors with information and methods for coordinating each health plan participant's plan participation costs with the level of such participant's engagement in behaviors that promote health and wellness; Health related insurance services and products, namely, underwriting, administering, managing, and providing traditional and pre-paid health insurance plans, consumer driven health care plans, health reimbursement arrangements, medical savings account services, health benefit plan management services and pre-paid health insurance plans for the benefit of others; Application services provider, namely, providing, hosting, managing, developing, researching, analyzing, reporting, and maintaining applications, software and databases for others in the fields of employee life and health insurance and wellness programs; Insurance underwriting and administrative services, namely, the underwriting and administration of life insurance, health insurance or medical insurance; healthcare financing, namely customer loyalty schemes and programmes related exclusively to life insurance and healthcare/medical insurance; issuing of tokens of value in relation to customer loyalty arrangements and programs exclusively related to life insurance, health insurance or medical insurance; insurance services, namely administration of health insurance; Pre-paid health plans offering wellness programs that reward members for participation in prevention, fitness, lifestyle and education activities. Business consultation to assist businesses in promoting employee awareness of the benefits of making health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to increase productivity and lower health care costs; Insurance underwriting and administration services for life insurance programs and health insurance programs which include a wellness program; Providing databases featuring information about insurance, namely, employee health insurance

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,775,042  Filing Date 2016-03-31
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Vitality Group International, Inc., 200 West Monroe Street, Suite 1900, Chicago, IL 60606, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
MCMILLAN LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, SUITE 4400, BAY WELLINGTON TOWER, 181 BAY STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK

ALIMENTS SANTÉ VITALITÉ

SERVICES

Health care related services, namely, wellness services, namely, providing health plan participants with information and incentives to motivate their participation in activities that promote health and reward healthy behaviors, and providing health and medical care information and benefit services information by means of a global computer network; Providing assistance, incentive loyalty programs and reward programs, and consultation to businesses to help their employees make health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to increase productivity and lower health care costs; Providing wellness services, namely providing health plan sponsors with information and methods for coordinating each health plan participant's plan participation costs with the level of such participant's engagement in behaviors that promote health and wellness; Health related insurance services and products, namely, underwriting, administering, managing, and providing traditional and pre-paid health insurance plans, consumer driven health care plans, health reimbursement arrangements, medical savings account services, health benefit plan management services and pre-paid health insurance plans for the benefit of others; Application services provider, namely, providing, hosting, managing, developing, researching, analyzing, reporting, and maintaining applications, software and databases for others in the fields of employee life and health insurance and wellness programs; Insurance underwriting and administrative services, namely, the underwriting and administration of life insurance, health insurance or medical insurance; healthcare financing, namely customer loyalty schemes and programmes related exclusively to life insurance and healthcare/medical insurance; issuing of tokens of value in relation to customer loyalty arrangements and programs exclusively related to life insurance, health insurance or medical insurance; insurance services, namely administration of health insurance; Pre-paid health plans offering wellness programs that reward members for participation in prevention, fitness, lifestyle and education activities. Business consultation to assist businesses in promoting employee awareness of the benefits of making health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to increase productivity and lower health care costs; Insurance underwriting and administration services for life insurance programs and health insurance programs which include a wellness program; Providing databases featuring information about insurance, namely, employee health insurance

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,775,225  Filing Date 2016-04-01
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Reckitt & Colman (Overseas) Limited, Dansom Lane, Hull HU8 7DS, UNITED KINGDOM

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
EASY-OFF

Image Description (Vienna)
- Sparks, explosions, exploding fireworks -- Note: Not including sparks represented by uneven-pointed stars (1.1.1).
- Stars
- One star
- Stars with rays or radiating lines
- Banderoles, cartouches
- Other irregular parallelograms, trapezia and quadrilaterals, quadrilaterals containing one or more rounded corners
- Several quadrilaterals juxtaposed, joined or intersecting
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters
- Circles
- More than two circles or ellipses, inside one another, spirals
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of heavenly bodies or natural phenomena
- Circles or ellipses containing one or more quadrilaterals
- Black
- White, grey, silver
- Red, pink, orange
Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The words 'EASY-OFF' as well as the elongated triangles appearing at the bottom-left and top-right of the banner appear in black. The background of the banner is white. The circle feature which appears behind the banner has a dual-layer rim which appears in various shades of grey, and an inner circle which is red at its periphery, orange in the middle and white at its inner-most visible region. A starburst feature appearing at the interface of the dual layer rim and the inner circle at the bottom-right is white, as are two arc-shaped thin stripes appearing above and below the banner in the region of the inner circle.

Goods
cleaning, polishing, degreasing, scouring and abrasive preparations, namely, all purpose cleaning preparations, de-greasing preparations for household purposes and general use abrasives; cleaning preparations for glass, dishes, ceramics, ovens, barbecue grills, metal surfaces, stainless steel and floors; limescale removers; rust removers

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,775,291  
Filing Date 2016-07-07  
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
Sylvane Valcine, 1801 Lamoureux Dr, Orléans,  
ONTARIO K1E 2H3

Representative for Service  
GORDINI VALERY  
1749 Bromont Way, P.O. Box k1c 5k1, Orleans,  
ONTARIO, K1C5K1

TRADEMARK

Index Headings  
SAUCES GASTRONOMIQUES AYAYAI GOURMET SAUCES HOT SAUCES SAUCE PIQUANTE

Image Description (Vienna)  
- Trees or bushes of some other shape  
- Two trees or two bushes  
- Palm trees, banana trees  
- Circles  
- One circle or ellipse  
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of animals, parts of animals' bodies or plants  
- Ribbons, bows  
- Banderoles, cartouches  
- Letters or numerals forming geometrical figures, written or typographical matter in perspective  
- Letters or numerals forming a figure in the shape of an arc of a circle  
- Red, pink, orange  
- Yellow, gold

Colour Claim  
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. Orange circle (sun) with palm tree imprints inside. Across the sun, yellow band with AYAYAI written in red. On top of the sun reads 'Sauces Gastronomique' and at the bottom 'Gourmet Sauces', all written in Yellow.

Goods  
Class 30  
Hot sauce
CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since February 01, 2016 on goods.
Application Number 1,776,021  Filing Date 2016-04-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
KE M.O. HOUSE CO., LTD., 1F, 15th Building, Tongfuyu Industrial Park, Xinhe Road, Buchong Community, Shajing Street, Bao'an District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 518000, CHINA

Representative for Service
LU TING
3795 RUE DES CYPRÈS, BROSSARD, BROSSARD, QUEBEC, J4Z0E5

TRADEMARK

COPPER MASTER

Index Headings
COPPER MASTER

Goods

Class 11
(1) Pressure cooking saucepans, electric; Electromagnetic induction cookers [for household purposes]; Electric slow cookers; Electric griddles [cooking appliances]; Electric grills; Electric autoclaves; Electric kettle; Bread baking machines; Apparatus for cooking, namely, cooktops; Hot plates; Rotisseries; Autoclaves [electric pressure cookers]; Coffee machines, electric; Deep fryers, electric; Electric appliances for making yogurt; Microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; Electric food steamers; Electric pancake makers

Class 21
(2) Cooking pot sets; Saucepan; Cauldrons; Pot lids; Cooking pots; Frying pan; Non-electric griddles [cooking utensils]; Deep fryers, non-electric; Kitchen utensils, namely, splatter screens; Cooking pans [non-electric]; Bottle opener; Cutting boards for the kitchen; Whisks, non-electric, for household purposes; Grills [cooking utensils]; Hand-operated coffee grinders and pepper mills; Non-electric pressure cookers; Kettle, non-electric; Hot pots, not electrically heated; Non electric steamer;

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since August 26, 2014 on goods.
Application Number 1,776,163  Filing Date 2016-04-07
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Vitality Group International, Inc., 200 West Monroe Street, Suite 1900, Chicago, IL 60606, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
MCMILLAN LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, SUITE 4400, BAY WELLINGTON TOWER, 181 BAY STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK

Vitalité

Index Headings
VITALITÉ

Authorisation For Use
Consent of the owner of official mark 904519 is of record.

SERVICES

Health care related services, namely, wellness services, namely, providing health plan participants with information and incentives to motivate their participation in activities that promote health and reward healthy behaviors, and providing health and medical care information and benefit services information by means of a global computer network; Providing assistance, incentive loyalty programs and reward programs, and consultation to businesses to help their employees make health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to increase productivity and lower health care costs; Providing wellness services, namely providing health plan sponsors with information and methods for coordinating each health plan participant's plan participation costs with the level of such participant's engagement in behaviors that promote health and wellness; Health related insurance services and products, namely, underwriting, administering, managing, and providing traditional and pre-paid health insurance plans, consumer driven health care plans, health reimbursement arrangements, medical savings account services, health benefit plan management services and pre-paid health insurance plans for the benefit of others; Application services provider, namely, providing, hosting, managing, developing, researching, analyzing, reporting, and maintaining applications, software and databases for others in the fields of employee life and health insurance and wellness programs; Insurance underwriting and administrative services, namely, the underwriting and administration of life insurance, health insurance or medical insurance; healthcare financing, namely customer loyalty schemes and programmes related exclusively to life insurance and healthcare/medical insurance; issuing of tokens of value in relation to customer loyalty arrangements and programs exclusively related to life insurance, health insurance or medical
insurance; insurance services, namely administration of health insurance; Pre-paid health plans offering wellness programs that reward members for participation in prevention, fitness, lifestyle and education activities. Business consultation to assist businesses in promoting employee awareness of the benefits of making health, wellness and nutritional changes in their daily living to increase productivity and lower health care costs; Insurance underwriting and administration services for life insurance programs and health insurance programs which include a wellness program; Providing databases featuring information about insurance, namely, employee health insurance

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,776,398   Filing Date 2016-03-29
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Brita LP, Place Pury 13 Rue De Mole 2-4,
Neuchatel, SWITZERLAND

Representative for Service
SIM & MCBURNEY
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, TORONTO,
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK

BRITA STREAM FILTER-AS-YOU-POUR

Goods
Portable water dispensing units.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA March 24, 2016, Application No: 86/952,438 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on May 09, 2017 under No. 5201364 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,776,423  Filing Date 2016-04-29
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
SAFDIE & CO. INC., 8191 Montview, Town of Mount-Royal, QUEBEC H4P 2P2

Representative for Service
DE GRANDPRÉ CHAIT
1000, RUE DE LA GAUCHETIÈRE OUEST, BUREAU 2900, MONTRÉAL, QUEBEC, H3B4W5

TRADEMARK

MANN MARKETING

Goods

(1) dinnerware, namely dinnerware made of porcelain, fine china, bone china, pottery, stoneware, earthenware, coffee pots, tea pots; cooking and serving utensils, namely spoons, forks, knives, salad tossers, salad bowls and spinners, ladles, and slotted spoons; table cutlery; household and kitchen utensils, namely graters, sieves, mixing bowls, mixing spoons, cake servers, spatulas, strainers, turners, rolling pins, whisks, skimmers, sifters, colanders, corkscrews, scoops, basting brushes, basting spoons, beaters, bottle openers, vases; household and kitchen containers, namely food storage containers, canister sets, cookie jars; towel holders, napkin holders, spoon rests, garlic presses, dough scrapers, dough blenders, citrus zesters, melon ballers, fruit corers, pie servers, spaghetti claw-servers, splatter screens for kitchen use, pastry brushes, bread boards, cookie cutters, cooking skewers, sauce boats, bonbon dishes, nut dishes, butter dishes, bread dishes, tea and coffee sets, bake dishes, seafood dishes, chip and dip trays, chafing dishes, entrée dishes, chop dishes, meat platters, relish trays, pickle dishes, bowls, salad servers, coasters; articles of wood for household use, namely chopping boards, bowls, trivets, trays, serving platters, serving and cooking utensils.

(2) cookware and bakeware, namely baking tins; articles for use in cooking, namely cookware, copper cookware, stainless steel cookware, saucepans, frying pans, griddle pans, casserole pots, roasters, sauté pans, stock pots, milk pans, ramekins, trivets, serving dishes;

(3) glassware, namely tumblers, juice glasses, stemware, beverage glassware, wine glasses, martini glasses, drinking glasses, high ball glasses, old-fashioned glasses, liqueur glasses, martini glasses, iced tea glasses, champagne glasses, champagne flutes, pitchers; and

(4) household linens, namely, blankets, duvets, bed sheets, pillowcases, pillow shams, bedspreads, bed skirts, duvet covers, bath towels, face cloths, beach towels, shower curtains, bath mats, bath rugs, toilet seat covers, cushions, cushion covers, table cloths, napkins, place mats, table runners, chair pads, aprons, oven mitts, tea towels, tea cosies, and pot holders.

SERVICES

design, product development and direct marketing for third parties of private label kitchenware, tableware and household wares.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least 2010 on goods (1) and on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods (2), (3), (4)
Application Number 1,776,437  Filing Date 2016-05-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  Jimmy's Coffee Inc., 84 Gerrard St W, Toronto, ONTARIO M5G 1Z4
Representative for Service  ANDREA FRIEDMAN-RUSH (BLANEY MCMURTRY LLP), 2 Queen Street East, Suite 1500, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5C3G5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
JIMMY'S

Image Description (Vienna)
- Framework and frames
- Complete framework and frames
- Horizontally elongated surfaces
- Elongated polygons -- Note: Not including triangles, which are classified in division 26.3, or quadrilaterals, which are classified in division 26.4.
- Two lines or bands
- Thick lines, bands
- Horizontal lines or bands
- Rectangles
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals containing other figurative elements
- Yellow, gold
- Brown

Colour Claim
The colours yellow and brown are claimed as features of the mark. The mark consists of the word JIMMY'S in yellow (gold leaf) on a brown octagonal shape. A yellow (gold leaf) band extends horizontally from the left and right edges.

SERVICES
Restaurant services of a coffee shop.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as 2009 on services.
Application Number 1,776,438  Filing Date 2016-05-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Jimmy's Coffee Inc., 84 Gerrard St W, Toronto, ONTARIO M5G 1Z4

Representative for Service
ANDREA FRIEDMAN-RUSH
(BLANEY MCMURTRY LLP), 2 Queen Street East, Suite 1500, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5C3G5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
JIMMY’S COFFEE

Image Description (Vienna)
- Rectangles
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilateral figures with one or more convex or concave sides -- Note: Not including elongated surfaces with one or more convex or concave sides (25.3.1).
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters in relief or shaded
- Yellow, gold
- Brown

Colour Claim
The colours yellow and brown are claimed as features of the mark. The mark consists of the word JIMMY’S COFFEE in yellow (gold leaf) on a brown arcuate shape.

SERVICES
Restaurant services of a coffee shop.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as 2009 on services.
Application Number 1,776,922  Filing Date 2016-04-12
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
PCH INTERNATIONAL INC., 9475 Rue Meilleur, Suite 305, Montréal, QUEBEC H2N 2C5

Representative for Service
FREDERICK PINTO
407, McGill Street, suite 700, Montréal, QUEBEC, H2Y2G3

TRADEMARK

ERICA TAYLOR

Goods
Class 25
Clothing namely, dresses, skirts, shirts, blouses, pants, tapered pants, t-shirts, shorts, sweaters, pullovers, blazers, jackets, coats and belts.

SERVICES
Class 35
Export, distribution and sales of clothing items namely, dresses, skirts, shirts, blouses, pants, tapered pants, t-shirts, shorts, sweaters, pullovers, blazers, jackets, coats and belts

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since January 01, 2016 on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,777,057  Filing Date 2016-04-13
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant 8873003 Canada Ltd., 10 Chapman Pl SE, Calgary, ALBERTA T2X 3T3
Representative for Service CHANTAL ST. DENIS O’BRIEN TM SERVICES INC, 72 Rue du Marigot, Gatineau, QUEBEC, J9J0C6

TRADEMARK

Make IT Work

Index Headings
MAKE IT WORK

Image Description (Vienna)
- One line or one band
- Horizontal lines or bands
- Straight lines or bands
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters underlined, overlined, framed or barred by one or more strokes

SERVICES

Class 35
(1) advice and information about customer services and product management and prices on Internet sites in connection with purchases made over the Internet; advice and information concerning commercial business management; advisory and consultancy services in the field of export, export services, export promotion information and services; business management services relating to information and data compiling and analyzing; providing business marketing information for others

Class 36
(2) providing financial information, namely financial analysis, financial asset management, financial forecasting, financial investments counseling, financial planning, financial management, financial risk assessment services, financial securities and brokerage services and preparing financial reports

Class 42
(3) providing technology information in the oil and gas industry

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since April 01, 2015 on services (1), (3). Proposed Use in CANADA on services (2)
Application Number 1,777,683  Filing Date 2016-04-15
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
One Kings Lane, Inc., 633 Folsom Street, Suite 200, San Francisco, CA 94107, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET,
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK

ONE KINGS LANE

SERVICES

(1) Providing showrooms for the goods of others in the fields of furniture, art, decorative accessories, namely, throw and decorative pillows, plates, wall hangings, not of textile, wall plaques, and other household items and lifestyle products, namely, bed sheets, fitted bed sheet covers, bed flat sheets, pillow cases and covers, pillow shams, bedspreads, duvets, bed skirts, blankets, bed sheet sets, bath linen, bath towels, hand towels, bath mats, shower curtains, hampers. metal tissue box covers, soap dishes, soap dispensers, toothbrush holders, waste baskets, tumblers, namely drinking glasses, toothbrush holders, bath robes, beach towels and blankets, mirrors, outdoor and patio furniture, patio sets, rugs, place mats of textile material, bath mats, door mats, floor mats, floor lamps, table lamps, lamp shades, hanging lamps, chandeliers, vases, flower and plant arrangements, namely, artificial arrangements, coffee table books, cooking utensils, flatware, dinnerware, cups and saucers, glassware, serving bowls, serving plates, serving spoons, serving tongs, serving trays, serving trolleys, table napkins of textile, napkin rings, placemats, non-textile and textile wall hangings, wall clocks, wall lamps, picture frames, art pictures, desktop and office accessories, curtains, drapes and window treatments, hats, scarves, tote bags, and bags, namely, book bags, handbags, all purpose carrying bags, and all purpose re-usable carrying bags.

(2) Consulting services in the fields of interior decorating and design.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA October 15, 2015, Application No: 86/789,614 in association with the same kind of services (1); UNITED STATES OF AMERICA October 15, 2015, Application No: 86/789,619 in association with the same kind of services (2). Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on December 06, 2016 under No. 5,093,884 on services (1); UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on December 06, 2016 under No. 5,093,885 on services (2). Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,779,047  Filing Date 2016-04-25
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
S.N.J. Creations, LLC, 151 West 46th Street, 12th Floor, New York, NY 10036, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
ABHIJEET NAIN 127 ST. PATRICK STREET, #1202, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5T3C1

TRADEMARK

SNJ

Goods
Class 14
jewelry

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least June 01, 2015 on goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on December 02, 2014 under No. 4,649,114 on goods
Application Number 1,779,150  Filing Date 2016-04-25
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY, 6400 Poplar Avenue, Memphis, TN 38197, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

PAPER FOR LIFE

Goods
Class 16
Printed publications in the field of the paper and printing industry.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,779,151  Filing Date 2016-04-25
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY, 6400 Poplar Avenue, Memphis, TN 38197, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

PAPER FOR LIFE

SERVICES
Class 41
Educational services, namely, developing and providing on-line training in the field of the printing and paper industries; Educational services, namely, conducting informal programs in the fields of the printing and paper industries, using on-line activities and interactive exhibits, and printable materials distributed therewith.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,779,267  Filing Date 2016-04-26
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
SPIKE CHUNSOFT CO., LTD., 17-7, Akasaka 2-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo, JAPAN

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

Exist-Archive

Index Headings
EXIST-ARCHIVE IGUJISUTOAAKAIVU

Image Description (Vienna)
- Inscriptions in Chinese or Japanese characters

Foreign Character Transliteration
The transliteration provided by the applicant of the Japanese character(s) is Igujisutoakaivu.

Goods
Class 09
Video game software, namely, computer games; Downloadable computer game software, namely, computer downloadable video games, downloadable electronic games

SERVICES
Class 41
Providing on-line computer games

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: JAPAN January 08, 2016, Application No: 5817132 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Used in JAPAN on goods and on services. Registered in or for JAPAN on January 08, 2016 under No. 5817132 on goods and on services
Application Number 1,779,534  Filing Date 2016-04-27
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Reckitt Benckiser (Canada) Inc., 1680 Tech Avenue, Unit 2, Mississauga, ONTARIO L4W 5S9

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK

FOAM MAGIC

Goods

Class 03
(1) antibacterial soaps; soaps for personal use; hand cleaning preparations; non-medicated handwashes; liquid soaps for hands, face and body; non-medicated skin care preparations namely, barrier creams, lotions and gels; bar soaps; toiletries, namely, skin cleansers, skin toners, skin moisturizers, body deodorizers, hand, face and body creams, lotions and oils; skin cleansing foams; cleaning preparations in the form of foams; wipes incorporating cleaning preparations, skin cleanser or cosmetics

Class 05
(2) hand sanitizing preparations; medicated antibacterial skin cleansers; antibacterial hand wash; antibacterial hand lotions, creams and gels; antibacterial skin protection lotions, creams and gels; disinfecting preparations, germicides; disinfectants, including disinfectant liquid and disinfectant spray; impregnated antiseptic wipes and medicated wipes for treating skin conditions, acne, pimples, skin blemishes; sanitizing wipes; moist wipes impregnated with a pharmaceutical lotion for treating skin conditions, acne, pimples, skin blemishes

Class 21
(3) household and kitchen utensils and containers, not of precious metal or coated therewith, namely, containers for storing and dispensing all-purpose cleaning preparations and cleaning wipes; sponges, namely, all-purpose scouring sponges, abrasive sponges for kitchen use, toilet sponges, bath sponges; cloths and wipes for cleaning or household use; dispensers for soap; dispensers for liquid soap; dispensers for wipes; dispensers for cleaning materials, namely, dispensers for paper towels

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,779,877  Filing Date 2016-04-29
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
PINTON & FILS, Société à responsabilité limitée, 2 rue Villebois Mareuil, 75017 PARIS, FRANCE

Representative for Service  
ROBIC  
CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001, SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE, MONTREAL, QUÉBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

FRANCOIS PINTON

Goods

Class 09  
Optical apparatus and instruments, namely binoculars, magnifying glasses, optical lenses; eyewear, namely eyeglasses (optical), sunglasses, sports glasses; eyeglass cases; eyeglass lenses; contact lenses; eyeglass frames.

CLAIMS

Used in FRANCE on goods. Registered in or for FRANCE on April 14, 2011 under No. 113823662 on goods
Application Number 1,780,821  Filing Date 2016-05-04
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Brewster Home Fashions LLC, 67 Pacella Park Drive, Randolph, Massachusetts, 02368, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L. SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

NUWALLPAPER

Goods
Class 27
Removable, adhesive-backed wallcoverings

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as 2015 on goods. Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA November 06, 2015, Application No: 86812286 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on June 28, 2016 under No. 4,988,447 on goods
Application Number 1,780,830 Filing Date 2016-05-04 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Lina Food Concepts Inc., 300-127 Pender St E, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA V6A 1T6

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
2300 - 1055 West Georgia Street, P.O. Box 11115, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6E3P3

TRADEMARK

HO HO

Goods
(1) Promotional items, namely, fabric tote bags, aprons, hats, mugs, pens, key chains, dish towels for drying, tea towels, tea cups, replica neon signs, dishes, drink coasters, postcards, playing cards, t-shirts and sweat shirts.
(2) Clothing, namely casual clothing, athletic clothing, dress clothing.

SERVICES
Restaurant services

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,781,021  Filing Date 2016-05-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Legal Expense Canada Inc., 4211 Yonge St.,
Suite 240, Toronto, ONTARIO M2P 2A9

Representative for Service
CHITIZ PATHAK LLP
320 BAY ST., SUITE 1600, TORONTO,
ONTARIO, M5H4A6

TRADEMARK

LEGAL EXPENSE
CANADA

Index Headings
LEC LEGAL EXPENSE CANADA

Image Description (Vienna)
- Backgrounds divided crosswise, vertically and horizontally
- Shields containing representations of geometrical figures or solids, lines, bands or partitions
- Squares
- Several quadrilaterals juxtaposed, joined or intersecting
- Quadrilaterals containing other figurative elements
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

SERVICES
Insurance underwriting; Consulting and information concerning insurance; Brokerage of insurance coverage for individuals and small businesses

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,781,113  Filing Date 2016-05-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
APPA: The Association of Higher Education Facilities Officers non-profit corporation D.C.,
1643 Prince Street, Alexandria, VA 22314,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
NELLIGAN O'BRIEN PAYNE LLP
300-50 O'CONNOR STREET, OTTAWA,
ONTARIO, K1P6L2

TRADEMARK

CEFP

SERVICES

Class 41
Educational services, namely, providing training of educational facilities management professionals for certification in the field of educational facilities management; Testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of others for the purpose of certification and re-certification in the field of educational facilities management

CLAIMS

Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on October 27, 2015 under No. 4839459 on services
Application Number 1,781,593   Filing Date 2016-05-10
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Jack Daniel's Properties, Inc., 4040 Civic Center Drive, Suite 528, San Rafael, CA 94903, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

JACK DANIEL'S

Goods
Class 30
Mustard, coffee, cakes, candy, barbeque sauce and marinade sauce.

CLAIMS

Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on February 14, 1995 under No. 1,878,804 on goods; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on November 19, 2002 under No. 2,652,559 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,781,633  Filing Date 2016-05-10
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Genuine Health Inc., 317 Adelaide Street West,
Suite 501, Toronto, ONTARIO M5V 1P9

Representative for Service
GOODMANS LLP
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP,
BAY ADELAIDE CENTRE, 333 BAY STREET,
SUITE 3400, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H2S7

TRADEMARK

LOVE HOW YOU FEEL

Goods
Class 05
Dietary supplements for general health and well-being and nutritional bars namely, cereal-based
bars, energy bars, food energy bars, fruit bars, protein bars, granola-based snack bars, meal
replacement bars

SERVICES
Class 35
operation of a business dealing in the wholesale distribution of nutritional supplements, nutritional
bars

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,782,325  Filing Date 2016-05-13
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
David Yurman IP LLC, 24 Vestry Street, New York, NY 10013, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

SOLARI

Goods
Class 14
precious metal jewelry

SERVICES
Class 35
E-commerce online transactions for the sale of jewelry; retail sale of jewelry; jewelry retail advertising for others; online retail store services for jewelry

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as March 15, 2016 on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,783,320  Filing Date 2016-05-19
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Hunter Douglas Inc., 1 Blue Hill Plaza, 20th Floor, Pearl River, NY 10965, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

ELAN

Goods
Class 24
woven and non-woven fabrics for the manufacture of interior window coverings, window blinds, window shades, fabric window coverings, namely, curtains, draperies, sheers, and swags

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as October 01, 2006 on goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on March 31, 2009 under No. 3598999 on goods
Application Number 1,783,337  Filing Date 2016-05-12
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Ebates Performance Marketing, Inc., a Delaware Corporation, 160 Spear Street, Suite 1900, San Francisco CALIFORNIA 94105, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L. SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
E

Image Description (Vienna)
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters in relief or shaded
- One letter
- Black
- Yellow, gold

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The colours black and yellow are claimed as features of the mark. The mark consists of a yellow stylized E surrounded in black.

Goods
Class 09
Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application that allows users obtain rebates, discounts, cash-back, coupons, vouchers and special offers in the nature of free shipping, dollar
and percentage price reductions, free products and services, access to exclusive and limited products and services, and limited time offers for purchasing the products and services of the participating businesses of others

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as July 14, 2015 on goods. Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA April 06, 2016, Application No: 86/965,762 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on November 29, 2016 under No. 5,090,235 on goods
APPLICATION AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
ORFIT INDUSTRIES, a legal entity, Vosveld 9a,
2110 WIJNEGEM, BELGIUM

Representative for Service
ROBIC
CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001,
SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE,
MONTRÉAL, QUEBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

ORFICAST

Goods

Class 05
(1) Medical plasters and wound dressings; Medical adhesive tapes for strapping; Compression bandages for dressings; Synthetic material for use in setting bones, namely thermoplastic casting tape for orthopedic immobilization purposes.

Class 10
(2) Orthoses, namely orthopedic braces; orthopedic and mobility aids, namely orthopedic braces; supportive bandages; bandages, elastic.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as November 2011 on goods.
Application Number 1,783,514  Filing Date 2016-05-20
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Straight Arrow Products, Inc., 2020 Highland Avenue, Bethlehem, PA 18020, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
COWBOY MAGIC

Image Description (Vienna)
- Heads, busts
- Other men
- Cowboy(s)
- Headwear
- Broad-brimmed hats (mexican hats or cowboys' hats)
- Clothing
- Ties, bow ties, silk scarves
- Rectangles
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals containing representations of human beings or parts of the human body

Goods
(1) Grooming preparations for animals, namely, hair, coat and skin shampoo and conditioner, detangler, liquid stain remover and liquid shine preparations for cleaning and grooming animal coats; and hoof care preparations namely, moisturizers; accessories to promote applicant's aforementioned grooming products, namely, bumper stickers, mugs, lanyard, blankets, posters, drinking glasses, fridge magnets.
(2) Hair detangler and hair shine creams, liquids, gels; hair shampoos; hair conditioners; nail strengthening preparations; non-medicated, non-veterinary hair detangler and hair shine creams, liquids, gels for cattle, dogs and horses; non-medicated, non-veterinary shampoos and conditioners for cattle, dogs and horses; non-medicated, non-veterinary hoof conditioners for cattle and horses.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as September 2014 on goods (1). Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods (2). Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on May 19, 1998 under No. 2,157,980 on goods (2).
Application Number 1,784,081  Filing Date 2016-05-26
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
LA ROCHE-POSAY LABORATOIRE
DERMATOLOGIQUE, Avenue René Levayer,
86270 La Roche-Posay, FRANCE

Representative for Service
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP
800, PLACE VICTORIA, BUREAU 3700, C.P.
242, MONTREAL, QUÉBEC, H4Z1E9

TRADEMARK

MY UV PATCH

Goods

Class 03
(1) Parfums, eau de toilette; gels pour le bain et la douche, sels pour le bain et la douche (à usage autre que médical); savons de toilette; déodorants pour le corps; cosmétiques, nommément crèmes pour les soins de la peau; lotions pour les soins de la peau; gels pour les soins de la peau; poudres pour les soins de la peau; produits solaires; produits nettoyants pour les cheveux; produits de soins capillaires; colorants capillaires; décolorants capillaires; produits à permanente; huiles essentielles à usage personnel.

Class 09
(2) Appareil de diagnostic à usage autre que médical, nommément adhésif électronique extensible à porter sur la peau pour mesurer et surveiller le degré d'exposition au soleil.

Class 10
(3) Appareil de diagnostic à usage médical, nommément adhésif électronique extensible à porter sur la peau pour mesurer et surveiller le degré d'exposition au soleil.

SERVICES

Class 35
(1) Services d'information et conseils en affaires pour les consommateurs dans le domaine des cosmétiques.

Class 44
(2) Services d'information et conseils concernant les soins hygiéniques et de beauté pour les consommateurs relativement au choix des produits cosmétiques.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: FRANCE January 13, 2016, Application No: 16/4240211 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,784,970  Filing Date 2016-06-01
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
iLevel Solutions LLC, 1359 Broadway, 2nd Floor, New York, NY 10018, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service  
DENTONS CANADA LLP  
99 BANK STREET, SUITE 1420, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1H4

TRADEMARK

iVAL

SERVICES

Class 35
(1) Business information and management advisory services; Computerized accounting services; Computerized financial reporting services, namely, preparing financial reports for others; Providing an on-line computer web site that provides preparation of financial reports for others, accounting features and related reference information

Class 42
(2) Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for business information data management through a database and document management through a database for others in the fields of business and financial valuation, accounting, balance sheet and taxation management, and business planning; providing temporary use of non-downloadable accounting and financial analysis software for collecting, analyzing, centralizing and reporting financial and operational metrics for use in the financial services industry; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software with a dashboard for collecting, analyzing, centralizing, reporting and managing private equity and venture capital portfolio investment data for use in the financial services industry; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software with a dashboard for collecting, analyzing, centralizing, reporting and managing credit research data, investment portfolio data and investment trading data for use in the financial services industry; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for collecting, calculating, analyzing, centralizing, reporting and managing business portfolio valuation data and financial transaction valuation data for use in the financial services industry; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring financial analysis and accounting software for use in the financial services industry

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,784,980  Filing Date 2016-06-01  
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
RCR INTERNATIONAL INC., 180 de Normandie, Boucherville, QUEBEC J4B 5S7

Representative for Service  
RICHARD UDITSKY  
(ROBINSON SHEPPARD SHAPIRO S.E.N.C.R.L./L.L.P.), 800 Place Victoria , Suite 4600 , Montreal, QUEBEC, H4Z1H6

TRADEMARK

W.J. DENNIS

Goods

(1) weatherstripping for use in homes, namely metal door thresholds and metal door bottom sweeps

(2) draft detectors, namely a device equipped with a wick that gives off smoke when lit for testing of air drafts and air flow patterns

(3) weatherstripping for use in homes, namely, fiberglass door bottoms, insulating foam tape, open cell foam tape, closed cell foam tape, expanding foam tape, premium rubber foam tape, window and patio door insulating film, insulating vinyl sheeting, insulating materials, namely aluminum and vinyl, for garage door bottoms, insulating materials, namely aluminum and vinyl, for garage door tops and sides, garage door insulating blankets, insulating air conditioner covers, insulating air conditioner foam, insulating hot water heater foam, duct insulation wrap, pipe insulation wrap, foam backer rods, insulating switch plate and electric outlet foam

(4) weatherstripping for use in homes, namely non-metal door units in the nature of door sets consisting of the top and sides of the doors, wooden door bottoms and wooden door bottom sweeps

(5) weatherstripping for use in homes, namely vinyl door bottom sweeps

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,785,124  Filing Date 2016-06-01
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Stellus Technologies, Inc., 3655 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95134, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L.,S.R.L.
1800 - 510 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B0M3

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Asterisks
- One polygon
- Polygons containing representations of heavenly bodies or natural phenomena
- Polygons containing other figurative elements

Goods
Class 09
Flash storage systems comprised of computer servers, nonvolatile storage and software for storage optimization; hardware and software for use in connection with data storage systems, management of data storage, optimization of data storage; computer software for the development of software used for data management and storage; computer hardware and software for cloud-based data storage; computer hardware and software for interconnecting, managing, securing and operating local and wide area networks; network storage devices, comprised of computer hardware and/or software for controlling network storage and for optimization and analysis of network storage

SERVICES
Class 37
(1) Technical support services, namely, trouble shooting in the nature of the repair of computer hardware; installation of computer systems; installation, maintenance and repair of storage systems, storage devices and computer hardware for cloud-based data storage; technical support services, namely, providing technical advice related to the installation of computer hardware and peripherals

Class 41

(2) Educational services, namely, training services provided online from a computer network related to flash storage systems

Class 42

(3) Computer network and programming services for others; computer system design services for others; computer system analysis for others; installation, maintenance and repair of software and firmware; monitoring of computer systems to ensure proper functioning and optimization; updating of computer software and firmware; technical support services, namely, providing technical advice related to the installation of software; troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems; and help desk services

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA January 28, 2016, Application No: 86/890,521 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,785,142  Filing Date 2016-06-02
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
DPM Energy, 8000 Jane Street, P.O. Box
L4K5B8, Vaughan, ONTARIO L4K 5B8

TRADEMARK

Know. How.

SERVICES

Class 42
Electrical engineering

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since January 01, 2011 on services.
Application Number 1,785,257  Filing Date 2016-06-02
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
The Restaurant Company, 1132 Hermitage Road, Richmond, VA 23220, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
HEIDI JENSEN
(JENSEN & COMPANY), 2150 Thurston Drive, Suite 103, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1G5T9

TRADEMARK

ZUM ZUM

Goods
Packaged meals consisting primarily of meat, sausages, luncheon meats, fresh meat, prepared meat, processed meat and meat-based snacks.

SERVICES
Class 43
Restaurant services.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA December 07, 2015, Application No: 86841772 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,785,359  Filing Date 2016-06-03
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
IGT, a legal entity, 9295 Prototype Drive, Reno, NV 89521, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
COLLEEN CAISSIE-DUPUIS
c/o IGT Canada Solutions ULC, 328 Urquhart Avenue, Moncton, NEW BRUNSWICK, E1H2R6

TRADEMARK

CAKE & FLOWERS

Goods
Class 09
(1) Computer games downloadable from a global computer network; Computer games for use on mobile and cellular phones; Computer game software for playing gaming machines, namely slot machines and video lottery terminals.

Class 28
(2) Gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, gaming machines and operational computer games software therefor sold as a unit; lottery tickets; lottery cards; scratch cards.

SERVICES
Class 41
Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer games; Providing online non-downloadable software for playing computer games; lottery services.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA May 09, 2016, Application No: 87029668 in association with the same kind of goods (2). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
TRADEMARK

EMPERESS OF THE GOLDEN GARDEN

Goods
Class 09
(1) Computer games downloadable from a global computer network; Computer games for use on mobile and cellular phones; Computer games for gaming machines, namely slot machines and video lottery terminals.

Class 28
(2) Gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, gaming machines and operational computer games software therefor sold as a unit; lottery tickets; lottery cards; scratch cards for playing lottery games.

SERVICES
Class 41
Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer games; Providing online non-downloadable software for playing computer games; lottery services.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,785,361  Filing Date 2016-06-03
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
IGT, a legal entity, 9295 Prototype Drive, Reno, NV 89521, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
COLLEEN CAISSIE-DUPUIS
c/o IGT Canada Solutions ULC, 328 Urquhart Avenue, Moncton, NEW BRUNSWICK, E1H2R6

TRADEMARK

MONEY STORM

Goods
Class 09
(1) Computer games downloadable from a global computer network; Computer games for use on mobile and cellular phones; Computer game software for playing gaming machines, namely slot machines and video lottery terminals.

Class 28
(2) Gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, gaming machines and operational computer game software therefor sold as a unit; lottery tickets; lottery cards; scratch cards for playing lottery games.

SERVICES
Class 41
Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer games; Providing online non-downloadable software for playing computer games; lottery services.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,785,442  Filing Date 2016-06-03
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Continental Automotive GmbH, Vahrenwalder Straße 9, 30165 Hannover, GERMANY

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3S5

TRADEMARK

MFST

Goods
Class 09
Automatic electronic controllers for smart phones; Programmable electronic controllers for smart phones; Electric control devices for energy management of smart phones; Chargers for electric smart phones batteries; Aerial amplifiers; Radio signal antennas; Remote control apparatus for integration of smart phones into motor vehicles; Radio transmitters; Radio receiving tuners; Apparatus for the transmission of data, namely, terminals for installation in automobiles for communicating with and providing a user interface for smart phones; Interfaces for computers, namely, terminals for providing a user interface for a connected smart phones.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: GERMANY December 17, 2015, Application No: 302015109093.3/09 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in GERMANY on goods. Registered in or for GERMANY on January 15, 2016 under No. 302015109093 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,785,481  Filing Date 2016-06-03
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Canada Goose Inc., 250 Bowie Avenue, Toronto, ONTARIO M6E 4Y2

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST,
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
CANADA GOOSE ARCTIC PROGRAM

Image Description (Vienna)
- Parts of a country
- Other geographical maps
- Polar maps
- Islands, archipelagoes
- Isolated countries
- Sun with plants
- Sun with rays constituted by rectilinear lines, sheaves of lines or bands
- Other representations of the sun
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with rays or radiating lines
- Sectors of circles or ellipses (except 26.2.7)
- Circles
- Two circles, two ellipses, one inside the other
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of heavenly bodies or natural phenomena
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of animals, parts of animals' bodies or plants
- Circles or ellipses containing inscriptions arranged in some other form
- Vine leaves (except 5.3.19), plane leaves, maple leaves
- 11-pointed Canadian maple leaf (leaves)
- More than four leaves, scattered leaves, bunches of leaves -- Note: Not including surfaces or backgrounds covered with a repeated figurative element composed of leaves (25.7.25).
- Garlands, bands, borders or frames made of plants (except 5.13.6)
- Garlands, bands, borders or frames made of leaves

Disclaimer
The applicant disclaims the right to the exclusive use of the 11-point maple leaf.

SERVICES
Class 35
(1) Retail store services featuring outerwear, clothing, apparel, footwear, headwear; online retail store services featuring footwear.
(2) Online retail store services featuring outerwear, clothing, apparel, headwear.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as August 2014 on services (2). Proposed Use in CANADA on services (1)
Application Number 1,785,741  Filing Date 2016-06-06
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Honda Motor Co., Ltd., 1-1, Minami-Aoyama 2-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107-8556, JAPAN

Representative for Service
MARKS & CLERK
180 KENT STREET, SUITE 1900, P.O. BOX 957, STATION B, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5S7

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
HM

Image Description (Vienna)
- Wings, stylized or not -- Notes: (a) Including wings constituting a symbol or an emblem. -- (b) Not including wheels or wheel segments with wings (15.7.17), staves with wings (24.11.3) and Mercury's helmet (with wings) (24.11.14).
- Ellipses
- One circle or ellipse
- Circles or ellipses containing one or more letters
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters overlapping
- Monograms formed of intertwined, overlapping or otherwise combined letters

Goods
t-shirts; sweatshirts

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as January 2013 on goods.
Application Number 1,786,531  Filing Date 2016-06-10
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Services Automobiles GranTuned Inc., Cп3-400
Rue Montfort, Bureauc C-2320, Montréal,
QUÉBEC H3C 4J9

Representative for Service
GOUDREAU GAGE DUBUC S.E.N.C.R.L./LLP
2000 AVENUE MCGILL COLLEGE, SUITE
2200, MONTREAL, QUÉBEC, H3A3H3

TRADEMARK

ecotuned

Index Headings
ECOTUNED CO

Image Description (Vienna)
- Mathematical signs
- Symbol of infinity
- Letters or numerals representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object
- Letters or numerals representing an object
- One line or one band
- Horizontal lines or bands
- Broken lines or bands (except a 26.11.13)

Goods
Electric motorization conversion kits for road vehicles.

SERVICES
(1) Electric conversion services for road vehicles.
(2) Electric vehicle sale and rental services.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as September 2015 on services (1). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services (2)
Application Number 1,786,683  Filing Date 2016-06-13
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Ed German, 4850 Town Line Road North,
Blackstock, ONTARIO L0B 1B0

Representative for Service
W. OLIVER HUNT
(TRADEMARK CENTRAL), Unit 411 - 265
Poulin Ave., Ottawa, ONTARIO, K2B7Y8

TRADEMARK

IN A RUSH

Goods
Nail products namely artificial nails, lacquers, polishes, varnishes, artificial nail materials and
components, namely nail tips, resins, powders, liquids, gels, silkmesh for nails, fiberglass for nails;
cuticle oil, cuticle softeners, cuticle lotions, cuticle flippers, cuticle cream, nail enamel dryers, nail
decals, nail jewellery, emery boards, nail files, false fingernails, nail brushes, nail clippers, nail tip
slicers, cuticle pushers, manicure bowls, finger separators, finger protection wraps, toe nail nippers,
nail dehydrator, nail art brushes, nail drills, sanitizing gels, antiseptic spray, nail brush cleaners,
acetone, primer (non-acid and acid nail preparer) spray, toe separators, protective gloves, pedicure
slippers, file machine, air brush paint, air brushes, air brush stencils and masking.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,786,832  Filing Date 2016-06-14
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Aegis Trademarks BV, MOERMANSKKADE 85,
NL-1013 BC, AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS

Representative for Service
RICHARDS BUELL SUTTON LLP
SUITE 700 - 401 WEST GEORGIA STREET,
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B5A1

TRADEMARK

M1 MERKELOE

Index Headings
M1 MERKELOE

Image Description (Vienna)
- One triangle
- Triangles with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- One line or one band
- Curved lines or bands (except a 26.11.13)

SERVICES

Class 35
(1) marketing analysis services; marketing advisory services; consumer marketing research and consulting related thereto; marketing services, namely, providing a web-based portal to allow others to view, sort and analyze business and marketing data related to customers and potential customers; advertising, marketing and promotional services in the nature of development of marketing strategies, concepts and tactics, namely, audience development, brand awareness, online community building and digital word of mouth and social media communications; marketing services, namely, providing target demographic segmentation analysis and recommendations

Class 42
(2) computer network services, namely, computer programming services and computer network management services for others, namely, computer systems analysis, design, and integration and computer software application development and hosting; computer consulting regarding website development, namely, graphic user interface and site architecture technology integration to enable e-commerce and integration with client databases; and database development

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as September 28, 2015 on services. Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA December 28, 2015, Application No: 86/858,946 in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on September 06, 2016 under No. 5935290 on services.
Application Number 1,786,986  Filing Date 2016-06-14
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Shanghai INESA (Group) Co., Ltd., No. 168, Tianlin Road, Shanghai 200233, CHINA

Representative for Service
CABINET JURIDIQUE ST. LAWRENCE
S.E.N.C.R.L. / ST. LAWRENCE LAW FIRM LLP
420, rue Notre-Dame Ouest, bureau 440, Montréal, QUEBEC, H2Y1V3

TRADEMARK

INESA

Goods

Class 09
(1) life-saving rings; voice recorders, voice speakers, and fax machines; blank compact discs, DVDs; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, computers; fire extinguishers; telefax machines; electronic tags for goods; signal lights; neon light advertising boards; electronic bulletin boards; light emitting electronic pointers; radar equipment; telephones; modems; internal communication devices, namely, intercoms; televisions; DVD players; automatic scrolling advertising reel machines; tablet computers for education purposes; screens for photoetching; measuring rulers; gasometers; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires; kilometer recorders for vehicles; thermostats for vehicles; gas testing instruments; viscometers; optical condensers; integrated circuits; electric coils; electric couplings; TV screens; home-used TV remote controllers; semiconductors; phototubes; lighting ballasts; glow starters; pressure regulators; connections electric; constant voltage power supply; apparatus and installations for the production of x-rays not for medical purposes; AA and AAA batteries; solar cells; electric door openers; electric door closers

Class 11
(2) light bulbs; lampshades; small-sized searchlights; electric flashlights; light sockets; LED lights; electric lamp filaments; light masks; torches for lighting; vehicle lighting lamps, vehicle lamps, vehicle direction indicator lamps; dive lights; ultraviolet lamps not for medical purposes; luminous house numbers; fluorescent lights; high-pressure discharge lamps, ceramic metal halide lamps

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,787,068  Filing Date 2016-06-15
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Shang Cha Company Limited, Unit 4, 13/F., Worldwide Industrial Centre, Nos.43-47 Shan Mei Street, Fotan, Shatin, New Territories, HONG KONG, CHINA

Representative for Service
CRAIG WILSON AND COMPANY
5100 Orbitor Drive, Suite 202, Mississauga, ONTARIO, L4W4Z4

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
A NICE GIFT SHANG CHA

Image Description (Vienna)
- Other leaves
- Stylized leaves
- Two to four leaves
- Drops
- Rain, hail
- Two lines or bands
- Wavy lines or bands, zigzag lines or bands
- Circles
- One circle or ellipse
- Circles or ellipses containing one or more other geometrical figures -- Note: Including circles or ellipses containing bent or straight lines (except 26.1.10).
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of animals, parts of animals' bodies or plants
- Circles or ellipses containing other figurative elements
- Circles or ellipses with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- Inscriptions in Chinese or Japanese characters

Foreign Character Translation/Transliteration
Tea Appreciation The transliteration provided by the applicant of the foreign character(s) is Shang Cha. The translation provided by the applicant of the Chinese word(s) Shang Cha is Tea appreciation.

SERVICES

Class 43
Providing food and beverage services, namely, café services, catering for the provision of food and beverages, catering in fast-food cafeterias, catering of food and drinks, catering services, coffee supply services, coffee-house services, food and drink catering, take-out restaurant services, and tea rooms

CLAIMS

Used in HONG KONG, CHINA on services. Registered in or for HONG KONG, CHINA on May 23, 2014 under No. 303005694 on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,787,142  Filing Date 2016-06-15
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
DIADORA SPORT S.R.L., a legal entity, Via Montello, 80, CAERANO DI SAN MARCO (TV), ITALY

Representative for Service
ROBIC
CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001, SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE, MONTRÉAL, QUEBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

DIADORA BLUSHIELD

Index Headings
DIADORA BLUSHIELD

Image Description (Vienna)
- Black
- Blue

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. DIADORA is in the black colour; BLU is in the blue colour; SHIELD is in the black colour.

Goods
Class 25
Ballet shoes; Baseball shoes; Basketball sneakers; Anglers' shoes; Bath slippers; Beach footwear; Booties; Boots; Canvas shoes; Climbing footwear; Clogs; Cycling shoes; Mocassins; Esparto shoes; Soccer shoes; Galoshes; Gymnastic shoes; Heels; Hiking boots; Insoles; Leather shoes; Leisure shoes; Rugby shoes; Shoe soles; Shoe uppers; Shoes; Skiing shoes; Apres-ski shoes; Slipper soles; Slippers; Sneakers; Soles for footwear; Tennis shoes; Tips for footwear; Training shoes; Work shoes; Athletics footwear; Overboots; Running Shoes; Shoes for casual wear; Golf shoes.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,787,156  Filing Date 2016-06-15
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
BLAKE GOLDRING, an individual, c/o CANADA COMPANY, 31st Floor, Toronto-Dominion Bank Tower, 66 Wellington Street West, Toronto, ONTARIO M5K 1E9

Representative for Service
RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP
SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
C PAT CONJOINT(E) PROGRAMME D'AIDE À LA TRANSITION COMPAGNIE CANADA

Image Description (Vienna)
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters containing written or typographical matter
- Vine leaves (except 5.3.19), plane leaves, maple leaves
- Semi maple leaf (leaves)
- One leaf
- Two lines or bands
- Thick lines, bands
- Curved lines or bands (except a 26.11.13)
- Two arrows
- Arrows forming a circle, an arc of a circle or a ring
- Letters or numerals forming geometrical figures, written or typographical matter in perspective
- Letters or numerals forming a figure in the shape of an arc of a circle
- Other signs, notations or symbols

Disclaimer
The applicant disclaims the right to the exclusive use of the 11-point maple leaf.

SERVICES
accepting and administering charitable and philanthropic contributions to assist veterans and Canadian military personnel; promoting the interests of Canadian military personnel, veterans, reserve forces and cadets; charitable and philanthropic services, namely, providing general advice,
consultations, donations, sponsorships, volunteer assistance and fundraising support to local, regional and national veteran, reserve and military personnel organizations; philanthropic services, namely, organizing and raising of financial, professional and human resources for contribution to support Canadian military personnel and veteran causes; financial sponsorship of cultural events for others; charitable organization services relating to fundraising and finance; entertainment services, namely, the organization of speakers, military concerts, military tattoo performances and live musical performances

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as March 2016 on services.
Application Number 1,787,157  Filing Date 2016-06-15
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
BLAKE GOLDRING, an individual, c/o CANADA COMPANY, 31st Floor, Toronto-Dominion Bank Tower, 66 Wellington Street West, Toronto, ONTARIO M5K 1E9

Representative for Service
RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP
SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
C MET LITE MILITARY EMPLOYMENT TRANSITION CANADA COMPANY

Image Description (Vienna)
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters containing written or typographical matter
- Vine leaves (except 5.3.19), plane leaves, maple leaves
- Semi maple leaf (leaves)
- One leaf
- Two lines or bands
- Thick lines, bands
- Curved lines or bands (except a 26.11.13)
- Letters or numerals forming geometrical figures, written or typographical matter in perspective
- Letters or numerals forming a figure in the shape of an arc of a circle

Disclaimer
The applicant disclaims the right to the exclusive use of the 11-point maple leaf.

SERVICES
accepting and administering charitable and philanthropic contributions to assist veterans and Canadian military personnel; promoting the interests of Canadian military personnel, veterans,
reserve forces and cadets; charitable and philanthropic services, namely, providing general advice, consultations, donations, sponsorships, volunteer assistance and fundraising support to local, regional and national veteran, reserve and military personnel organizations; philanthropic services, namely, organizing and raising of financial, professional and human resources for contribution to support Canadian military personnel and veteran causes; financial sponsorship of cultural events for others; charitable organization services relating to fundraising and finance; entertainment services, namely, the organization of speakers, military concerts, military tattoo performances and live musical performances

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as March 2016 on services.
Application Number 1,787,158  Filing Date 2016-06-15
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
BLAKE GOLDRING, an individual, c/o CANADA COMPANY, 31st Floor, Toronto-Dominion Bank Tower, 66 Wellington Street West, Toronto, ONTARIO M5K 1E9

Representative for Service
RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
C PAT LÉGER PROGRAMME D'AIDE À LA TRANSITION COMPAGNIE CANADA

Image Description (Vienna)
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters containing written or typographical matter
- Vine leaves (except 5.3.19), plane leaves, maple leaves
- Semi maple leaf (leaves)
- One leaf
- Two lines or bands
- Thick lines, bands
- Curved lines or bands (except a 26.11.13)
- Letters or numerals forming geometrical figures, written or typographical matter in perspective
- Letters or numerals forming a figure in the shape of an arc of a circle

Disclaimer
The applicant disclaims the right to the exclusive use of the 11-point maple leaf.

SERVICES
accepting and administering charitable and philanthropic contributions to assist veterans and Canadian military personnel; promoting the interests of Canadian military personnel, veterans, reserve forces and cadets; charitable and philanthropic services, namely, providing general advice,
consultations, donations, sponsorships, volunteer assistance and fundraising support to local, regional and national veteran, reserve and military personnel organizations; philanthropic services, namely, organizing and raising of financial, professional and human resources for contribution to support Canadian military personnel and veteran causes; financial sponsorship of cultural events for others; charitable organization services relating to fundraising and finance; entertainment services, namely, the organization of speakers, military concerts, military tattoo performances and live musical performances

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as March 2016 on services.
Application Number 1,787,264  Filing Date 2016-06-16
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
ALBERTA BOOK FAIR SOCIETY, Suite 200,
10113 104 Street, Edmonton, ALBERTA T5J 1A1

Representative for Service
JEANANNE K. KIRWIN
(KIRWIN LLP), SUITE 100, 12420 - 104 Avenue, EDMONTON, ALBERTA, T5N3Z9

TRADEMARK

LITFEST

Goods
Class 06
(1) Metal key rings and key chains

Class 09
(2) Eye glasses; sports eyewear; laptop carrying cases; cell phone cases; tablet computer

Class 10
(3) Ear plugs for soundproofing

Class 14
(4) Jewellery

Class 16
(5) Printed publications, namely, official guides, souvenir books, maps, programs, schedules, magazines and books on book festivals; paper stationery; stickers and decals; flags and pennants of paper and textile; bumper stickers; invitations cards; writing stationery; paper napkins; table cloths of paper

Class 18
(6) Umbrellas; bags, namely, book bags, shopping bags, handbags, sports bags and shoulder bags; suitcases

Class 20
(7) Commemorative plaques

Class 21
(8) Drinking glasses; mugs; water bottles

Class 24
(9) Table cloth of textile; cushions and cushion covers

Class 25
(10) Baseball caps and hats; golf hats; toques; sweatshirts; outerwear jackets; pants; t-shirts; rain jackets; socks; mittens; gloves

Class 28
(11) Board games
SERVICES

Class 41
Entertainment in the form of organizing and hosting live reading performances, cabaret performances, book launches, book signings, author interviews, workshops in the field of reading and writing, panel discussions, and other live presentations that feature fiction and nonfiction writing and themes; Operation of a website in the field of celebrating and promoting fiction and nonfiction written works; Educational services in the form of delivering lectures and workshops relating to fiction and nonfiction written works

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number: 1,787,380  Filing Date: 2016-06-16
Language of Application: English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant:
BISSELL Homecare, Inc., 2345 Walker Avenue
N.W., Grand Rapids, MI 49544, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service:
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street,
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK

TRIPLE ACTION BRUSH

Goods:
Vacuum cleaners

CLAIMS:
Used in CANADA since at least as early as August 01, 2014 on goods.
Application Number 1,787,430      Filing Date 2016-06-17
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
FOOD IQ INC., 38 Sunnymcrest Road, Toronto,
ONTARIO M2R 2T4

TRADEMARK

KIDNEY CHEF

Disclaimer
The right to the exclusive use of the word KIDNEY is disclaimed apart from the trade-mark.

Goods
Class 09
(1) A series of computer software and applications accessible via mobile phones and the internet featuring information, dietary tools and directories in the fields of cookery and lifestyle, diet and exercise, food, food science, nutrition, health and wellness, medicine and medical practices, environment and sustainability; a series of prerecorded dvds featuring instruction in the fields of cookery and lifestyle, diet and exercise, food, food science, nutrition, health and wellness, medicine and medical practices, environment and sustainability; a series of electronic publications, namely, videos, podcasts, webcasts, books, booklets, pamphlets, articles, cards, cheat sheets, presentations in the fields of cookery and lifestyle, diet and exercise, food, food science, nutrition, health and wellness, medicine and medical practices, environment and sustainability.

Class 16
(2) A series of printed publications, namely, books, booklets, pamphlets, articles, cards, cheat sheets featuring instruction in the fields of cookery and lifestyle, diet and exercise, food, food science, nutrition, health and wellness, medicine and medical practices, environment and sustainability.

SERVICES
Class 41
A website providing information, dietary tools and directories relating to cookery and lifestyle, diet and exercise, food, food science, nutrition, health and wellness, medicine and medical practices, environment and sustainability; club services, namely, a private login portal containing access to a series of electronic publications, namely, videos, podcasts, webcasts, books, booklets, pamphlets, articles, cards, cheat sheets, presentations in the fields of cookery and lifestyle, diet and exercise, food, food science, nutrition, health and wellness, medicine and medical practices, environment and sustainability; entertainment services, namely, a website containing a series of electronic publications, namely, videos, podcasts, webcasts, books, booklets, pamphlets, articles, cards, cheat sheets, presentations in the fields of cookery and lifestyle, diet and exercise, food, food science, nutrition, health and wellness, medicine and medical practices, environment and sustainability; a website providing information, dietary tools and directories relating to cookery and
lifestyle, diet and exercise, food, food science, nutrition, health and wellness, medicine and medical practices, environment and sustainability; training services, namely, a series of classes, seminars, conferences and workshops in the fields of cookery and lifestyle, diet and exercise, food, food science, nutrition, health and wellness, medicine and medical practices, environment and sustainability; a website providing live access to classes, seminars, conferences and workshops in the fields of cookery and lifestyle, diet and exercise, food, food science, nutrition, health and wellness, medicine and medical practices, environment and sustainability.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,787,449  Filing Date 2016-06-14
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
8394563 Canada Inc., 38, rue de l'Orbite,
Gatineau, QUÉBEC J9A 3C7

TRADEMARK

![CartoVista]

Index Headings
V CARTOVISTA CV

Image Description (Vienna)
- Terrestrial globes
- Free-standing terrestrial globes
- Check signs
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters linked to a figurative element -- Note: Letters representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal’s body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object are classified in division 27.3.
- Green
- Blue

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The drawing of a V is green (hexadecimal code #83E21D), the drawing of the globe surrounding the V is blue (hexadecimal code #00ADEE), the word CARTOVISTA is blue (hexadecimal code #00164C).

Goods
Computer software for data integration and visualization by means of interactive maps.

SERVICES
Computer software design services for data visualization, namely personalized interface design, by means of colours, layers, symbols, sizes and themes; information integration and implementation services in regards to databases and geographic information systems (GIS), namely data preparation services, analysis of specific needs related to cartography, integration of geographic data and geocoding of business, economic and social data; consulting services, namely in the field of geomatics, needs analysis in the field of geomarketing, in the field of geomatic data analysis, in the field of geomarketing data analysis, in the field of web design; training services, namely regarding geomatic data visualization, geomarketing data visualization and cartography; online data hosting services.
CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since April 21, 2016 on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,787,504  Filing Date 2016-06-17
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Professional Manufactures for Chocolate & Confectionary Company, Al Jeezah area, Near Queen Alia airport, Union Street, P.O.Box 850659, Amman, Jordan 11185, 11185, JORDAN

Representative for Service
WILSON LUE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK

L’ÉTOILE

Index Headings
L’ÉTOILE

Goods
Class 30
Ice cream, cocoa, sugar, plain and stuffed chocolate, and biscuits.

CLAIMS

Used in JORDAN on goods. Registered in or for JORDAN on August 05, 2013 under No. 130206 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,787,745  Filing Date 2016-06-20
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Johnson & Johnson, One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, NJ 08933-7001, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

PUREVUE

Goods
Medical apparatus, namely, endoscopic visualization systems comprising of an endoscopy camera, a camera control unit with embedded software, light sources, electrical adapters, video monitor, printer and parts for all of the foregoing sold as a unit for medical use; fluid management apparatus for arthroscopic surgery; laparotomy pumps; arthroscopy pumps; insufflators; medical equipment carts; integrated endosurgery system for use with medical and surgical endoscopes, comprising of an insufflation apparatus, a video printer, a system controller, a monitor, a display panel, an operating panel, a remote controller, a video camera, a light source, a video mixer, a video recorder, a relay unit, a connecting cable, and a carrying cart; endoscopic equipment for displaying, recording and reproducing images during endoscopy; endoscopic equipment and related software for documenting, storing and transmitting endoscopic procedures and results of endoscopic procedures; illumination apparatus, namely, illuminating device for use with medical endoscopes; cameras for medical endoscopy; optical goods, namely, adapters and cables for connecting cameras to endoscopes.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,787,790  Filing Date 2016-06-20
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Honig Vineyard and Winery, LLC, 850 Rutherford Road, P.O. Box 406, Rutherford, CA 94573, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BOUGHTON LAW CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 49290, THREE BENTALL CENTRE, 700-595 BURRARD STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V7X1S8

TRADEMARK

H

Index Headings
H

Image Description (Vienna)
- Insects (except 3.13.1), spiders
- Bees, wasps
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters linked to a figurative element -- Note: Letters representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object are classified in division 27.3.
- One letter

Goods
Class 33
Wines

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as December 31, 2001 on goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on May 09, 2006 under No. 3,090,328 on goods
Application Number 1,787,934  Filing Date 2016-06-21
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Belevation, LLC, Suite 103 3581 Centre Circle Dr., Fort Mill, SC 29715, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
KENNETH R. CLARK (AIRD & BERLIS LLP), BROOKFIELD PLACE, SUITE 1800, 181 BAY STREET, BOX 754, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T9

TRADEMARK

BELEVATION

Goods
Class 25
Body linen, namely, maternity wear; under garments.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as January 01, 2009 on goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on October 28, 2008 under No. 3,523,960 on goods
Application Number 1,788,015  Filing Date 2016-06-21
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Little Box of Rocks Inc., 19 Sundog Dr,
Winnipeg, MANITOBA R3X 0K8

TRADEMARK

Little Box of Rocks

Goods
Class 03
(1) Bath crystals, Sage and Sweet Grass for use as incense

Class 14
(2) Gemstones, healing crystals, jewellery

Class 16
(3) Personalized letter in the form of greetings cards, written on paper, and inspirational message written on paper e

Class 24
(4) Muslin gift bag

Class 31
(5) Seeds for flowers

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since before October 01, 2015 on goods.
Application Number 1,788,016 Filing Date 2016-06-21
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Bromitron Corp, c/o Trevor Valois, Zehner,
Saskatchewan, SASKATCHEWAN S0G 5K0

TRADEMARK

BromiCharge

 Goods
Class 01
sodium bromide

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since January 01, 2009 on goods.
Application Number 1,788,252 Filing Date 2016-06-22
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
AstroNova, Inc., 600 East Greenwich Avenue, West Warwick, RI 02893, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
OYEN WIGGS GREEN & MUTALA LLP
480-THE STATION, 601 WEST CORDOVA STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B1G1

TRADEMARK

SMARTCORDER

Goods
Class 09
Computer hardware; general purpose data acquisition system, namely, a digital data acquisition recorder that gathers, records, and analyzes information; operating software for digital data acquisition recorders, namely, software for controlling the operation of and for accepting data from digital data acquisition recorders

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA January 04, 2016, Application No: 86/864,439 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Diageo Ireland, St. James's Gate, Dublin 8, IRELAND

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST,
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

THE OPEN GATE BREWERY

Goods
Class 32
beers; mineral and aerated waters; non-alcoholic beverages, namely non-alcoholic beer, cocktails and coolers.

SERVICES
Class 40
beer brewing services; spirit distillery services.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,788,600  Filing Date 2016-06-27
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
BrewDog Plc, Balmacassie Commercial Park, Ellon, Aberdeenshire, AB41 8BX, Scotland, UNITED KINGDOM

Representative for Service
SIM & MCBURNEY
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK

BREWDOG

SERVICES

Class 43
Restaurant services; restaurant services incorporating licensed bar facilities; hotel accommodation services; restaurant and bar services; public house, and snack-bar services

CLAIMS

Used in UNITED KINGDOM on services. Registered in or for EUIPO (EU) on November 22, 2009 under No. 8270308 on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,788,645  Filing Date 2016-06-27
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Renewable Fibers, LLC, D/B/A RF WasteWater,
733 West Johnson Street, Suite 200, Raleigh,
NC 27603, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA,
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

MOB SYSTEM

Goods
Class 11
wastewater treatment installations

SERVICES

Class 40
wastewater treatment services, namely, consulting services in the field of wastewater treatment,
treatment of waste water using bacteria, biological wastewater treatment services, chemical
wastewater treatment services, wastewater treatment services using biomaterials to create biofilms
to treat wastewater

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA January 15, 2016, Application No: 86/877267
in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services.
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,788,646  Filing Date 2016-06-27
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
The John Allen Brewing Company Limited, 617 Windmill Rd, Dartmouth, NOVA SCOTIA B3B 1B6

Representative for Service
MBM INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW LLP
275 SLATER STREET, 14TH FLOOR, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5H9

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
PROPELLER BREWING COMPANY

Image Description (Vienna)
- Propellers, ventilators, blowers, turbines, burners -- Note: Includes all kinds of propellers, including those for aircraft or ships.
- Waves -- Note: Not including waves represented by wavy lines (26.11.1 to 26.11.3).
- Circles
- More than two circles or ellipses, inside one another, spirals
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of heavenly bodies or natural phenomena
- Circles or ellipses containing other figurative elements
- Semi-circles, semi-ellipses
- Semi-circles or semi-ellipses containing letters
- Horizontally elongated surfaces
- Elongated surfaces with two short sides convex or concave
- Cog wheels, wheel cogs
- Cog wheels or segments of cog wheels with spokes

Goods
(1) beer, ale
(2) soft drinks
(3) merchandise, namely hats, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, tank tops, polo shirts, jackets, key chains, bottle openers, thermal insulated bags for food or beverages, beverage coolers, glassware, namely, mugs, steins, drinking glasses
(4) thermal insulated beverage holders, ice buckets
CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as July 1997 on goods (1); May 2001 on goods (2); June 23, 2016 on goods (3). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods (4)
Application Number 1,788,841  Filing Date 2016-06-27
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
K-NOTICES, LLC, 1601 N. Sepulveda Blvd. #727, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
1 PLACE VILLE MARIE, 37TH FLOOR/37E ETAGE, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B3P4

TRADEMARK

KNOTICES

Goods
Class 09
Computer software and mobile applications for receiving, accessing, organizing, updating and managing contact information.

SERVICES
Class 42
Software-as-a-service for receiving, accessing, organizing, updating and managing contact information.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA January 08, 2016, Application No: 86/870,120 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services.
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,788,957  Filing Date 2016-06-28
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
THE TORONTO-DOMINION BANK, 66 Wellington Street West, Toronto Dominion Tower, 12th Floor, Toronto, ONTARIO M5K 1A2

Representative for Service  
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP  
333 BAY STREET, SUITE 2400, BAY ADELAIDE CENTRE, BOX 20, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H2T6

TRADEMARK

TD VOICEPRINT

SERVICES

Client identification, fraud prevention and detection, authentication and verification services for access to banking services, bank account management services, electronic funds transfers, mortgage and real estate services, private banking services, financial asset management services, investment, wealth and portfolio management services, investment of funds services, securities brokerage services, investment counselling and advisory services, financial planning services, insurance services, credit and loan services, credit card and line of credit services; Identification verification services, namely providing authentication of personal identification information; Providing financial services via telephone, mobile devices, namely, providing customers with access to banking services, bank account management services, electronic funds transfers, mortgage and real estate services, private banking services, financial asset management services, investment, wealth and portfolio management services, investment of funds services, securities brokerage services, investment counselling and advisory services, financial planning services, insurance services, credit and loan services, credit card and line of credit services; Banking services; financial planning and investment advisory services; insurance services; credit and loan services; investment management services; mortgage and real estate services

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,788,963  Filing Date 2016-06-28
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Advanced Nutraceutical Sciences Inc., 333
Adelaide Street East, Unit 1208, Toronto,
ONTARIO M5A 4T4

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST,
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

DILATE

Goods

Class 05
dietary and nutritional supplements for enhancing athletic performance, endurance, strength and muscle building

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as June 2013 on goods.
Application Number 1,789,004  Filing Date 2016-06-28  Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  Myarc Electric Ltd., 101-6051 47 St, Leduc, ALBERTA T9E 7A5
Representative for Service  PROWSE CHOWNE LLP  #1300 Phipps-McKinnon Building, 10020-101A Avenue, Edmonton, ALBERTA, T5J3G2

TRADEMARK

MYARC ELECTRIC

Goods
Class 09
Customized electrical enclosures, namely, empty electrical enclosure boxes and cabinets and panels therefor, empty sheet metal boxes and cabinets, empty wireway and wire troughs, light bulb holders and portable lighting fixtures; customized electrical panels; electrical controls, namely programmable logic controllers, variable frequency drives, silicon controlled rectifiers, and local engine control panels.

SERVICES
Class 37
electrical contracting services

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as December 31, 2000 on goods and on services.
Application Number: 1,789,172  Filing Date: 2016-06-28
Language of Application: English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant: Seng Tong Group (International) Brothers Investment Limited, Flat/Rm C 16/F Skyline Tower 18 Tong Mi Road, Mong Kok, HONG KONG, CHINA

Representative for Service: CHERRIE CHONG 49 MOSS CREEK BLVD, MARKHAM, ONTARIO, L6C2V5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
ITORO

Image Description (Vienna)
- Rectangles
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Goods
Class 09
(1) Telephone protective cases, mobile phone protective cases, smart phone protective cases, tablet PC protective cases, PDA protective cases, personal electronic notebook protective cases, multimedia player protective cases; Protective cases for handheld electronic devices, namely, MP3 players, and for portable computers, mobile and cellular telephones, portable media players, and personal digital assistants; Bags specially adapted for carrying portable electronic listening devices, music players, portable computers, mobile and cellular telephones, portable media players, and personal digital assistants.

Class 18
(2) Leather and imitations of leather; skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; leather key cases; linings of leather for boots and shoes; pocket wallets; purses; pouches of leather for packaging; envelopes of leather for packaging; leather shoulder belts; leather straps; briefcases; suitcases; suitcase handles; leather travelling sets; all-purpose carrying bags; umbrellas, parasols and
walking sticks; whips, harness; Bags, namely backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags, clutch bags, key bags, leather and imitation leather bags, leather bags, leather shopping bags, leather travelling bags, messenger bags, and tote bags.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,789,198  Filing Date 2016-06-29
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Little Blue Canoe Ltd., 3908 17th Street S.W.,
Calgary, ALBERTA T2T 4P2

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
LITTLE BLUE CANOE

Image Description (Vienna)
- Rowing boats, canoes, gondolas, dinghies, kayaks
- Canadian canoe and kayak
- Sun rising or setting
- Sun with manufactured articles or industrial products
- Sun with rays constituted by triangles
- Vine leaves (except 5.3.19), plane leaves, maple leaves
- 11-pointed Canadian maple leaf (leaves)
- One leaf
- Waves -- Note: Not including waves represented by wavy lines (26.11.1 to 26.11.3).

Disclaimer
The right to the exclusive use of the eleven-point maple leaf is disclaimed apart from the trade-mark.

SERVICES

Class 35
computerized online ordering featuring clothing; online sales of body care products; online sales of clothing; online sales of cosmetics; online sales of food items; online sales of footwear; online sales of headwear; online sales of housewares; online sales of toys; retail sale of clothing; retail sale of cosmetics; retail sale of jewellery; retail sale of toys; sale of clothing; sale of customized gift baskets; wholesale sales of clothing; wholesale sales of cosmetics
CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since July 01, 2015 on services.
Application Number 1,789,293  Filing Date 2016-06-29
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Reckitt Benckiser (Canada) Inc., 1680 Tech Avenue, Unit 2, Mississauga, ONTARIO L4W 5S9

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
FOAM MAGIC

Image Description (Vienna)
- Bubbles, frothy masses -- Note: Including speech bubbles.
- Circles
- Several circles or ellipses, juxtaposed, tangential or intersecting
- Circles or ellipses containing one or more letters

Goods
Class 03
(1) antibacterial soaps; soaps for personal use; hand cleaning preparations; non-medicated handwashes; liquid soaps for hands, face and body; non-medicated skin care preparations namely, barrier creams, lotions and gels; bar soaps; toiletries, namely, skin cleansers, skin toners, skin moisturizers, body deodorizers, hand, face and body creams, lotions and oils; skin cleansing foams; cleaning preparations in the form of foams; wipes incorporating cleaning preparations, skin cleanser or cosmetics

Class 05
(2) hand sanitizing preparations; medicated antibacterial skin cleansers; antibacterial hand wash; antibacterial hand lotions, creams and gels; antibacterial skin protection lotions, creams and gels; disinfecting preparations, germicides; disinfectants, including disinfectant liquid and disinfectant spray; impregnated antiseptic wipes and medicated wipes for treating skin conditions, acne, pimples, skin blemishes; sanitizing wipes; moist wipes impregnated with a pharmaceutical lotion for treating skin conditions, acne, pimples, skin blemishes

Class 21
(3) household and kitchen utensils and containers, not of precious metal or coated therewith, namely, containers for storing and dispensing all-purpose cleaning preparations and cleaning wipes; sponges, namely, all-purpose scouring sponges, abrasive sponges for kitchen use, toilet sponges, bath sponges; cloths and wipes for cleaning or household use; dispensers for soap; dispensers for liquid soap; dispensers for wipes; dispensers for cleaning materials, namely, dispensers for paper towels

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
APPLICATION AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Be New York LLC, C/O CT Corporation System, 111 Eight Avenue, New York, NY 10011, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK

LOCALIKE

Index Headings
LOCALIKE

Image Description (Vienna)
- Ribbons, bows
- Banderoles, cartouches
- Needles, thimbles, hooks, pins -- Note: See also 14.3.1.
- Pins (except a 9.5.9)

SERVICES

Class 39
(1) Organizing, arranging and booking of tours, travel, holidays, cruises, excursions, day-trips, sightseeing tours; organizing and arranging travel activities, namely, tours, boat trips, travel to events and travel to attractions; booking of seats for transportation of passengers by air, sea or land; rental, hire and booking of buses, cars, coaches, taxis, boats and bicycles; chartering of buses, coaches, taxis and boats and airplanes; provision of travel information, transportation advice and consultancy; coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and groups; travel planning for individuals, families, and groups for special occasions such as destination weddings and honeymoons; escorting of travel passengers; conducting sightseeing tours for others; personal tour guide services; travel guide and travel information services; travel booking agencies, online travel agency services, namely, providing information, reservation and booking services for transport in the tourism and business travel sector; tourist office services; travel tour information service; travel tour ticket reservation service; providing a web site and website links to geographic information, map images, and trip routing; providing an on-line searchable computer database featuring information on travel.

Class 43
(2) Travel and tourist agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for temporary lodging; arranging temporary lodging for holiday packages, and making reservations and bookings
for restaurants and meals; providing travel lodging information services and restaurant information services for travelers, night club reservation services, namely, arranging for cocktails and table service reservations at night clubs and night club events; providing a website featuring information in the field of hotels and temporary accommodations for travelers; providing a website featuring information in the field of hotels and temporary accommodations for travelers; providing a website featuring information in the field of hotels and temporary accommodations for travelers; providing information and advice on hotels and restaurants to tourists and business travelers; providing information in the field of temporary accommodations for travelers; providing personalized information about hotels and temporary accommodations for travel via the Internet; providing reviews of restaurants.

CLAIMS

Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on October 22, 2013 under No. 4,422,952 on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,789,775  Filing Date 2016-07-04
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
VITALIX, INC., 2692 CR 57, Alliance, NE 69301, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
1200 WATERFRONT CENTRE, 200 BURRARD STREET, P.O. BOX 48600, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V7X1T2

TRADEMARK

VITALIX INC.

Index Headings
VITALIX INC.

Image Description (Vienna)
- Bovines
- Cows, calves
- Heads of animals of series IV, without horns (except 3.4.20)
- Animals of series IV stylized

Goods
Class 31
animal feed

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as July 1992 on goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on October 28, 1997 under No. 2,108,706 on goods
Application Number 1,790,362  Filing Date 2016-07-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
ProAmpac Intermediate Inc., 216 Lafayette Road, North Hampton, NH 03862, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK

PRO FLEXIPURE

Goods
Class 17
plastic films for commercial and industrial packaging use for pharmaceutical and medical packaging; flexible packaging materials, namely, roll stock that is a combination of plastic and other materials, namely, paper, film, nonwovens, and aluminum foil, for use by the food and medical industries

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA June 09, 2016, Application No: 87/065,928 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,790,538  Filing Date 2016-07-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Batlı Global Corporation, 3 Church Street Suite 601, Toronto, ONTARIO M5E 1M2

Representative for Service
COLLEEN SPRING ZIMMERMAN (FOGLER, RUBINOFF LLP), 77 KING STREET WEST, SUITE 3000, P.O. Box 95, TORONTO-DOMINION CENTRE, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5K1G8

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
HEAD BLADE EYE TOE FACE HEEL SHOULDER BELLY BACK THROAT KNOB BUTT CHEEK SHAFT

Image Description (Vienna)
- Axes
- More than two lines or two bands
- Vertical lines or bands
- Horizontal lines or bands
- Oblique lines or bands
- Broken lines or bands (except a 26.11.13)
- Rectangles
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals containing other figurative elements
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Goods
Class 16
(2) Bumper stickers and other promotional stickers.

Class 21
(3) Travel mugs, water bottles.

Class 25
(1) T-shirts, tank tops, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, zip-up sweatshirts, shirts, underwear, caps, baseball caps, toques, beanies, one-piece garments for children

SERVICES

Class 41
The management and operation of a sporting and entertainment venue featuring sporting competitions involving axes thrown at targets, played by individuals and teams; operating axe throwing leagues; providing instruction and guidance on axe throwing and events; event planning and corporate event planning services in the field of sporting competitions involving axes thrown at targets, played by individuals and teams.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as 2013 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,790,561  Filing Date 2016-07-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Spin Master Ltd., 450 Front Street West,
Toronto, ONTARIO M5V 1B6

Representative for Service
KATY DAVIS
Spin Master Ltd., 121 Bloor St. E, Toronto,
ONTARIO, M4W3M5

TRADEMARK

ZUPPS TINY PUPS

Goods
Class 28
Toys, games and playthings, namely, toy animals, interactive electronic toy animals, toy robots and
accessories for all the foregoing

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,790,883   Filing Date 2016-07-11
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Canada As International Medical Technology Centre, 6231 Azure Rd, Richmond, BRITISH COLUMBIA V7C 2N8

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
NUETREE

Image Description (Vienna)
- Trees or bushes without leaves
- Two trees or two bushes
- Trees or bushes in stylized form
- Green

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. Colour is dark green for all text and images in the logo itself.

Goods
Class 11
Air purifiers for household purposes; air purifying units.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,790,922 Filing Date 2016-07-12
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
GAMESA INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY, S.L., AVENIDA CIUDAD DE LA INNOVACION, 9-11, 31621 - SARRiguren (NAVARRA), SPAIN

Representative for Service
PAUL WILLIAM BRAUNOVAN (PERLEY-ROBERTSON, HILL & MCDougALL LLP), 1400 - 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R0A5

TRADEMARK

WINDCOMMAND

Goods
Class 09
Software, all for operating and control of wind turbines and wind parks.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: SPAIN January 12, 2016, Application No: 3594060 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,790,990  Filing Date 2016-07-12
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
SCA HYGIENE PRODUCTS AB, SE-405 03
Göteborg, SWEDEN

Representative for Service
ROBIC
CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001,
SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE,
MONTRÉAL, QUEBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

INTIMATES

Goods
Class 05
Sanitary napkins and towels; sanitary panties; sanitary knickers; panty liners (sanitary); napkins for incontinence; absorbent pants and panties for incontinence; diapers for incontinence (for medical purposes); adult diapers, sanitary pads and incontinence pads for use by persons suffering from incontinence; disposable diapers and diaper pants made of paper and/or cellulose; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions (for medical purposes) namely disposable pre-moistened wipes impregnated with chemicals and compounds for personal hygiene for use by persons suffering from incontinence; fixation pants for use by persons suffering from incontinence (for medical purposes); wound cleansing set composed of medical cleansers for wounds and wound dressings

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,790,991  Filing Date 2016-07-12
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
SCA HYGIENE PRODUCTS AB, SE-405 03 Göteborg, SWEDEN

Representative for Service  
ROBIC  
CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001, SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE, MONTRÉAL, QUEBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

intimates

Index Headings
INTIMATES

Goods

Class 05
Sanitary napkins and towels; sanitary panties; sanitary knickers; panty liners (sanitary); napkins for incontinence; absorbent pants and panties for incontinence; diapers for incontinence (for medical purposes); adult diapers, sanitary pads and incontinence pads for use by persons suffering from incontinence; disposable diapers and diaper pants made of paper and/or cellulose; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions (for medical purposes) namely disposable pre-moistened wipes impregnated with chemicals and compounds for personal hygiene for use by persons suffering from incontinence; fixation pants for use by persons suffering from incontinence (for medical purposes); wound cleansing set composed of medical cleansers for wounds and wound dressings

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,791,161  Filing Date 2016-07-13
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
THE TORONTO-DOMINION BANK, 66 Wellington Street West Toronto Dominion Tower 12th Floor, Toronto, ONTARIO M5K 1A2

Representative for Service
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP
333 BAY STREET, SUITE 2400, BAY ADELAIDE CENTRE, BOX 20, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H2T6

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
FINCH F

Image Description (Vienna)
- One triangle
- Triangles pointing downwards
- Triangles with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters linked to a figurative element -- Note: Letters representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal’s body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object are classified in division 27.3.

Goods
(1) Computer software, namely, software for electronically trading securities and software for managing financial portfolios; computer software for use in the field of mortgage lending; financial analytical software; software for providing electronic connectivity to financial exchanges and markets; magnetically encoded credit and debit cards; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines, newsletters, guides, manuals, pamphlets, and brochures, all in the fields of finance, investment, and securities trading; Computer software for banking and providing financial services, namely computer software for use in accessing and viewing online bank accounts for use in the field of online banking, credit and mortgage lending; Computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for online banking and providing financial services, namely computer software for mobile phones for use in accessing and viewing online bank accounts for use in the field of online banking, credit lending and mortgage lending; Downloadable mobile applications for online banking and providing financial services, namely computer software for use in accessing and viewing online bank accounts, for use in the field of online banking, credit lending and mortgage lending.
(2) Printed publications, namely, magazines, newsletters, guides, manuals, pamphlets, and brochures, all in the fields of finance, investment, and securities trading, and catalogs of products in the fields of banking and insurance.

SERVICES

(1) Online payroll preparation; Bank account management services featuring account information reporting; Economic research and economic research services provided via a global computer network; Economic forecasting and analysis; Promoting the sale of credit card accounts through the administration of incentive rewards programs; Arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of the products and services of others; and electronic processing and transmission of bill payment data and information relating to bank and credit card accounts.

(2) Financial services, namely, banking services; account management services, namely, automated fee processing and statement production services; investment management; trade execution and settlement services for securities; Foreign currency exchange services; Check processing services, namely, check imaging services provided by banks to customers through an Internet log-on website; Debt cancellation services; Cash management services; Issuing prepaid credit cards; Banking services; Coin-counting services; coin-counting services provided through coin-counting machines; Electronic funds transfer; Administration of savings accounts; Providing grants and financial support to charitable organizations and governmental bodies for education, health, civic and community support, conservation of natural resources and support of philanthropy; Online banking services; Banking services, namely, online banking services and bank account management services featuring account information reporting, automated clearing house, wire transfer and stop payment services; Online mortgage banking, money lending, investment brokerage, and brokerage services in the field of stocks and investments; Banking services and Internet banking services, namely, providing customers with online access to account information, account management and reports, and electronic transactions via the Internet and computer networks; Wealth management services; Financial planning and investment advisory services; Financial investment advice and management; Financial planning and management of tax registered plans; Private banking services and financial asset management; Financial investment counselling and investment management services; Financial services, namely, coordination, within a single account, of an investment portfolio’s maintenance, trading, rebalancing, and tax management needs; Estate planning; Estate trust management services; Trust and estate management services; Financial management of pooled funds and pension funds; Investment brokerage; Automated securities brokerage; Commodity trading for others; Financial services, namely assisting others with the completion of financial transactions for stocks, bonds, securities, and equities; Stock exchange price quotations; Stock brokerage; Security dealer services; Services related to administration of assets, namely custody and settlement, securities administration, financial reporting, fixed income research, sales and trading; Trading of equities, equity derivatives, swaps and options; Brokerage of shares of stocks and other securities; Mutual fund services, namely, mutual fund investment and brokerage services, mutual fund dealer services, mutual fund distribution; Mutual fund management, namely management and portfolio advice for investment funds; Securities underwriting, issuance, brokerage and dealership services; Corporate trust operation and management services; Issuance and administration of annuities; Financial services, namely, providing securities and investment information; Providing stock and securities market information; Providing information in the nature of a database of reference materials in the fields of banking, investment and insurance; Real estate services, namely, real estate financing; Financial portfolio management services; Insurance administration services; Insurance claim processing and insurance underwriting services in the fields of life, health and vehicles; Insurance brokerage
services; insurance brokerage services provided via the Internet; Providing insurance underwriting in the field of workmen’s compensation to lower the risks of employee injuries; Insurance underwriting services in the fields of travel, life, health, accident, fire, vehicle, property and creditor; Insurance consultation; Insurance administration and insurance services in the nature of loss control management services; Lending services, namely, consumer, commercial, mortgage, real estate and wholesale, asset-based lending; Financing of loans; Auto financing services; Credit services, namely credit card services, securities deposit services, debit card services; Lease-purchase financing services; Equipment financing; Online banking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications.

(3) Providing multiple-user access to a global computer information network; Telecommunications gateway services, namely, providing an online link to news, information, current events and reference materials in the fields of banking, online and internet banking, mutual funds, insurance, financial investment and securities trading.

(4) Providing non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines, newsletters, guides, manuals, pamphlets, and brochures, all in the fields of finance, investment, and securities trading; entertainment services, namely, leasing stadium facilities for sporting events, and concerts; leasing stadium suites for event-viewing purposes; educational services, namely, conducting training classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the fields of banking, financial services, strategy, leadership and customer service, and distributing course materials in connection therewith; educational services in the nature of conducting children’s programs in the fields of banking and financial services, namely school presentations, arranging of contests, and guided educational tours of bank branches.

(5) Providing a website featuring technology that enables subscribers to securely transfer files, not including the provision of news, information and research into third party banking services; Application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software, and web sites for online banking and financial services; Computer software development in the field of mobile applications.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,791,220 Filing Date 2016-07-13
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Shurtape Technologies, LLC, a North Carolina Limited Liability Company, 1712 Eighth Street Drive, SE, Hickory, NC 28602, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
21 DAY CLEAN REMOVAL

Image Description (Vienna)
- One arrow
- Arrows forming a circle, an arc of a circle or a ring
- Circles
- More than two circles or ellipses, inside one another, spirals
- Circles or ellipses containing one or more numerals
- Circles or ellipses containing one or more letters
- Circles or ellipses with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Goods
Class 17
Painters masking tape

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA May 23, 2016, Application No: 87/046,606 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on April 25, 2017 under No. 5,192,897 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods.
Application Number 1,791,286  Filing Date 2016-07-13
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Bass Pro Intellectual Property, L.L.C., 2500 E. Kearney St., Springfield, MO 65898, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BLAKE, CASSELS & GRAYDON LLP
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP, SUITE 4000, COMMERCE COURT WEST, 199 BAY STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5L1A9

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Sailors, seamen, fishermen, pirates
- Headwear
- Other headwear
- Tackle for fishing and hunting (except 21.3.16) -- Notes: (a) Including tackle for underwater fishing
  -- (b) Not including arms classified in divisions 23.1 and 23.3.

SERVICES

Class 41
(1) Bowling alley services.

Class 43
(2) Restaurant services.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA February 10, 2016, Application No: 86903934 in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on May 02, 2017 under No. 5,194,016 on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,791,369  Filing Date 2016-07-14
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Spraying Systems Co., North Avenue and Schmale Rd, P.O. Box 7900, Wheaton, IL 60187, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
ROBIC
CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001, SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE, MONTRÉAL, QUEBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

TEEJET TECHNOLOGIES

Goods

Class 07
(1) Spray nozzles, spray guns, spray tips, fittings, adaptors, valves, strainers and connectors, all parts of agricultural seed planting machines and machines for spraying and dusting in agricultural applications; machines for spraying and dusting with insecticides, fungicides, disease control chemicals and fertilizers.

Class 09
(2) Electronic control systems for agricultural sprayers, namely, electronic control consoles, electronically operated flow meters, flow control valves, ground speed sensors, precision injection pumps and chemical containers, sold in combination; GPS monitors, auto steer and guidance systems for agricultural and farm machinery consisting of computers, computer software, transmitters, receivers and network interface devices.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as November 2006 on goods.
Application Number 1,791,370  Filing Date 2016-07-14
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Spraying Systems Co., North Avenue and Schmale Rd. P.O. Box 7900, Wheaton, IL 60187, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
ROBIC
CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001, SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE, MONTRÉAL, QUEBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

TeeJet TECHNOLOGIES

Index Headings
TEEJET TECHNOLOGIES J

Image Description (Vienna)
- Other irregular parallelograms, trapezia and quadrilaterals, quadrilaterals containing one or more rounded corners
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters linked to a figurative element -- Note: Letters representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object are classified in division 27.3.

Goods

Class 07
(1) Spray nozzles, spray guns, spray tips, fittings, adaptors, valves, strainers and connectors, all parts of agricultural seed planting machines and machines for spraying and dusting in agricultural applications; machines for spraying and dusting with insecticides, fungicides, disease control chemicals and fertilizers.

Class 09
(2) Electronic control systems for agricultural sprayers, namely, electronic control consoles, electronically operated flow meters, flow control valves, ground speed sensors, precision injection pumps and chemical containers, sold in combination; GPS monitors, auto steer and guidance systems for agricultural and farm machinery consisting of computers, computer software, transmitters, receivers and network interface devices.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as September 2008 on goods.
Application Number 1,791,471  Filing Date 2016-07-14
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
OPTEL VISION INC., 2680, boulevard du Parc Technologique, Québec, QUEBEC G1P 4S6

Representative for Service
ROBIC
CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001, SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE, MONTRÉAL, QUEBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

OPTEL

Goods
Class 09
Packaging line inspection machines; software for optimizing packaging line performance by facilitating the serialization of products

SERVICES

Class 40
(1) Manufacture of packaging line inspection machines

Class 41
(2) Training in the field of packaging and serialization of products

Class 42
(3) Professional consulting services and advice in the field of packaging and serialization of products; mechanical engineering; software engineering; computer software project management services; project management in the field of packaging and serialization of products; computer systems integration services; technical support services in the form of troubleshooting of packaging line inspection machines and computer software problem

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,791,984  Filing Date 2016-07-19
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, Petuelring 130,
80809 Munich, GERMANY

Representative for Service
BMW CANADA, INC.
50 Ultimate Drive, Richmond Hill, ONTARIO,
L4S0C8

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
M

Image Description (Vienna)
- Other irregular parallelograms, trapezia and quadrilaterals, quadrilaterals containing one or more rounded corners
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more other geometrical figures -- Note: Including quadrilaterals containing bent or straight lines (except 26.4.11).
- More than two lines or two bands
- Thick lines, bands
- Oblique lines or bands
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters linked to a figurative element -- Note: Letters representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object are classified in division 27.3.
- One letter
- Moiré surfaces or backgrounds
- Blue
- Red, pink, orange
- White, grey, silver

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The letter M is silver. The left stripe is light blue, the middle stripe is dark blue and the right stripe is red.

Goods
Class 04
Engine oils, gear oils, hydraulic oils, automotive lubricants, automotive lubricating greases.
CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since January 31, 2016 on goods. Priority Filing Date: GERMANY February 19, 2016, Application No: 302016101526.8/04 in association with the same kind of goods.
Application Number 1,792,019  Filing Date 2016-07-19
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Tankhouse Developments Inc., 271 Front St,
Suite 31, Belleville, ONTARIO K8N 2Z6

TRADEMARK

Signal Beer

Goods
Class 21
(1) beer glasses; beer mugs; drinking glasses

Class 32
(2) beer; beer, ale, lager, stout and porter; de-alcoholised beer

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as April 01, 2016 on goods (2). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods (1)
Application Number 1,792,100  Filing Date 2016-07-19
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Ecolab USA Inc., 370 Wabasha Street North, St Paul, MN 55102, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
MARKS & CLERK
180 KENT STREET, SUITE 1900, P.O. BOX 957, STATION B, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5S7

TRADEMARK

NALQUENCH

Goods
chemicals used in the casting industry for preventing corrosion, deposition, and scale formation and for the treatment of industrial wastewater

SERVICES
waste water treatment services; waste water treatment services used in the casting industry; technical quality monitoring services of water conditions

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as June 2013 on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,792,162  Filing Date 2016-07-19
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Jan Rudolsky, Vernericka 404/8, Praha 9,
CZECH REPUBLIC

Representative for Service
MILTONS IP/P.I.
15 Fitzgerald Rd, Suite 200, Ottawa, ONTARIO,
K2H9G1

TRADEMARK
finratios

Goods
Class 09
Computer software for conducting financial analysis, business analysis and valuation, credit and
loan analysis, financial planning, financial forecasting, risk management and for displaying
educational content in the fields of finance and accounting.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,792,244  Filing Date 2016-07-20
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
BAYER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GMBH,
Alfred-Nobel-Straße 10, 40789 Monheim am
Rhein, GERMANY

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA,
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Drops
- Lotus flowers
- Stylized flowers
- One flower
- Other leaves
- Stylized leaves
- Two to four leaves

Goods
Class 05
(1) Preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

Class 31
(2) Agricultural seeds.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,792,272  Filing Date 2016-07-13
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  MINERAL MEDIX CORP, 58 Allbright Crescent, Richmond Hill, ONTARIO L4E 4Z4
Representative for Service GEORGE A. ROLSTON 45 SHEPPARD AVENUE EAST, SUITE 900, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M2N5W9

TRADEMARK

MINERAL MEDIX

Goods
Natural mineral products namely: - food supplements - cosmetics (facial masks, skin scrubs, skin creams, toothpaste) Portable water filters for humanitarian emergencies Water filtering units for domestic use.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,792,376  
Filing Date 2016-07-20  
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
Group Dekko, Inc., 2505 Dekko Drive, Garrett, IN 46738, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service  
OYEN WIGGS GREEN & MUTALA LLP  
480-THE STATION, 601 WEST CORDOVA STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B1G1

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
D DEKKO

Image Description (Vienna)
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters embellished or decorated with a drawing
- More than two lines or two bands
- Vertical lines or bands
- Straight lines or bands
- Curved lines or bands (except a 26.11.13)

Goods

Class 09
(1) electrical distribution systems for the distribution of AC/DC electrical energy or signals in an office environment, namely, electrical distribution harnesses, electrical receptacles in the nature of electrical outlets, electrical data receptacles, low voltage chargers, electric data connectors, power conductors, electrical connectors, electrical jumper cables, electrical power distribution blocks and electrical terminals

Class 11
(2) electrical lighting fixtures and electrical lighting assemblies consisting primarily of lighting housings, lenses, and electrical connectors, sold as a unit; electrical heating devices in the nature of flexible heating elements, namely, molded electric heaters for commercial use, namely, foil heaters, flexible rope heaters, and printed thick film heaters

SERVICES

Class 40
custom plastic injection molding services

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA January 27, 2016, Application No: 86/887,985
in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services.
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,792,378  Filing Date 2016-07-20
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
Group Dekko, Inc., 2505 Dekko Drive, Garrett, IN 46738, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service  
OYEN WIGGS GREEN & MUTALA LLP
480-THE STATION, 601 WEST CORDOVA STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B1G1

TRADEMARK

D DEKKO

Index Headings
D DEKKO

Image Description (Vienna)
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters embellished or decorated with a drawing
- More than two lines or two bands
- Vertical lines or bands
- Straight lines or bands
- Curved lines or bands (except a 26.11.13)

Goods

Class 09
(1) electrical distribution systems for the distribution of AC/DC electrical energy or signals in an office environment, namely, electrical distribution harnesses, electrical receptacles in the nature of electrical outlets, electrical data receptacles, low voltage chargers, electric data connectors, power conductors, electrical connectors, electrical jumper cables, electrical power distribution blocks and electrical terminals

Class 11
(2) electrical lighting fixtures and electrical lighting assemblies consisting primarily of lighting housings, lenses, and electrical connectors, sold as a unit; electrical heating devices in the nature of flexible heating elements, namely, molded electric heaters for commercial use, namely, foil heaters, flexible rope heaters, and printed thick film heaters

SERVICES

Class 40
custom plastic injection molding services
CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA January 27, 2016, Application No: 86/888,043 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,792,741  Filing Date 2016-07-22  
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
S.D.C. Designs, LLC, 529 Fifth Avenue, 16th Floor, New York, NY 10017, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service  
BLAKE, CASSELS & GRAYDON LLP  INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP, SUITE 4000, COMMERCE COURT WEST, 199 BAY STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5L1A9

TRADEMARK

Index Headings  
MIL ESTRELLAS COLLECTION

Image Description (Vienna)  
- Rectangles  
- One quadrilateral  
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters

Foreign Character Translation  
The translation provided by the applicant of the word(s) MIL ESTRELLAS is one thousand stars.

Goods  
Class 14  
jewelry

CLAIMS  
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,792,756  Filing Date 2016-07-22
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
MARINA CVETIC, an individual, Via San Silvestro, 35, 66010 San Martino sulla Maruccina, CHIETI, ITALY

Representative for Service
ROBIC CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001, SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE, MONTRÉAL, QUEBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

[Image of ISKRA]

Index Headings
ISKRA

Goods
Class 33
Alcoholic beverages, namely wines and brandy

CLAIMS
Used in ITALY on goods. Registered in or for ITALY on April 18, 2008 under No. 1108325 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,792,842  Filing Date 2016-07-22
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
JA APPAREL CORP., 6380 Rogerdale Road, Houston, TX 77072, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
JONATHAN N. AUERBACH
(STIKEMAN ELLIOTT S.E.N.C.R.L., SRL/LLP), 1155 RENE-LEVESQUE BLVD. WEST, SUITE 4000, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B3V2

TRADEMARK

JOSEPH ABBOUD ENVIRONMENTS

Authorisation For Use
Consent from Joseph Abboud is of record.

Goods

Class 20
(1) Bed pillows

Class 24
(2) Comforters, duvets, sheets, blankets, baby blankets, throws and towels

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA January 25, 2016, Application No: 86885444 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,792,843  Filing Date 2016-07-22
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
JA APPAREL CORP., 6380 Rogerdale Road, Houston, TX 77072, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
JONATHAN N. AUERBACH
(STIKEMAN ELLIOTT S.E.N.C.R.L., SRL/LLP), 1155 RENE-LEVESQUE BLVD. WEST, SUITE 4000, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B3V2

TRADEMARK

TRACED FIT BY JOSEPH ABBOUD

Authorisation For Use
Consent from Joseph Abboud is of record.

Goods
Class 25
suits tuxedos coats dress shirts pants jackets sport coats topcoats vests

SERVICES
Class 40
custom manufacture of clothing tailoring and alteration services

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA January 25, 2016, Application No: 86885397 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services.
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,792,856 Filing Date 2016-07-22
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Société des Produits Nestlé S.A., Brand IP Department, Case Postale 353, Vevey, 1800, SWITZERLAND

Representative for Service
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK

NC NEUROCARE

Goods
Class 31
food for animals, namely, food for pets

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA July 22, 2016, Application No: 87/113,084 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,792,990   Filing Date 2016-07-25
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Bradford White-Canada, Inc., 1869 Sismet Road, Mississauga, ONTARIO L4W 1W8

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3S5

TRADEMARK

MASCOT

Goods
Class 11
boilers namely, heating boilers; hot water boilers and water heaters for residential and commercial use

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as 2005 on goods.
Application Number 1,793,707  Filing Date 2016-07-29
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Coty Geneva SA Versoix, Chemin de la Papeterie 1, 1290 Versoix, SWITZERLAND

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L. SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

SCULPT LIGHT

Goods
Class 03
Cosmetics.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,793,720  Filing Date 2016-07-29
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Clover Technologies Group, LLC, 4200 Columbus Street, Ottawa, IL 61350, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

AXESS

Goods
Class 09
computer software for permitting remote customers to monitor and manage network printers

SERVICES
Class 42
print management services, namely, remote monitoring of printers for others; preparing reports for others regarding the monitoring and management of network printers

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since February 01, 2009 on goods and on services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods and on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on August 24, 2010 under No. 3,838,555 on goods and on services
Application Number 1,793,886  Filing Date 2016-08-01
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
KNEISSL HOLDING GmbH, Kaiseraufstieg 17,
6330 Ebbs, AUSTRIA

Representative for Service
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP
800, PLACE VICTORIA, BUREAU 3700, C.P.
242, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H4Z1E9

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
KNEISSL

Image Description (Vienna)
- Stars
- One star
- Stars with more than four points
- Stars with uneven points -- Note: Including sparks consisting of uneven-pointed stars.
- Space rockets and capsules, artificial satellites

Goods

Class 09
(1) Ski helmets, ski goggles.

Class 18
(2) Travelling bags, sports bags, rucksacks, belts for carrying and fastening the aforesaid goods.

Class 25
(3) Clothing, namely sportswear, caps, sport clothing, sweat pants, jackets, hooded tops,
sweatshirts, sweaters, pullovers, casual clothing, ski suits, ski trousers; ski anoraks, underwear,
gloves, shoes and footwear, namely sports shoes and ski boots, tennis shoes, climbing boots, golf
shoes.

Class 28
(4) Sporting articles, namely snow skis, tennis rackets, squash rackets, golf clubs, sports balls, ski
poles, snow ski bindings, ski skins, snowboards.

CLAIMS

Used in AUSTRIA on goods. Registered in or for AUSTRIA on October 12, 2016 under No. 289821
on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,794,067  Filing Date 2016-08-02
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Linde Aktiengesellschaft, Klosterhofstrasse 1, 80331 Munich, GERMANY

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

VELV

Index Headings
VELV V

Image Description (Vienna)
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters linked to a figurative element -- Note: Letters representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object are classified in division 27.3.
- One line or one band
- Oblique lines or bands
- Straight lines or bands

Goods
Class 21
Wine accessories, namely, wine aerators, wine oxygenators, oxygen gas cartridges sold filled, wine openers and wine pourers.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,794,075    Filing Date 2016-08-02
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Life Choice Ltd., 213 Railway Street, East,
Cochrane, ALBERTA T4C 2C3

Representative for Service
W. OLIVER HUNT
(TRADEMARK CENTRAL), Unit 411 - 265
Poulin Ave., Ottawa, ONTARIO, K2B7Y8

TRADEMARK

YOUR NATURAL CHOICE

Authorisation For Use
Consent from SaskEnergy Incorporated is of record.

Goods
albumin dietary supplements, animal feed supplements, bee pollen used as a dietary supplement, beta carotene supplements, botanical supplements for general health and well-being, calcium supplements, casein dietary supplements, dietary supplements for general health and well-being, dietary supplements for promoting weight loss, flaxseed dietary supplements, herbal and dietary supplements for promoting faster muscle recovery after exercise, herbal and dietary supplements to aid in milk production in lactating animals, herbal and dietary supplements to prevent shedding in cats and dogs, herbal and dietary supplements used as a worm preventative in birds, herbal supplements for general health and well-being, herbal supplements for the promotion of healthy liver function, herbal supplements for the treatment of arthritis, herbal supplements for the treatment of cancer, herbal supplements for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases, herbal supplements for the treatment of dental and oral diseases, herbal supplements for the treatment of headaches, herbal supplements for the treatment of infectious diseases, namely, urinary tract infections, herbal supplements for the treatment of inflammatory diseases, namely inflammatory bowel diseases and inflammatory connective tissue diseases, herbal supplements for the treatment of the musculoskeletal system, namely, connective tissue diseases, cartilage injuries, herbal supplements for the treatment of the respiratory system, herbal supplements for use in dermatology, namely, dermatitis, eczema, psoriasis, herbal supplements for use in oncology, lecithin for use as a dietary supplement, linseed dietary supplements, linseed oil dietary supplements, mineral supplements, nutritional supplement meal replacement bars for boosting energy, nutritional supplements for building body mass, pet food additives in the form of vitamin and mineral, pollen dietary supplements, propolis dietary supplements, protein supplements for animals, vitamin supplements, wheat germ dietary supplements, yeast dietary supplements nutritional supplements for general health and well-being; homeopathic tincture remedies for the treatment for colds and flu, for the treatment of dental and oral diseases, for the treatment of headaches, for the treatment of inflammatory diseases, namely, inflammatory bowel diseases, inflammatory connective tissue diseases, for the treatment of morning sickness, for treatment of skin conditions, namely, dermatitis, eczema, psoriasis, analgesic topical creams, nutraceutical preparations to aid the pets wellbeing and strengthening the immune system, probiotics, and medications for relaxation purposes, namely acne medications, allergy medications, burn relief medication, cough treatment medications,
diarrhea medications, fungal medications, nausea treatment medications, suppositories for fever relief in animals

SERVICES

distribution, sale and wholesale of supplements, vitamins, minerals, drinks and nutraceuticals; distribution, sale and wholesale of pet foods and supplies, books and booklets.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,794,242  Filing Date 2016-08-03
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Calvin Broadus, c/o Gerber & Co., Inc., 1880 Century Park East, Los Angeles, CA 90067, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L. SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
SNOOP DOGG POUNDS SMOKING ACCESSORIES

Image Description (Vienna)
- Fists

Goods
Class 34
Smoking accessories, namely glassware, glass smoking pipes, grinders and lighters and rolling papers for cigarettes, cigarillos and cigars

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA July 14, 2016, Application No: 87104660 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,794,659  Filing Date 2016-08-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Idahoan Foods, LLC, 357 Constitution Way, Idaho Falls, ID 83402-3538, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
PARLEE MCLAWS LLP
1700 Enbridge Centre, 10175-101 Street NW, EDMONTON, ALBERTA, T5J0H3

TRADEMARK

![Image of IDAHOAN SIGNATURE RUSSETS]

Index Headings
IDAHOAN SIGNATURE RUSSETS

Image Description (Vienna)
- Peasants, workers in the fields
- Motor road vehicles
- Lorries, coaches, tractors, trolleybuses
- Potatoes, other tubers
- Mountains, mountain landscapes
- Other landscapes
- Other cultivated areas
- Banderoles, cartouches
- Ellipses
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of human beings or parts of the human body
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of animals, parts of animals' bodies or plants
- Circles or ellipses containing other figurative elements

Goods
instant potatoes; processed potatoes; dehydrated potatoes; processed and dehydrated potatoes

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA February 05, 2016, Application No: 86/899,715 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on February 28, 2017 under No. 5152601 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods.
Application Number 1,794,660    Filing Date 2016-08-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
IDAHOAN FOODS, LLC, 357 Constitution Way, Idaho Falls, ID 83402-3538, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
PARLEE MCLAWS LLP
1700 Enbridge Centre, 10175-101 Street NW, EDMONTON, ALBERTA, T5J0H3

TRADEMARK

![Idahoan Signature Russets Mashed Potatoes](image_url)

Index Headings
IDAHOAN SIGNATURE RUSSETS MASHED POTATOES

Image Description (Vienna)
- Peasants, workers in the fields
- Motor road vehicles
- Lorries, coaches, tractors, trolleybuses
- Potatoes, other tubers
- Mountains, mountain landscapes
- Other landscapes
- Other cultivated areas
- Banderoles, cartouches
- Ellipses
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of human beings or parts of the human body
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of animals, parts of animals' bodies or plants
- Circles or ellipses containing other figurative elements
- Framework and frames
- Complete framework and frames
- Ribbons, bows
- Banderoles, cartouches

Goods
instant potatoes; processed potatoes; dehydrated potatoes; processed and dehydrated potatoes
CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA February 05, 2016, Application No: 86/899,712 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on February 28, 2017 under No. 5152600 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods.
Application Number 1,794,744  Filing Date 2016-08-05  Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Adnan Ali, Mississauga, P.O. Box 1264 STN B, Mississauga, ONTARIO L4Y 3W5

Representative for Service
7951663 CANADA INC.
918 DUNDAS ST E, SUITE 300, P.O. BOX L4Y 4H9, MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, L4Y4H9

TRADEMARK

HISCOFIX

Goods
(1) Steel clamps for pipe fixing.
(2) Steel bracket clip for pipe fixing.
(3) Steel U-Bolt for pipe fixing.
(4) Clevis steel pipe hanger.
(5) Sprinkler pipe loop hanger.
(6) Steel support channels.
(7) Steel threaded rods.
(8) Ventilation pipe clamp.
(9) Ventilation duct clamp.
(10) Fix point clamp.
(11) Sliding hanger.
(12) Sliding saddler represent: hanger support on moving pipes where the top saddle moves (slide) with the pipe during movement.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,794,956  Filing Date 2016-08-09
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant Shenzhen Fadada Network Technology Co., Ltd, Room 607, TCL Building, No.6, Gaoxinnan 1st Road, High-tech Park, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, CHINA
Representative for Service MILTONS IP/P.I.
15 Fitzgerald Rd, Suite 200, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K2H9G1

TRADEMARK

fadada

Index Headings FADADA

SERVICES

Class 42
Computer software design; Updating of computer software; Consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; Rental of computer software; computer disaster recovery planning; Maintenance of computer software; computer programming services for commercial analysis and reporting; Computer design services; computer programming and maintenance of computer programs; Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; Hosting of web sites; Installation of computer software; document data transfer and conversion from one media to another; Computer software consultancy; Rental of web servers; Computer virus protection services; Providing search engines for the internet; Digitization of documents [scanning]; Monitoring of computer systems by remote access; Web site design consultancy; Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for use in database management and use as a spreadsheet for word processing; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; Server hosting.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,795,032  Filing Date 2016-08-09
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Calphalon Corporation, 6655 Peachtree Dunwoody Road, Atlanta, GA 30328, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

CALPHALON PREMIER

Goods
Class 08
(1) Cutlery and carving knives

Class 21
(2) Cookware, stock pots, sauté pans, frying pans, sauce pans, woks, stir-fry pans, grill pans, non-electric griddles, braising pans, roasting pans, steamers, inserts specially made for pots for use with draining pasta, skillets, chef's pans, made from anodized aluminum, cast aluminum, infused anodized aluminum, copper cast iron, enamel/porcelain exteriors, stainless steel, steel, and ceramic; kitchen utensils, namely, cooking forks and serving forks, ladles, non-electric pastry blenders, potato mashers, skimmers, spatulas, basting spoons, serving spoons, mixing spoons, slotted spoons, tongs, and turners; bakeware, baking pans, brownie pans, bundt pans, cake pans, cookie pans, loaf pans, muffin pans, pie pans, and sets made up of the foregoing items

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,795,285  Filing Date 2016-08-10
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Odlum Brown Limited, Suite 1100-250 Howe Street, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA V6C 3S9

Representative for Service
SMITHS IP
SUITE 400 - 1367 WEST BROADWAY, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6H4A7

TRADEMARK

ODLUM BROWN USA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED

SERVICES
Class 36
investment management services in the field of equity securities, including exchange listed securities, bonds, including corporate and government securities, money market funds, including treasury bills, commercial paper and bankers’ acceptances, and Guaranteed Investment Certificates (GIC's)

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as June 07, 2004 on services.
Application Number 1,795,294  Filing Date 2016-08-10
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  TENOR, INC., a Delaware corporation, 525 Brannan Street, Suite 206, San Francisco, CA 94107, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service  MACRAE & CO. P.O. BOX 806, STATION B, 222 SOMERSET STREET WEST, SUITE 600, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2P2G3

TRADEMARK

TENOR

Goods

Class 09
mobile application software which allows the user to create, record, transmit, host, share, receive, post, and display their own personal videos, texts, and graphics to online social media or via mobile device messaging or videos, texts and graphics from an online digital content library; mobile application software for providing an online searchable database for digital animation and images with special effects; mobile application software to enable creating, recording, transmitting, hosting, sharing, receiving, posting, displaying of images, photographs, and drawings over the Internet or cellular communications networks; mobile application software to enable creating, recording, transmitting, hosting, sharing, receiving, posting, displaying of animation and animated works over the Internet or cellular communications networks

SERVICES

Class 41
(1) entertainment services in the nature of providing videos, GIFs, animated files, graphic images, audio, music and text for users to share via online social media or mobile device messaging; publication of video, images, and text, in electronic form available for users to share via online social media or mobile device messaging, not for advertising purposes; information provided online from a computer database relating to pop culture and humor in the nature of videos, GIFs, animated files, graphic images, audio, music and text

Class 42
(2) application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for enabling users to host, transmit, share, receive, post and display digital content, images or video; computer services, namely, providing an interactive website featuring technology that allows users to consolidate and manage digital content, images or video using application programming interfaces (APIs); file sharing services, namely, providing a website featuring technology enabling users to upload and download electronic files; providing an online non-downloadable Internet-based system application featuring technology enabling users to host, transmit, share, receive, post, and display digital content, images or video over the Internet; hosting of digital
content, images and video on the Internet; computer services, namely, interactive hosting services which allow the users to publish and share digital content, images or video on-line; providing a website featuring a search engine for animated GIFs or videos

(3) Software as a Service [SaaS] to enable creating, recording, transmitting, hosting, sharing, receiving, posting, displaying of videos, GIFs, animated files, graphic images, audio, music and text over the Internet or cellular communications networks; Software as a Service [SaaS] to enable creating, recording, transmitting, hosting, sharing, receiving, posting, displaying of images, photographs, and drawings over the Internet or cellular communications networks; Software as a Service [SaaS] to enable creating, recording, transmitting, hosting, sharing, receiving, posting, displaying of animation and animated works over the Internet or cellular communications networks; Software as a Service [SaaS] for providing an online searchable database for digital animation and images with special effects; hosting of digital content, images and video on the Internet; providing a website featuring technology that enables users to upload, exchange, and share images, videos, and animated works

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as August 10, 2016 on goods and on services. Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA June 17, 2016, Application No: 87/076103 in association with the same kind of services (2); UNITED STATES OF AMERICA August 09, 2016, Application No: 87132870 in association with the same kind of services (1); UNITED STATES OF AMERICA August 09, 2016, Application No: 87132848 in association with the same kind of goods
Application Number 1,795,321  Filing Date 2016-08-10
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
VIBRAM S.p.A., Via Cristoforo Colombo 5, 21041, Albizzate (Varese), ITALY

Representative for Service
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
COMPLEXE JULES-DALLAIRE/TOUR OGILVY RENAULT, BUREAU 1500, 2828,
BOULEVARD LAURIER, QUÉBEC, QUEBEC, G1V0B9

TRADEMARK

VIBRAM FUROSHIKI

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the Japanese word(s) Furoshiki is wrapping cloth.

Goods
Clothing namely, tee-shirts, sweaters, trousers, jackets, stockings, socks and gloves; belts;
headwear namely, berets, bandanas, headbands and caps; footwear namely shoes, formal shoes,
casual shoes, sports shoes, outdoor shoes, mountaineering shoes, climbing shoes, trekking shoes,
gymnastic shoes, running shoes, golf shoes, boots, slippers, sandals, clogs, safety shoes and
boots; heels; soles; insoles; shoe uppers; welts for shoes; non-slipping soles for footwear.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number: 1,795,564  Filing Date: 2016-08-11
Language of Application: English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant: TEDDY S.P.A., Gros Rimini Blocco 97, Via Coriano 58, Rimini, ITALY
Representative for Service: OYEN WIGGS GREEN & MUTALA LLP
480-THE STATION, 601 WEST CORDOVA STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B1G1

TRADEMARK

CALLIOPE

Goods

Class 03
(1) perfumes; essential oils for personal care; bath salts; bath foams; hair care preparations; make-up powder; make-up foundation cream; lip-sticks; rouges; beauty creams; nail varnishes; eye-shadows

Class 09
(2) sunglasses

Class 18
(3) bags, namely all purpose athletic bags, beach bags, overnight bags, shoulder bags and school bags; purses; coin purses; wallets; travelling bags; trunks; make-up bags; empty vanity cases; document holders; umbrellas

Class 25
(4) coats; skirts; trousers; shirts; jackets; overcoats; waterproof clothing, namely, coats, rainwear, beachwear and athletic clothing; sweaters; pullovers; bomber jackets; hats; scarves; headscarves; stockings; gloves; belts; shoes; boots; sandals; clogs and slippers

CLAIMS

Used in ITALY on goods. Registered in or for EUIPO (EU) on April 20, 2006 under No. 4514113 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods.
Application Number 1,795,593  Filing Date 2016-08-12
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
YAMAHA HATSUDOKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA,
2500 Shingai Iwata-Shi, Shizuoka-Ken, JAPAN

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA,
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

TRACER

Goods
Class 12
Motorcycles, scooters, mopeds, three-wheeled motorcycles, three-wheeled scooters, three-wheeled mopeds and parts and fittings thereof

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,795,614  Filing Date 2016-08-08
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
FORD MOTOR COMPANY, One American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 48126, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
DEETH WILLIAMS WALL LLP
150 YORK STREET, SUITE 400, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3S5

TRADEMARK

VECTO

Goods
Data collection systems for use with bicycles, namely, computer software and hardware that collect, upload and sync data specifically directed to alternative routes of urban travel, via mobile communication devices, namely, smart phones, tablets, personal computers, multifunctional electronic trackers, all of which are connected to the Internet and capable of running mobile applications.

SERVICES
Retail store services and on-line store services in the field of urban mobility products, namely, data collection system devices for use with bicycles, namely, computer software and hardware that collect, upload and sync data specifically directed to alternative routes of urban travel, via mobile communication devices, namely, smart phones, tablets, personal computers, multifunctional electronic trackers, all of which are connected to the Internet and capable of running mobile applications; online services, namely, online data collection services for calibration and coordinate-measurement purposes for calculating urban travel route planning and access to urban travel route alternatives; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for collecting, tracking, analyzing, and distributing data and information specifically directed to urban and mobile activities, namely, providing road condition and traffic information allowing for ease in urban traffic movement and multimodal travel, namely by bicycles

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA June 30, 2016, Application No: 87/090,342 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,795,615  Filing Date 2016-08-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
FORD MOTOR COMPANY, One American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 48126, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service  
DEETH WILLIAMS WALL LLP  
150 YORK STREET, SUITE 400, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3S5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
V

Image Description (Vienna)
- Electrical equipment
- Integrated circuits, computer chips
- Other small office requisites -- Notes: (a) Includes in particular paper clips, pencil sharpeners, adhesive tape dispensers, inking pads, toner cartridges. -- (b) Not including drawing pins (14.3.1) and office requisites classified in 17.5.1 and in division 20.5.
- Letters or numerals representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object
- Letters or numerals representing an object
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- One letter
- Lines or bands forming an angle -- Note: Including chevrons and arrowheads formed by lines or bands.
- Circles
- One circle or ellipse
- Circles or ellipses containing other figurative elements
- Circles or ellipses containing one or more letters
- Circles or ellipses with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
Goods
Data collection systems for use with bicycles, namely, computer software and hardware that collect, upload and sync data specifically directed to alternative routes of urban travel, via mobile communication devices, namely, smart phones, tablets, personal computers, multifunctional electronic trackers, all of which are connected to the Internet and capable of running mobile applications.

SERVICES
Retail store services and on-line store services in the field of urban mobility products, namely, data collection system devices for use with bicycles, namely, computer software and hardware that collect, upload and sync data specifically directed to alternative routes of urban travel, via mobile communication devices, namely, smart phones, tablets, personal computers, multifunctional electronic trackers, all of which are connected to the Internet and capable of running mobile applications; online services, namely, online data collection services for calibration and coordinate-measurement purposes for calculating urban travel route planning and access to urban travel route alternatives; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for collecting, tracking, analyzing, and distributing data and information specifically directed to urban and mobile activities, namely, providing road condition and traffic information allowing for ease in urban traffic movement and multimodal travel, namely by bicycles

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA June 30, 2016, Application No: 87/090,327 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services.
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,795,659  Filing Date 2016-08-12
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
SSG International, LLC, 29706 West Tech Drive
, Wixom, MI 48393, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
1 MAIN STREET WEST, HAMILTON, ONTARIO, L8P4Z5

TRADEMARK

S-TECH

Goods
Class 28
Golf club grips

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since May 01, 2016 on goods. Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA July 27, 2016, Application No: 87/117,981 in association with the same kind of goods.
Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on March 07, 2017 under No. 5,155,737 on goods
Application Number 1,795,670  Filing Date 2016-08-12
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
NIEN MADE ENTERPRISE CO., LTD., 19F.-1, No. 236, Sec. 2, Wucyuan W. Rd., Nantun District, Taichung City (R.O.C.), TAIWAN

Representative for Service
SHAPIRO COHEN LLP
SUITE 830, TOWER B, 555 LEGGET DRIVE, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2K2X3

TRADEMARK

SmartPrivacy

Authorisation For Use
Consent from Brian Beamish, Information Privacy Commissioner of Ontario, is of record.

Goods
Class 20
Bamboo blinds; venetian blinds; interior textile window blinds; paper blinds; indoor window blinds; bead curtains for decoration; non-metal latches for windows; non-metal slide rails for doors or windows; window fittings, not of metal; curtain hooks; curtain tie-backs in the nature of non-textile curtain holders; curtain rings; pulleys of plastic for blinds; curtain rails; non-textile curtain holders; curtain rods; curtain rollers; living room furniture, dining room furniture, bedroom furniture, bathroom furniture, kitchen furniture, patio furniture, garden furniture, plastic furniture for gardens, camping furniture, metal camping furniture, outdoor furniture, office furniture, computer furniture, inflatable furniture; interior textile window shades

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as April 2011 on goods.
Application Number 1,795,848  Filing Date 2016-08-15
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
INVEKRA, S.A.P.I. de C.V., Boulevard Adolfo Lopez Mateos 314, 3-A, Colonia Tlacopac, 01049, Mexico City, MEXICO

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

CRONADYN

Goods
Class 05
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of depression and for the treatment of premature ejaculation

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,796,056  Filing Date 2016-08-16
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
AMAZSTEV LIFESTYLE BRANDS INC., 337 Av Grosvenor, Westmount, QUEBEC H3Z 2M3

Representative for Service
SPIEGEL SOHMER, INC. 1255, Peel Street, Suite 1000, Montreal, QUEBEC, H3B2T9

TRADEMARK

AMAZSTEV

Goods
natural sweeteners; sugar substitutes; low sodium solution food additives, namely potassium chloride and sodium chloride; salt substitutes.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as July 2015 on goods.
Application Number 1,796,162  Filing Date 2016-08-17
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
AEP Industries Inc., 95 Chestnut Ridge Road, Montvale, NJ 07645, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Butchers, chefs, waiters, pastrycooks
- Kitchen utensils and machines -- Note: Not including kitchen utensils and machines of divisions 11.3 and 13.3 and mortars (19.11.1).
- Other kitchen utensils or machines
  - Black
  - White, grey, silver
  - Brown
  - Blue

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The mark consists of a male human figure with black hair and black mustache wearing a white chef coat and white hat with gray shading on the right hand side of the hat as depicted in the image. He is holding a brown rectangular cutter in his left hand with a gray edge along the top and a long pointed gray cutter with a dark blue curved square piece near the top end in his right hand. His hands and face are beige. The insides of his eyes are dark blue set against a white background. Shading on the hands as depicted in the image is gray.

Goods
Class 16
Plastic food storage bags for household use; plastic food wrap, plastic gift wrap; trash can liners

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA August 12, 2016, Application No: 87/137035
in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,796,246  Filing Date 2016-08-17
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Flexovit USA, Inc., 1305 Eden-Evans Center Road, Angola, NY 14006-9734, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
11 Holland Avenue, Suite 601, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1Y4S1

TRADEMARK

WHIRLWIND

Goods
Abrasive wheels, discs, and flap discs for power operated grinders and sanders.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,796,466  Filing Date 2016-08-18
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Master's Transportation, Inc., 800 Quik Trip Way, Belton, MO 64012, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR 1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3S5

TRADEMARK

MOVING PEOPLE FORWARD

SERVICES

Class 35
dealerships in the field of motor vehicles

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA April 20, 2016, Application No: 87/008,172 in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on July 04, 2017 under No. 5,238,041 on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number  1,796,519  
Filing Date  2016-08-18  
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
WELCO EXPEDITING LTD., Suite 6, 7003 - 30th Street SE, Calgary, ALBERTA T2C 1N6

Representative for Service  
MCCARTHY TETRAULT LLP  
745 Thurlow Street, Suite 2400, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6E0C5

TRADEMARK

YOUR PARTNER IN PROCESS TECHNOLOGY

SERVICES

Sale of plant process equipment for the mining, mineral processing, aggregate, oil sands, oil and gas, coal and hydro power generation, food and beverage, metalworking and fabrication, pulp and paper, recycling, grain and pulse, agriculture, and chemical and plastics industries; sale of separation equipment, such as, screens and centrifuges; sale of conveying equipment, such as, screw conveyors and slurry hose systems; sale of classification equipment, such as, crushers, sizers and vibratory feeders; sale of hydrotransport equipment, such as, barge mounted pumping systems; sale of pumps and flow control equipment; sale of inspection equipment, such as, magnetic detection and x-ray inspection; sale of pneumatic equipment for conveying dry material; sale of protective linings; sale of alternative energy equipment, such as, small scale wind turbines and solar panels; rebuilding services, repair services and training services in the field of plant process equipment for the mining, mineral processing, aggregate, oil sands, oil and gas, coal and hydro power generation, food and beverage, metalworking and fabrication, pulp and paper, recycling, grain and pulse, agriculture, and chemical and plastics industries.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as 2004 on services.
Application Number 1,796,592  Filing Date 2016-08-19
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
TwentyEighty, Inc., 10509 Professional Circle, Suite 100, Reno, NV 89521, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
STIKEMAN ELLIOTT LLP
SUITE 1600, 50 O’CONNOR STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P6L2

TRADEMARK

MILLER HEIMAN GROUP

Goods

Class 09
(1) Computer software for use in training and education in the fields of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, and business education; computer software that provides the user with self-assessment examinations upon completion of training in the fields of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education; pre-recorded videotape cassettes, audio tapes, and CDs featuring training materials and presentations in the fields of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters, white papers and research reports delivered via electronic mail concerning business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education

Class 16
(2) Educational and printed publications, namely, textbooks, books, journals, magazines, brochures, manuals, training manuals, teaching guides, instructional manuals, pamphlets, booklets, workbooks, white papers, newsletters, articles, posters, worksheets, binders, educational learning cards, flash cards, activity cards, activity books, story books, puzzle books, and questionnaires in the field of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills,
sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education

SERVICES

Class 35

(1) Sales consulting services in the fields of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, customer relations consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, and business education; customer service consulting in the fields of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education

Class 41

(2) Educational services, namely, arranging, conducting and providing classes, workshops, seminars, and training classes in the field of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education; providing online publications in the nature of newsletters, white papers and articles in the fields of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education; providing educational training services via a global computer network in the fields of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education; education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the fields of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,796,593  Filing Date 2016-08-19
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
TwentyEighty, Inc., 10509 Professional Circle, Suite 100, Reno, NV 89521, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
STIKEMAN ELLIOTT LLP
SUITE 1600, 50 O'CONNOR STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P6L2

TRADEMARK

MHG

Goods

Class 09
(1) Computer software for use in training and education in the fields of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, and business education; computer software that provides the user with self-assessment examinations upon completion of training in the fields of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education; pre-recorded videotape cassettes, audio tapes, and CDs featuring training materials and presentations in the fields of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of newsletters, white papers and research reports delivered via electronic mail concerning business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education

Class 16
(2) Educational and printed publications, namely, textbooks, books, journals, magazines, brochures, manuals, training manuals, teaching guides, instructional manuals, pamphlets, booklets, workbooks, white papers, newsletters, articles, posters, worksheets, binders, educational learning cards, flash cards, activity cards, activity books, story books, puzzle books, and questionnaires in the field of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills,
sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education

SERVICES

Class 35
(1) Sales consulting services in the fields of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, customer relations consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, and business education; customer service consulting in the fields of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education

Class 41
(2) Educational services, namely, arranging, conducting and providing classes, workshops, seminars, and training classes in the field of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education; providing online publications in the nature of newsletters, white papers and articles in the fields of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education; education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the fields of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education; education services, namely, providing non-downloadable webinars in the fields of business, management, business management, supervisory and interpersonal skills, sales, sales techniques, sales strategies, sales skills development, sales training, customer service, customer relations, sales consulting, service quality, business training, negotiations, employee training, employee education, problem solving, conflict resolution, leadership, organizational management, career training, business performance and business education

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,796,599  Filing Date 2016-08-19
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
MONAHAN PRODUCTS LLC, a legal entity, 60 Sharp Street, Suite 3, Hingham, MA 02043, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP
SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

TRADEMARK

COMPACT WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Goods
Class 12
strollers

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA February 19, 2016, Application No: 86/913,823 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on December 13, 2016 under No. 5,099,010 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,796,619  Filing Date 2016-08-19
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
BRASSCRAFT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
39600 Orchard Hill Place, Novi, MI 48375,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
PIASETZKI NENNIGER KVAS LLP
SUITE 2308, 120 ADELAIDE STREET WEST,
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H1T1

TRADEMARK

THIS IS OUR CRAFT

Goods
Class 11
Plumbing products, namely fluid and gas control valves, fluid and gas connectors to connect supplies to points of use such as sinks, toilets and appliances, supply tubes to connect water supplies to sink and toilets, all for use in sanitary and gas installations.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA May 24, 2016, Application No: 87/048,129 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,796,645  Filing Date 2016-08-19
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Restaurant Equippers, Inc., 635 West Broad Street, Columbus, OH 43215, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
R.GRANT CANSFIELD (c/o AIRD & BERLIS LLP), BROOKFIELD PLACE, SUITE 1800, 181 BAY STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T9

TRADEMARK

PROSTORE

Goods
Class 20
plastic storage bins for commercial use for food, food ingredients, and spices

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA February 26, 2016, Application No: 86921178 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on May 23, 2017 under No. 5,210,411 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods.
Application Number 1,796,743  Filing Date 2016-08-22
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
QINGDAO XINLI METAL PRODUCTS CO., LTD., GaoXin 6 Rd, Provincial High-Tech Industrial Development Zone Jimo, Qingdao, CHINA

Representative for Service
GREGORY MILLER
1425 MARINE DRIVE, SUITE 207, WEST VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V7T1B9

TRADEMARK

Suihe

Index Headings
SUIHE S

Image Description (Vienna)
- Lines or bands forming an angle -- Note: Including chevrons and arrowheads formed by lines or bands.
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters linked to a figurative element -- Note: Letters representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object are classified in division 27.3.

Goods

Class 06
Soldering wire of metal; Containers of metal for transport; Tool boxes of metal, empty; locks of metal for vehicles; hardware springs; Wire cloth; Fences of metal; metal reinforcement materials for building; ground tubes of steel.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since April 01, 2014 on goods.
Application Number 1,796,766  Filing Date 2016-08-22
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Vanoss Inc. (DELAWARE CORPORATION),
3411 Silverside Road, Tatnall Building, Ste. 104,
Wilmington, DE 19810, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BENOÎT & CÔTÉ INC.
560 boul. Crémazie Est, 3e étage, Montréal,
QUEBEC, H2P1E8

TRADEMARK

VANOSS

Goods
Class 25
Caps; Hats; Hooded sweatshirts; Shirts; T-shirts; Tops, namely hooded tops, sweat tops, tank tops.

SERVICES
Class 41
Production of humorous videos for the Internet; Providing information, news and commentary in the field of computer games and video games; Providing non-downloadable on-line videos featuring reviews, commentary, opinions, and humor in the field of computer games and video games; Providing non-downloadable on-line videos featuring video game and computer game gameplay; Providing non-downloadable on-line videos featuring comedic commentary over video game and computer game gameplay.

CLAIMS
Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods and on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on August 02, 2016 under No. 5014882 on services; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on August 02, 2016 under No. 5014883 on goods
Application Number 1,797,068  Filing Date 2016-08-23
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
ARFINSA ARGENTINA FINANCIERA S.A., Av. del Libertador 498, piso 24, Ciudad de Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA

Representative for Service
LAPointe Rosenstein Marchand Melançon, L.L.P./S.E.N.C.R.L.
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 1300, Montreal, Quebec, H3B0E6

TRADEMARK

BEMBERG ESTATE WINES LA LINTERNA

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the foreign word(s) LA LINTERNA is "the lantern".

Goods
Class 33
Wines and sparkling wines

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,797,081  Filing Date 2016-08-23
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Vincenzo Mercurio, 177 Rue Beaubien E,
Montréal, QUÉBEC H2S 1R3

TRADEMARK

Papyros

Index Headings
PAPYROS O

Image Description (Vienna)
- More than two circles or ellipses, inside one another, spirals
- Vortices, rotary movements, tornadoes -- Note: Not including astronomic orbits (1.13.1), atomic orbits (1.13.1), concentric circles (26.1.4 or 26.1.5) and spirals (26.1.5).
- Letters or numerals representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object
- Letters or numerals representing an object

Goods

Class 18
Business bags; coin purses; messenger bags; shoe bags; backpacks; suitcases.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since August 23, 2016 on goods.
Application Number 1,797,148 Filing Date 2016-08-23
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Digital Petrodata LLC, 12415 W. 2nd Place,
#308, Lakewood, CO 80228, UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
KIRBY EADES GALE BAKER
100 Murray Street, Suite 500, Ottawa,
ONTARIO, K1N0A1

TRADEMARK

GEONEWS

SERVICES
Providing on-line non-downloadable geographic information system (GIS) software.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as August 08, 2012 on services. Priority Filing Date:
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA February 23, 2016, Application No: 86/916,281 in association with
the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or
for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on February 07, 2017 under No. 5,139,157 on services.
Application Number 1,797,284  Filing Date 2016-08-24
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
MONTRAIL CORPORATION, 14375 NW Science Park Drive, Portland, OR 97229, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
1200 WATERFRONT CENTRE, 200 BURRARD STREET, P.O. BOX 48600, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V7X1T2

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Mountains, mountain landscapes
- Triangles with lines
- Two lines or bands
- Curved lines or bands (except a 26.11.13)
- Several triangles, juxtaposed, joined or intersecting
- Triangles containing one or more other geometrical figures -- Note: Including triangles containing bent or straight lines.
- Triangles with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Goods
Class 25
(1) Footwear, namely outdoor shoes and boots, hiking boots, climbing boots, trail shoes, trail running shoes, approach shoes and athletic shoes; insoles
(2) Clothing, namely coats, dresses, gaiters, gloves, jacket liners; jackets; leggings; mittens; neck gaiters; pants; rainwear; shirts; shorts; skirts; socks; sun sleeves, namely, fitted arm covering for facilitating release of body heat; sweaters; sweatpants; sweatshirts; tank tops, crop tops, hooded tops, sweat tops, warm-up tops, fleece tops; vests; headwear, namely bandanas, caps, hats, headbands, headscarves, knit caps, toques, cap visors.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as January 21, 1998 on goods (1). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods (2)
Application Number 1,797,378  Filing Date 2016-08-24
Language of Application  French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
FUL, Société par Actions Simplifiée, Ferme Urbaine Lyonnaise, 128 avenue Thiers, 69006 LYON, FRANCE

Representative for Service
ROBIC CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001, SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE, MONTRÉAL, QUÉBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

Végétal Coeur de Ville

Goods

Class 19
(1) Building and construction materials, not of metal, namely clay for use as building material, building timber, construction gravel, felt for building; transportable buildings, not of metal, namely modular greenhouses, not of metal, prefabricated greenhouses, not of metal, transportable greenhouses, not of metal, greenhouse frames, not of metal; monuments, not of metal, namely monuments made of stone, monuments made of ceramic, monuments made of concrete; constructions, not of metal, namely modular greenhouses, not of metal, prefabricated greenhouses, not of metal, transportable greenhouses, not of metal, greenhouse frames, not of metal.

Class 31
(2) Products for agriculture and aquaculture, products for horticulture and silviculture, namely fresh fruits and vegetables, natural turf, unprocessed grains; live animals, namely live crustaceans and live bait for fishing; seeds, namely agricultural seeds, silvicultural seeds, horticultural seeds; natural plants; natural flowers; foodstuffs for animals, namely animal feed, animal food pellets; malt for brewing and distilling; shrubs; seedlings (young plants); trees (plants); fresh citrus fruits; rough lumber; fodder.

SERVICES

Class 44
Agricultural consulting; agricultural, horticultural and silvicultural services, namely pest control services for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and silviculture; consulting and advisory services related to fertilizer use in agriculture, horticulture and silviculture.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: FRANCE March 02, 2016, Application No: 16 4 253 500 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Used in FRANCE on goods and on services. Registered in or for FRANCE on March 02, 2016 under No. 16 4 253 500 on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,797,413  Filing Date 2016-08-24
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Home Depot International, Inc., 2455 Paces Ferry Road, NW, Atlanta, GA 30339, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST,
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

RAPID PASS

Goods
Class 09
Mobile app that allows access to pricing information and coupons

SERVICES

Class 35
Retail store services featuring home improvement products

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,797,554  Filing Date 2016-08-25
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
SAMSUNG C&T CORPORATION, 67, Sejong-daero Jung-gu, Seoul, REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Representative for Service
OYEN WIGGS GREEN & MUTALA LLP
480-THE STATION, 601 WEST CORDOVA STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B1G1

TRADEMARK

KUHO

Goods

Class 14
(1) Accessories of precious metal, namely, key rings, earrings, tie pins, cuff links; precious metals; jewelry; jewelry cases; clocks; electronic clocks and watches; bracelets; watch pouches.

Class 18
(2) Bags, namely, briefcases, handbags, backpacks, bags for sports; purses; umbrellas; parasols; leather or leather-board boxes; portable cosmetic bags sold empty; drawstring pouches; clothing for pets.

Class 25
(3) Clothing made of leather, namely, leather coats, leather pants, and leather jackets; knitwear, namely, sweaters and shirts; children's clothing, namely, pants, jackets, shorts, and coats; sportswear, namely, sports pants and sports shirts; sports shoes, namely, athletic shoes, gymnastic shoes, and cycling shoes; waterproof clothing, namely, waterproof jackets and waterproof pants; footwear, namely evening footwear, casual footwear, children's footwear, infant footwear, exercise footwear, bridal footwear and beach footwear; shoes, namely, leather shoes, and golf shoes; boots; socks; neckties; gloves; ski gloves; headwear, namely, men's and women's hats and visors; outdoor winter clothing, namely, knit face masks; belts; outer clothing, namely, jackets and coats; clothing, namely, suits, dresses, cardigans, skirts, pants, and scarves; muffler scarves and earmuffs.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,797,675  Filing Date 2016-08-26
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Romeo-Rim, Inc., 74000 Van Dyke Avenue,
Romeo, MI 48065, UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA,
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- More than two lines or two bands
- Curved lines or bands (except a 26.11.13)
- One polygon
- Polygons containing one or more other geometrical figures
- Polygons with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

SERVICES
Engineering services for others in the fields of reaction injection molding, long fiber injection molding and composite molding

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as July 2015 on services. Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA August 22, 2016, Application No: 87146477 in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on March 28, 2017 under No. 5,170,941 on services
Application Number 1,797,854  Filing Date 2016-08-26
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
9830928 Canada Inc., 203-66 Muriel St, Ottawa, ONTARIO K1S 4E1

Representative for Service
MBM INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW LLP
275 SLATER STREET, 14TH FLOOR, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5H9

TRADEMARK

THE URBAN VEGETARIAN

Goods
Merchandise, namely, t-shirts, caps, bobble head dolls, DVD's, namely, DVD's containing recordings of instructional cooking videos and television show episodes; cookbooks.

SERVICES
Television programming; production of television programs and online television programming; broadcasting and distribution of television programs and online television programming.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,797,941  Filing Date 2016-08-29  
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (a Delaware corporation), 345 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10154, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP  
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

NINVAPI

Goods

Class 05
Pharmaceutical preparations for human use for the treatment and prevention of obesity, diabetes, incontinence, cardiovascular diseases, stroke, cancer, respiratory diseases, auto-immune diseases, solid organ transplant rejection, hepatitis; pharmaceutical preparations for human use relating to metabolic disorders, namely, diabetes, obesity, hyperlipidemia, insulin resistance, metabolic syndrome; pharmaceutical preparations for human use, namely, antibiotics, anti-fungals, anti-virals, immunosuppressants, anti-inflammatories, anti-infectives, central nervous system depressants, central nervous system stimulants, anti-psychotics; pharmaceutical preparations for human use, namely, pharmaceutical antibodies for the treatment of cancer, respiratory diseases, auto-immune diseases, and for the prevention and treatment of solid organ transplant rejection; pharmaceutical preparations for human use, namely, pharmaceutical antibodies for use as anti-infectives, and for use as anti-inflammatories; diagnostic pharmaceutical preparations for human use for increasing the heart rate and for use as medical imaging contrast agents.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA March 01, 2016, Application No: 86924969 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,797,942  Filing Date 2016-08-29
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (a Delaware corporation), 345 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10154, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

NIDVIPSI

Goods

Class 05
Pharmaceutical preparations for human use for the treatment and prevention of obesity, diabetes, incontinence, cardiovascular diseases, stroke, cancer, respiratory diseases, auto-immune diseases, solid organ transplant rejection, hepatitis; pharmaceutical preparations for human use relating to metabolic disorders, namely, diabetes, obesity, hyperlipidemia, insulin resistance, metabolic syndrome; pharmaceutical preparations for human use, namely, antibiotics, anti-fungals, anti-virals, immunosuppressants, anti-inflammatories, anti-infectives, central nervous system depressants, central nervous system stimulants, anti-psychotics; pharmaceutical preparations for human use, namely, pharmaceutical antibodies for the treatment of cancer, respiratory diseases, auto-immune diseases, and for the prevention and treatment of solid organ transplant rejection; pharmaceutical preparations for human use, namely, pharmaceutical antibodies for use as anti-infectives, and for use as anti-inflammatories; diagnostic pharmaceutical preparations for human use for increasing the heart rate and for use as medical imaging contrast agents.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA March 01, 2016, Application No: 86924951 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,797,945  Filing Date 2016-08-29
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (a Delaware corporation), 345 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10154, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

BYNIVIP

Goods

Class 05
Pharmaceutical preparations for human use for the treatment and prevention of obesity, diabetes, incontinence, cardiovascular diseases, stroke, cancer, respiratory diseases, auto-immune diseases, solid organ transplant rejection, hepatitis; pharmaceutical preparations for human use relating to metabolic disorders, namely, diabetes, obesity, hyperlipidemia, insulin resistance, metabolic syndrome; pharmaceutical preparations for human use, namely, antibiotics, anti-fungals, anti-virals, immunosuppressants, anti-inflammatories, anti-infectives, central nervous system depressants, central nervous system stimulants, anti-psychotics; pharmaceutical preparations for human use, namely, pharmaceutical antibodies for use as anti-infectives, and for use as anti-inflammatories; diagnostic pharmaceutical preparations for human use for increasing the heart rate and for use as medical imaging contrast agents.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA March 01, 2016, Application No: 86924934 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,798,029  Filing Date 2016-08-29
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
BEDGEAR, LLC, 110 Bi-County Blvd, Suite 101, Farmingdale, NY 11735, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

PERFORMANCE MATTRESS

Goods
Class 20
mattresses

CLAIMS

Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on May 19, 2015 under No. 4,739,526 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,798,095  Filing Date 2016-08-30
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
DENTSPLY SIRONA INC., 221 West
Philadelphia Street, York, PA 17401-2991,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BLAKE, CASSELS & GRAYDON LLP
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP, SUITE
4000, COMMERCE COURT WEST, 199 BAY STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5L1A9

TRADEMARK

PHOENIX

Goods
Dental handpiece, namely a dental instrument that holds disks, cups, or burs, used to prepare a
tooth to receive a restoration or to contour, clean, or polish a tooth or restoration.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,798,286  Filing Date 2016-08-31
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Kingston Self Storage Systems, 102 Fraser St.,
Kingston, ONTARIO K7K 2J2

TRADEMARK

Kingston Self Storage Systems

SERVICES

Class 35
(1) Sale of boxes and moving supplies

Class 39
(2) Storage unit rentals, storage container rentals, outdoor parking space rentals

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since October 21, 2008 on services.
Application Number 1,798,385  Filing Date 2016-08-31
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
House of Sher Foods Inc., 2131 QueenStreet, 
Abbotsford, BRITISH COLUMBIA V2T 6J3

Representative for Service  
MLT AIKINS LLP  
1600 Centennial Place, 520 - 3rd Avenue S.W., 
Calgary, ALBERTA, T2P0R3

TRADEMARK  
JAHAAN'S

Goods  
Class 29  
(1) Dried lentils.

Class 30  
(2) Coffee, flour, rice, spices and tea.

CLAIMS  
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,798,397  Filing Date 2016-08-31
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
The Lieber Institute for Brain Development,
Johns Hopkins Medical Campus, 855 North
Wolfe Street, Suite 300, Baltimore, MD 21205,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
CHITIZ PATHAK LLP
320 BAY ST., SUITE 1600, TORONTO,
ONTARIO, M5H4A6

TRADEMARK

BRAINSEQ

SERVICES
Scientific research and development in the field of brain disorders; scientific research for medical purposes in the field of psychiatric disorders and psychiatric genetics and the development of medicines and therapeutic drugs to treat psychiatric disorders; providing an internet-based database of medical research information and data in the field of genomics and neorogenomics

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA March 01, 2016, Application No: 86/924,188 in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on April 18, 2017 under No. 5,187,940 on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,798,520  Filing Date 2016-09-01
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Home Depot International, Inc., 2455 Paces Ferry Road, NW, Atlanta, GA 30339, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST,
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

HDX

Goods

Class 07
(1) Vacuums cleaners; vacuum cleaner bags; vacuum cleaner filter; vacuum cleaner belt; O rings for water filtration; swimming pool vacuums.

Class 09
(2) Pool thermometer.

Class 17
(4) Plastic hoses for swimming pools.

Class 22
(3) Swimming pool liner patch kits.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as 2013 on goods (2), (3), (4). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods (1)
Application Number 1,798,528  Filing Date 2016-09-01
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Home Depot International, Inc., 2455 Paces Ferry Road, NW, Atlanta, GA 30339, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

HDX

Goods

Class 01
(1) Multi-purpose adhesive spray; adhesives and glues for industrial and commercial purposes, namely, adhesives and glues for use in the construction industry.

Class 16
(2) Packaging tape; adhesive tapes for stationery and household purposes; clip boards; foam pouches for wrapping and packaging; plastic storage bags; paper sheeting to protect surfaces during construction; plastic stands for supporting objects while painting; paper drop clothes.
(3) Trash bags.
(4) Scissor sets.
(5) Barricade tape; caution tape.

Class 17
(6) Plumbing tape and tool storage pouch; clear film to protect surfaces during construction.

Class 19
(7) Wall repair patch, namely, self-adhesive fiber mesh with a fast-setting plaster center; premixed thinset mortar.

Class 20
(8) Drywall mud pans.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as 2012 on goods (3); 2014 on goods (4); 2015 on goods (5). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods (1), (2), (6), (7), (8)
Application Number 1,798,654  Filing Date 2016-08-25
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
ULTIMATE FITNESS GROUP, LLC, 6000
Broken Sound Parkway, Boca Raton, Florida
33487, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
DE GRANDPRÉ CHAIT
1000, RUE DE LA GAUCHETIÈRE OUEST,
BUREAU 2900, MONTRÉAL, QUEBEC,
H3B4W5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
ORANGETHEORY FITNESS O

Image Description (Vienna)
- Armillary spheres, planetaria, astronomic orbits, atomic models, molecular models
- Atomic models, molecular models, representations of human, animal or vegetal cells
- Rackets
- Circles
- One circle or ellipse
- Letters or numerals representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object
- Letters or numerals representing a heavenly body or a natural phenomenon
- Letters or numerals representing an object
- Letters or numerals representing a human being or a part of the human body

Goods
a) Clothing, namely T-shirts, tank tops, long sleeved tops, hooded tops, shorts, leggings, pants and jackets; b) Towels, namely gym towels and beach towels; c) Water bottles; d) Headgear, namely caps, hats and sun visors; e) Stress balls; Pens; g) Bags, namely, tote bags, all-purpose sports bags, duffel bags, gym bags, drawstring bags and toiletry bags; h) Lip balm; i) Key chains, key rings and key tags; and j) Gift cards and gift certificates, electronic gift cards and gifts certificates, and electronic pre-paid cards.

SERVICES
Group personal training services, namely the provision of cardiovascular, strength, functional and interval physical training sessions, designing physical exercise and workout programmes, and health club services.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least October 2012 on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,798,786   Filing Date 2016-09-02
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Exmark Manufacturing Company Incorporated,
2101 Ashland Avenue, Beatrice, NE 68310,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
COLLEEN SPRING ZIMMERMAN
(FOGLER, RUBINOFF LLP), 77 KING STREET
WEST, SUITE 3000, P.O. Box 95,
TORONTO-DOMINION CENTRE, TORONTO,
ONTARIO, M5K1G8

TRADEMARK
RADIUS

Goods
Class 07
outdoor power equipment, namely, lawn mowers

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA April 01, 2016, Application No: 86/961,771 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on January 10, 2017 under No. 5121189 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,798,898  Filing Date 2016-09-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Abercrombie & Fitch Trading Co., 6301 Fitch Path, New Albany, OH 43054, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BLAKE, CASSELS & GRAYDON LLP
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP, SUITE 4000, COMMERCE COURT WEST, 199 BAY STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5L1A9

TRADEMARK

A&F SUMMER

Goods
Class 03
Cologne; Fragrances.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as March 27, 2016 on goods. Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA March 09, 2016, Application No: 86/934,469 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on February 21, 2017 under No. 5,148,098 on goods
Application Number 1,798,971  Filing Date 2016-09-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Regal Beloit America, Inc., 200 State Street, Beloit, WI 53511, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
LEESON FHP ELECTRIC MOTORS

Image Description (Vienna)
- Rectangles
- Quadrilateral figures with one or more convex or concave sides -- Note: Not including elongated surfaces with one or more convex or concave sides (25.3.1).
- More than two quadrilaterals, inside one another
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Goods
Electric motors for use in machines and ventilation systems

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as December 31, 1997 on goods.
Application Number 1,799,145  Filing Date 2016-09-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Bagdasarian Productions, LLC, 1192 East Mountain Drive, Montecito, CA 93108, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
MACRAE & CO.
P.O. BOX 806, STATION B, 222 SOMERSET STREET WEST, SUITE 600, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2P2G3

TRADEMARK

little a

Goods

Class 09
(1) Motion picture films featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or animation, and motion picture films for broadcast on television featuring comedy, drama, action advertisement and/or animation; prerecorded audio tapes, audio-video tapes, audio-video cassettes, audio-video discs, and digital versatile discs featuring music, comedy, drama, action, adventure, and/or animation; computer programs, namely software linking digitized video and audio media to a global computer information network; game equipment sold as a unit for playing a parlor-type computer game; computer games; computer video games; video games; video game cartridges and cassettes, joysticks, discs, interactive remote control units.

Class 14
(2) jewelry, namely, charms, children's jewelry, costume jewelry, imitation jewelry, jewelry chains, bracelets.

Class 25
(3) Clothing for men, women and children - namely, shirts, T-shirts, sweatshirts, jogging suits, trousers, pants, shorts, tank tops, rainwear, cloth baby bibs, skirts, blouses, dresses, suspenders, sweaters, jackets, coats, raincoats, snow suits, ties, robes, hats, caps, sunvisors, belts, scarves, sleepwear, pajamas, lingerie, underwear, boots, shoes, sneakers, sandals, booties, slipper socks, swimwear, masquerade and Halloween costumes and masks sold in connection therewith.

Class 28
(4) Toys, sporting goods, games and playthings, namely: action figures and accessories therefor, plush toys, balloons, bathtub toys, ride-on toys, equipment sold as a unit for playing card games, toy vehicles, dolls, flying discs, electronic hand-held game units, game equipment sold as a unit for playing a board game, a card game, a manipulative game, a parlor game and an action-type target game, stand alone video output game machines, jigsaw and manipulative puzzles, paper face masks, skateboards, water squirting toys, balls, namely, playground balls, soccer balls, baseballs, basketballs, baseball gloves, swimming floats for recreational use, kickboard flotation devices for recreational use, surfboards, swim boards for recreational use, swim fins, toy bakeware and toy cookware, toy banks, toy snow globes, Christmas tree ornaments.
SERVICES

Class 41
Entertainment services in the nature of live-action, comedy, drama and animated motion picture theatrical films; entertainment services in the nature of live-action, comedy, drama and animated television programs; production of live-action, comedy, drama and animated motion picture theatrical films; production of live-action, comedy, drama and animated television series; theatrical performances both animated and live action; providing entertainment via an electronic global communications network in the nature of live-action, comedy, drama and animated television programs and production of live-action comedy, action and animated motion picture films for distribution via a global computer network.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,799,368  Filing Date 2016-09-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
COOK MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES LLC, 750 Daniels Way, P.O. Box 2269, Bloomington, IN 47402, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK
HALOSHIELD

Goods
Class 10
medical device, namely, an areola compression pad and nipple protector for use in breast reconstruction and breast enlargement/reduction

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA March 31, 2016, Application No: 86/959,098 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,799,399  Filing Date 2016-09-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
MORGRO, INC., a legal entity, 145 West Central Avenue, Salt Lake City, UT 84107, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

TRADEMARK

CAL-MELT

Goods
Class 01
Chemical preparations for melting snow and ice.

CLAIMS

Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on July 10, 2007 under No. 3,262,479 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,799,536  Filing Date 2016-09-09
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  DEGIL SAFETY PRODUCTS (1989) INC., 200 Zenway Blvd, Unit 1, Vaughan, ONTARIO L4H 0L6

Representative for Service  LEDGLEY LAW 724 ANNETTE STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M6S2E2

TRADEMARK

FALLPRO

Goods
(1) Fall protection equipment for fall restraint and fall arrest, namely, body harnesses, lanyards, rope grabs, lifelines, rebar assemblies and slings.
(2) Fall protection equipment for fall restraint and fall arrest, namely, shock pack lanyards, Y lanyards, cable slings, carabiners, anchor slings, anchor straps, roof brackets, connector anchors, vertical lifelines.
(3) Fall protection equipment for fall restraint and fall arrest, namely, self-retracting lifelines.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as June 2001 on goods (1); June 2004 on goods (2); March 2006 on goods (3).
Application Number 1,800,173  Filing Date 2016-09-13
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
THREEBYONE PTY LIMITED, 1/397 BRUNSWICK STREET, FITZROY 3065, MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

Representative for Service
ACCUPRO TRADEMARK SERVICES LLP SUITE 702 - 401 WEST GEORGIA STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B5A1

TRADEMARK

A Brand by NEUW

Goods
Class 25
Apparel and clothing, namely, shirts, pants, coats, jackets, skirts, shorts, dresses; footwear, namely casual footwear, athletic footwear, formal footwear; headgear, namely, hats; denim wear, namely, jeans, pants, trousers, skirts, shorts, shirts, jackets

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: AUSTRALIA July 21, 2016, Application No: 1784799 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in AUSTRALIA on goods. Registered in or for AUSTRALIA on July 21, 2016 under No. 1784799 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,800,175  Filing Date 2016-09-13
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Keune IP B.V., Koningsweg 15, 3762 EA, Soest, NETHERLANDS

Representative for Service
CHANTAL ST. DENIS
O’BRIEN TM SERVICES INC, 72 Rue du Marigot, Gatineau, QUEBEC, J9J0C6

TRADEMARK

KEUNE TINTA COLOR

Foreign Character Translation/Transliteration
The English translation of the Portuguese, Spanish, and/or Italian word 'TINTA' is 'ink', 'paint', 'tint', 'shade', and 'colour'.

Goods
Class 03
Cosmetic hair dressing preparations; hair strengthening preparations; hair crèmes; hair curling preparations; hair spray; color-removing preparations for hair; hair coloring preparations; preparations for the permanent waving of hair; hair mousse; hair gel; hair lotions; shampoos

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as September 2003 on goods.
Application Number 1,800,498  Filing Date 2016-09-15
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Urban Roti Holdings Pte Ltd., 3 Belilios Road, #01-03 Grand Imperial Hotel, 219924, SINGAPORE

Representative for Service
NATHALY J. VERMETTE (DS AVOCATS), 1080 Côte du Beaver Hall, Bureau 2100, Montréal, QUEBEC, H2Z1S8

TRADEMARK

URBAN ROTI

Index Headings
URBAN ROTI UR

Image Description (Vienna)
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Monograms formed of intertwined, overlapping or otherwise combined letters
- Circles
- One circle or ellipse
- Circles or ellipses containing one or more letters

SERVICES

Class 43
Services for providing food and drink, namely restaurant services, catering services, bar services

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: SINGAPORE March 17, 2016, Application No: 40201604796U in association with the same kind of services. Used in SINGAPORE on services. Registered in or for SINGAPORE on March 17, 2016 under No. 40201604796U on services
Application Number 1,800,511  Filing Date 2016-09-15
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
TOM'S OF MAINE, INC., 302 Lafayette Center, Kennebunk, ME 04043, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3S5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
SINCE 1970 TOM'S OF MAINE RAPID RELIEF SENSITIVE

Image Description (Vienna)
- Circles
- One circle or ellipse
- Circles or ellipses containing one or more numerals
- Circles or ellipses with inscriptions projecting beyond the circumference
- Circles or ellipses containing inscriptions arranged in circular or elliptical form
- Teeth, dentures
- One polygon
- Polygons containing one or more other geometrical figures
- Punctuation marks
- Dots
- More than two lines or two bands
- Oblique lines or bands
- Chains, links of chain
- Rectangles
- Two quadrilaterals, one inside the other
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Goods
Class 03
toothpaste

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,800,577  Filing Date 2016-09-15
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
NOUSHA INC., 59 ARTEN AVENUE,
RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO L4C 0X6

TRADEMARK

CHAMEEM

Goods
Class 29
dates

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since August 01, 2015 on goods.
Application Number 1,800,613  Filing Date 2016-09-15
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Joshua Robinson, 7 Cripps Ave, York, ONTARIO M6N 2G5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
X

Image Description (Vienna)
- Houses, skyscrapers
- Dwellings or buildings stylized
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- One letter

Goods
Clothing, namely, jackets, t-shirts, sweatshirts and baseball caps, vests, tank tops, shirts, sweaters, pullover shirts, polos, turtlenecks, denim shirts, overalls, denim pants, pants, sweat pants, track pants, leggings, shorts, skorts, dresses, skirts, socks, tights, belts, yoga wear, yoga accessories, namely, yoga mat bags, water bottles, swimsuits, rainwear; footwear, namely, flip flops, sandals, shoes, boots; outerwear, namely, denim jackets, nylon jackets, leather jackets, nylon pants, scarves, gloves, mitts, fleece wear, namely, pullovers, bottoms, vests, scarfs, toques, gloves, mittens, baby sleepers; headwear, namely, ball caps, camp hats, toques; sleepwear, namely, pajamas, sleepers; maternity wear; baby gear, namely, blankets, bibs, plush toys; bags, namely athletic bags, carrying cases, travel bags, leather bags, purses, wallets, back packs, lunch boxes, messenger bags, pencil cases; leather goods, namely, wallets, purses, key chains, eyeglass cases, christmas stockings; gift boxes; notebooks; key chains; sunglasses; musical sound recordings featuring musical performances, video recordings featuring musical performances and audio visual
sound recordings featuring musical performances, namely, videotapes, audiotapes, DVDs, CDs, MP3's, laser discs, phonographs, online phone downloads

**CLAIMS**

Used in CANADA since January 01, 2015 on goods.
Application Number: 1,800,757  
Filing Date: 2016-09-16  
Language of Application: English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant: 
Ulta Salon, Cosmetics & Fragrance, Inc., 1000 Remington Boulevard, Suite 1200, Bolingbrook, IL 60440, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service: 
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP  
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK

ULTA beauty

Index Headings
ULTA BEAUTY A B

Image Description (Vienna)
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters overlapping

Goods
(1) After sun gels, after sun lotions, beauty balm creams, blush, skin moisturizers, body cream, body lotions, body scrub, body sprays, body wash, concealers, cosmetic pads, cotton balls for cosmetic purposes, cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes, eye cream, eye shadows, eyeliner pencils, eyeliners, face creams, facial cleansers, facial moisturizer with SPF, facial moisturizer, facial oils, foundations, hair creams, hair glaze, hair masks, hair mousse, hair oils, hair shampoos and conditioners, hair sprays, hand creams, hand soaps, lip balm, lip gloss, lip liner, lip stains, lipsticks, make-up primer, make-up remover, make-up sets, mascaras, nail hardeners, nail polish, nail polish base coat, nail polish top coat, pressed face powder, self-tanning preparations, shower and bath gel, skin bronzer, sunscreen, namely, sunscreen creams and sunscreen preparations.
(2) Cosmetic pencil sharpeners.
(3) Hair combs; hair brushes; cosmetic brushes; facial sponges for applying makeup.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA March 18, 2016, Application No: 86/945,533 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,800,759  Filing Date 2016-09-16
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Ulta Salon, Cosmetics & Fragrance, Inc., 1000 Remington Boulevard, Suite 1200, Bolingbrook, IL 60440, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK

ULTA beauty

Index Headings
ULTA BEAUTY A B T

Image Description (Vienna)
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters overlapping

Goods
(1) After sun gels, after sun lotions, beauty balm creams, blush, skin moisturizers, body cream, body lotions, body scrub, body sprays, body wash, concealers, cosmetic pads, cotton balls for cosmetic purposes, cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes, eye cream, eye shadows, eyeliner pencils, eyeliners, face creams, facial cleansers, facial moisturizer with SPF, facial moisturizer, facial oils, foundations, hair creams, hair glaze, hair masks, hair mousse, hair oils, hair shampoos and conditioners, hair sprays, hand creams, hand soaps, lip balm, lip gloss, lip liner, lip stains, lipsticks, make-up primer; make-up remover, make-up sets, mascaras, nail hardeners, nail polish, nail polish base coat, nail polish top coat, pressed face powder, self-tanning preparations, shower and bath gel, skin bronzer, sunscreen, namely, sunscreen creams and sunscreen preparations.
(2) Cosmetic pencil sharpeners.
(3) Hair combs; hair brushes; cosmetic brushes; facial sponges for applying makeup.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA March 18, 2016, Application No: 86/945,514 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,800,938  Filing Date 2016-09-19
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Cargill The Netherlands Holding B.V., Evert van de Beekstraat 378, 1118 CZ Schiphol, NETHERLANDS

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

INTELLA

Goods
Class 05
(1) medicated feed and supplements for animals for general health and well-being

Class 31
(2) animal feed

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,801,050  Filing Date 2016-09-20
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Untamed Force Incorporated, 143 Locheed Dr,
Hamilton, ONTARIO L8T 4Z7

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Tigers or other large felines
- Heads of animals of series I

Goods
Class 25
athletic clothing

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,801,118  Filing Date 2016-09-20
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Alfa Laval Corporate AB, Box 73, SE-221 00
Lund, SWEDEN

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

V speed

Index Headings
V SPEED

Goods
(1) Variable and adjustable speed drives for air cooled heat exchangers; parts and components for heat exchangers (being parts of machines)
(2) Parts and components for heat exchangers (not being parts of machines)

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA April 15, 2016, Application No: 87/002487 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,801,353  Filing Date 2016-09-21
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Crossford International, LLC, 420 West Avenue, Stamford, CT 06902, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L. SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

COILSHOT

Goods
(1) Dissolvable tablets for use in making a solution to clean, disinfect, and protect HVAC, heating, and cooling coils for use with a power sprayer
(2) Power operated sprayer, namely, a gun which is attached to a hose or other power source for application of chemical to air conditioning coils with subsequent rinsing

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as April 01, 2016 on goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on November 10, 2015 under No. 4,851,455 on goods (2); UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on April 26, 2016 under No. 4,946,385 on goods (1)
Application Number 1,801,513  Filing Date 2016-09-22
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Prodigy Design Limited, Level 7, 57 Willis Street
Wellington, NEW ZEALAND

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST,
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

DOOMSDAY CLICKER

Goods
Class 09
Computer games; gaming discs, cartridges, CD-ROMs, CDs and DVDs containing video games;
computer joysticks; memory cards namely RAM (random access memory) cards and USB flash
drives; downloadable electronic games for use with computers, mobile phones, consoles and
notebook computers; electronic publications namely manuals in the field of computer games

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: NEW ZEALAND March 31, 2016, Application No: 1040241 in association with
the same kind of goods. Used in NEW ZEALAND on goods. Registered in or for NEW ZEALAND
on March 31, 2016 under No. 1040241 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,801,526  Filing Date 2016-09-22
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Johnson & Johnson, One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, NJ 08933-7001, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST,
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

AUTOSURE

Goods
Class 05
(1) reagents for testing the sterility of medical equipment

Class 10
(2) disinfectant and sterilant concentration monitors for automatic endoscope reprocessors

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,801,547  Filing Date 2016-09-22
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Apollo Tyres AG, Mellingerstrasse 2a, 5400 Baden, SWITZERLAND

Representative for Service
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower, 22 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H4E3

TRADEMARK

KAIZEN

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the foreign word(s) KAIZEN is "change for the better".

Goods
Class 12
Tires, inner tubes for tires, and tire flaps for the protection of inner tubes for tires within automobile wheel rims for use with automobiles

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,801,617  Filing Date 2016-09-22
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
INVESTITSEMENT IMMOBILIER GROUPE MAURICE INC., 137-2400 Rue Des Nations, Saint-Laurent, QUÉBEC H4R 3G4

Representative for Service
GASCON & ASSOCIES
1100 BOUL. RENE-LEVESQUE OUEST, SUITE 700, MONTREAL, QUÉBEC, H3B4N4

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
STATION EST E

Image Description (Vienna)
- Letters or numerals forming geometrical figures, written or typographical matter in perspective
- Letters or numerals forming any other quadrilateral (surface or periphery)
- Rhombs or squares standing on one of the corners thereof
- Two quadrilaterals, one inside the other
- Backgrounds divided into two, horizontally
- Lines or bands forming an angle -- Note: Including chevrons and arrowheads formed by lines or bands.
- One triangle

SERVICES

Class 37
(1) Construction of buildings; building maintenance and repair; project management in the field of construction.

Class 43
(2) Operation of retirement homes; retirement homes for seniors; restaurant services [meals]; housing services for seniors.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since December 2015 on services.
Application Number 1,801,774  Filing Date 2016-09-23
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
SALVATORE FERRAGAMO S.P.A., Via dei
Tornabuoni, 1, Firenze, ITALY

Representative for Service
FETHERSTONHAUGH & CO.
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO,
M5H3S5

TRADEMARK

TUSCAN SOUL LA COMMEDIA

Foreign Character Translation
The English translation of the Italian term "LA COMMEDIA" appearing in the trademark in "the comedy", as provided by the applicant.

Goods

Class 03
Perfumes; eau de parfum; eau de cologne; toilet water; after shave creams; after shave lotions; shaving lotions; shaving creams and foams; hair lotions; shampoos; hair conditioners; essential oils for personal use; cosmetics; beauty masks; cold creams; hand creams; body and facial creams; deodorants for personal use; antiperspirants for personal use; skin cleansers; soaps for personal use; toilet soaps; bath soaps; bath and shower foams; bath and shower gel; body oils; body lotions; skin lotions

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,801,950  Filing Date 2016-09-26  
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
LA COOP FÉDÉRÉE, 9001, boulevard de l'Acadie, bureau 200, Montréal, QUÉBECE H4N 3H7

Representative for Service  
GOUSREAU GAGE DUBUC S.E.N.C.R.L./LLP  
2000 AVENUE MCGILL COLLEGE, SUITE 2200, MONTREAL, QUÉBEC, H3A3H3

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)  
- Paper in rolls, wallpaper, other papers and documents  
- Other irregular parallelograms, trapezia and quadrilaterals, quadrilaterals containing one or more rounded corners  
- Several quadrilaterals juxtaposed, joined or intersecting  
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces  
- Yellow, gold  
- Blue

Colour Claim  
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. Superimposed rectangles: the lower one is yellow, and the upper one is blue.

Goods  
Class 31  
Seeds for cereals, soy, canola, corn, oilseed plants and forage plants.

SERVICES  
Class 44  
Information, consulting and training services in the field of seeds.
CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as 2012 on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,801,956  Filing Date 2016-09-26
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
TAMKO Building Products, Inc., 220 West Fourth Street, Joplin, MO 64801, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

TAM-FELT

Goods
Building materials namely roofing underlayment saturated with asphalt

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA August 25, 2016, Application No: 87/150,868 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on April 11, 2017 under No. 5180848 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,801,971  Filing Date 2016-09-26  
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
IGT CANADA SOLUTIONS ULC, 328 Urquhart Avenue, Moncton, NEW BRUNSWICK E1H 2R6

Representative for Service
COLLEEN CAISSIE-DUPUIS
c/o IGT Canada Solutions ULC, 328 Urquhart Avenue, Moncton, NEW BRUNSWICK, E1H2R6

TRADEMARK

MYSTERY FRUITS

Goods

Class 09
(1) Computer games downloadable from a global computer network; Computer games for use on mobile and cellular phones; Computer games for gaming machines, namely slot machines and video lottery terminals; Computer software and firmware for playing games of chance on any computerized platform, including dedicated gaming consoles, video based slot machines, reel based slot machines, and video lottery terminals

Class 28
(2) Gaming machines, namely, devices which accept a wager; Reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, gaming machines; lottery tickets; lottery cards; scratch cards for playing lottery games

SERVICES

Class 41
Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer games; Providing online non-downloadable game software; lottery services

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,802,163  Filing Date 2016-09-27
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
PFIP, LLC, 4 Liberty Lane West, Hampton, NH 03842, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

thumbs up.  
planet fitness

Index Headings
THUMBS UP. PLANET FITNESS

Image Description (Vienna)
- Hands, cupped hands, fingers, fingernails, imprints of hands or of fingers, arms
- Thumbs up or thumbs down
- Cog wheels, wheel cogs
- Cog wheels or segments of cog wheels with spokes

Goods

Class 18
(1) carry-all bags; gym bags; duffel bags; backpacks; book bags; sports bags

Class 21
(2) mugs; water bottles sold empty

Class 24
(3) towels; gym towels; beach towels; exercise towels

Class 25
(4) clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, shorts, sweatshirts, sweat pants, jackets, and hats

SERVICES

Class 41
physical fitness instruction and training; health club services, namely, providing instruction and equipment in the field of physical exercise
CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA May 12, 2016, Application No: 87/975,024 in association with the same kind of goods (1), (3), (4); UNITED STATES OF AMERICA May 12, 2016, Application No: 87/034,702 in association with the same kind of goods (2) and in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods (1), (3), (4). Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on February 07, 2017 under No. 5137733 on goods (1), (3), (4). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,802,217  Filing Date 2016-09-27
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Regal Beloit America, Inc., 200 State Street, Beloit, WI 53511, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3C2

TRADEMARK

MODSORT

Goods
Class 07
Unit handling conveyors.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA June 20, 2016, Application No: 87077287 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,802,442  Filing Date 2016-09-28
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
A1 VENTURES LTD, 1477 BRAMWELL RD,
WEST VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA
V7S 2N8

TRADEMARK

![Trademark Image]

Index Headings
A FOOD

Image Description (Vienna)
- One arrow
- Arrows combined with a letter, monogram or numeral(s)
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters crossed or barred by letters, numerals or a figurative element
- Blue
- White, grey, silver

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. THE SHAPE OF 'A' IS DIVIDED BY 2 COLOURS: UPPER AND LEFT SIDE IS DARK BLUE, LOWER RIGHT SIDE IS GRAY. THE WORD OF 'FOOD' IS GRAY.

Goods

Class 29
(1) abalones; albumen for culinary purposes; albumin milk; alginates for culinary purposes; almond butter; aloe vera prepared for human consumption; anchovies; anchovy; animal marrow for food; animal oils and fats for food; antipasto salads; apple purée; apple sauce; ark-shells; aromatized fruit; artificial cream; artificial fish roes; aspic; bacon; bacon bits; baked beans; bean curd; beef; beef bouillon; beef jerky; beef slices; beef tallow; beef tallow for food; blended cheese; blended oil for food; blocks of boiled, smoked and then dried bonitos [katsuo-bushi]; blood sausage; blue mussels; bone oil for food; bottled cooked meat; bottled fruits; bottled vegetables; bouillon; bouillon
concentrates; broth; broth concentrates; butter; buttercream; buttermilk; cabbage rolls; caesar salad; candied fruit; canned beef; canned chicken; canned cooked meat; canned cooked meats; canned fish; canned fruits; canned fruits and vegetables; canned meat; canned meat spreads; canned pork; canned processed olives; canned seafood; canned snails; canned tomatoes; canned vegetables; canola oil; carp; caviar; cheese; cheese powder; cheese rind; cheese spreads; cheese substitutes; chicharron; chick peas; chicken; chicken nuggets; chicken spreads; chicken wings; chocolate nut butter; clams; clarified butter; cocoa butter; coconut butter; coconut fat; coconut oil; coconut oil and fat for food; coconut powder; coconut shrimp; cod; codfish; colza oil for food; compote; compotes; condensed milk; consommés; cooked dish consisting primarily of chicken and ginseng [samgyetang]; cooked dish consisting primarily of fermented vegetable, pork and tofu [kimchi-jiigae]; cooked dish consisting primarily of rich soybean paste and tofu [cheonggukjang-jiigae]; cooked dish consisting primarily of soybean paste and tofu [doenjang-jiigae]; cooked dish consisting primarily of stirred-fried beef and fermented soy sauce [sogalbi]; cooked dish consisting primarily of stir-fried chicken and fermented hot pepper paste [dak-galbi]; cooked snails; cooking oil; corn oil; corn oil for food; cow's milk; crabs; crabwinch; cranberry sauce; crayfish; creme fraiche; croquettes; crucian carp; crystallized fruit; crystallized fruits; cucumber kimchi [oi-sobagi]; curd; dairy cream; dairy cream powder; dairy curd; dairy products; dates; desiccated coconut; dried beans; dried beef; dried cranberries; dried dates; dried edible seaweed [hoshi-wakame]; dried eggs; dried figs; dried fish; dried flakes of laver for sprinkling on rice in hot water [ochazuke-nori]; dried fruit; dried fruit and vegetables; dried fruit mixes; dried lentils; dried meat; dried milk for food; dried milk powder; dried persimmon [got-gam]; dried pieces of agar jelly (kanten); dried prawns; dried truffles; dried vegetables; dry whey; duck eggs; edible bird's nests; edible birds' nests; edible bone oil; edible fats; edible frogs; edible laver; edible oils; edible oils and edible fats; edible shavings of dried kelp (tororo-kombu); eels; egg whites; egg yolks; eggs; evaporated milk; extracts for soups; extracts of meat; extracts of meat for the manufacture of edible fats; fermented bamboo shoots boiled and preserved in salt [menma]; fermented bean curd; fermented milk; fermented soybeans [natto]; fermented vegetables [kimchi]; fish; fish and meat preserves; fish fillets; fish jelly; fish meal for human consumption; fish mousses; fish preserves; fish sausages; fish spreads; fishing crabs; fishmeal for human consumption; flakes of dried fish meat [kezuri-bushi]; flaxseed oil for culinary purposes; foie gras; food glaze; freeze-dried tofu pieces (kohri-dofu); french fries; fresh cheese; fresh unripened cheeses; fried chicken; fried meat; fried potatoes; fried tofu pieces (abura-age); frosted fruits; frozen eggs; frozen fish; frozen fruits; frozen meat; frozen meat dinners; frozen vegetables; fruit and vegetable salads; fruit bars; fruit chips; fruit compotes; fruit fillings; fruit jam; fruit jellies; fruit jelly; fruit juices for cooking; fruit peel; fruit pie fillings; fruit preserved in alcohol; fruit preserves; fruit pulp; fruit purée; fruit salads; fruit salads and vegetable salads; fruit spreads; fruit topping; fruit-based snack food; fruits preserved in alcohol; game; game meat; gherkins; ginger jam; goat milk; grapeseed oil; green beans; grilled pork belly [samgyeopsal]; ground almond; ground beef; ground pork; ham; hardened oils for food; hash brown potatoes; hen eggs; herrings; honey butter; hors d'oeuvres; hummus chick pea paste; instant frozen vegetables; instant miso soup; instant soup; instant stew; isinglass for food; jams; jams and marmalades; jellies and jams; jellies for food; jelly made from devils' tongue root (konnyaku); jelly powders; jerky; kefir; kielbasa; kimchi [fermented vegetable dish]; kolbassa; lactic acid bacteria drinks; lactic acid drinks; lard; lard for food; lecithin for culinary purposes; legume salads; linseed oil for culinary purposes; liver; liver pastes; liver pate; lobster; low-fat potato chips; lox; maizé oil; margarine; marmalade; marmalades; marmalades and jams; meat; meat and meat extracts; meat boiled down in soy sauce [tsukudani meat]; meat by-products; meat extracts; meat jellies; meat jelly; meat preserves; meat purée; meat spreads; meatballs; milk; milk and milk products; milk beverages containing fruits; milk beverages with high milk content; milk curd; milk drinks containing fruits; milk powder; milk powder for food purposes; milk powder for
nutritional purposes; milk products; milk proteins; milk shakes; milk solids; milkshakes; mincemeat; mixed vegetables; mold-ripened cheese; mortadella; mould-ripened cheese; mullet roe salad; mushrooms puree; mussels; non-alcoholic eggnog; non-dairy creamers; nut topping; nut-based snack mixes; octopuses; oils and fats for food; olive oil for food; olive oils; olive pastes; oysters; palm kernel oil for food; palm oil for food; peanut butter; peanut oil; peanut oil for food; pectin for culinary purposes; peeled tomatoes; perch; piccalilli; pickled fruits; pickled vegetables; pickles; pie fillings; plaices; pork; pork rind; potato chips; potato crisps and chips; potato flakes; potato fritters; potato sticks; poultry; poultry and game; powdered eggs; powdered milk; powdered milk for food purposes; powdered oils and fats for food; pre-cooked miso soup; pre-cooked soup; pre-cooked stew; preparations for making bouillon; preparations for making soup; prepared beef; prepared escargot; prepared meat; prepared pistachio; prepared salads; prepared snails; prepared stock; prepared stock for kitchen use; prepared walnuts; preserved fruit and vegetables; preserved fruits; preserved garlic; preserved meat; preserved meats and sausages; preserved vegetables in oil; processed eggs; processed oils and fats for food; processed olive puree; prostokvasha [soured milk]; protein for use as a food additive; protein for use as a food filler; protein milk; protein-enriched milk; quail eggs; raisins; rape oil for food; red snapper; rennet; rice bran oil for food; ripened cheeses; ryazhenka [fermented baked milk]; salmon; salted fish; salted meats; sandwich spreads; sardines; sauerkraut; sausages; sausages in batter; sea basses; sea breast; sea cucumbers; sea salmon and trout roe; sea urchins; seafood; seafood spreads; seafoods boiled down in soy sauce [tsukudani]; seaweed extracts for food; sesame oil; sesame oil for food; sheep cheese; sheep milk; sheets of dried laver (hoshi-nori); shellfish; shellfish for human consumption; short-necked clams; shrimps, prawns, and lobsters; silkworm chrysalis, for human consumption; silver carp; smetana [sour cream]; smoked fish; smoked meat; smoked salmon; snack food dips; snail eggs for consumption; soft cheese; soft white cheese; soft-shelled turtles; soup; soup bases; soup mixes; soup pastes; soups; soups and preparations for making soups; soy bean oil for food; soy milk; soya milk; soy-based beverage for use as a milk substitute; soy-based butter substitute; soy-based cheese substitute; soybean milk; soybean oil; spicy pickles; steamed cakes of smashed fish and yam (hampen); steamed or toasted cakes of fish paste (kamaboko); stock cubes; strained cheese; strained soft white cheeses; sunflower oil; sunflower oil for food; sunflower seeds; sweetfish; swordfish; tahini [sesame seed paste]; textured vegetable protein; tinned meat; tinned olives; tinned seafood; tinned tomatoes; toasted laver; toasted sheets of laver (yaki-nori); tofu; tomato extracts; tomato juice for cooking; tomato paste; tomato purée; tripe; trout; tube-shaped toasted cakes of fish paste (chikuwa); tuna fish; unripened cheese; vegetable based spread; vegetable juices for cooking; vegetable mousses; vegetable oil for cooking; vegetable oils and fats for food; vegetable puree; vegetable salads; vegetable side dishes; vegetable soup preparations; vegetables in vinegar; vegetarian sausages; whale oil and fat for food; whales; whey; whipped cream; whipping cream; white cheese; white of eggs; Wieners; yaourt; yaourt drinks; yoghurt; yoghurt drinks; yogourt; yogourt drinks; yogurt; yolk of eggs

Class 30

(2) additives for use as food flavouring; alimentary pasta; alimentary paste; allspice; almond cake; almond confectionery; almond paste; aniseed; artificial coffee; artificial coffee and tea; asian apricot tea (maesilcha); asian noodles; bagels; baking powder; baking soda; baking spices; baking-powder; barbecue sauce; barley flour; barley meal; barley tea; bars of sweet jellied bean paste (Yohkan); bean jam buns; bean meal; bean-jam filled wafers (monaka); bean-starch noodles [harusame, uncooked]; bee glue; beef pies; beer vinegar; beverage flavourings; beverages made of coffee; beverages made of tea; bible paper; bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes; binding agents for edible ices; binding agents for ice cream; biscotti; biscuit mixes; biscuits; biscuits and bread; black tea; bonbons made of sugar; bread; bread and buns; bread and pastry; bread baguettes; bread
containing psyllium; bread crumb; bread doughs; bread flavoured with spices; bread mixes; bread rolls; bread with soy bean; breadcrumbs; breadsticks; breakfast cereals; brine for cooking; brine for use in cocktails; brown sugar; brownie squares; buckwheat flour for food; buns; butter biscuits; butterscotch chips; caffeine-free coffee; cake batter; cake dough; cake doughs; cake frosting; cake icing; cake mixes; cake powder; cakes; cakes of sugar-bounded millet or popped rice [okoshi]; calzones; candies; candy floss; candy for food; candy with caramel; candy with cocoa; cannelloni; capers; caramels; celery salt; cereal bars; cereal-based bars; cereal-based snack food; chai tea; chamomile; cheese sauce; cheeseburgers [sandwiches]; chewing gum; chewing gums; chicken pies; chicory and chicory mixtures for use as coffee substitutes; chili oil for use as a seasoning or condiment; chili powder; chili sauce; Chinese rice noodles [bifun, uncooked]; Chinese steamed dumplings (shumai, cooked); Chinese stuffed dumplings (gyoza, cooked); chocolate; chocolate and chocolates; chocolate bark containing ground coffee beans; chocolate bars; chocolate cake; chocolate candies; chocolate chips; chocolate confectionery; chocolate confections; chocolate covered nuts; chocolate covered pretzels; chocolate for confectionery and bread; chocolate mousses; chocolate pastes; chocolate sauce; chocolate syrup; chocolate topped pretzels; chocolate topping; chocolate-based meal replacement bars; chutney; chutney condiments; cinnamon; cinnamon powder; citron tea; clove powder; cocoa; cocoa extracts for human consumption; cocoa powder; cocoa spreads; cocoa that is granulated for drinks; cocoa-based beverages; coffee; coffee and artificial coffee; coffee and coffee substitutes; coffee and tea; coffee based beverages; coffee beverages with milk; coffee essences; coffee essences for use as substitutes for coffee; coffee extracts; coffee extracts for use as substitutes for coffee; coffee substitutes; coffee-based beverages; cones for ice cream; confectionery crystal sugar pieces; confectionery fondants; confectionery fruit jellies; confectionery fruit pastes; confectionery ices; cooked dish consisting primarily of dough flakes with broth [sujebi]; cooked dish consisting primarily of sliced oval rice cakes with broth [tteokguk]; cooked dish consisting primarily of stir-fried rice cake with fermented hot pepper paste [topokki]; cooked rice; cooked rice mixed with vegetables and beef [bibimbap]; cookies; cookies and crackers; cooking salt; corn chips; corn flakes; corn flour; corn grits; corn meal; corn starch; corn starch flour; corn starch for food; corn syrup; corn-based snack food; cornflour; cornmeal; cotton candy; couscous; couscous semolina; crackers; cream buns; cream of tartar for culinary purposes; cream puffs; crepes; croissants; crumpets; crushed barley; crushed oats; cube sugar; curry pastes; curry powder; custard; danish bread; danish pastries; dessert mixes; dessert mixes; dessert mousse; dessert puddings; dough; doughnuts; dressings for salad; dried bread crumbs; dried cooked-rice; dried pasta; dried pieces of wheat gluten [*uncooked fu*]; dried sugared cakes of rice flour [rakugan]; dry instant pudding; dumpling skins; edible cake decorations; edible flour; edible food wafers; edible fruit ices; edible fungi; edible ices; edible salt; edible spices; edible turmeric; edible wafers; empanada dough; empanadas; energy bars; English cream; English muffins; English tea; farina; farinaceous food pastes; farinaceous food pastes for human consumption; fermented hot pepper paste [gochujang]; fermenting malted rice [*koji*]; filled chocolate; filled pasta; filo doughs; fish pies; fish sauce; flan base wafers; flapjacks; flat bread; flavoured vinegar; flavourings for butter; flavourings for cakes; flavourings for cheeses; flavourings for soups; flavourings of almond; flavourings of lemons; flavourings of tea; flaxseed for human consumption; flour; flour for food; flour for making dumplings of glutinous rice; flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes; focaccia bread; food flavourings; food seasonings; food stuffing mixes; frappes; french toast; fresh pasta; fresh pizza; fried dough cookies [karintoh]; frosting mixes; frozen confectionery; frozen cookie dough; frozen desserts; frozen flavoured waters; frozen yoghurt; frozen yogurt confections; frozen yogurt pies and cakes; fructose for food; fruit bread; fruit breasts; fruit cakes; fruit flavourings; fruit ices; fruit jelly candy; fruit paste for flavouring of food; fruit pies; fruit sauce; fruit teas; fruit-based confectionery; gateaux; ginger tea; gingerbread; ginseng tea; glucose for culinary purposes; glucose for food; gluten for food; gluten-free bread; glutinous
pounded rice cake coated with bean powder [injeolmi]; glutinous starch syrup (mizu-ame); golden syrup; graham crackers; granola bars; granola-based snack bars; granola-based snack food; granulated coffee for drinks; granulated sugar; gravy sauce; green onion pancake [pajeon]; green tea; groats for human food; ground coffee beans; halvah; ham glaze; hamburger sandwiches; herbal flavourings for making beverages; herbal tea beverages; herbal teas; herbs for food purposes; high-protein cereal bars; hominy; hominy grits; honey; honey and treacle; honey for food; honey substitutes; horseradish; hot chocolate; hot dog sandwiches; hot pepper powder; hot sauce; husked barley; husked oats; husked rice; ice; ice blocks; ice candies; ice cream; ice cream bars; ice cream cones; ice cream gateaux; ice cream mixes; ice cream powder; ice cream sandwiches; ice cubes; ice for refreshment; ice-cream; ice-cream cakes; iced cakes; iced coffee; iced tea; ices and ice creams; icing; icing mixes; instant Chinese noodles; instant coffee; instant dessert puddings; instant doughnut mixes; instant noodles; instant pancake mixes; instant pudding mixes; instant soba noodles; instant tea; instant udon noodles; jam buns; Japanese arrowroot powder for food [kudzu-ko]; Japanese green tea; Japanese horseradish powder spice [wasabi powder]; Japanese pepper powder spice [sansho powder]; Japanese style steamed cakes (mushi-gashi); kasha; ketchup; ketchup sauce; kettle corn; kimchi pancakes [kimchijeon]; korean traditional pressed sweets in the form of cookies [dasik]; korean-style dried seaweed rolls containing cooked rice [gimbap]; korean-style dumplings [mandu]; kasu; leaven; lime tea; linseed for human consumption; liquorice; macaroni; macaroons; maize flakes; maize flour; maize meal; malt biscuits; malt extract for food; malt for human consumption; malt used as food flavouring; maltose; maltose for food; maple syrup; marinades; marshmallow; marshmallow topping; marzipan; marzipan substitutes; mayonnaise; meat gravies; meat juice; meat pies; meat sauce; meat tenderizers for household purposes; milk chocolate; mincemeat pies; mint for confectionery; mixes of sweet adzuki-bean jelly [mizu-yokan-no-moto]; mixtures of coffee and chicory; molasses; molasses for food; molasses syrup; moon cakes; muesli; muffin mixes; muffins; mulled barley; mung bean pancakes [bindaetteok]; mustard; mustard meal; naan bread; natural sweeteners; non-alcoholic chocolate-based beverages; non-alcoholic coffee-based beverages; non-alcoholic tea-based beverages; non-confectionery crystal sugar; nonpareils; noodle-based prepared meals; noodles; nougat; nutmegs; oat bran cereals; oat flakes; oatmeal; onion biscuits and cheese biscuits; oolong tea; palm sugar; pancakes; panettone; pasta; pasta and noodles; pasta for soups; pasta sauce; pasta side dishes; pasta-wrappings for gyoza; pastries; pastry; pastry icing; pastry shells for monaka; peanut confectionery; pellet-shaped rice crackers [arare]; pepper; pepper powder; pepper sauce; peppermint; peppermint candy; peppermint for confectionery; petit-beurre biscuits; petits fours cakes; pie crusts; pies; pita bread; pizza; pizza sauce; pizzas; popcorn; poppadums; popping corn; pork pies; potato flour; potato flour for food; pounded rice cakes [mochi]; pounded wheat; powder for edible ices; powdered cocoa for drinks; powdered coffee for drinks; powdered starch syrup for food; powdered sugar; pralines; preparations for stiffening whipped cream; prepared cocoa and cocoa-based beverages; prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages; prepared horseradish; prepared meat pies; prepared pizzas; prepared ravioli; processed cereals; processed grains; processed grains for eating; propolis; puddings; puffed rice; quiche; quiches; ravioli; ready-to-eat cereals; relishes; ribbon vermicelli; rice; rice crackers [senbei]; rice dumplings dressed with sweet bean jam [ankoro]; rice flour; rice pudding; rice side dishes; rice starch flour; rice-based snack food; roasted and ground sesame seeds; roasted cocoa for drinks; roasted coffee beans; roasted coffee for drinks; rolled oats and wheat; royal jelly; rusks; sage; sage tea; sago; sago palm starch for food; salad dressings; salad sauces; salt and pepper; salt for preserving foodstuffs; saltine crackers; sandwiches; sauce mixes; sauces for barbecued meat; sausage rolls; savarins; savoury and salted biscuits; sea salt; sea water for cooking; seasonings; semolina; sherbet mixes; shrimp rolls; sloppy joe sauce; snack crackers; soft pin-rolled cakes of pounded rice [gyuhi]; sorbets; soy sauce; soya bean paste condiment; soya flour; soya sauce; soy-based ice-cream
substitute; spaghetti; spaghetti sauce; spices; sponge cakes; spring rolls; star aniseed; starch for food; starch syrup for food; starch-based candies (ame); steamed buns stuffed with minced meat [niku-manjuh]; submarine sandwiches; sugar; sugar confectionery; sugar substitutes; sugar-coated coffee beans; sugar-coated hard caramels; sugared beans (ama-natto); sugar-free candies; sugarfree chewing gum; sugarless candies; sugarless chewing gum; sushi; sweet bean jam coated with sugared-bean based soft shell [nerikiri]; sweet dumplings (dango); sweet pounded rice cakes [mochi-gashi]; sweetened gelatin; sweetmeat made of sesame oil; sweets in the form of candy; tabbouleh; table salt; table salt mixed with sesame seeds; taco shells; tacos; tapioca; tapioca flour for food; tartar sauce; tarts; tea; tea extracts; tea of parched powder of barley with husk (mugi-cha); tea of salty kelp powder (kombu-cha); tea substitutes; theine-free tea sweetened with sweeteners; thickening agents for cooking; toast; toffee candies; toffees; tomato sauce; tortilla chips; tortillas; treacle; turmeric; uncooked artificial rice; uncooked Chinese noodles; uncooked enriched rice; uncooked Japanese soba noodles of buckwheat; uncooked macaroni; uncooked somen wheat noodles; uncooked spaghetti; uncooked udon noodles; unleavened bread; unleavened bread in thin sheets; unroasted coffee; vanilla; vanilla flavorings; vegetable preparations for use as coffee substitutes; vegetable preparations for use as coffee substitutes; vermicelli; vinegar; wafer doughs; waffles; water ice; wheat flour; wheat flour for food; wheat germ; wheat germ for human consumption; wheat starch flour; wheat-based snack food; white sugar; wholemeal bread; wholemeal rice; wild rice; wrap sandwiches; yeast; yeast extracts; yeast extracts for food; yeast extracts for human consumption; yeast for use as an ingredient in foods; yeast powder

Class 31

(3) agricultural seeds; algae for animal consumption; algarovilla for animal consumption; aloe vera plants; animal bedding; animal embryos; animal feed; animal food pellets; animal starter feed; apple tree seeds; aquarium fish; aquarium plants; aromatic sand litter for pets; barley; bearberry; bee pollen for industrial use; beverages for canines; bilberry; bird food; bird seed; black cohosh; bran; bran mash for animal consumption; brine shrimp for fish food; bulbs for agricultural purposes; bulbs for horticultural purposes; bushes; by-products of the processing of cereals, for animal consumption; by-products of the processing of cereals for animal consumption; calendula; cat food; cat litter; cat litter and litter for small animals; cat litters; catnip; cats; cattle; cattle cake; cattle feed; cattle food; chicory roots; Christmas trees; coconut; coconut shell; coconuts; cocoons for egg production; cocoons for silkworm breeding; cola nuts; common bryony; copra; crop seeds; cut christmas trees; cut live Christmas trees; cuttle bone for birds; cuttlebones for birds; digestible chewing bones for dogs; distillery waste for animal consumption; dog biscuits; dog chews; dog food; dogs; draff; dried floral arrangements; dried flowers; dried plants for decoration; echinacea; edible chews for animals; edible chews for dogs; edible treats for cats and dogs; edible treats for pets; eggs for hatching; elder trees; feed for livestock; fenugreek; fertilised eggs for hatching; fish meal animal feed; fish meal for animal consumption; fish spawn; flaxseed for animal consumption; flaxseed meal for animal consumption; floral centrepieces; flower bulbs; flower bulbs and corms; flower seeds; flowering plants; fodder; food for pets; food for rodents; forage; fresh almonds; fresh apples; fresh asparagus; fresh avocados; fresh bananas; fresh bean sprouts; fresh beans; fresh beets; fresh black raspberry [bokbunja]; fresh blueberries; fresh brussel sprouts; fresh cabbage; fresh carrots; fresh chestnuts; fresh chilies; fresh corsages; fresh cucumbers; fresh culinary herbs; fresh edible flowers; fresh eggplants; fresh fern [gosari]; fresh flower arrangements; fresh flowers; fresh fruit; fresh fruit and vegetables; fresh garden herbs; fresh garlic; fresh ginger; fresh grapes; fresh japanese persimmons; fresh leeks; fresh legumes; fresh lemons; fresh lentils; fresh lichee; fresh limes; fresh loquats; fresh lychee; fresh mandarin oranges; fresh melons; fresh mushrooms; fresh napa cabbage [baechu]; fresh nuts; fresh onions; fresh oranges; fresh oriental melon [cham-oe]; fresh peaches; fresh peanuts; fresh pears; fresh peas; fresh peppers; fresh perilla leaves
(shiso); fresh pine nuts; fresh pulses; fresh spinach; fresh strawberries; fresh sweet potatoes; fresh tangerines; fresh tomatoes; fresh truffles; fresh vegetables; fresh walnuts; fresh watermelon; fresh yams; fresh zucchini; fruit seeds; fruits and vegetables featuring apples, pears and carrots; gift baskets containing fresh fruits; gift baskets of fresh fruits; grains for animal consumption; grains for planting; grass seed; grass sod; groats for poultry; hay; hazelnuts; herbs for sachets; hop cones; hops; horse feed; horses; hyssop; juniper berries; kola nuts; lawn turf; lemons; lime for animal forage; linseed for animal consumption; linseed meal for animal consumption; litter for animals; litter for domestic animals; litter peat; live abalones; live aquarium coral; live ark-shells; live bait for fishing; live baits; live blue mussels; live cannabis plants; live carp; live Christmas trees; live clams; live coral; live crayfish; live cut christmas trees; live fishing bait; live flower arrangements; live flowers; live game; live hatching eggs; live hemp plants; live herrings; live laboratory animals; live lobsters; live octopuses; live oysters; live plants; live poultry; live red snappers; live salmon; live sardines; live sea basses; live sea breams; live sea cucumbers; live sea urchins; live shellfish; live short-necked clams; live shrimps, prawns, and lobsters; live soft-shelled turtles; live sweetfish; live topiaries; live trees; live tuna fish; live whales; livestock feed; living fruit plants; living plants; locust beans; lychees; maize; maize cake for cattle; malt for brewing and distilling; mash for fattening livestock; milk replacers for animals; mixed animal feed; mulch; natural flowers; natural plants; natural plants and flowers; natural rice for use as animal fodder; natural turf; non-debarked timber; oats; oil cake; palm trees; partly worked palm trees leaves; peanut cake for animals; peanut meal for animals; peat moss; pet beverages; pet food; pine cones; potted bonsai; potted dwarfed trees; preparations for egg laying poultry; protein for animal consumption; quince; rape cake for cattle; raw bark; raw barks; raw timber; residual products of cereals for animal consumption; rice meal for forage; rose bushes; roses; rough cork; rye; salt for cattle; salt licks; saplings; sassafras; seedlings; seeds for agricultural purposes; seeds for flowers; seeds for fruit and vegetables; seeds for horticultural purposes; seeds of urushi; sesame; sheep; shrubs; silkworm eggs; silkworms; sod; sowing seeds; soy; soy bean meal animal feed; soy sauce cakes animal feed; soybeans; spores and spawn for agricultural purposes; starch pulp animal feed; straw for animal bedding; straw litter; straw mulch; strengthening animal forage; sugarcane; synthetic animal feed; trunks of trees; undressed timber; unprocessed cereals; unprocessed grain; unprocessed grains for eating; unprocessed rice; urushi tree seeds; vegetable seeds; wheat; wheat germ for animal consumption; wild hops; wood chips for the manufacture of wood pulp; wreaths of natural flowers; yeast for animal consumption; yeast for animal fodder; young fresh soybeans in the pod [eda-mame]

Class 32
(4) aerated fruit juice; aerated mineral waters; aerated water; alcohol free aperitifs; alcohol free wine; alcohol-free beers; alcoholic brewery beverages; ale; ale and porter; antioxidant juice drinks; apple juice beverages; beer; beer, ale and lager; beer, ale and porter; beer, ale, lager, stout and porter; beer, ale, lager, stout, porter, shandy; beer wort; beer-based cocktails; black beer; bottled water; carbonated soft drinks; carbonated water; carbonated waters; cola; cola drinks; concentrated fruit juice; concentrates for making fruit drinks; concentrates for making fruit juices; de-alcoholised beer; de-alcoholized wines; drinking water; dry ginger ale; effervescent water; energy drinks; essences for making flavoured mineral water; essences for making soft drinks; essences for the preparation of mineral waters; extracts of hops for making beer; flat water; flavoured beers; flavoured mineral water; flavoured waters; frozen fruit beverages; frozen fruit drinks; frozen fruit-based beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; fruit drinks and fruit juices; fruit drinks and juices; fruit flavoured carbonated drinks; fruit flavoured drinks; fruit flavoured soft drinks; fruit juice; fruit juice concentrates; fruit juices; fruit nectars; fruit-based soft drinks flavoured with tea; fruit-flavored beverages; fruit-flavoured beverages; fruit-flavoured drinks; ginger ale; ginger beer; glacial water; grape juice; grape juice beverages; grapefruit juice; hop extracts for manufacturing
CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,802,521  Filing Date 2016-09-29  Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  Jevo, Inc., 24 West 57th Street, Suite 805, New York, NY 10019, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service  PIASETZKI NENNIGER KVAS LLP
SUITE 2308, 120 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H1T1

TRADEMARK

PHYSIQUE 57

Image Description (Vienna)
- Numerals presenting a special form of writing
- Numerals crossed or barred by letters or numerals or a figurative element

Goods

Class 09
(1) Audio and video recordings featuring physical fitness instruction and training, namely, digital media, namely, pre-recorded DVDs and downloadable audio and video recordings featuring physical fitness instruction and training; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in the health and fitness industries, namely, preparing exercise training plans, messaging, scheduling classes, booking and paying for fitness programs, making payments, and developing health and fitness goals

Class 25
(2) Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, hooded sweatshirts, tank tops, pants, yoga pants, jogging pants, capris, socks

SERVICES

Class 38
(1) Streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via a global computer network, namely, physical fitness instruction and training videos
Class 41

(2) Physical fitness and health club services, namely, providing fitness instruction and use of equipment; Providing fitness instruction through online, non-downloadable videos and access to instructors; Providing a website featuring information and links relating to exercise and fitness; Providing information in the field of exercise training; Providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles in the fields of physical fitness

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA March 31, 2016, Application No: 86/960,616 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods and on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on January 17, 2017 under No. 5,122,129 on goods and on services
Application Number 1,802,576  Filing Date 2016-09-29
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Meiping Kao, 115 Cloverleaf Dr, Ancaster,
ONTARIO L9K 1S2

TRADEMARK

Tea Hut

Index Headings
TEA HUT T

Image Description (Vienna)
- Other leaves
- Stylized leaves
- One leaf
- Letters or numerals representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part
  of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object
- Letters or numerals representing a plant
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters crossed or barred by letters, numerals or a figurative element

Disclaimer
The right to the exclusive use of the word Tea is disclaimed apart from the trade-mark.

Goods
Class 21
(1) tea infusers; tea service; tea sets

Class 30
(2) asian apricot tea (maesilcha); barley tea; beverages made of tea; black tea; chai tea; citron tea;
coffee and tea; English tea; flavourings of tea; flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes; fruit teas;
ginger tea; ginseng tea; green tea; herbal tea beverages; herbal teas; iced tea; instant tea; lime
tea; non-alcoholic tea-based beverages; oolong tea; sage tea; tea; tea substitutes

SERVICES
Class 35
(1) import and export agencies

Class 43
(2) restaurant services; tea rooms
CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since March 21, 2002 on goods and services.
Application Number 1,802,782  Filing Date 2016-09-30
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Michael Blower, 18109 108 Street NW,
Edmonton, ALBERTA T5X 6C9

TRADEMARK

UNION PROUD

Index Headings
UNION PROUD N P

Image Description (Vienna)
- Fists
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters linked to a figurative element -- Note: Letters representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object are classified in division 27.3.

Goods
Class 25
Infant clothing; promotional caps; promotional t-shirts.

SERVICES
Class 35
Developing promotional campaigns for business for others; developing promotional campaigns for others; distribution of products for others for advertising purposes; labour unions; mail order services in the field of clothing; online sales of clothing; online sales of headwear; operation of a clothing store; production of advertising materials for others; retail sale of clothing; sale of clothing.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since January 01, 2013 on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,803,064  Filing Date 2016-10-03
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
PFIP, LLC, 4 Liberty Lane West, Hampton, NH 03842, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
BLACK CARD SPA

Image Description (Vienna)
- Hands, cupped hands, fingers, fingernails, imprints of hands or of fingers, arms
- Thumbs up or thumbs down
- Cog wheels, wheel cogs
- Cog wheels or segments of cog wheels with spokes
- Violet

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The color PURPLE is claimed as a feature of the mark. The mark consists of a design of a cogwheel with a ring inside the cogwheel and with the stylized design of a human arm and hand protruding from the center of the ring with the wording, "black card spa" in purple letters below the arm. The color purple appears in both the outer and inner edge of the cogwheel, in the arm and hand and in the ring.

SERVICES

Class 44
health spa services, namely, tanning; health spa services, namely, massage; hair salon services and hair cutting
CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as February 01, 2015 on services. Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA October 03, 2016, Application No: 87/190,978 in association with the same kind of services. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on June 13, 2017 under No. 5,221,857 on services
Application Number 1,803,098  Filing Date 2016-10-03
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
WIZARDS OF THE COAST LLC, 1027 Newport Avenue, Pawtucket, RI 02862, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L. SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

AMONKHET

Goods
Class 09
(1) downloadable electronic games to be used in connection with computers, portable gaming devices, console gaming devices, communication devices and mobile telephones; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of e-books in the field of fantasy adventures

Class 28
(2) card games, trading card games, playing cards

SERVICES

Class 41
entertainment services, namely, providing online computer games and interactive multiplayer online computer games via a global network; organizing and conducting game tournaments and exhibitions in the field of games; providing online publications in the nature of e-books in the field of fantasy adventures

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,803,259  Filing Date 2016-10-04
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Mike Quigg, 29 Barrett Cres, St Thomas,
ONTARIO N5R 0A6

TRADEMARK

[Image of Trademark Akquire]

Index Headings
A AKQUIRE

Image Description (Vienna)
- Stars
- One star
- Stars with more than four points
- Incomplete stars
- Letters or numerals representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object
- Letters or numerals representing a heavenly body or a natural phenomenon

Goods
Class 25
sports clothing

SERVICES
Class 35
(1) online sales of clothing
Class 42
(2) clothing design

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since August 01, 2015 on goods and on services.
Application Number 1,803,260  Filing Date 2016-10-04
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
2539258 Ontario Ltd, 108 Geoffrey St, Toronto,
ONTARIO M6R 1P3

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
E KEY OF E

Image Description (Vienna)
- Letters or numerals forming geometrical figures, written or typographical matter in perspective
- Letters or numerals forming a circle or a circumference
- Segments or sectors of circles or ellipses with one or more quadrilaterals
- Semi-circles, semi-ellipses
- Semi-circles or semi-ellipses with dark surface
- Rectangles
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- Blue

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. Blue

Goods
Class 09
digital music downloadable from internet

SERVICES
Class 41
music composition

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since before September 28, 2004 on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods.
Application Number 1,803,289  Filing Date 2016-10-04
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
General Motors LLC, 300 Renaissance Center, Detroit, MI 48265-3000, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
TIMOTHY G. GORBATOFF
GM LEGAL STAFF (DETROIT), MAIL CODE 482-C23-B-21, GENERAL MOTORS OF CANADA LTD., 1908 COLONEL SAM DRIVE, OSHAWA, ONTARIO, L1H8P7

 TRADEMARK

HYDROTEC

Index Headings
HYDROTEC O

Image Description (Vienna)
- Drops
- Letters or numerals forming geometrical figures, written or typographical matter in perspective
- Letters or numerals forming any other polygon (surface or periphery)
- Letters or numerals representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object
- Letters or numerals representing a heavenly body or a natural phenomenon
- One polygon
- Polygons containing representations of heavenly bodies or natural phenomena

Goods
Class 09
Fuel cells for vehicles

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,803,293   Filing Date 2016-10-04
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
General Motors LLC, 300 Renaissance Center, Detroit, MI 48265-3000, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
TIMOTHY G. GORBATOFF
GM LEGAL STAFF (DETROIT), MAIL CODE 482-C23-B-21, GENERAL MOTORS OF CANADA LTD., 1908 COLONEL SAM DRIVE, OSHAWA, ONTARIO, L1H8P7

TRADEMARK

HYDROTEC

Goods
Class 09
Fuel cells for vehicles

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,803,406  Filing Date 2016-10-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Dr. Wilfred Bonney, 217-1326 Lower Water St,
Halifax, NOVA SCOTIA B3J 3R3

TRADEMARK

VISKAS INFORMATICS

Foreign Character Translation/Transliteration
As provided by the applicant, the English translation of the Lithuanian word VISKAS is EVERYTHING.

SERVICES

Class 42
(1) computer programming and software design; computer programming consultancy; computer programming in the medical field; computer programming services; computer software consultancy; computer systems integration services; computer website design; database development services
(2) Informatics services namely scientific research services in the field of Public Health informatics and Biomedical Informatics.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since September 27, 2016 on services (2). Proposed Use in CANADA on services (1)
Application Number 1,803,631  Filing Date 2016-10-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Maru Group Canada Inc., 2 Bloor Street East,
Suite 1600, Toronto, ONTARIO M4W 1A8

Representative for Service
MCMILLAN LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, SUITE 4400, BAY
WELLINGTON TOWER, 181 BAY STREET,
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK

MARU/MATCHBOX

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the Japanese word(s) MARU is CIRCLE.

SERVICES

Class 35
Market research services; marketing analysis services; developing marketing strategies and
marketing concepts for others; collection of market research information; consumer research;
market reports and studies; providing business marketing information for others; providing
marketing strategies for others; provision of market research information; statistical evaluations of
marketing data

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,803,758 Filing Date 2016-10-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
THE BURT'S BEES PRODUCTS COMPANY,
1221 Broadway, Oakland, CA 94612, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
SIM & MCBURNEY
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Heads, busts
- Other men
- Headwear
- Caps and berets
- Pictures

Goods

Class 03
(1) toothpaste; mouthwash; breath freshening spray; teeth whitening strips impregnated with teeth whitening preparations

Class 05
(2) denture adhesives

Class 21
(3) dental floss; manual and electric toothbrushes; interdental toothbrushes

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,803,774  Filing Date 2016-10-07
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Chat Bar Inc., 113- 633 Silver Star Blvd,
Scarborough, ONTARIO M1V 5N1

TRADEMARK

九號小院

Index Headings
CHAT BAR JIU HAO XIAO YUAN TAN KAO CHUAN SHAO

Image Description (Vienna)
- Other backgrounds divided into two or four
- Backgrounds divided into two, vertically
- Squares
- Rectangles
- Several quadrilaterals juxtaposed, joined or intersecting
- Quadrilaterals containing other inscriptions
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- Inscriptions in Chinese or Japanese characters

Foreign Character Translation/Transliteration
The transliteration provided by the applicant of the four Chinese characters on top is 'jiu hao xiao yuan'. The translation provided by the applicant of the Chinese words 'jiu hao xiao yuan' is 'no. 9 small yard'. The transliteration provided by the applicant of the four Chinese characters on bottom-left is 'tan kao chuan shao'. The translation provided by the applicant of the Chinese words 'tan kao chuan shao' is 'charcoal grill skewer cook'.

SERVICES

Class 35
(1) import and export agencies

Class 43
(2) bar services; cafeteria services; catering services; fast food and non-stop restaurant services; fast-food restaurants; restaurants; self service restaurants; take-out restaurant services; tea rooms

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since October 01, 2015 on services.
Application Number 1,803,786  Filing Date 2016-10-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
ContiTech USA, Inc., 703 S. Cleveland-Massillon Road, Fairlawn, Ohio 44333, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
PD

Image Description (Vienna)
- Cog wheels, wheel cogs
- Wheels or bearings with inscription

Goods
Class 07
Power transmission belts for machines

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as July 2014 on goods.
Application Number 1,803,794  Filing Date 2016-10-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
DREW BRADY COMPANY INC., 1155 North Service Road West, Unit 6, Oakville, ONTARIO L6M 3E3

Representative for Service
WISES PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
Suite 200, Argus Corporate Centre, 586 Argus Road, Oakville, ONTARIO, L6J3J3

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
HH H

Image Description (Vienna)
- Flames
- Letters or numerals representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal’s body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object
- Letters or numerals representing a heavenly body or a natural phenomenon
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- One letter

Goods
(1) children’s and infant’s apparel, namely jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments; rompers; thermal socks; clothing, namely arm warmers, base layers namely, thermal underwear and shirts, hand warmers, knee warmers, jerseys, leggings
(2) blankets
(3) bathrobes; beach cover-ups; blazers; blouses; caftans; coveralls; dresses; dressing gowns; ear muffs; fleece pullovers; fleece shirts; fleece tops; fleece vests; frocks; gloves; hats; hooded pullovers; hooded sweatshirts; hosiery; housecoats; jumper dresses; jumpers; jumpsuits; leg
warmers; long sleeve shirts; mittens; pant suits; pants; pullovers; scarves; shawls; shirts;
short-sleeve shirts; skirts; sleeping garments; sleepwear; slipper socks; socks; sweat suits;
sweatshirts; thermal underwear; tights; toques; track suits; t-shirts; underwear

SERVICES
sale of clothing, clothing accessories, blankets and footwear

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,803,813  Filing Date 2016-10-04
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
VOLKSWAGEN AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT,
Berliner Ring 2, 38440 Wolfsburg, GERMANY

Representative for Service
SIM & MCBURNEY
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, TORONTO,
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
ORIGINAL CLASSIC PARTS VW

Image Description (Vienna)
- Circles
- Two circles, two ellipses, one inside the other
- Circles or ellipses containing one or more letters
- Circles or ellipses with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters linked to a figurative element -- Note: Letters representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object are classified in division 27.3.
- Letters overlapping
- Monograms formed of intertwined, overlapping or otherwise combined letters
- Rectangles
- Other irregular parallelograms, trapezia and quadrilaterals, quadrilaterals containing one or more rounded corners
- More than two quadrilaterals, inside one another
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more circles, ellipses or polygons
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- Blue
Colour Claim
The colours white and blue are claimed as a feature of the mark. The mark consists of a blue rectangle with a white border and outer blue outline around the border, with the text "ORIGINAL" and "CLASSIC PARTS" in white and a VW Circular Logo in white spaced between the words "ORIGINAL" and "CLASSIC PARTS".

Goods
Motor vehicles for locomotion by land, air and water including automobiles, and parts and structural parts for all the aforesaid goods; engines for automobiles.

SERVICES
(1) The operation of a retail outlet for sale of motor vehicles for locomotion by land and their parts and accessories; advertising the wares and services of others; advertising agency services; rental of advertising space; business management; business administration; office work, namely, personal recruitment, personal management consultancy, business management consultancy, public relations; arranging and conducting automobile trade show exhibitions, including technical research, automobile and production technology, engineering and automobile financing and automobile insurance.

(2) Repair services, namely, repair, dismantling, and maintenance of vehicles; vehicle station services, namely, cleaning, repairing, maintenance, varnishing, polishing and servicing of vehicles; emergency road side assistance; automobile body shop services including motor vehicle detailing, motor vehicle painting and motor vehicle finishing.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: GERMANY September 16, 2016, Application No: 30 2016 0267786 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services. Used in GERMANY on goods and on services. Registered in or for GERMANY on October 05, 2016 under No. 30 2016 026 778 on goods and on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,803,843  Filing Date 2016-10-07  
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
MONKEY MEDIA SOFTWARE INC., 280 - 1401 WEST 8TH AVENUE, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA V6H 1C9

Representative for Service
RICHARDS BUELL SUTTON LLP
SUITE 700 - 401 WEST GEORGIA STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B5A1

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Monkeys, apes, orang-utans and other quadrumana
- Heads of animals of series V
- Animals of series V stylized
- Eating or serving vessels, trays
- Bowls
- Small cylindrical or elliptical containers (such as tubes for pills or for lipsticks, pots for cosmetic cream, preserve tins, jars, cans)

SERVICES

Class 42
Provision of web-based integrated enterprise solutions to food factories, commissaries, bakeries, grocers, catering businesses, restaurants and other food/beverage businesses for the administration and management of business operations, order and account management, menu management, production and distribution management, accounting, invoicing, website configuration tools, sales and marketing administration, recipe and formula management, production planning and scheduling, integrated food costing, supply chain management, pricing and inventory control, packaging and distribution management, order management, online retail accounts and sales management, remote monitoring and reporting, management of client and supplier lists and employee management; Providing consulting services and technical support
services to food factories, commissaries, bakeries, grocers, catering businesses, restaurants and other food/beverage businesses regarding the implementation and use of web-based integrated enterprise solutions for the administration and management of business operations, order and account management, menu management, production and distribution management, accounting, invoicing, website configuration tools, sales and marketing administration, recipe and formula management, production planning and scheduling, integrated food costing, supply chain management, pricing and inventory control, packaging and distribution management, order management, online retail accounts and sales management, remote monitoring and reporting, management of client and supplier lists and employee management;

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least 2014 on services.
Application Number 1,803,980  Filing Date 2016-10-11
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
The Procter & Gamble Company, One Procter & Gamble Plaza, Cincinnati, OH 45202, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
WILSON LUE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
HYPO-ALLERGENIC PAMPERS GENTLE CARE FREE OF LATEX, PARABENS, BPAS

Image Description (Vienna)
- Marguerites, sunflowers, daisies
- Stylized flowers
- One flower
- Segments of circles or ellipses (except 26.2.7)
- Joined or intersecting segments or sectors of circles or ellipses
- Circles
- Two circles, two ellipses, one inside the other
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of animals, parts of animals’ bodies or plants
- Circles or ellipses containing inscriptions arranged in circular or elliptical form
- Circles or ellipses with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Goods
Class 05
Disposable baby diapers

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,803,989  Filing Date 2016-10-11
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Casera Credit Union Limited, 1300 Plessis Road, Winnipeg, MANITOBA R2C 2Y6

Representative for Service
PITBLADO LLP
COMMODITY EXCHANGE TOWER, 2500 - 360 MAIN STREET, WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, R3C4H6

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
C

Image Description (Vienna)
- Men stylized
- Other men
- Clothing
- Pullovers, sweaters
- Trousers, breeches
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- One letter

SERVICES

Class 36
Financial services, namely, savings accounts, chequing accounts, term deposits, guaranteed investment certificates, retirement savings plans, education savings plans, retirement income funds, life income funds, life income retirement funds, mutual funds, stocks, bonds, managed accounts, direct deposits, money transfer, loans, lines of credit, mortgages, credit cards, insurance products, bill payments and account inquiries by way of telephone, automated teller machines and interactive computer communication, namely, the Internet; and credit union services.
CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,804,000  Filing Date 2016-10-11
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Casera Credit Union Limited, 1300 Plessis Road, Winnipeg, MANITOBA R2C 2Y6

Representative for Service
PITBLADO LLP
COMMODITY EXCHANGE TOWER, 2500 - 360 MAIN STREET, WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, R3C4H6

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Heads, busts
- Clothing
- Pullovers, sweaters
- Circles
- One circle or ellipse
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of human beings or parts of the human body

SERVICES

Class 36
Financial services, namely, savings accounts, chequing accounts, term deposits, guaranteed investment certificates, retirement savings plans, education savings plans, retirement income funds, life income funds, life income retirement funds, mutual funds, stocks, bonds, managed accounts, direct deposits, money transfer, loans, lines of credit, mortgages, credit cards, insurance products, bill payments and account inquiries by way of telephone, automated teller machines and interactive computer communication, namely, the Internet; and credit union services.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,804,002  Filing Date 2016-10-11
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

 Applicant
Casera Credit Union Limited, 1300 Plessis Road, Winnipeg, MANITOBA R2C 2Y6

Representative for Service
PITBLADO LLP
COMMODITY EXCHANGE TOWER, 2500 - 360 MAIN STREET, WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, R3C4H6

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
C

Image Description (Vienna)
- Women wearing city clothes
- Other women
- Clothing
- Dresses, aprons, ladies’ suits or costumes
- Shirts, t-shirts, bodices, shirt-blouses
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with a repeated inscription
- Footwear
- Boots, top boots
- Other jewels -- Note: Including cuff links, tie pins and hat pins.

SERVICES
Class 36
Financial services, namely, savings accounts, chequing accounts, term deposits, guaranteed investment certificates, retirement savings plans, education savings plans, retirement income funds, life income funds, life income retirement funds, mutual funds, stocks, bonds, managed accounts, direct deposits, money transfer, loans, lines of credit, mortgages, credit cards, insurance products,
bill payments and account inquiries by way of telephone, automated teller machines and interactive computer communication, namely, the Internet; and credit union services.

**CLAIMS**

Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,804,009  Filing Date 2016-10-11
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Casera Credit Union Limited, 1300 Plessis Road, Winnipeg, MANITOBA R2C 2Y6

Representative for Service
PITBLADO LLP
COMMODITY EXCHANGE TOWER, 2500 - 360 MAIN STREET, WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, R3C4H6

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
C

Image Description (Vienna)
- Heads, busts
- Clothing
- Shirts, t-shirts, bodices, shirt-blouses
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with a repeated inscription
- Other jewels -- Note: Including cuff links, tie pins and hat pins.
- Circles
- One circle or ellipse
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of human beings or parts of the human body

SERVICES

Class 36
Financial services, namely, savings accounts, chequing accounts, term deposits, guaranteed investment certificates, retirement savings plans, education savings plans, retirement income funds, life income funds, life income retirement funds, mutual funds, stocks, bonds, managed accounts,
direct deposits, money transfer, loans, lines of credit, mortgages, credit cards, insurance products, bill payments and account inquiries by way of telephone, automated teller machines and interactive computer communication, namely, the Internet; and credit union services.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on services
TRADEMARK

IMBARVA

Goods
pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of the central nervous system, namely, central nervous system infections, brain diseases, central nervous system movement disorders, ocular motility disorders, spinal cord diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of immunologic diseases, namely, autoimmune diseases, immunologic deficiency syndromes; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of cardiovascular diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diabetes; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of metabolic disorders, namely, diabetes, obesity, hyperlipidemia, insulin resistance, metabolic syndrome; anti-inflammatory agents; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of disorders of the respiratory system; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of disorders of the musculo-skeletal system, namely, connective tissue disease, bone diseases, spinal diseases, back pain, fractures, sprains, cartilage injuries; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of genitourinary diseases, namely, urological diseases, infertility, sexually transmitted diseases, inflammatory pelvic diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology, namely, dermatitis, skin pigmentation diseases, sexually transmitted diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for use in oncology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in hematology, namely for the treatment of blood disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for use in tissue and organ transplantation; pharmaceutical preparations for use in ophthalmology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in gastroenterology; pharmaceutical preparations for prevention and treatment of ocular disorders and diseases; anti-infectives, anti-bacterials, antivirals, anti-biotics, systemic and topical anti-fungals

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,804,045  Filing Date 2016-10-11
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Murka Limited, Trident Chambers, P.O. Box P.
O. Box 146, Road Town (Tortola), VIRGIN ISLANDS (BRITISH)

Representative for Service
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto,
ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK

Slots Era

SERVICES

Class 41
Entertainment services, namely, providing interactive multi-player computer games via the internet and electronic communication networks; providing online, downloadable and non-downloadable computer games on a global computer network or via wireless electronic communication devices namely mobile handsets, pdas, cellular telephones, handheld computers; electronic game services and competitions provided by means of the internet; gaming services in the nature of bingo games; gaming services in the nature of slot machine games.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as October 01, 2016 on services.
Application Number 1,804,047  Filing Date 2016-10-11
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Murka Limited, Trident Chambers, P.O. Box P.
O. Box 146, Road Town (Tortola), VIRGIN
ISLANDS (BRITISH)

Representative for Service
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto,
ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK

Spinner Slots

SERVICES

Class 41
Entertainment services, namely, providing interactive multi-player computer games via the internet and electronic communication networks; providing online, downloadable and non-downloadable computer games on a global computer network or via wireless electronic communication devices namely mobile handsets, pdas, cellular telephones, handheld computers; electronic game services and competitions provided by means of the internet; gaming services in the nature of bingo games; gaming services in the nature of slot machine games.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as August 23, 2016 on services.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF SPATIAL-TIME STUDIES

PROPOSED USE IN CANADA ON SERVICES

1,804,051 TRADE-MARKS JOURNAL 2017-11-01
Vol. 64 No. 3288 page 488

Application Number 1,804,051 Filing Date 2016-10-11
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Murka Limited, Trident Chambers, P.O. Box P.
O. Box 146, Road Town (Tortola), VIRGIN
ISLANDS (BRITISH)

Representative for Service
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto,
ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK

Scatter HoldEm

SERVICES

Class 41
Entertainment services, namely, providing interactive multi-player computer games via the internet and electronic communication networks; providing online, downloadable and non-downloadable computer games on a global computer network or via wireless electronic communication devices namely mobile handsets, pdas, cellular telephones, handheld computers; electronic game services and competitions provided by means of the internet; gaming services in the nature of bingo games; gaming services in the nature of slot machine games.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,804,205  Filing Date 2016-10-11
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Mountaineer Outdoor Equipment Co., Ltd, 1-2 Floor, No.38, Zhenxing Road Shiling Town, Huadu District, Guangzhou, CHINA

Representative for Service
GREGORY MILLER
1425 MARINE DRIVE, SUITE 207, WEST VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V7T1B9

TRADEMARK

Wind Took

Index Headings
WIND TOOK

Goods

Class 18
(1) Animal skins and hides; Imitation leather; Travel bags; Luggage and trunks; Backpacks, book bags, sports bags, bum bags, wallets and handbags; Leather for furniture; Leather thread; Umbrellas; Mountaineering sticks; Stirrup straps

Class 25
(2) Casual clothing; Sweat-absorbent underwear; Cameraman’s vest; Corsets; Casual shoes; Hats; Hosiery; Winter gloves; Turbans; Sleep masks

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,804,237  Filing Date 2016-10-12
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
LUOYANG SINOROCK ENGINEERING MATERIAL CO., LTD, ROOM 2303, UNIT 1, CHUANGZHAN INTERNATIONAL PALACE, NANCHANG ROAD 85, JIANXI DISTRICT, LUOYANG CITY, CHINA

Representative for Service
NEOMARK LTD.
8540 PLACE BELLEFONTAINE, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H1K1R7

TRADEMARK

SINOROCK

Index Headings
SINOROCK

Image Description (Vienna)
- One triangle
- Triangular figures with one or more convex or concave sides
- Triangles containing one or more other geometrical figures -- Note: Including triangles containing bent or straight lines.
- Triangles with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- Two lines or bands
- Curved lines or bands (except a 26.11.13)
- Oblique lines or bands

Goods
Class 06
(1) Tie plates; anchor plates; poles of metal; pilings of metal; stainless steel water pipes; reinforcing materials of metal for concrete, namely anchor bolts, rebar, anchor ropes; door fittings of metal; reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; building boards of metal; metal anchorages, namely anchor bolts used for reinforcing buildings; materials of metal for railway construction; wire rope; non-electric cable joints of metal; washers of metal; screw rings of metal; shims; screws of metal; soldering wire of metal; ironmongery namely screws, nails, bolts, nuts, washers; pegs of metal; bolts of metal; metal drain pipes; fittings of metal for windows; wire rope fittings; hollow steel bars; self drilling hollow anchor bolts.

Class 07
(2) centering drilling bits being parts of machines; core drilling bits

SERVICES
Class 35
Advertising the goods and services of others through all public communication means; online advertising for others via a computer communications network; publicity agencies; business management consultancy; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; on-line auction bidding for others; import-export agencies; promoting the sale of goods and services through promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material; procurement services in the form of purchasing heavy equipment; business marketing consulting services; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; personnel recruitment; database marketing services in the form of compiling customer specific databases; secretarial services; accounting for third parties; promoting the sale of goods and services through a consumer loyalty program; conducting marketing studies; market research services; management and compilation of computerised databases.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,804,368  Filing Date 2016-10-12
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Pernod Ricard USA, LLC, 100 Manhattanville
Road, Purchase, NY 10577, UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GODREAU GAGE DUBUC S.E.N.C.R.L./LLP
2000 AVENUE MCGILL COLLEGE, SUITE
2200, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3A3H3

TRADEMARK

Seagram's

Index Headings
SEAGRAM'S

Goods
Class 33
Alcoholic beverages except beers namely whisky, gins and spirit based coolers.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,804,443  Filing Date 2016-10-12
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Acorda Therapeutics, Inc., 420 Saw Mill River Road, Ardsley, NY 10502, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
PIASETZKI NENNIGER KVAS LLP
SUITE 2308, 120 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H1T1

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Two lines or bands
- Curved lines or bands (except a 26.11.13)
- Dotted lines or bands
- Circles
- Ellipses
- Several circles or ellipses, juxtaposed, tangential or intersecting
- Circles or ellipses with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Goods

Class 05
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of function in neurological, neurotrauma, autoimmune, neuromuscular, demyelinating, cardiac and neurodegenerative diseases and disorders, namely spinal cord injuries, multiple sclerosis, stroke, brain injury, Guillain-Barre Syndrome, Charcot Marie Tooth Syndrome, Parkinson’s Disease, seizure disorders, cerebral palsy, muscular dystrophy, Lambert-Eaton, spasticity, neuropathic pain, Alzheimer’s Disease, anterior horn cell diseases, cluster headache, migraine, peripheral neuropathy, diabetic neuropathy, congestive heart failure, myocardial infarction, and mononeuritis multiplex

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,804,449  Filing Date 2016-10-12
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Green Cleen Limited, 1-2 Ladfordfields Industrial Park, Seighford, Staffordshire, ST18 9QE, UNITED KINGDOM

Representative for Service
CLAUDETTE DAGENAIS (DJB), 500 Boulevard Gouin E, Suite 302, Montréal, QUEBEC, H3L3R9

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Personified objects, combinations of objects representing a personage
- Large non-cylindrical or non-elliptical containers (such as packing cases, crates, skips)
- Other large containers
- Eyes -- Note: Including eyes with or without eyebrows and eyes with tears.
- Noses
- Lips, mouths, tongues
- Hands, cupped hands, fingers, fingernails, imprints of hands or of fingers, arms
- Thumbs up or thumbs down
- Clothing
- Gloves -- Note: Not including boxing gloves (21.3.23).
- Sparks, explosions, exploding fireworks -- Note: Not including sparks represented by uneven-pointed stars (1.1.1).
- Other wheels, with or without spokes -- Note: Not including tyred wheels and vehicle wheels mounted on axles (18.1.21).
- Wheels or bearings with other figurative elements
- Black
- Green
- White, grey, silver
- Red, pink, orange
Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The entire outline of the bin, the tire and the outline of each facial features are black. The arms, exterior surface and lid of the bin are green. The hands, eyes, mouth, wheel, inside of the bin and shining spots are white. The nose is red.

SERVICES
Class 37
Wheelie bins washing, disinfecting and deodorising services for domestic and commercial customers.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,804,511  
Filing Date 2016-10-13

Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
Acadian Seaplants Limited, 30 Brown Avenue, Dartmouth, NOVA SCOTIA B3B 1X8

Representative for Service  
CLAUDETTE DAGENAIS (DJB), 500 Boulevard Gouin E, Suite 302, Montréal, QUEBEC, H3L3R9

TRADEMARK

BrewClar

Index Headings  
BREWCLAR

Image Description (Vienna)  
- Bubbles, frothy masses -- Note: Including speech bubbles.  
- Algae, seaweeds and other plants  
- Flames  
- More than two lines or two bands  
- Thick lines, bands  
- Vertical lines or bands  
- Wavy lines or bands, zigzag lines or bands

Goods  
Class 01  
Seaweed beer clarifier.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,804,822  Filing Date 2016-10-14
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Genuine Health Inc., 317 Adelaide Street West, Suite 501, Toronto, ONTARIO M5V 1P9

Representative for Service
GOODMANS LLP
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP, BAY ADELAIDE CENTRE, 333 BAY STREET, SUITE 3400, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H2S7

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
THE FERMENTATION EXPERTS GENUINE HEALTH

Image Description (Vienna)
- Other leaves
- Stylized leaves
- One leaf
- Stars
- Two stars
- Stars with more than four points
- Seals or stamps
- Seals or stamps having some other form
- Seals or stamps with representations of heavenly bodies or natural phenomena
- Seals or stamps with representations of plants
- Seals or stamps with inscriptions
- Two lines or bands
- Horizontal lines or bands

Goods
Class 05
Dietary supplements for general health and well-being and nutritional bars namely, cereal-based bars, energy bars, food energy bars, fruit bars, granola-based snack bars, meal replacement bars

SERVICES

Class 35
Operation of a business dealing in the wholesale distribution and e-commerce distribution of nutritional supplements, nutritional bars

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as September 28, 2016 on goods and on services.
Application Number: 1,804,979  
Filing Date: 2016-10-17  
Language of Application: English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant: Taylor Made Golf Company, Inc., 5545 Fermi Court, Carlsbad, CA 92008, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service: GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP, SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
M1

Image Description (Vienna)
- One line or one band
- Oblique lines or bands
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters underlined, overlined, framed or barred by one or more strokes

Goods
Class 28
Golf clubs

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as October 08, 2015 on goods.
Application Number 1,804,980  Filing Date 2016-10-17
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Taylor Made Golf Company, Inc., 5545 Fermi Court, Carlsbad, CA 92008, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
M2

Image Description (Vienna)
- One line or one band
- Oblique lines or bands
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters underlined, overlined, framed or barred by one or more strokes

Goods
Class 28
Golf clubs

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as February 19, 2016 on goods.
Application Number 1,804,981  Filing Date 2016-10-17
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Taylor Made Golf Company, Inc., 5545 Fermi Court, Carlsbad, CA 92008, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
PSI P

Image Description (Vienna)
- One line or one band
- Horizontal lines or bands
- Set of lines evoking speed or propulsion
- One triangle
- Triangles pointing downwards
- Triangles with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- Wings, stylized or not -- Notes: (a) Including wings constituting a symbol or an emblem. -- (b) Not including wheels or wheel segments with wings (15.7.17), staves with wings (24.11.3) and Mercury's helmet (with wings) (24.11.14).
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters linked to a figurative element -- Note: Letters representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object are classified in division 27.3.

Goods
Class 28
Golf clubs

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as November 06, 2015 on goods.
Application Number 1,805,106    Filing Date 2016-10-18
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Western Newfoundland Brewing Company Ltd.,
137 Main St N, P.O. Box 533, Rocky Harbour,
NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR A0K 4N0

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
WESTERN NEWFOUNDLAND BREWING CO.

Image Description (Vienna)
- Sirens, naiads
- Other men
- Heads of fish, parts of fish, fishbones
- Hair, locks of hair, wigs, beards, moustaches
- More than two lines or two bands
- Oblique lines or bands
- Advertisement hoardings or pillars, other structures for advertisements -- Note: Including barbershop poles.
- Framework and frames
- Complete framework and frames
- Stars
- Two stars
- Stars with more than four points

Goods
Class 21
(1) beer glasses; beer mugs
Class 30
(2) beer vinegar

**Class 32**

(3) beer; beer wort; beer, ale and lager; beer, ale and porter; beer, ale, lager, stout and porter; beer, ale, lager, stout, porter, shandy; black beer; flavoured beers; ginger beer; malt beer

**CLAIMS**

Used in CANADA since at least June 01, 2016 on goods (1); June 02, 2016 on goods (2), (3).
Application Number 1,805,222  Filing Date 2016-10-18
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Tom’s of Maine, Inc., 302 Lafayette Center, Kennebunk, ME 04043, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3S5

TRADEMARK

TOM’S OF MAINE WHAT'S INSIDE MATTERS

Goods
Class 03
(1) Toothpaste, mouthwash, personal deodorants, antiperspirants, soap, body wash, body lotion, hand cream, lip balm, baby lotion, baby body wash, baby shampoo, sun screen, non-medicated diaper rash cream

Class 21
(2) Toothbrushes, dental floss

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,805,425  Filing Date 2016-10-19
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Kurtzon Lighting, 1420 S. Talman Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60608, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
FILLMORE RILEY LLP
1700 - 360 Main Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba, MANITOBA, R3C3Z3

TRADEMARK

KURTZON

Goods
Class 11
lighting fixtures

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as 1990 on goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on July 12, 2016 under No. 4999973 on goods
Application Number 1,805,445  Filing Date 2016-10-19
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
ROBATA ENTERPRISES LTD., M3A-601
WEST BROADWAY, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA V5Z 4C2

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
EBISU

Image Description (Vienna)
- Other flowers, blossoms -- Notes: (a) Including flowers or blossoms of trees (cherry trees, peach trees, apple trees) and of bushes. -- (b) Including flowers of protea and strelitzia.
- Stylized flowers
- One flower
- Circles
- One circle or ellipse
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of animals, parts of animals' bodies or plants

SERVICES

Class 35
(1) Providing technical assistance in the establishment and operation of restaurant franchises

Class 43
(2) Restaurant services; Operating a website providing information in the fields of restaurants and Japanese cuisine
(3) Catering services; Providing banquet hall facilities

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since October 01, 2016 on services (2). Proposed Use in CANADA on services (1), (3)
Application Number 1,805,516  Filing Date 2016-10-20  Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  Rizhao City-wide Trading Co., Ltd., Business 1, 35# Haina City Garden, Weihai Road (East), Shandong Road (South), Rizhao, Shandong, CHINA

Representative for Service  GREGORY MILLER  1425 MARINE DRIVE, SUITE 207, WEST VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V7T1B9

TRADEMARK

![Yiwenjia logo]

Index Headings  YIWENJIA YI WEN JIA JIAO ZI

Image Description (Vienna)
- Ellipses
- One circle or ellipse
- Circles or ellipses containing inscriptions arranged in some other form
- Circles or ellipses with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- One line or one band
- Wavy lines or bands, zigzag lines or bands
- Inscriptions in Chinese or Japanese characters
- Red, pink, orange

Colour Claim  Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. Colour China red is claimed as a feature of all the words and designs of the mark

Foreign Character Translation/Transliteration  The transliteration of Chinese Characters is 'YI WEN JIA JIAO ZI'. The first Chinese character means 'one', the second one means 'cloud in beautiful patterns', and the third one means 'home'. The right two Chinese characters mean dumplings. Its combination has no meaning in English or French.

SERVICES  Class 43  boarding houses; Snack-bars; Cafés; Self-service restaurants; tea rooms; mobile restaurant services; Food and drink catering; Retirement homes; bar services; tourist inns
CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,805,526 Filing Date 2016-10-20
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Levant Resources Limited, 15/F, Box Group
Life Assurance, Tower 136, Des Voeux Road
Central, Central, HONG KONG, CHINA

Representative for Service
RONALD S. ADE LAW CORPORATION
102 - 1015 Wilkes Avenue, Winnipeg,
MANITOBA, R3P2R8

TRADEMARK

SÉLA ANCIENT MINERALS

Index Headings
SÉLA ANCIENT MINERALS

Goods
Class 03
Perfumery and fragrances; essential oils for personal use; cosmetics; hair lotions; dentifrices; skin
care creams; skin care preparations; beauty creams for body care; toning lotion for the face, body
and hands; lip care preparations; cosmetic creams for skin care; cosmetic sun-protecting
preparations; sun-tanning preparations

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,805,540  Filing Date 2016-10-20  Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
LES ÉQUIPEMENTS LAPIERRE INC., 99, rue de l'Escale, St-Ludger, QUÉBEC G0M 1W0

Representative for Service
MARTIN ST-AMANT
DS AVOCATS, 891, boul. Charest Ouest, Québec, QUÉBEC, G1N2C9

TRADEMARK

H BRIX

Index Headings
H BRIX

Image Description (Vienna)
- One arrow
- Arrows combined with a letter, monogram or numeral(s)
- Arrows forming a circle, an arc of a circle or a ring
- Letters or numerals representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object
- Letters or numerals representing an object

Goods
Reverse osmosis sap concentration equipment, namely filters, pumps, casings, membranes and fittings.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since May 28, 2015 on goods.
Application Number 1,805,634  Filing Date 2016-10-20
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
NucleusLabs Information Technologies, Inc.,
C200 - 9801 King George Blvd., Surrey,
BRITISH COLUMBIA V7V 4S1

TRADEMARK

Image Description (Vienna)
- Several polygons, juxtaposed, joined or intersecting
- Polygons containing one or more letters
- Polygons with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- Mathematical signs
- Mathematical signs combined with figures or letters

SERVICES

Class 42
(1) Computer software, specifically software as a service, for a web-based technology platform consisting of a detailed tool suite for rapid web development, web application management, web application hosting and web database hosting, namely, providing electronic client records, which provides a management solution for health care professionals, namely, governmental clients, private enterprises and not-for-profit entities for tracking their clients throughout the clinical workflow processes in the fields of therapy services, social services, mental health and community services programs for children and adults. (2) Computer software, namely software as a service, for a web based technology platform consisting of a detailed tool suite for rapid web application development, web application management, web application hosting and web database hosting, namely, providing client demographics, therapist assignment, periodic staff statistics, group staff statistics, automated reporting, online document editing and tracking, wait list management, analytical reports and clinical-outcomes management, provides privacy and security measures, database backup and replication, and a server load balancing and application-design tool.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as January 23, 2013 on services.
Application Number 1,805,752  Filing Date 2016-10-21
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
DAIMLER AG, a legal entity, Mercedesstrasse 137, 70327 Stuttgart, GERMANY

Representative for Service
RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP
SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

TRADEMARK

CONCEPT EQ

Goods
Class 12
(1) automobiles and their integral and replacement parts
(2) automobiles

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED KINGDOM April 27, 2016, Application No: 3161733 in association with the same kind of goods (2). Used in GERMANY on goods (2). Registered in or for UNITED KINGDOM on July 29, 2016 under No. 3161733 on goods (2). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods (1)
Application Number 1,806,002 Filing Date 2016-10-24
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
CoLucid Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 222 Third Street, Suite 1320, Cambridge, MA 02142, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
Goudreau Gage Dubuc S.E.N.C.R.L./LLP
2000 Avenue McGill College, Suite 2200, Montreal, Quebec, H3A3H3

TRADEMARK

EXGEMIG

Goods

Class 05
Pharmaceutical preparations for human use for the treatment of central nervous system disorders, namely, headache pain, migraine, cortical spreading depression disorders, seizure disorders, central nervous system movement disorders, trigeminal autonomic cephalagias (TACS), cluster headaches; pharmaceutical preparations for human use for the treatment of pain; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cardiovascular disorders

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA April 29, 2016, Application No: 87/019,480 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,806,170 Filing Date 2016-10-25 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
HomeServices of America, Inc., 333 South Seventh Street, Floor 27, Minneapolis, MN 55402, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
ROBERT D. MCDONALD
(DENTONS CANADA LLP), 2900 MANULIFE PLACE, 10180 -101 STREET, EDMONTON, ALBERTA, T5J3V5

TRADEMARK

BHHS

SERVICES

Class 36
Real estate services, real estate administration, real estate appraisals, real estate consultancy, real estate brokerage, real estate agencies, real estate management, commercial real estate agency services, provision of information in the field of real estate, advisory in the field of real estate, providing information in the field of real estate affairs via the internet

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,806,244  Filing Date 2016-10-25
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Manfred Gingl, 115 Eden Vale Drive, King City, ONTARIO L7B 1L9

Representative for Service
JOANNE E. GILLESPIE
91 LICHFIELD ROAD, MARKHAM, ONTARIO, L3R0W9

TRADEMARK

TORRERO

Goods
Class 12
vehicles for locomotion on land namely motorcycles, quadricycles, bicycles, tricycles, scooters and mopeds and parts and fittings therefor, electrically powered assisted vehicles namely quadricycles, bicycles, tricycles, scooters and mopeds, and parts and fittings therefor

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,806,362  Filing Date 2016-10-26
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
GLOBEGOU WZ CO., LTD, RM904, NATURAL COURT YARD B1#, RD TANGJIAQIAO, WENZHOU, ZHEJIANG, CHINA

Representative for Service
WS LI
5194 Killarney Street, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V5R3V9

TRADEMARK

Rabbitgoo

Index Headings
RABBITGOO

Goods

Class 16
(1) Placards of paper or cardboard; tracing patterns; perforated cards for Jacquard looms; pictures; engravings; lithographic works of art; decalcomanias; photographs; writing pads; stickers; sealing compounds for stationery purposes; adhesives for stationery and household use; blackboards.

Class 17
(2) Raw rubber; semi-worked rubber; laminated plastic films for use on windows; plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; anti-dazzle tinted films for windows; masking film.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since January 05, 2015 on goods.
Application Number 1,806,384  
Filing Date 2016-10-26  
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
Inoxia Inc., 1031 Rue Des Forges, Terrebonne,  
QUÉBEC J6Y 0J9

Representative for Service  
BCF S.E.N.C.R.L./BCF LLP  
1100, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 25e Étage,  
Montréal, QUÉBEC, H3B5C9

TRADEMARK

SpeedTiles

Goods

Class 06
(1) Self-adhesive interior wall covering products in various materials and shapes, namely aluminum tiles, aluminum tile mosaics.

Class 19
(2) Self-adhesive interior wall covering products in various materials and shapes, namely tiles made of ceramic, tiles made of marble, tiles made of glass, tiles made of wood, tiles made of vinyl, tiles made of polyurethane, tile mosaics made of ceramic, tile mosaics made of marble, tile mosaics made of glass, tile mosaics made of wood, tile mosaics made of vinyl, tile mosaics made of polyurethane and wood boards.

(3) Self-adhesive interior wall covering products in various materials and shapes, namely natural and synthetic stone tiles, natural and synthetic stone tile mosaics.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since before March 31, 2015 on goods (1), (3). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods (2)
Application Number 1,806,573  Filing Date 2016-10-25
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
VACUUM REBUILDERS OF MONTREAL INC.,
5860 boul. Saint-Laurent, Montreal, QUEBEC H2T 1T3

Representative for Service
ANDRE ROUETTE
5860 boul. Saint-Laurent, Montreal, QUEBEC, H2T1T3

TRADEMARK

HOUSE OF VACUUM

Disclaimer
The right to the exclusive use of the word VACUUM is disclaimed apart from the trade-mark.

Goods
Vacuum cleaners, central vacuum cleaning systems

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,806,580    Filing Date 2016-10-27
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Yip Cider Inc., 22 Rothesay Park Rd, Rothesay,
NEW BRUNSWICK E2E 5T6

Representative for Service
NICHOLAS N. RUSSON
(Stewart McKelvey), 77 Westmorland Street,
Suite 600, Fredericton, NEW BRUNSWICK,
E3B6Z3

TRADEMARK

Yip Cider

Goods
Class 32
(1) Non-alcoholic apple based drinks

Class 33
(2) Cider; wines; liqueurs; alcoholic cider based beverages; alcoholic fruit extracts.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,806,730  Filing Date 2016-10-27
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Dura Products, Inc., 506 Fentons Crescent PO Box 1690, Swift Current, SASKATCHEWAN S9H 3X4

Representative for Service
KIMBERLEY CUNNINGHAM (BENNETT JONES LLP), 3200 TELUS HOUSE, SOUTH TOWER, 10020 - 100TH STREET, EDMONTON, ALBERTA, T5J0N3

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
DURA PRODUCTS

Image Description (Vienna)
- Towers or masts, derricks (except 7.1.16) -- Notes: (a) Including transmitting masts. -- (b) Not including Eiffel Tower (7.5.2).

Goods
Down hole oil tools and rod pumping systems namely balls and seats, barrels, valve rod guides, hold-downs, insert cages, on/off tools, pickup subs, rod pump plungers, and sucker rod couplings, oil field production accessories namely, polished rod liners, pressure control regulators, hydraulic tubing drains, and stuffing boxes, all used in the field of hydrocarbon production

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since as early as December 02, 2014 on goods.
Application Number 1,807,051  Filing Date 2016-10-31
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
STRATODYNAMICS AVIATION INC., 8405
Line 6, Kenilworth, ONTARIO N0G 2E0

TRADEMARK

STRATODYNAMICS

Goods

Class 07
(1) AC generators; DC generators; current generators; electric generators; electric power
   generators; electricity generators; engines and motors for the generation of electricity; generators
   of electricity; mobile electric power generators; airborne wind energy generation systems;
Class 09
(2) electronic data acquisition and control apparatus for environmental sensing and monitoring;
   acceleration sensors; camera containing a linear image sensor; computers for managing control
devices for aircraft; electric control panels; electromechanical controls for airplanes; electronic
controllers for flight control systems; electronic sensors for measuring solar radiation; motion
sensors; optical sensors; pollutant sensors; pressure sensors; proximity sensors; temperature
sensors; thermal sensors; voltage monitor modules
Class 12
(3) aeroplanes; aircraft; airplanes; airships; automatic guided vehicles; glider aircraft; gliders; light
   aircraft; parachutes; propeller airplanes; sailplanes; space vehicles

SERVICES

Class 35
(1) business development services; public relations services; mediation and conclusion of
   commercial transactions for others; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third
   parties
Class 37
(2) aircraft maintenance; aircraft repair; information pertaining to aircraft construction, repair and
   maintenance; repair and maintenance of aircraft; repair and maintenance of power generators;
   repair services for electric generators and wind turbines
Class 39
(3) loaning and rental of aeroplanes
Class 40
(4) electricity generation; generating electricity; generation of electricity
Class 42
(5) aircraft design; creation of control programs for automated measurement, assembly, adjustment, and related visualisation; creation of control programs for electric operation control and drive modules; weather or environmental monitoring

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since August 08, 2016 on services (1), (4). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services (2), (3), (5)
Application Number 1,807,072  Filing Date 2016-10-31
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Escorts Limited, Corporate Centre, 15/5 Mathura Road, 121 003, Faridabad, INDIA

Representative for Service
NATHAN WOODRUFF
200 - 10328 81 Avenue, Edmonton, ALBERTA, T6E1X2

TRADEMARK

FARMTRAC

Goods
Class 12
Tractors and parts thereof.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,807,074  Filing Date 2016-10-31
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Escorts Limited, Corporate Centre, 15/5 Mathura Road, 121 003, Faridabad, INDIA

Representative for Service
NATHAN WOODRUFF
200 - 10328 81 Avenue, Edmonton, ALBERTA, T6E1X2

TRADEMARK

POWERTRAC

Goods
Class 12
Tractors and parts thereof.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,807,315  Filing Date 2016-11-01
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation, 10201 West Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90035, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

HOW I MET YOUR FATHER

Goods
Class 09
DVDs containing television shows, movies recordings; CDs containing audio recordings of television shows; CDs containing music recordings; downloadable digital audio and video recordings of television shows and movies; downloadable television shows and movie recordings; downloadable ring tones, graphics, computer desktop wallpaper, games and music via a global computer network and wireless devices, namely mobile telephones, handheld computers, and tablets; computer screen saver software; computer games and video games; mousepads; decorative magnets; eye glasses; downloadable application for mobile phones, handheld computers, and tablets to stream audio and video, namely music, movies, television shows, to read periodicals, and to download video games, photographs, and graphics, all via the Internet; downloadable computer games, namely gambling games

SERVICES
Class 41
Entertainment in the form of television shows; providing a website featuring information in the field of television shows and movies; entertainment services in the nature of non-downloadable videos and images featuring television shows and movies transmitted via the Internet and wireless global computer networks; operation of a blog in the field of television shows and movies; entertainment amusement park and theme park services; entertainment services in the nature of live musical play, live theatrical, comedy and dramatic performances; online gambling services; providing non-downloadable casino games and video games via the Internet and wireless global computer networks

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA June 09, 2016, Application No: 87/066073 in association with the same kind of goods; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA June 09, 2016, Application No: 87/066087 in association with the same kind of services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,807,419  Filing Date 2016-11-01
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
SIMPURE IMP. & EXP. LIMITED, 160-422
Richards St, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA V6B 2Z4

Representative for Service
EAZE INTERNATIONAL
3621 HWY 7 EAST, SUITE 508, MARKHAM, ONTARIO, L3R0G6

TRADEMARK

SIMPURE

Goods
Class 25
athletic clothing; baby clothing; belts; business clothing; casual clothing; children's clothing; dress clothing; hats; infant clothing; military clothing; outdoor winter clothing; shoes; sports clothing; sun protective clothing

SERVICES
Class 35
(1) import and export agencies; online sales of clothing; retail sale of clothing; sale of clothing; wholesale sales of clothing

Class 42
(2) clothing design

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,807,429  Filing Date 2016-11-01
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
John McQuarrie, 4868 Duke Ave, Niagara Falls,
ONTARIO L2E 5B5

TRADEMARK

Baby on Fleek

Goods

Class 03
(1) baby lotion; baby oils; baby powder; baby powders; baby wipes; fingernail decal; hair conditioners for babies; shampoos for babies

Class 05
(2) babies' diaper-pants; babies' diapers of paper; babies' napkin-pants; babies' napkins; baby food; baby diapers; baby formula; disposable baby diapers; food for babies; lacteal flour for babies; powdered milk for babies

Class 09
(3) baby monitors; baby scales; video baby monitors

Class 10
(4) babies' bottles; baby bottles; baby pacifiers; baby soothers; nipples for baby bottles; pacifiers for babies

Class 11
(5) baby bottle sterilizers; baby toilet trainers; electric heaters for babies bottles

Class 12
(6) baby buggy bumpers; baby carriages; baby prams; baby strollers; children's car seats; children's safety seats for cars; children's safety seats for vehicles; covers for baby carriages; hoods for baby carriages; vehicle bumpers

Class 16
(7) baby books; bumper stickers; children's books; children's storybooks; decals; iron-on decals; patterns for making clothes; promotional decals; sticker albums; sticker books; stickers and transfers; vinyl stickers

Class 18
(8) baby carriers worn on the body; baby carrying bags; pouch baby carriers

Class 20
(9) baby changing mats; baby changing platforms; baby changing tables; baby cribs; baby walkers; bassinettes; bedroom furniture; beds; booster seats; children's sleeping mats; cribs; cushions; decorative mobiles; decorative pillows; decorative wall plaques; diaper changing stations; dressing tables; furniture cabinets; furniture chests; furniture cushions; high chairs; high chairs for babies;
infant beds; infant cradles; infant walkers; key tags; picture frames; pillows; playpens; playpens for babies; sleeping mats; toy boxes and chests; toy chests

Class 24
(10) banners; banners and flags of textile; banners of textile; bath sheets; bath towels; beach towels; bed blankets; bed canopies; bed covers; bed throws; bedsheets; bedspreads; blanket throws; children's blankets; children's towels; comforters; crib sheets; curtains; cushion covers; denim fabric; duvet covers; duvets; face cloths; face towels made of textile materials; face towels of textiles; jersey fabrics for clothing; knit fabrics; knitted fabrics; knitted fabrics of cotton yarn; knitted fabrics of silk yarn; knitted fabrics of wool yarn; labels of cloth; labels of textile for identifying clothing; lap blankets; lap robes; lap rugs; large bath towels; pillow covers; pillow protectors; pillow shams; pillow slips; pillowcases; place mats of textile material; printers' blankets of textile; quilt covers; quilts; quilts of textile; quilts of towel; sheets; textile fabrics; textile label; textile labels; textiles for clothes; throws; wall hangings of textile; washcloths; woollen blankets; woollen cloth; woollen fabric

Class 25
(11) aprons; athletic apparel; athletic clothing; athletic footwear; athletic shoes; athletic shorts; athletic tights; athletic wear; baby bottoms; baby clothing; baby doll pyjamas; baby layettes for clothing; baby pants; bandanas; bandannas; baseball caps; baseball caps and hats; bath robes; bath slippers; bath wraps; bathing caps; bathing suits; bathrobes; beach cover-ups; beach footwear; beach jackets; beach pyjamas; beach robes; beachwear; bib overalls; bib shorts; bikinis; blanket sleepers; blouses; blue jeans; body stockings; body suits; bomber jackets; bomber vests; bonnets; bow ties; boxer briefs; boxer shorts; boxing shorts; cap peaks; cap visors; capri pants; caps; caps with visors; car coats; cardigans; cargo pants; casual clothing; casual clothing featuring pants, dresses and shorts; casual footwear; casual pants; casual shirts; casual shoes; casual wear; children's clothing; children's footwear; children's shirts; clothing in particular pants; clothing in the nature of pants; clothing particularly pants; coats; collared shirts; coveralls; denim jackets; denim jeans; denim pants; denim shirts; dickies; dress clothing; dress pants; dress shirts; dress shoes; dress skirts; dress suits; dressing gowns; dressing gowns and bath robes; ear muffs; exercise footwear; exercise wear; fleece jackets; fleece pants; fleece pullovers; fleece shirts; fleece shorts; fleece tops; fleece vests; gloves; golf caps; golf hats; golf pants; golf shirts; golf shoes; gym wear; hats; head bands; head sweatbands; headbands; headbands against sweating; hooded jackets; hooded pullovers; hooded sweatshirts; hooded tops; housecoats; infant clothing; infant footwear; infants' shoes and boots; infants' trousers; jackets; jackets and socks; jean jackets; jeans; jeans coveralls; jogging pants; jogging shoes; jogging suits; jump suits; jumper dresses; jumpers; jumpsuits; knickers; knit hats; knit jackets; knit shirts; knit tops; knitted caps; knitted gloves; knitted hats; knitted shirts; knitted sweaters; knitted tops; knitted underwear; lace boots; leather gloves; leather jackets; leather pants; leg warmers; leg-warmers; leisure shoes; leisure suits; leotards; long sleeve shirts; long sleeved vests; long underwear; long-sleeved t-shirts; loungewear; lounging pyjamas; mittens; morning coats; neck ties; neck warmers; neckties; night shirts; nighttime; novelty hats; open-necked shirts; outerwear jackets; overalls; overcoats; overshirts; over-trousers; pajama bottoms; pajamas (am.); pant suits; panties; pants; pants (am.); polo shirts; ponchos; promotional caps; promotional t-shirts; pullovers; pyjamas; rain boots; rain footwear; rain hats; rain jackets; rain pants; rain ponchos; rain suits; rain trousers; raincoats; rainproof jackets; rainwear; rugby shirts; rugby shorts; rugby tops; running shoes; running shorts; sandals; sandals and beach shoes; shirts; shoes; short pants; short trousers; shorts; short-sleeve shirts; short-sleeved shirts; short-sleeved t-shirts; shower caps; skirts; skirts and dresses; skorts; slacks; sleeping garments; sleepwear; sleeved jackets; sleeveless jackets; sleeveless jerseys; slipovers; slippers; small hats; sneakers; snow pants; socks; socks and stockings; sport bibs; straw hats; sun hats; sweat bands; sweat
jackets; sweat pants; sweat shirts; sweat suits; sweat tops; sweatbands; sweaters; sweatshirts; swim suits; swimsuits; swimwear; tights; track pants; track suits; training shoes; t-shirts; underclothing; underpants; undershirts; underskirts; underwear; vests; visor caps; visors for athletic use; walking shoes; walking shorts; wind vests; wind-jackets; winter boots; winter coats; winter gloves; winter jackets; woolly hats; working overalls; wrist bands; wristbands

Class 28
(12) baby dolls; baby gym; baby multiple activity toys; baby rattles; baby toys

**SERVICES**

Class 35
(1) clothing concession stands; consignment sale of clothing; distributorships in the field of clothing; online sales of body care products; online sales of clothing; online sales of footwear; online sales of headwear; online sales of toys; operation of a clothing store; operation of a department store; operation of a furniture store; retail clothing store services; retail department store services; retail furniture store services; retail sale of clothing; retail sale of cosmetics; retail sale of toys; retail store services featuring clothing; sale of clothing; wholesale sales of clothing

Class 42
(2) clothing design

Class 45
(3) baby sitting

**CLAIMS**

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,807,704  Filing Date 2016-11-03
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
HEARST COMMUNICATIONS, INC., 300 West 57th Street, New York, NY 10019, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

COSMOPOLITAN

Goods
Nail stickers, nail files, eyelash curlers, hair brushes, body brushes, facial sponges for applying make-up, bath sponges, loofah sponges, body and facial exfoliators, namely, brushes, mitts, gloves, pads, and sponges, bath and shower caddies.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,807,728  Filing Date 2016-11-03
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Frozen Drink Concepts, Inc., 2321 Longest Drive, Wentzville, MO 63385, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK

ALLIGATOR ICE

Image Description (Vienna)
- Alligators, caymans, crocodiles
- Animals of division 3.11 in costume
- Clothing
- Shirts, t-shirts, bodices, shirt-blouses
- Headwear
- Other headwear
- Spectacles, spectacle frames
- Drinking vessels, cups (trophies)
- Glasses with or without stems, without handles
- Containers, plates or dishes containing food or drink
- Drinking straws
- Letters linked to a figurative element -- Note: Letters representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object are classified in division 27.3.
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters or numerals forming geometrical figures, written or typographical matter in perspective
- Letters or numerals forming a plano-concave figure
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters written in double outline

Goods
Frozen non-alcoholic fruit flavored drinks.
CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as 2008 on goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on April 24, 2001 under No. 2,447,086 on goods
Application Number 1,807,865  Filing Date 2016-11-03
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
YALE SECURITY INC., 1902 Airport Road, Monroe, NC 28110, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
BENTALL, 550 BURRARD STREET, SUITE 2300, P.O. BOX 30, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C2B5

TRADEMARK

B1L LOCK

Goods
Class 09
digital door locks

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as November 01, 2016 on goods. Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA June 08, 2016, Application No: 87/064,661 in association with the same kind of goods
Application Number 1,807,976  Filing Date 2016-11-04
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
AFOD LTD., 940 Cliveden Ave., Delta, BRITISH COLUMBIA V3M 5R5

TRADEMARK

Lutong Bahay

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the Philippines word(s) Lutong Bahay is Home made food.

Goods
(1) Bottled Sweet Fruit (2) Frozen Vegetables (3) Seafood, namely marinated, salted, dried, frozen and canned; fish sauce, shrimp sauce. (4) Meat, namely canned, cured meat, sausages and pork rinds; Fruits and vegetables, namely frozen, dried and canned: (5) Beans, namely red beans and mung beans; rice, starches, namely corn starch noodles and tapioca starch noodles, rice noodle, wheat flour noodle; (6) Condiments, namely vinegar, ketchup and soya sauce; (7) Corn chips, Rice chips, Tapioca chips, Banana chips, Cookies and crackers. (8) Milk, Ice Cream, Frozen fruit desserts, Dessert mix; (9) Canola, corn, coconut and edible oil;

SERVICES
Retail sale of food; Wholesale of food; Retail grocery store services; Import/export agencies

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,808,469   Filing Date 2016-11-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Acedes Holdings LLC, 20-22 Wenlock Road,
London N1 7GU, UNITED KINGDOM

Representative for Service
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
11 Holland Avenue, Suite 601, Ottawa,
ONTARIO, K1Y4S1

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
AC

Image Description (Vienna)
- Spheres
- Luminous sources, rays, shafts of light
- Circles
- More than two circles or ellipses, inside one another, spirals
- Circles or ellipses containing one or more letters
- Circles or ellipses with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Goods
Class 12
automobiles, cars; sports cars; sports cars for road use

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as June 30, 1986 on goods.
Application Number 1,808,554  Filing Date 2016-11-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
IPAC Services Corporation, 8701 102 Street,
Clairmont, ALBERTA T0H 0W0

Representative for Service
BENNETT JONES LLP
4500 BANKERS HALL EAST, 855 - 2ND STREET S.W., CALGARY, ALBERTA, T2P4K7

TRADEMARK

ERMA

SERVICES
Use of software to provide services, namely, using an estimating tool for providing pricing related to maintenance and construction services, electrical & instrumentation services, fabrication services, transportation and logistics services, abrasive blastings and coatings services, scaffolding services, insulation services, and for the construction and maintenance of pipelines, facilities and civil projects;

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since January 01, 2016 on services.
Application Number 1,808,572  Filing Date 2016-11-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
The Dial Corporation, 7201 E. Henkel Way,
Scottsdale, AZ 85255, UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O.
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO,
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK

STUNNER

Goods
Antiperspirants and deodorants for personal use; body wash.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,809,273  Filing Date 2016-11-14
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
COMPAGNIE GENERALE DES ETABLISSEMENTS MICHELIN, une société en commandite par actions, 12, Cours Sablon, 63000 CLERMONT-FERRAND, FRANCE

Representative for Service
ROBIC CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001, SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE, MONTRÉAL, QUÉBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

TIRELOG

Goods
Class 09
Computer software and applications for portable telephones, smart phones, electronic tablets and portable computers in the fields of managing the condition, maintenance and traceability of pneumatic tires for heavy vehicle fleets.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: FRANCE May 20, 2016, Application No: 16 4 273 640 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,809,406  Filing Date 2016-11-14
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Jonathan Sibony, 1625 Chabanel West, Suite 103, Montréal, QUEBEC H4N 2S7

Representative for Service
OLLIP P.C.
280 ALBERT STREET, SUITE 300, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5G8

TRADEMARK

AU NOIR

Goods
(1) Women’s and children’s apparel, namely shirts, dresses and blouses, blazers, sweaters, t-shirts, pullovers, pants, jeans, capris, skirts, suits and coats.
(2) Accessories namely belts, hats, neck ties, bow ties, wallets, pens, sunglasses, and lights, namely lighters; Handbags, namely purses, duffle bags and shoe bags.

SERVICES
Manufacture, distribution, online, retail and wholesale sale of clothing and accessories namely belts, hats, neck ties, bow ties, wallets, pens, lighters, sunglasses and handbags, namely purses, duffle bags and shoe bags.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,809,562  Filing Date 2016-11-15
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
YALE SECURITY INC., 1902 Airport Road, Monroe, NC 28110, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
BENTALL, 550 BURRARD STREET, SUITE 2300, P.O. BOX 30, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C2B5

TRADEMARK

T1L LOCK

Goods
Class 09
digital door locks

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA June 08, 2016, Application No: 87/064,664 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,809,775  Filing Date 2016-11-16
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
YYUX INC., 12494 Kennedy Rd, Stouffville,
ONTARIO L4A 4A8

Representative for Service
CHOITECHANDLAW PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
BLACKWOOD CENTRE, 555 LEGGET DRIVE,
TOWER A, SUITE 304, OTTAWA, ONTARIO,
K2K2X3

TRADEMARK

YYUX

Goods
Class 05
(1) acaricide; acetaminophen; aconitine; albumin dietary supplements; all purpose disinfectants; all purpose sanitizers; allergy medications; almond oils for pharmaceutical purposes; aloe vera gel for therapeutic purposes; anaesthetics; analgesic balm; analgesics; androgen preparations; antacids; anthelmintics; anti fly lotion; antiallergics; antiarrrhythmics; antibiotic cream; antibiotics; anti-cancer preparations; anticoagulants; anticonvulsants; anti-cough drops; antidepressants; anti-dermoinfectives; anti-diabetic pharmaceuticals; antidiabetic preparations; antidotes to counteract poisons; antiemetics; antiflatulents; antifungal creams for medical use; antihistamines; anti-horse-fly oils; antihypertensives; anti-infectives; anti-inflammatories; anti-inflammatory and antipyretic preparations; anti-insect spray; antimicrobials for dermatologic use; antioxidant pills; antiparasitic preparations; antiparasitics; antipyretic analgesics; anti-sarcoma preparations; antiseptic preparations; antiseptics; antitoxic sera; antivirals; appetite suppressant pills; appetite suppressants; appetite suppressants for medical purposes; artificial tears; asthmatic tea; astringents for medicinal purposes; athletes' foot lotion; athletes' foot powder; athletes' foot preparations; baby food; baby formula; bactericides; bacteriological culture mediums; bath salts for medical purposes; bee pollen used as a dietary supplement; beta carotene supplements; biocides; biological fungicides; biological herbicides; biological tissue cultures for medical purposes; bismuth preparations for pharmaceutical use; blood for medical purposes; botanical supplements for general health and well-being; botanicals for the treatment of cancer; botanicals for the treatment of colds and flu; botanicals for the treatment of dental and oral diseases; botanicals for the treatment of inflammatory bowel disease and connective tissue diseases; botanicals for the treatment of stomach ulcers; botanicals for use in the treatment of dermatitis and skin pigmentation diseases; bouillons for bacteriological cultures; bromine for pharmaceutical purposes; burn relief medication; calamine lotion; calcium channel blockers; calcium supplements; calcium-enriched fruit juice; calomel; casein dietary supplements; castor oil for medical purposes; chemotherapeutics; chilblain treatment preparations; chloramphenicol preparations; chloroform; chondroitin preparations; cocaine; cod liver oil; cod-liver oil drops; cold sore treatment preparations; collyrium; corticosteroids; cotton wool for medical purposes; cough remedy; cough syrup; cough treatment medications; croton bark for medical purposes; decongestants; depuratives for the body; diabetic bread; diarrhea medication; diet pills and capsules; dietary fiber to aid digestion; dietary fibre as a food additive;
dietary supplements for general health and well-being; dietary supplements for promoting weight loss; dietetic sugar for medical use; dietetic sugar substitutes for medical use; digitalis; diuretics; eardrops; electrolytes; emetic preparations; enema preparations; enteral tube feeding formulas; epsom salt; erythromycin preparations; evacuants; evening primrose oil; expectorants; eye drops; eye washes; eye-washes; febrifuges; fennel; fertility enhancement preparations for human use; fever blister treatment preparations; fingertip sanitizers; flaxseed dietary supplements; flaxseed for use as a dietary supplement; flaxseed oil dietary supplements; fleg powder; fodder additives for medical purposes; folic acid; food for babies; frostbite salve for pharmaceutical purposes; fungal medications; fungicides; fungicides and herbicides; fungicides for medical use; gases and gas mixtures for medical imaging use; gases for medical use; general anesthetics; germicides; germicides and fungicides; ginkgo balboa; ginseng capsules for general health and well-being; glucose for use as an additive to foods for medical purposes; glycerophosphates; goulard water; guaiacol for pharmaceutical purposes; gummy vitamins; hair growth preparations; hand sanitizers; hemorrhoid preparations; herbal and dietary supplements for promoting faster muscle recovery after exercise; herbal supplements for general health and well-being; herbal supplements for the promotion of healthy liver function; herbal supplements for the treatment of arthritis; herbal supplements for the treatment of cancer; herbal supplements for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases; herbal supplements for the treatment of dental and oral diseases; herbal supplements for the treatment of headaches; herbal supplements for the treatment of infectious diseases, namely, urinary tract infections; herbal supplements for the treatment of inflammatory diseases, namely inflammatory bowel diseases and inflammatory connective tissue diseases; herbal supplements for the treatment of the musculoskeletal system, namely, connective tissue diseases, cartilage injuries; herbal supplements for the treatment of the respiratory system; herbal supplements for use in dermatology, namely, dermatitis, eczema, psoriasis; herbal supplements for use in oncology; homeopathic remedies for the treatment of cancer; homeopathic remedies for the treatment of colds and flu; homeopathic remedies for the treatment of dental and oral diseases; homeopathic remedies for the treatment of headaches; homeopathic remedies for the treatment of inflammatory diseases, namely, inflammatory bowel diseases, inflammatory connective tissue diseases; homeopathic remedies for the treatment of morning sickness; homeopathic remedies for the treatment of stomach ulcers; homeopathic remedies for treatment of skin conditions, namely, dermatitis, eczema, psoriasis; hormone replacement therapy preparations; hormones for medical purposes; human growth hormones; human vaccines; hydrastine; hydrastinine; hydrocortisone; hydrogen peroxide for medical purposes; hypnotic sedatives; ibuprofen; imitation cigarettes for quitting smoking; infant foods; infant formula; inhalant anesthetics; inhaled pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of respiratory diseases and disorders; injectable pharmaceutical contraceptives; insect repellent lotions; insect repellents; insect vaporizers; insect-repellents; insulin; intravenous fluids used for rehydration, nutrition and the delivery of pharmaceutical preparations; iodine; iodoform; isotopes for medical purposes; jalap; kennel disinfectants; lactagogues; lacteal flour for babies; laxatives; lecithin for use as a dietary supplement; leeches for medical purposes; lice treatment preparations; liniments; linseed dietary supplements; linseed oil dietary supplements; lipotropic factor preparations; liquid antipruritic; local anesthetics; lysine preparations; medicated anti-cavity dental rinses; medicated anti-cavity mouthwashes; medicated cold relief candy; medicated mouth rinse; medicated mouthwash; medicated throat lozenges; medicated throat sprays; medicinal hair growth preparations; medicinal marijuana for temporary relief of seizures; medicinal marijuana for the relief of nausea caused by chemotherapy; medicinal marijuana for the relief of nerve pain; medicinal marijuana for the treatment of muscle spasms caused by multiple sclerosis; medicinal preparations for stimulating hair growth; medicines for alleviating constipation; medicines for the treatment of gastrointestinal diseases; menthol; methionine preparations; milk sugar for lactose intolerance; milk sugar for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals; milking
grease; mineral enhanced water; mineral salts for medical purposes; mineral supplements; minerals; mixed antibiotic preparations; motion sickness chewing gum; multi-vitamin preparations; multivitamins; nasal rinse; nasal spray preparations; nausea treatment medications; nicotine chewing gum; nose drops; nutritional supplement meal replacement bars for boosting energy; nutritional supplements for building body mass; nutritional supplements for general health and well-being; ophthalmic preparations; ophthalmologic preparations; ophthalmological preparations; opium; opium alkaloid preparations; oral contraceptives; orgasm creams; oxytocics; pancreas hormone preparations; parasiticides; parasiticides for medical use; penicillin preparations; pharmaceutical anti-allergic preparations and substances; pharmaceutical astringents; pharmaceutical for the treatment of erectile dysfunction; pharmaceutical grade lactose; pharmaceutical hormonal preparations, namely, corticosteroids, hormone replacement therapy preparations, oral contraceptives, thyroid hormone preparations; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of gastro-intestinal diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for inhalation for the treatment of pulmonary hypertension; pharmaceutical preparations for ocular or intraocular surgery; pharmaceutical preparations for the relief of pain; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of acne; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of allergies; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of bacterial skin infections, fungal skin infections, viral skin infections and parasitic skin infections; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of blood disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of carpal tunnel syndrome; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of chronic pain; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of degenerative nerve diseases and disorders, namely, Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, Huntington's disease and multiple sclerosis; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of diabetes; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of diseases, disorders and infections of the endocrine system, namely growth and thyroid disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of diseases, disorders and infections of the spinal cord systems and related cartilage and tissue; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of drug and alcohol abuse; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of gastro-intestinal diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of genito-urinary and pelvic diseases, disorders and infections, namely infertility, sexually transmitted diseases, incontinence and sexual dysfunction; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of genitourinary diseases, namely, urological diseases, infertility, sexually transmitted diseases, inflammatory pelvic diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of glaucoma; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of headaches; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immunologic diseases, namely, autoimmune diseases, immunologic deficiency syndromes; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases, namely respiratory infections, eye infections; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of inflammatory connective tissue diseases and injuries; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of inflammatory diseases, namely, inflammatory bowel diseases, inflammatory connective tissue diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of inflammatory muscle diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of metabolic diseases and disorders, namely diabetes, hypoglycaemia, gout, osteoarthritis, muscular dystrophy, anemia; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of metabolic disorders, namely diabetes, bulimia nervosa, anorexia, obesity and hypothyroidism; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of migraine; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of motion sickness; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of multiple sclerosis; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of myalgia and neuralgia; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of neurological diseases, namely, Alzheimer's, Huntington's Disease,
cerebral palsy; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of neurological disorders, namely, brain injury, spinal cord injury, seizure disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of neuromuscular diseases and disorders, namely, cerebrovascular accident (stroke), Parkinson's disease, multiple sclerosis, myasthenia gravis, Huntington's disease; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of oncological diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of ophthalmological diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of physical and psychological addictions, namely, gambling addiction, eating disorders and addictions, nicotine addiction, Internet addiction, drug addiction; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of psychiatric and other brain diseases and disorders, namely, anxiety, mood disorders, schizophrenia, cognitive and bipolar disorders, epilepsy, Alzheimer's, cerebral palsy, Parkinson's disease, multiple sclerosis; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of psychiatric diseases, namely, mood disorders, anxiety disorders, cognitive disorders, schizophrenia; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of respiratory diseases, disorders and infections; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of skin irritations, namely bee stings, sunburn, rashes, sores, corns, calluses, and acne; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of smoking cessation; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of the central nervous system, namely, central nervous system infections, brain diseases, central nervous system movement disorders, ocular motility disorders, spinal cord diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of the central nervous system, namely, encephalitis, epilepsy, Alzheimer's, cerebral palsy, Parkinson's disease; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of the diseases, disorders and infections of the central nervous system namely brain, movement, ocular motility and spinal cord diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of the musculoskeletal system, namely, connective tissue diseases, bone diseases, spinal diseases, back pain, fractures, sprains, cartilage injuries; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of the respiratory system; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of varicose veins; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of vascular diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of viral diseases, namely, herpes, hepatitis, Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS); pharmaceutical preparations for treating allergic rhinitis and asthma; pharmaceutical preparations for treating dandruff; pharmaceutical preparations for treating diabetes; pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology, namely, dermatitis, skin pigmentation diseases, sexually transmitted diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for use in gastroenterology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in ophthalmology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in oncology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in gastroenterology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in ophthalmology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in oncology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology; pharmaceutical solutions used in dialysis; pituitary hormone preparations; plasters for medical purposes; pollen dietary supplements; poultices; preparations for cleansing the skin for medical use; preparations for detecting genetic predispositions for medical purposes; preparations for detecting mutation in prion genes for medical purposes; preparations for the treatment of asthma; preparations for the treatment of burns; preparations to facilitate teething; propolis dietary supplements; protein powders for meal replacement; protein shakes; psychotropics; purgatives; pyrethrum powder; radiation sickness treating agents; radiopharmaceuticals; rubbing alcohol; salivary gland hormone preparations; sedatives; sleeping pills; slimming pills; soporifics; spermicidal jelly; spermicides; steroids; streptomycin preparations; sulfonamide preparations; sunburn ointments; sunburn preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; surgical anesthetics; tetracycline preparations; thermal water; thiolutin preparations; threonine preparations; thyroid and para-thyroid hormone preparations; thyroid hormonal preparations; tincture of iodine; topical anesthetics; topical gel for treatment of scars; tranquilizers; trichomycin preparations; tryptophane preparations; tumor suppressing agents;
vaginal antifungal preparations; vaginal douches; vaginal washes; vasoconstrictors; vermifuges; virucides; vitamin and mineral preparations for medical use; vitamin b preparations; vitamin c preparations; vitamin d preparations; vitamin enhanced water; vitamin enriched fruit juice; vitamin fruit jellies; vitamin preparations; vitamin preparations in the form of meal replacement drinks and powders; vitamin supplements; vitamin tablets; vitamins; vitamins and vitamin preparations; weight loss lozenges; wheat germ dietary supplements; yeast dietary supplements

Class 29
(2) honey butter

Class 30
(3) additives for use as food flavouring; allspice; almond cake; almond confectionery; almond paste; artificial coffee; artificial coffee and tea; asian apricot tea (maesilcha); asian noodles; bagels; baking powder; baking soda; baking spices; barbecue sauce; barley flour; barley tea; bars of sweet jelled bean paste (Yohkan); bean jam buns; bean-jam filled wafers (monaka); bee glue; beverage flavourings; beverages made of coffee; beverages made of tea; biscuits; biscuits and bread; black tea; bonbons made of sugar; bread; bread and buns; bread and pastry; bread baguettes; bread containing psyllium; bread crumb; bread doughs; bread flavoured with spices; bread mixes; bread rolls; bread with soy bean; breadsticks; breakfast cereals; buckwheat flour for food; buns; butter biscuits; butterscotch chips; caffeine-free coffee; cake batter; cake dough; cake frosting; cake mixes; cake powder; cakes; cereal bars; cereal-based bars; cereal-based snack food; chai tea; chamomile; Chinese rice noodles [bifun, uncooked]; Chinese steamed dumplings (shumai, cooked); Chinese stuffed dumplings (gyoza, cooked); chocolate cake; chocolate for confectionery and bread; chocolate-based meal replacement bars; citron tea; coffee; coffee and artificial coffee; coffee and coffee substitutes; coffee and tea; coffee based beverages; coffee beverages with milk; coffee essences; coffee essences for use as substitutes for coffee; coffee extracts; coffee extracts for use as substitutes for coffee; coffee substitutes; coffee-based beverages; confectionery crystal sugar pieces; confectionery fondants; confectionery fruit jellies; confectionery fruit pastes; confectionery ices; corn flour; corn flour for food; corn starch flour; cream buns; cream of tartar for culinary purposes; cream puffs; crepes; croissants; crumpets; crushed barley; crushed oats; cube sugar; curry pastes; curry powder; custard; danish bread; danish pastries; dessert mixes; dessert mousse; dessert puddings; dough; doughnuts; dressings for salad; dried bread crumbs; dried cooked-rice; dried pasta; dried pieces of wheat gluten [uncooked fu]; dried sugared cakes of rice flour [rakugan]; dry instant pudding; dumpling skins; edible cake decorations; edible flour; edible food wafers; edible fruit ices; edible fungi; edible ices; edible spices; edible turmeric; edible wafers; empanada dough; empanadas; energy bars; English cream; English muffins; English tea; farina; farinaceous food pastes; farinaceous food pastes for human consumption; fermented hot pepper paste [gochujang]; fermenting malted rice [koji]; filled chocolate; filled pasta; filo doughs; fish pies; fish sauce; flan base wafers; flat bread; flavoured vinegar; flavourings for butter; flavourings for cakes; flavourings for cheeses; flavourings for soups; flavourings of almond; flavourings of lemons; flavourings of tea; flavoseed for human consumption; flour; flour for food; flour for making dumplings of glutinous rice; flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes; focaccia bread; food flavourings; food seasonings; exotic seasonings; food stuffing mixes; frappes; french toast; fresh pasta; fresh pizza; fried dough cookies [karintosh]; frosting mixes; frozen confectionery; frozen cookie dough; frozen desserts; frozen flavoured waters; frozen yoghurt; frozen yogurt confections; frozen yogurt pies and cakes; fructose for food; fruit bread; fruit breads; fruit cakes; fruit flavourings; fruit ices; fruit jelly candy; fruit paste for flavouring of food; fruit pies; fruit sauce; fruit teas; fruit-based confectionery; gateaux; ginger tea; gingerbread; ginseng tea; glucose for culinary purposes; glucose for food; gluten for food; gluten-free bread; glutinous pounded rice cake coated with bean powder [injeolmi]; glutinous starch syrup (mizu-ame); golden syrup; granola crackers; granola bars; granola-based snack bars;
granola-based snack food; granulated coffee for drinks; granulated sugar; gravy sauce; green onion pancake [pajeon]; green tea; groats for human food; ground coffee beans; halvah; ham glaze; hamburger sandwiches; herbal flavourings for making beverages; herbal tea beverages; herbal teas; herbs for food purposes; high-protein cereal bars; hominy; hominy grits; honey; honey and treacle; honey for food; honey substitutes; horseradish; hot chocolate; hot dog sandwiches; hot pepper powder; hot sauce; husked barley; husked oats; husked rice; ice candies; ice cream; ice cream bars; ice cream cones; ice cream gateaux; ice cream mixes; ice cream powder; ice cream sandwiches; ice for refreshment; ice-cream; ice-cream cakes; iced cakes; iced coffee; iced tea; ices and ice creams; icing; icing mixes; instant Chinese noodles; instant coffee; instant dessert puddings; instant doughnut mixes; instant noodles; instant pancake mixes; instant pudding mixes; instant soba noodles; instant tea; instant udon noodles; jam buns; Japanese arrowroot powder for food [kudzu-ko]; Japanese green tea; Japanese horseradish powder spice [wasabi powder]; Japanese pepper powder spice [sansho powder]; Japanese style steamed cakes (mushi-gashi); kasha; ketchup; ketchup sauce; kettle corn; kimchi pancakes [kimchijeon]; korean traditional pressed sweets in the form of cookies [dasik]; korean-style dried seaweed rolls containing cooked rice [gimbap]; korean-style dumplings [mandu]; lasagna; leaven; lime tea; linseed for human consumption; liquorice; macaroni; macaroons; maize flakes; maize flour; maize meal; malt biscuits; malt extract for food; malt for human consumption; malt used as food flavouring; maltose; maltose for food; maple syrup; marinades; marshmallow; marshmallow topping; marzipan; marzipan substitutes; mayonnaise; meat gravies; meat juice; meat pies; meat sauce; meat tenderizers for household purposes; milk chocolate; mincemeat pies; mint for confectionery; mixes of sweet adzuki-bean jelly [mizu-yokan-no-moto]; mixtures of coffee and chicory; molasses; molasses for food; molasses syrup; moon cakes; muesli; muffin mixes; muffins; mulled barley; mung bean pancakes [bindaetteok]; mustard; mustard meal; naan bread; natural sweeteners; non-alcoholic chocolate-based beverages; non-alcoholic coffee-based beverages; non-alcoholic tea-based beverages; non-confectionery crystal sugar; nonpareils; noodle-based prepared meals; noodles; nougat; nutmegs; oat bran cereals; oat flakes; oatmeal; onion biscuits and cheese biscuits; oolong tea; palm sugar; pancakes; panettone; pasta; pasta and noodles; pasta for soups; pasta sauce; pasta side dishes; pasta-wrappings for gyoza; pastries; pastry; pastry icing; pastry shells for monaka; peanut confectionery; pellet-shaped rice crackers [arare]; pepper; pepper powder; pepper sauce; peppermint; peppermint candy; peppermint for confectionery; petit-beurre biscuits; petits fours cakes; pie crusts; pies; pita bread; pizza; pizza sauce; pizzas; popcorn; poppadums; popping corn; pork pies; potato flour; potato flour for food; pounded rice cakes [mochi]; pounded wheat; powder for edible ices; powdered cocoa for drinks; powdered coffee for drinks; powdered starch syrup for food; powdered sugar; pralines; preparations for stiffening whipped cream; prepared cocoa and cocoa-based beverages; prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages; prepared horseradish; prepared meat pies; prepared pizzas; prepared ravioli; processed cereals; processed grains; processed grains for eating; propolis; puddings; puffed rice; quiche; quiches; ravioli; ready-to-eat cereals; relishes; ribbon vermicelli; rice; rice crackers [senbei]; rice dumplings dressed with sweet bean jam [ankoro]; rice flour; rice pudding; rice side dishes; rice starch flour; rice-based snack food; roasted and ground sesame seeds; roasted cocoa for drinks; roasted coffee beans; roasted coffee for drinks; rolled oats and wheat; royal jelly; rusks; sage; sage tea; saço; saço palm starch for food; salad dressings; salad sauces; salt and pepper; salt for preserving foodstuffs; saltine crackers; sandwiches; sauce mixes; sauces for barbecued meat; sausage rolls; savarins; savoury and salted biscuits; sea salt; sea water for cooking; seasonings; semolina; sherbet mixes; shrimp rolls; sloppy joe sauce; snack crackers; soft pin-rolled cakes of pounded rice [gyuhi]; sorbets; soy sauce; soya bean paste condiment; soya flour; soya sauce; soy-based ice-cream substitute; spaghetti; spaghetti sauce; spices; sponge cakes; spring rolls; star aniseed; starch for food; starch syrup for food; starch-based candies (ame); steamed buns stuffed with minced meat [
niki-manjuh]; submarine sandwiches; sugar; sugar confectionery; sugar substitutes; sugar-coated
coffee beans; sugar-coated hard caramels; sugared beans (ama-natto); sugar-free candies;
sugarfree chewing gum; sugarless candies; sugarless chewing gum; sushi; sweet bean jam coated
with sugared-bean based soft shell [nerikiri]; sweet dumplings (dango); sweet pounded rice cakes [mochi-gashi];
sweetened gelatin; sweetmeat made of sesame oil; sweets in the form of candy;
tabbouleh; table salt; table salt mixed with sesame seeds; taco shells; tacos; tapioca; tapioca flour
for food; tartar sauce; tarts; tea; tea extracts; tea of parched powder of barley with husk (mugi-cha);
tea of salty kelp powder (kombu-cha); tea substitutes; theine-free tea sweetened with sweeteners;
thickening agents for cooking; toast; toffee candies; toffees; tomato sauce; tortilla chips; tortillas;
treacle; turmeric; uncooked artificial rice; uncooked Chinese noodles; uncooked enriched rice;
uncooked Japanese soba noodles of buckwheat; uncooked macaroni; uncooked somen wheat
noodles; uncooked spaghetti; uncooked udon noodles; unleavened bread; unleavened bread in thin
sheets; unroasted coffee; vanilla; vanilla flavorings; vegetable preparations for use as coffee
substitutes; vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; vermicelli; vinegar; wafer doughs;
waffles; water ice; wheat flour; wheat flour for food; wheat germ; wheat germ for human
consumption; wheat starch flour; wheat-based snack food; white sugar; wholemeal bread;
wholemeal rice; wild rice; wrap sandwiches; yeast; yeast extracts; yeast extracts for food; yeast
extracts for human consumption; yeast for use as an ingredient in foods; yeast powder

Class 32
(4) non-alcoholic honey-based beverages

Class 33
(5) alcoholic bitters; alcoholic chocolate-based beverages; alcoholic cocktails; alcoholic cocktails
containing milk; alcoholic cocktails in the form of chilled gelatins; alcoholic coffee-based beverages;
alcoholic coolers; alcoholic cordials; alcoholic fruit drinks; alcoholic lemonade; alcoholic malt-based
coolers; alcoholic punches; alcoholic tea-based beverages; alcopops; anise liqueur; anisette;
anisette liqueur; aperitifs; arrack; baijiu [chinese distilled alcoholic beverage]; bitters; black
raspberry wine [Bokbunjaju]; blackcurrant liqueur; blended whisky; bourbon whiskey; brandy;
cachaca; Chinese brewed liquor [laojiou]; Chinese mixed liquor [wujiapie-jiou]; Chinese spirit of
sorghum [gaolian-jiou]; Chinese white liquor [baigann]; cider; coffee based liqueurs; coffee-based
liqueurs; cognac; cream liqueurs; curacao; distilled spirits of rice [awamori]; flavored tonic liqueurs;
fortified wines; gin; ginseng liquor; grape wine; grappa; hydromel; Japanese shochuh-based mixed
liqueur [mirin]; Japanese sweet rice-based mixed liquor [shiro-zake]; Japanese white liquor [shochu];
kirsch; korean traditional rice wine [makgeoli]; liqueurs; malt whisky; mead; natural sparkling wines;
peppermint liqueurs; perry; piquette; port; red wines; rice alcohol; rum; sake; sherry; sparkling fruit
wine; sparkling grape wine; sparkling wines; strawberry wine; sweet wines; table wines; tequila;
tonic sweet grape wine containing extracts from ginseng and cinchona bark [ninjin-kinatetsu wine];
vermouth; vodka; whiskey; whisky; wine; wine-based beverages; wines and liqueurs; wines and
sparkling wines

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,809,878  Filing Date 2016-11-16
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
realSociable Inc, 400-95 Wellington St W, suite 209, Toronto, ONTARIO M5V 0B5

TRADEMARK

socialDNA

Goods
Class 09
computer software for managing retail store customer accounts

SERVICES
Class 35
(1) advertising and business management consultancy; advice and information about customer services and product management and prices on Internet sites in connection with purchases made over the Internet; advice in the field of business management and marketing; analysis of market research data and statistics

Class 42
(2) software as a service (SAAS) provider in the field of providing customer relations management

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since August 20, 2011 on goods; September 06, 2012 on services (2); September 26, 2012 on services (1). Benefit of section 12(2) is claimed on goods.
Application Number 1,810,106  Filing Date 2016-11-18
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Creative Nail Design, Inc., 9560 Towne Centre Drive, San Diego, CA 92121, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L. SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

DURAFORCE

Goods
Class 03
Nail polish; Nail hardeners; Nail polish remover; Nail care preparations

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,810,133  Filing Date 2016-11-18
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Fusion Coffee Inc., 615-1489 Marine Dr, West
Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA V7T 1B8

TRADEMARK

Uber Soda

Goods
Non-alcoholic carbonated beverages, namely, ready to drink soft drink colas

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,810,691  Filing Date 2016-11-22
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Shulton, Inc., One Procter & Gamble Plaza,
Cincinnati, OH 45202, UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA

Representative for Service
TORYS LLP
SUITE 3000, 79 WELLINGTON ST. W., BOX
270, TD CENTRE, TORONTO, ONTARIO,
M5K1N2

TRADEMARK
START FRESH STAY UNFORSWEATABLE

Goods
Class 03
Antiperspirants and deodorants for personal use.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,810,764  
Filing Date 2016-11-22  
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
SARL SOURCES DU PESTRIN, Société à responsabilité limitée, Quartier le Pestrin 07380 MEYRAS, FRANCE

Representative for Service  
CABINET JURIDIQUE ST. LAWRENCE S.E.N.C.R.L. / ST. LAWRENCE LAW FIRM LLP  
420, rue Notre-Dame Ouest, bureau 440, Montréal, QUÉBEC, H2Y1V3

TRADEMARK

VENTADOUR 1868

Goods
Class 32  
Mineral waters.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: FRANCE August 17, 2016, Application No: 16/4293556 in association with the same kind of goods. Used in FRANCE on goods. Registered in or for FRANCE on August 17, 2016 under No. 16/4293556 on goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,811,057  Filing Date 2016-11-24
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
C De Mo Products Ltd., 805-2041 Bellwood Ave
, Burnaby, BRITISH COLUMBIA V5B 5Z2

Representative for Service
JULIE MACDONELL
The Trademark Group, 2300 Yonge St., #1600,
Toronto, ONTARIO, M4P1E4

TRADEMARK

DEMO: LOVE YOURSELF LIP BALM

Goods
cosmetics, namely, lip balm;

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as January 01, 2009 on goods.
Application Number 1,811,106  Filing Date 2016-11-24
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
A.P. REID INSURANCE LIMITED, 2050 -100 Main St, Dartmouth, NOVA SCOTIA B2X 1R5

TRADEMARK

Storm Insurance Group

SERVICES
Class 36
Insurance Brokerage and Insurance Consulting

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,811,265  Filing Date 2016-11-25
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
LOUIS TÊTU, 1281 Av De Laune, Québec, QUEBEC G1S 3K2

Representative for Service
JEAN-FRANCOIS PLEAU
(BEAUVAIS, TRUCHON s.e.n.c.r.l.), 79, BOULEVARD RENÉ-LÉVESQUE EST, BUREAU 200, QUEBEC, QUEBEC, G1R5N5

TRADEMARK

ROUNDONATION

SERVICES
Charitable fundraising services, namely raising funds for charitable activities focusing on poverty, assistance to helpless people, school perseverance, sustenance and human care.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,811,425  Filing Date 2016-11-22
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
GIRL ENTERPRISES INCORPORATED, 1227 Broad Street, Victoria, BRITISH COLUMBIA V8W 2A4

Representative for Service
PATRICK C. TRELAWNY (JONES EMERY HARGREAVES SWAN), BANK OF COMMERCE BUILDING, 1212 - 1175 DOUGLAS STREET, VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V8W2E1

TRADEMARK

TACKLEBOX

Goods
Personal care and beauty products namely oils, lotions and fragrances for application to the body.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since September 01, 2016 on goods.
Application Number 1,811,450  Filing Date 2016-11-28
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Sylvie Grégoire, 4739 Guillaume, Sherbrooke, QUÉBEC J1N 3X3

Representative for Service
GUY & MUZZO INC.
6455, avenue Christophe-Colomb, bureau 206, Montréal, QUÉBEC, H2S2G5

TRADEMARK

FlagFranchise

Goods
Computer software for analyzing the compatibility of applications of prospective franchisees and franchisers according to various parameters such as budget, management skills, entrepreneurial profile, values, desired lifestyle, degree of affinity with the network as well as territory; computer software containing mathematical algorithms for analyzing and assessing compatibility between franchisers and prospective franchisees; tools for analyzing the existing network of franchisees in order to refine the best franchisee profiles to be selected and to refine the franchisee selection process according to various parameters such as budget, management skills, entrepreneurial profile, values, desired lifestyle, degree of affinity with the network as well as territory, namely questionnaires, maps of processes, maps of the profiles of individual resources and teams, manuals pertaining to organizational practices and business processes, computer files or software for analyzing performance and measuring results, publications in print and electronic forms in the field of decision making methods, publications in print and electronic forms in the field of change management methods; publications in print and electronic forms in the field of strategic planning methods, collection of business tactics, guides pertaining to knowledge management, publications in print and electronic forms in the field of organizational optimization methods, file tracking for organizational improvement projects, operations manuals, guides for optimizing networks, strategic business portraits; computer software in the form of a mobile application for connecting franchisers and prospective franchisees according to various parameters such as budget, management skills, entrepreneurial profile, values, desired lifestyle, degree of affinity with the network as well as territory; computer software in the form of a mobile application for matching franchisers and prospective franchisees.

SERVICES
Consulting services in the field of franchising for improving the performance of franchises and for assisting in the selection of franchisees to meet the unique needs of each brand; business management consulting services relating to franchising, business organization and management for optimizing strategic decisions for franchisee networks, strategic practices for improving the performance of franchisee networks, strategic processes for improving the performance of franchisees, financial performance, teams and individuals; development of tools for analyzing, implementing and tracking a franchisee network, namely development of questionnaires, mapping of the franchiser's existing network, development of manuals pertaining to organizational practices.
and business processes, development of computer files or software for analyzing the performance and measuring the results of the franchiser’s network, development of decision making methods, development of change management methods, development of strategic planning methods, development of business tactics collections, development of knowledge management guides, development of organizational optimization methods, development of files for tracking organizational improvement projects, development of operations manuals, development of guides for optimizing a franchisee network, assessment of businesses for establishing strategic portraits of businesses; franchisee search and selection services; matching of prospective franchisees and franchisers; assessment of the performance of existing franchisees; assessment of franchisee satisfaction rates; consulting services related to managing, establishing and growing franchise networks (in relation to strategy, marketing, production, personnel, retail, franchisee selection); business strategy and planning services; development and establishment of marketing strategies and concepts for others; development of marketing strategies and concepts for others; business strategy development services; business strategy and planning services; consulting related to business organization and management; business management consulting and organization; business organization and management assistance services; business management and organization consulting services; consulting services in business organization and management including personnel management; tracking of performance indicators; organizational improvement services; strategic resource outsourcing services, namely temporary or occasional handling of business strategy activities, planning activities, commercialization activities, marketing activities and management activities within a business; optimization of strategic decisions, strategic practices, operational processes, financial performance, the performance of teams and individuals; business diagnostic services; development of processes for analyzing and implementing strategic plans, projects involving management, organizational development, operational processes, financial performance, the performance of teams and individuals in a business; operation of a website for connecting franchisers and prospective franchisees according to various parameters such as budget, management skills, entrepreneurial profile, values, desired lifestyle, degree of affinity with the network as well as territory; operation of a website for connecting prospective franchisees and franchisers through a survey and profile analyses online; operation of a website for matching franchisers and prospective franchisees.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,811,735  Filing Date 2016-11-29
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
New Avon LLC, 777 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
MBM INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW LLP
275 SLATER STREET, 14TH FLOOR,
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5H9

TRADEMARK

BEAUTY I.Q.

SERVICES
Entertainment and Educational Services, namely providing a training program on-line and in publications, such as brochures, catalogs, pamphlets, leaflets in the field of beauty care, such as cosmetics, fragrances, skincare

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,811,753  Filing Date 2016-11-29
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
CELLUTRAK CANADA INC., 55 Rue De Louvain O., Suite 402, Montreal, QUEBEC H2N 1A4

Representative for Service
SELENA ALTRO
4141 SHERBROOKE ST. W., SUITE 650, WESTMOUNT, QUEBEC, H3Z1B8

TRADEMARK

CELLUTRAK

SERVICES

Class 38
Telecommunications services, namely, Telematics and real-time satellite and Cellular based tracking and two-way communications services in order to manage or track any vehicle or trailer for Commercial and Consumer customers

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since December 31, 2008 on services.
Application Number 1,811,762    Filing Date 2016-11-29
Language of Application   English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
2524474 ONTARIO INC, 258 King Street North,
Unit 1, Waterloo, ONTARIO N2J 2Y9

TRADEMARK

Shawarma Royale

SERVICES

Class 43
take-out restaurant services

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least November 22, 2015 on services.
Application Number 1,811,919  Filing Date 2016-11-30
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
IP Holdings, LLC, #A-101, 5408 NE 88th Street, Vancouver, WA 98665, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
OYEN WIGGS GREEN & MUTALA LLP
480-THE STATION, 601 WEST CORDOVA STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B1G1

TRADEMARK

SURE TEST

Goods
Class 01
pH test strips for use in gardening; pH indicator solution for use in gardening; pH raise/lower kit for use in gardening comprising pH raise, pH lower, pH indicator solution, and vial; replacement test bio-chemical probes for use in gardening, namely, replacement pH meter probes; testing and metering chemical buffers for use in gardening, namely, pH meter calibration solutions, and dissolved solids meter calibration solution

CLAIMS

Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on August 09, 2016 under No. 5019386 on goods
Application Number 1,811,989   Filing Date 2016-11-30
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
CEASE FIRE, LLC, 811 NE 112th Avenue,
Suite 104, Vancouver, WA 98684, UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
SMITHS IP
SUITE 400 - 1367 WEST BROADWAY,
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6H4A7

TRADEMARK
CEASE FIRE

Goods
Class 09
class of fire extinguishing apparatus consisting of hand-held or automatic fire extinguishers which dispense
a fire extinguishing chemical composition

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as July 13, 2006 on goods. Used in UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA on goods. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on August 13, 1985
under No. 1353734 on goods
Application Number 1,812,038  Filing Date 2016-11-30
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
Precision Technology Services Ltd., 930-777 Hornby St, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA V6Z 1S4

Representative for Service  
PALMER IP INC.  
704 - 1478 Hastings St. West, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6G3J6

TRADEMARK

BE FREE

Goods

Class 09
(1) Orthokeratological lenses and contact lenses

Class 16
(2) Printed instructional, educational and teaching materials in the field of orthokeratology

SERVICES

Class 41
(1) Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops and interactive web courses in the field of orthokeratology, and distributing course materials in connection therewith

Class 44
(2) Medical services, namely, orthokeratology surgical and non-surgical procedures, corneal topographical analysis, orthokeratology lens fitting and dispensing; medical counseling in the field of orthokeratology

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as December 31, 2002 on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,055  Filing Date 2016-11-30
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
SHENZHEN WEBANT CLOUD TECHNOLOGY
CO., LTD., EAST SECTION OF 1/2 8TH
FLOOR, NO.5 BUILDING, HONGHUI
INDUSTRIAL PARK, 2ND LIUXIAN ROAD,
XIN'AN STREET, BAO'AN DISTRICT,
SHENZHEN, CHINA

Representative for Service
WS LI
5194 Killarney Street, Vancouver, BRITISH
COLUMBIA, V5R3V9

TRADEMARK

RayBerry

Index Headings
RAYBERRY

Goods
Class 09
computer hardware; laptop computers; navigation apparatus for vehicles in the form of on-board
computers; electric and electronic video surveillance installations; car video recorders; cameras;
photographic cameras; electric locks for vehicles; electrical and electronic burglar alarms;
electronic warning bells; cabinets for loudspeakers; headphones; video telephones; radio
transmitters; portable telephones; microphones; intercoms; horns for loudspeakers; computer
software for database management; computer operating recorded programs; audiovisual receivers;
stereoscopes; 3D spectacles; electrical plugs and sockets; downloadable computer games; shoes
for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; eyeglasses; automotive battery chargers; audio
and video-receivers; kilometer recorders for vehicles; mobile telephone batteries; camcorders;
cases for mobile phones.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since July 25, 2016 on goods.
Application Number 1,812,120  Filing Date 2016-12-01
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
DEVELOPLUS, INC., a California corporation,
1575 Magnolia Ave., Corona, CA 92879,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
ROBIC
CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001,
SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE,
MONTRÉAL, QUEBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

DEVELOPLUS

Goods
Class 03
Hair care preparations; hair coloring solutions including treatment solutions for protection of hair and inhibiting fading; hair treatment solutions including treatments for reducing frizz and repair damaged hair, hair treatment solutions to protect and revitalize hair, hair primer and hair style extender; permanent and temporary hair colorizer, hair dye, hair bleach, and hair tint; artificial hair color remover and hair primer for coloring hair; hair chalk; hair treatment solution for protection of hair and health promotion of hair; hair styling gel, shampoos, and conditioner; cosmetics

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as January 2012 on goods.
Application Number 1,812,290  Filing Date 2016-12-02
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Rock In Opposition Studio Inc., 5781 Charles St, Studio 3, Halifax, NOVA SCOTIA B3K 1K7

Representative for Service
PATRICK G.E. FITZGERALD (COX & PALMER), PO BOX 2380 CENTRAL, 1100 PURDY'S WHARF TOWER ONE, 1959 UPPER WATER STREET, HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA, B3J3E5

TRADEMARK

RIO METHOD

Goods
Class 25
Athletic apparel; shirts.

SERVICES

Class 38
(1) Streaming of audio and video via the Internet featuring fitness training, physical fitness instruction, yoga instruction, pilates instruction, barre instruction and nutrition instruction.

Class 41
(2) Yoga instruction; conducting workshops in the field of yoga; providing lessons, training and facilities for yoga instruction; Pilates instruction; conducting workshops in the field of Pilates; providing lessons, training and facilities for Pilates instruction; fitness instruction utilizing a ballet barre; conducting workshops in the field of barre fitness; providing lessons, training and facilities for barre instruction; Health club services, namely, providing instruction and equipment for use in the field of physical exercise; Physical exercise training; development of physical exercise programs; conducting physical exercise classes; developing fitness programs; education services, namely lectures, seminars, presentations, consultations and instruction in the fields of exercise and fitness, and fitness instructor certification.
(3) Providing information in the field of fitness and exercise programs via Internet websites.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as February 01, 2016 on services (2). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services (1), (3)
Application Number 1,812,313  Filing Date 2016-12-02
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Torus Media Labs Inc., 165 Geary Ave Unit 4,
Toronto, ONTARIO M6H 2B8

Representative for Service
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto,
ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK

CANVAS 360

Goods
Class 09
Software plug-in for video processing software

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,368  Filing Date 2016-12-02
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
CINOSNA HOLDINGS CO. LTD., RICHMOND STATION MAIN, P.O. Box 94674, RICHMOND, BRITISH COLUMBIA V6X 0H1

Representative for Service
ACCUPRO TRADEMARK SERVICES LLP
SUITE 702 - 401 WEST GEORGIA STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B5A1

TRADEMARK

INNOKIDDO

Goods
Building and construction toys; toy construction sets; toy construction blocks with or without magnet made from plastic, metal; battery-operated toys

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,381  Filing Date 2016-12-02
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
PPG Architectural Finishes, Inc., One PPG Place, Pittsburgh, PA 15272, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK

GLIDDEN ESSENTIALS

Goods
Class 02
Coating compositions in the nature of paint for indoor and outdoor architectural applications

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,382  Filing Date 2016-12-02
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
PPG Architectural Finishes, Inc., One PPG Place, Pittsburgh, PA 15272, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service  
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP  
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK

GLIDDEN ESSENTIEL

Goods

Class 02
Coating compositions in the nature of paint for indoor and outdoor architectural applications

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,398  Filing Date 2016-12-02
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Healthcare (US) IP LLC, Corporation Service Company, 2711 Centerville Road, Suite 400, Wilmington, DE 19808, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK

FAST RELIEF WITH EVERY BITE

Goods
Class 05
Antacids

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA July 28, 2016, Application No: 87/120,218 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,417  Filing Date 2016-12-02
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
2008474 ONTARIO INC., 45 Esander Drive,  
Toronto, ONTARIO M4G 4C5

Representative for Service  
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP  
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100  
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO,  
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

PALE RIDER

Goods

Class 32  
alcoholic brewery beverages, namely beer

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as October 31, 2016 on goods.
Application Number 1,812,426  Filing Date 2016-12-02
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Monica Miatello, 30 Regina Street, London, ONTARIO M5Y 3B7

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
SISTERHOOD OF AVID RIDERS S.O.A.R.

Image Description (Vienna)
- Butterflies
- Circles
- Two circles, two ellipses, one inside the other
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of animals, parts of animals' bodies or plants
- Circles or ellipses containing inscriptions arranged in circular or elliptical form
- Circles or ellipses with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Disclaimer
The right to the exclusive use of the word 'Riders' is disclaimed apart from the trade-mark.

SERVICES
Class 41
event planning; motorcycle clubs

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since October 10, 2016 on services.
Application Number 1,812,484  Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
sara moumen, 53 Finch Pvt, Ottawa, ONTARIO
K1V 0E6

TRADEMARK

Shottawa

Goods

Class 09
(1) bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying portable telephones and telephone equipment and accessories

Class 25
(2) athletic apparel; casual clothing featuring pants, dresses and shorts; fashion hats; intimate apparel

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,495  Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Holly Spares, 26 Saskatoon Dr, Hay River,
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES X0E 0R5

TRADEMARK

North of 60 Lifestyle

Goods
Class 25
caps; children's clothing; hats; long sleeve pullovers; long sleeve shirts; men's shirts; pullovers;
tank tops; t-shirts

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since January 01, 2016 on goods.
Application Number 1,812,536 Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Recro Pharma, Inc., 490 Lapp Road, Malvern, PA 19355, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
PIASETZKI NENNIGER KVÅS LLP
SUITE 2308, 120 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H1T1

TRADEMARK

ANJESO

Goods
Class 05
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of pain.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA November 02, 2016, Application No: 87/223,688 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,537  Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Recro Pharma, Inc., 490 Lapp Road, Malvern, PA 19355, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
PIASETZKI NENNIGER KVÁS LLP
SUITE 2308, 120 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H1T1

TRADEMARK

OMCRYXA

Goods
Class 05
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of pain.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA November 02, 2016, Application No: 87/223,738 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,539 Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Recro Pharma, Inc., 490 Lapp Road, Malvern, PA 19355, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
PIASETZKI NENNIGER KVAS LLP
SUITE 2308, 120 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H1T1

TRADEMARK
OMZUVI

Goods
Class 05
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of pain.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA November 02, 2016, Application No: 87/223,802 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,556  Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Active Motif, Inc., 1914 Palomar Oaks Way
Suite 150, Carlsbad, CA 92008, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
THEO YATES
(Yates IP), 116 Albert Street, Suite 300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P5G3

TRADEMARK
AbFlex

Goods

Class 01
Research reagents, namely research and diagnostic reagents for medical and scientific use

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,557  Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
HFC Prestige International Holding Switzerland,
Chemin Louis-Hubert 1-3, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy,
SWITZERLAND

Representative for Service
TORYS LLP
SUITE 3000, 79 WELLINGTON ST. W., BOX
270, TD CENTRE, TORONTO, ONTARIO,
M5K1N2

TRADEMARK

WELLAPLEX

Index Headings
WELLAPLEX P

Image Description (Vienna)
- Circles
- One circle or ellipse
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters linked to a figurative element -- Note: Letters representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object are classified in division 27.3.

Goods
Class 03
Hair care preparations, hair styling preparations, hair coloring preparations.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,562  Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Mylan Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 781 Chestnut Ridge Road, Morgantown, WV 26050, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK

RAXTEMY

Goods
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, chronic plaque psoriasis, Crohn's disease, ankylosing spondylitis, psoriatic arthritis, and polyarticular juvenile idiopathic arthritis.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,563  Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Mylan Institutional Inc., 1718 Northrock Court, Rockford, IL 61103, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK

ABEVMY

Goods
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,564  Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Ishihara Sangyo Kaisha, Ltd., 3-15, Edobori, 1-chome, Nishi-ku, Osaka, 550-0002, JAPAN

Representative for Service
BLAKE, CASSELS & GRAYDON LLP
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP, SUITE 4000, COMMERCE COURT WEST, 199 BAY STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5L1A9

TRADEMARK

LongRun

Goods
Class 05
herbicides, fungicides, insecticides, nematicides

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,570  Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
KOSÉ CORPORATION, 6-2, Nihonbashi 3-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, JAPAN

Representative for Service  
MACRAE & CO.  
P.O. BOX 806, STATION B, 222 SOMERSET STREET WEST, SUITE 600, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2P2G3

TRADEMARK

SKIN AND COLOR AS ONE

Goods  
Class 03  
(1) Cosmetics, namely, foundation

Class 21  
(2) Cheek brushes; Compacts sold empty; Powder puffs and Make-up sponges

CLAIMS  
Used in CANADA since at least as early as January 29, 2016 on goods.
Application Number 1,812,578  Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Fiskars Brands, Inc., 7800 Discovery Drive,
Middleton, WI 53562, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3C2

TRADEMARK
CENTER-DRIVE

Goods
Class 08
Multi-function hand tools comprising all, or a combination of a knife blade, pliers, screwdrivers, bottle opener, can opener, scissors, wire cutter, file, saw blade, nail puller, wire stripper, and ruler; and sheaths for multi-function hand tools

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA November 04, 2016, Application No: 87226804 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,610  Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Navico Holding AS, Nyaskaiveien 2, 4374 Egersund, NORWAY

Representative for Service
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP
333 BAY STREET, SUITE 2400, BAY ADELAIDE CENTRE, BOX 20, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H2T6

TRADEMARK

TOTALSCAN

Goods
Class 09
Sonars and sonar systems for fish finding, trawl sonars, echo sounders, echo sounder transducers, echo sounders and echo sounder systems for use in combination with marine positioning systems; sensors for catch control, namely, battery powered sensors mounted on the fishing gear which sense a catch, depth of the gear, temperature, trawl height of the gear, trawl door spread of the gear, trawl geometry, trawl mounted echo sounders, sensor measuring pitch, roll and yaw; marine radar apparatus; VHF-radios; marine communication radios; marine positioning devices, namely, plotters, automatic control systems for vessels being auto pilots, stationary and hand held/portable apparatus and instruments for global positioning (GPS); speed measuring devices, namely, speed indicators, electronic speed controllers; electronic marine speed logs, compasses and gyrocompasses.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,613  Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Kaarina Simpson, 24943 121 Ave, Maple Ridge
, BRITISH COLUMBIA V4R 2A6

TRADEMARK

IF YOU CAN READ THIS... BRING ME A GLASS OF WINE/BRING ME A COLD BEER

Goods
Class 25
socks

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since as early as July 05, 2016 on goods.
Application Number 1,812,642  Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
537141 BRITISH COLUMBIA LTD., trading as MONARCH PEDIATRIC DENTAL CENTRE,
Suite 501, 4980 Kingsway, Burnaby, BRITISH COLUMBIA V5H 4K7

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
2300 - 1055 West Georgia Street, P.O. Box 11115, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6E3P3

TRADEMARK

MONARCH

SERVICES
(1) Providing dental and oral hygiene services
(2) Providing dentistry services
(3) Providing orthodontic services

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as July 01, 1997 on services (1), (2); October 01, 2000 on services (3).
Application Number 1,812,643  Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
537141 BRITISH COLUMBIA LTD., trading as MONARCH PEDIATRIC DENTAL CENTRE,
Suite 501, 4980 Kingsway, Burnaby, BRITISH COLUMBIA V5H 4K7

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
2300 - 1055 West Georgia Street, P.O. Box 11115, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6E3P3

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
MONARCH

Image Description (Vienna)
- Butterflies
- Ribbons, bows

SERVICES
(1) Providing dental and oral hygiene services
(2) Providing dentistry services
(3) Providing orthodontic services

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,812,645  Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
SEAN JOHNSTON, 2458 WILKINSON RD,
HALIBURTON, ONTARIO K0M 1S0

TRADEMARK

IGO INSURANCE IGO WHERE YOU GO

Goods
Class 09
(1) Computer and cellular telephone software for purchasing insurance products and managing insurance portfolios via the Internet

Class 16
(2) Books, handbooks, newsletters, posters, calendars, stationery planners, and directories

SERVICES

Class 36
(1) Insurance services; Insurance brokerage services
(2) Operating a website providing information in the field of insurance products and services; Financial investment counselling; Financial asset management

Class 42
(3) Design of computer and cellular telephone software

Class 45
(4) Licensing of computer and cellular telephone software

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since June 10, 2013 on services (1). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services (2), (3), (4)
Application Number 1,812,649   Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
TT Fitness, Inc., 50 Milk Street, Fl 16, Boston, MA 02109, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
NEXUS LAW GROUP LLP
Suite 1140 - 625 Howe Street, P.O. Box: 9, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C2T6

TRADEMARK

GOLD MOUNTAIN BEAUTY

Goods
Class 03
body and beauty care cosmetics

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,657  Filing Date 2016-12-05
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant: Curoplant Company Ltd., 34825 Hallert Road, Abbotsford, BRITISH COLUMBIA V3G 1R3
Representative for Service: OYEN WIGGS GREEN & MUTALA LLP, 480-THE STATION, 601 WEST CORDOVA STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B1G1

TRADEMARK

PANTHER

Goods
live ornamental plants, seeds for ornamental plants, ornamental plant seedlings; planters, pots, saucers and bowls containing live ornamental plants

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number: 1,812,662  Filing Date: 2016-12-06
Language of Application: English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant: APPOTRONICS CHINA CORPORATION,
Room 402, 403, 410-1, 411, 4th Floor,
Shenzhen IC Design & Application Industrial Park, South Chaguang Road, Xili Town,
Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong,
518000, CHINA

Representative for Service: WS LI
5194 Killarney Street, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V5R3V9

TRADEMARK

ALPD

Index Headings
ALPD

Goods
Class 09
television; Slide projectors; Video screens; Projection screens; Lcd projectors; self-acting focussing projectors; projectors for the entertainment industry; video projectors; picture projectors; Transparency projection apparatus; cinematographic projectors; computer software for word processing; computer software for image processing; card punching and sorting machines for data processing; computers for use in data management; interface cards for data processing equipment in the form of printed circuits.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,666  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Flux Products Inc., 2308-324 Laurier Ave W,
Ottawa, ONTARIO K1P 0A4

TRADEMARK

Flux

Goods

Class 09
battery cases; cases adapted for mobile phones; cases for mobile phones; cell phone cases

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since December 05, 2015 on goods.
APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Balnar Management Ltd., 10 Suffolk Street East, Guelph, ONTARIO N1H 2H6

Representative for Service
PETER D. ANDERSON (VORVIS, ANDERSON, GRAY, ARMSTRONG LLP), 353 ELIZABETH STREET, GUELPH, ONTARIO, N1E2X9

TRADEMARK

BIG ENOUGH TO KNOW, SMALL ENOUGH TO CARE

SERVICES
Property management for apartments, townhomes and office, medical and industrial buildings.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since November 01, 2013 on services.
Application Number 1,812,675  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
ZED CANDY (DUBLIN), Unit 286, Block G,
Blanchardstown Corporate Park 2, Ballycoolin,
Dublin 15, IRELAND

Representative for Service
ROBIC
CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001,
SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE,
MONTRÉAL, QUEBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
ZED CANDY

Image Description (Vienna)
- Spheres
- Segments of circles or ellipses (except 26.2.7)
- Banderoles, cartouches
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters written in double outline
- Letters or numerals forming geometrical figures, written or typographical matter in perspective
- Letters or numerals forming a figure in the shape of an arc of a circle

Goods
Class 30
Candy; sugar confectionery; chewing gum and bubble gum; chewing gum and bubble gum confectionery

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as May 2015 on goods.
Application Number 1,812,676  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
SOLENO INC., 1160 Route 133,
Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, QUEBEC J2X 4J5

Representative for Service
ROBIC
CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001,
SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE,
MONTRÉAL, QUEBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

SOLIFLEX

Goods
Polyethylene pipes for non-roadway application, for the evacuation and transport of surface water and drainage; flexible corrugated polyethylene drains with a smooth interior to promote cleaning and rapid evacuation of water.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,677  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
SOLENO INC., 1160 Route 133, Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, QUEBEC J2X 4J5

Representative for Service
ROBIC CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001, SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE, MONTRÉAL, QUEBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

SOLIFLEX

Index Headings
SOLIFLEX

Image Description (Vienna)
- More than two lines or two bands
- Curved lines or bands (except a 26.11.13)
- Several crescents or half-moons

Goods
Polyethylene pipes for non-roadway application, for the evacuation and transport of surface water and drainage; flexible corrugated polyethylene drains with a smooth interior to promote cleaning and rapid evacuation of water.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,679  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Shuster Holding Inc., 1131 Steeles Avenue
West, Unit 612, North York, ONTARIO M2R 3W8

Representative for Service
ZAK MUSCOVITCH
446 Eglinton Avenue West, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5N1A5

TRADEMARK

PIPISTRELLO

Index Headings
PIPISTRELLO

Image Description (Vienna)
- Bats
- Clothing
- Shirts, t-shirts, bodices, shirt-blouses

Foreign Character Translation
The translation provided by the applicant of the Italian word pipistrello is "bat".

Goods
Class 25
Clothing, namely men's polo shirts, men's long sleeve sweaters, men's sports shorts, and men's sport pants

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,691  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
FREEMAN INTELLIGENT POWER INC,
APT983 18351 COLIMA RD, ROWLAND HEIGHTS, CA 91748, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
MILTONS IP/P.I.
15 Fitzgerald Rd, Suite 200, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K2H9G1

TRADEMARK

FREE MAN

Index Headings
FREE MAN

Image Description (Vienna)
- Other wheels, with or without spokes -- Note: Not including tyred wheels and vehicle wheels mounted on axles (18.1.21).
- Wheels or bearings with inscription
- Segments of circles or ellipses (except 26.2.7)
- Circles or ellipses with one or more other quadrilaterals
- Circles
- More than two circles or ellipses, inside one another, spirals
- Circles or ellipses with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces
- Other irregular parallelograms, trapezia and quadrilaterals, quadrilaterals containing one or more rounded corners
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Goods

Class 12
Electric scooters; Electrically powered scooters; Scooters; Scooters for children; Motor scooters; electric unicycles, self-balancing scooter, self-balancing two-wheeled board, self-balancing electric scooter

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as November 30, 2014 on goods.
Application Number 1,812,692  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
WILTON INDUSTRIES, INC., 2240 W. 75th St.,
Woodridge, IL 60517, UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA

Representative for Service
MCMILLAN LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, SUITE 4400, BAY
WELLINGTON TOWER, 181 BAY STREET,
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK

WILTON PEEL & PLACE SUGAR SHEETS

Goods
Class 30
Edible cake decorations

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,694  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Coffee Globe Ltd., 209, 10836-24th Street SE, Calgary, ALBERTA T2Z 4C9

Representative for Service
SCARFONE HAWKINS LLP
ONE JAMES ST. S. 14TH FLOOR, P.O. BOX 926, DEPOT #1, HAMILTON, ONTARIO, L8N3P9

TRADEMARK
EVO

Goods
Class 30
Coffee; Coffee based beverages; Coffee beans; Ground Coffee beans; Instant Coffee; Roasted Coffee beans.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,711    Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Capo Industries Limited, 1200 Corporate Drive, Burlington, ONTARIO L7L 5R6

Representative for Service
VALERIE G. EDWARD
c/o Ballagh & Edward LLP, 102-175 Longwood Road S., Hamilton, ONTARIO, L8P0A1

TRADEMARK

SPA PLUS

Goods
Class 01
water treatment preparations, namely, sanitizers, disinfectants and water softeners for spas and hot tubs

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,712  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
TripElephant Inc, 332 Dupont St, 201, Toronto, ONTARIO M5R 1V9

Representative for Service
TRIPELEPHANT INC
332 DUPONT ST, 201, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5R1V9

TRADEMARK

MobyTrip

SERVICES

Class 39
travel and tour information service

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since February 01, 2014 on services.
Application Number 1,812,713  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
FNF Intellectual Property Holdings, Inc., a Delaware corporation, 601 Riverside Avenue, Jacksonville, FL 32204, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
5500 North Service Road, Suite 101, Burlington, ONTARIO, L7L6W6

TRADEMARK

GIRAFFE REALTY

SERVICES
Class 36
Real estate agency and brokerage services.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,812,715   Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
EVOQUA WATER TECHNOLOGIES LLC, 181 Thorn Hill Road, Warrendale, PA 15086, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

APR-1

Goods
Class 01
Ion exchange resins and ion exchange resins housed in vessels for the treatment of water containing hazardous chemical contaminants, namely, treatment of water and wastewater for soil remediation and treatment of contaminated ground water, surface water, and reuse water

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA November 07, 2016, Application No: 87228442 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,816  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Electrolux Home Products, Inc., 10200 David Taylor Drive, Charlotte, NC 28262, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
SIM & MCBURNEY
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK

FRIGIDAIRE EVEN TEMP

Goods
refrigerators

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,817  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Electrolux Home Products, Inc., 10200 David Taylor Drive, Charlotte, NC 28262, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
SIM & MCBURNEY
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK

FRIGIDAIRE GALLERY EVEN TEMP

Goods
refrigerators

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,819  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Grappleworks Ltd., 20 Union Street E.,
Waterloo, ONTARIO N2J 1B7

Representative for Service
D. MICHAEL BEAN
Michael Bean Trademark & Copyright Law, 97
Frederick Street, Kitchener, ONTARIO, N2H2L5

TRADEMARK

SCREW CANCER

Goods
Screwdrivers

SERVICES
Charitable fundraising services

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,812,826  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Vista Outdoor Operations LLC, 262 North University Drive, Farmington, UT 84025, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
11 Holland Avenue, Suite 601, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1Y4S1

TRADEMARK

SOFTCELL

Goods
Class 13
component parts for ammunition

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA June 08, 2016, Application No: 87064692 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,827    Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Vicar Operating, Inc., 12401 West Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90064-1022,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
MOFFAT & CO.
1200-427 LAURIER AVENUE WEST, P.O.
BOX 2088, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO,
K1P5W3

TRADEMARK

VCA CARECLUB

SERVICES
veterinary services

CLAIMS
Used in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on services. Registered in or for UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on October 14, 2014 under No. 4,622,610 on services
Application Number 1,812,838  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Molson Canada 2005, 33 Carlingview Drive,
Toronto, ONTARIO M9W 5E4

Representative for Service
JOANNE B. NARDI
Molson Coors Canada, 33 Carlingview Road,
Toronto, ONTARIO, M9W5E4

TRADEMARK

RICKARD'S TASTER

Goods
Class 32
Brewed alcoholic beverages namely beer.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,839  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Molson Canada 2005, 33 Carlingview Drive,
Toronto, ONTARIO M9W 5E4

Representative for Service
JOANNE B. NARDI
Molson Coors Canada, 33 Carlingview Road,
Toronto, ONTARIO, M9W5E4

TRADEMARK

SUCKER PUNCH

Goods
Class 32
(1) alcoholic brewery beverages; beer, ale, lager, stout, porter, shandy; beer-based cocktails

Class 33
(2) alcoholic cocktails; alcoholic coolers; alcoholic lemonade; alcoholic malt-based coolers

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,854        Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Step Fitness & Recreation, Inc., 2130 Newmarket Parkway, Marietta, GA 30067, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
BENTALL, 550 BURRARD STREET, SUITE 2300, P.O. BOX 30, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C2B5

TRADEMARK

KUSHH!

Goods
Class 28
exercise, training, and yoga aid in the form of a step

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as November 2016 on goods.
Application Number 1,812,860  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
HEAR HERE! LTD., 53 Sarah Cres, Smithville,
ONTARIO L0R 2A0

TRADEMARK

HEAR HERE!

SERVICES

Class 44
hearing aid services

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since as early as September 29, 2010 on services.
Application Number 1,812,864  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Allergan Inc., 85 Enterprise Blvd., Suite 500, Markham, ONTARIO L6G 0B5

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L. SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

SECURTEX

Goods
silicone breast implants; breast implants consisting of artificial materials; breast tissue expanders and parts and components therefor

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,865  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Duramax Marine, LLC, 17990 Great Lakes Parkway, Hiram, OH 44234, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
11 Holland Avenue, Suite 601, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1Y4S1

TRADEMARK

DURACHROME

Goods
Class 07
components for ships and boats, namely, metal mating rings for use with metal, non-metal or composite stern tube and rudder seal systems; machine parts for industrial use, namely, metal mating rings for use with water turbine guide shaft seal systems in hydro-electric applications

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA November 23, 2016, Application No: 87246751 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,868  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
INVISTA Technologies S.à r.l., Flurhofstrasse 160, 9000 St. Gallen, SWITZERLAND

Representative for Service
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK

LIFE SHOULD LEAVE MEMORIES NOT MARKS

Goods

Class 03
(1) Household cleaning preparations for carpets; stain and spot removing preparations for carpet

Class 19
(2) Ceramic floor tiles; grout; hardwood flooring; laminate flooring

Class 22
(3) Synthetic textile fiber used in carpets and rugs

Class 27
(4) Carpets; carpet padding; rugs; vinyl floor coverings

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,869  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
INVISTA Technologies S.à r.l., Flurhofstrasse 160, 9000 St. Gallen, SWITZERLAND

Representative for Service
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK

LEAVE MEMORIES NOT MARKS

Goods
Class 03
(1) Household cleaning preparations for carpets; stain and spot removing preparations for carpet

Class 19
(2) Ceramic floor tiles; grout; hardwood flooring; laminate flooring

Class 22
(3) Synthetic textile fiber used in carpets and rugs

Class 27
(4) Carpets; carpet padding; rugs; vinyl floor coverings

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,871  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Duramax Marine, LLC, 17990 Great Lakes Parkway, Hiram, OH 44234, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
11 Holland Avenue, Suite 601, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1Y4S1

Trademark
DRYMAX

Goods
Class 07
components for ships and boats, namely, metal, non-metal or composite stern tube and rudder seal systems; machine parts for industrial use, namely, metal, non-metal or composite guide shaft seal systems for use with water turbines in hydro-electric applications

Claims
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA November 23, 2016, Application No: 87246534 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,880  Filing Date 2016-12-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Mr Apple New Zealand Limited, 2 Station Road, Whakatu, Hawkes Bay 4172, NEW ZEALAND

Representative for Service
CASSAN MACLEAN
336 Maclaren street, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K2P0M6

TRADEMARK

RED DAZZLE

Goods
fresh apples

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,941    Filing Date 2016-12-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Wagonbags Inc., 4810 Rue Jean-Talon O,
Montréal, QUEBEC H4P 2N5

Representative for Service
LONNIE BRODKIN-SCHNEIDER
(MILLER THOMSON LLP), 1000, rue de la
Gauchetière Ouest, bureau 3700, Montréal,
QUEBEC, H3B4W5

TRADEMARK

SHOP, SORT & GO!

Goods
shopping bags; a re-usuable bag system suitable for use in a shopping trolley

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,812,948    Filing Date 2016-12-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
BEHR PROCESS CORPORATION, 3400 W. Segerstrom Avenue, Santa Ana, CA 92704, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
PIASETZKI NENNIGER KVAS LLP
SUITE 2308, 120 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H1T1

TRADEMARK

COLORFULLY, BEHR

Index Headings
COLORFULLY, BEHR

Image Description (Vienna)
- Bears, koalas, wombats
- Animals of series I stylized

SERVICES

Class 41
Online journals, namely, blogs featuring painting and decorating advice and commentary

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as August 31, 2011 on services.
Application Number 1,812,956  Filing Date 2016-12-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Muskoka Springs Natural Spring Water Inc.,
220-1 Bay Street, Gravenhurst, ONTARIO P1P 1H1

Representative for Service
R.GRANT CANSFIELD
(c/o AIRD & BERLIS LLP), BROOKFIELD
PLACE, SUITE 1800, 181 BAY STREET,
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T9

TRADEMARK

DOCKSIDE

Goods
Class 32
(1) non-alcoholic beverages, namely ready to drink mixed drinks consisting of a flavour mix and a carbonated beverage or juice

Class 33
(2) alcoholic beverages (other than beer), namely ready to drink mixed drinks consisting of alcohol (namely pure grain alcohol, rum, vodka, whiskey, gin, brandy, tequila, schnapps) and a carbonated beverage or juice

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as July 01, 2016 on goods.
Application Number 1,813,008 Filing Date 2016-12-07
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
9137-6228 QUÉBEC INC., 101-2300 Rue Léon-Harmel, Quebec, QUÉBEC G1N 4L2

Representative for Service
STEPHANE CLICHE
825, 113 rue St-Georges, Québec, QUÉBEC, G5Y3H7

TRADEMARK

gesti-clean

SERVICES

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as October 01, 2012 on services.
Application Number 1,813,010 Filing Date 2016-12-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Lorne Erenberg, 75 Sprucewood Dr, Thornhill,
ONTARIO L3T 2P9

TRADEMARK

AMMS EXPORT

Goods
Class 32
Canadian craft beers.

SERVICES
Class 35
Export and import agencies; goods import-export agencies.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since May 01, 2016 on goods and on services.
APPLICATION AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Toyo Tire & Rubber Co., Ltd., a legal entity, 2-2-13 Fujinoki, Itami-shi, Hyogo, JAPAN

Representative for Service
RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP
SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

TRADEMARK

ICE FREEZER

Goods
Class 12
tires

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: JAPAN November 11, 2016, Application No: 2016-125848 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,044  Filing Date 2016-12-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
OMS Investments, Inc., 10250 Constellation Blvd., Suite 2800, Los Angeles, CA 90067, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK

WASP B GON MAX

Goods
Class 05
pesticides, insecticides and animal repellents

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,046  Filing Date 2016-12-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Dante’s Inferno Inc., 1151 Davenport Rd, Toronto, ONTARIO M6H 2G4

Representative for Service
ALLAN OZIEL
(Oziel Law), 5255 Yonge Street, Suite 1110, Toronto, ONTARIO, M2N6P4

TRADEMARK

Dante's Inferno

Goods
(1) frozen pizza, fresh bread, prepared dough, fresh pasta
(2) coffee; pizza; sandwiches

SERVICES
restaurant services featuring take-out services

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as November 30, 2015 on goods (2); January 31, 2016 on services. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods (1)
Application Number 1,813,052  Filing Date 2016-12-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
K'NEX Limited Partnership Group, 2990 Bergey Road, Hatfield, PA 19440-0700, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
HICKS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW
709 MAIN STREET, SUITE 300, CANMORE, ALBERTA, T1W2B2

TRADEMARK

STEAMAGINATION

Goods
Class 28
construction toys

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA August 08, 2016, Application No: 87130913 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,054  Filing Date 2016-12-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
HFC Prestige International Holding Switzerland Sàrl, Chemin Louis Hubert 1-3, CH-1214 Petit Lancy, SWITZERLAND

Representative for Service
TORYS LLP
SUITE 3000, 79 WELLINGTON ST. W., BOX 270, TD CENTRE, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5K1N2

TRADEMARK

3D INTENSIVE RECHARGING COMPLEX

Goods
Class 03
Hair care preparations, hair styling preparations, hair coloring preparations

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,055   Filing Date 2016-12-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Novartis Consumer Health S.A., Route de l’Etraz, 1197 Prangins, SWITZERLAND

Representative for Service
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK

THRIVE ANYWHERE

Goods
Class 05
Pharmaceutical preparations, namely smoking cessation medication in the form of patches, pills, capsules, gums and lozenges

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,056  Filing Date 2016-12-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
ODL, Incorporated, 215 East Roosevelt Avenue,
Zeeland, MI 49464, UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA

Representative for Service
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street,
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK

BLINK

Goods

Class 19
Glass doors, windows, side lights and transoms all with an encased and operational blind or shade
to control light and privacy

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA June 29, 2016, Application No: 87/087,552 in
association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,058  Filing Date 2016-12-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Vision Travel Solutions Inc., 251 Consumers Road, Suite 700, Toronto, ONTARIO M2J 4R3

Representative for Service
GILBERT’S LLP
77 King Street West, Suite 2010, P.O. Box 301, Toronto-Dominion Centre, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5K1K2

TRADEMARK

I LOVE CRUISING

SERVICES
Travel agency services

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,813,061  Filing Date 2016-12-07
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Art Souterrain, 2020 Rue William, Montréal, QUÉBEC H3J 1R8

Representative for Service
GOUDREAU GAGE DUBUC S.E.N.C.R.L./LLP
2000 AVENUE MCGILL COLLEGE, SUITE 2200, MONTREAL, QUÉBEC, H3A3H3

TRADEMARK

VITRINE SUR L'ART

SERVICES
Class 41
Organization of contemporary art exhibitions in vacant commercial spaces.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as October 15, 2016 on services.
Application Number 1,813,098  Filing Date 2016-12-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
BOB'S DISCOUNT FURNITURE, LLC, 428 Tolland Turnpike, Manchester, CT 06040,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
MILLER THOMSON S.E.N.C.R.L.
1000, rue de la Gauchetière Ouest, bureau 3700, Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B4W5

TRADEMARK

BOBOPEDIC ZZZOOM

Index Headings
BOBOPEDIC ZZZOOM

Image Description (Vienna)
- Crescent moon, half-moon
- Letters or numerals representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object
- Letters or numerals representing a heavenly body or a natural phenomenon
- Circles
- One circle or ellipse
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of heavenly bodies or natural phenomena
- Circles or ellipses with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

Goods

Class 20
(1) Mattress foundations; pillows.

Class 24
(2) Bed linens.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA July 27, 2016, Application No: 87118694 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,099  Filing Date 2016-12-07
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
BOB'S DISCOUNT FURNITURE, LLC, 428 Tolland Turnpike, Manchester, CT 06040, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
MILLER THOMSON S.E.N.C.R.L.  
1000, rue de la Gauchetière Ouest, bureau 3700, Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B4W5

TRADEMARK

BOBOPEDIC ZZZOOM

Goods
Class 20
(1) Mattress foundations; pillows.

Class 24
(2) Bed linens.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA July 27, 2016, Application No: 87118697 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,190  Filing Date 2016-12-08
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Koppers Performance Chemicals Inc., 436 7th Avenue, Suite 1900, Pittsburgh, PA 15219, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

FLAMEPRO

Goods
Class 01
(1) Chemical composition to impart flame retardancy to wood products.

Class 19
(2) Wood products, namely, lumber, timbers, plywood, particle board, oriented strand board, and fiber board, all treated with a chemical composition to impart flame retardancy; laminated wood products, namely, boards, moldings, lumber, decking, beams, support posts and columns, trusses, and rafters, all treated with a chemical composition to impart flame retardancy.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA December 07, 2016, Application No: 87260764 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,297  Filing Date 2016-12-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
In Demand Products Inc., 1 Bruno Ridge Dr,
Bolton, ONTARIO L7E 0B7

TRADEMARK

LED Superstore

Goods
Class 11
accent lights for indoor use; automobile lights; electric bulbs; lamp bulbs; led light bulbs; light bulbs

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,302  Filing Date 2016-12-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Rapid Boost Marketing, 9848A - 33 Avenue NW, Edmonton, ALBERTA T6N 1C6

Representative for Service
PROWSE CHOWNE LLP
#1300 Phipps-McKinnon Building, 10020-101A Avenue, Edmonton, ALBERTA, T5J3G2

TRADEMARK

RAPIDBOOST

SERVICES

Class 35
(1) business marketing consulting services; developing marketing strategies and marketing concepts for others

Class 42
(2) website design; website development for others

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as June 30, 2013 on services.
Application Number 1,813,306  Filing Date 2016-12-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  MARS CANADA INC., 37 Holland Drive, Bolton, ONTARIO L7E 5S4
Representative for Service  BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK

IAMS HIGH PROTEIN

Goods
Class 31
Foodstuff for animals, namely pet food, pet treats

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
TRADEMARK

IAMS GRAIN FREE HIGH PROTEIN

Goods
Class 31
Foodstuff for animals, namely pet food, pet treats

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,318  Filing Date 2016-12-08
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
ULTA Salon, Cosmetics & Fragrance, Inc.,
Suite 120, 1000 Remington Boulevard,
Bolingbrook, IL 60440, UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA

Representative for Service
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA,
ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK

ULTA beauty

Index Headings
ULTA BEAUTY BT

Image Description (Vienna)
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters overlapping

Goods
(1) After sun gels, after sun lotions, beauty balm creams, blush, skin moisturizers, body cream, body lotions, body scrub, body sprays, body wash, concealers, cosmetic pads, cotton balls for cosmetic purposes, cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes, eye cream, eye shadows, eyeliner pencils, eyeliners, face creams, facial cleansers, facial moisturizer with SPF, facial moisturizer, facial oils, foundations, hair creams, hair glaze, hair masks, hair mousse, hair oils, hair shampoos and conditioners, hair sprays, hand creams, hand soaps, lip balm, lip gloss, lip liner, lip stains, lipsticks, make-up primer; make-up remover, make-up sets, mascaras, nail hardeners, nail polish, nail polish base coat, nail polish top coat, pressed face powder, self-tanning preparations, shower and bath gel, skin bronzer, sunscreen, namely, sunscreen creams and sunscreen preparations.
(2) Cosmetic pencil sharpeners.
(3) Hair combs; hair brushes; cosmetic brushes; facial sponges for applying makeup.
(4) Manicure and pedicure implements, namely, nail files, nail clippers, cuticle pushers, tweezers, nail and cuticle scissors; emery boards; hair cutting scissors; eyelash curlers.

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA November 01, 2016, Application No: 87/222,553 in association with the same kind of goods (4). Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,332  Filing Date 2016-12-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Cargill Meat Solutions Corporation, 151 North Main, Wichita, KS 67202, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK

NO MESS. JUST FRESH.

Goods
Class 29
meat

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,368  Filing Date 2016-12-08
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
SHENZHEN FERRET TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD., ROOM 201, BUILDING A, NO.1, QIANWAN 1ST ROAD, QIANHAI SHENZHEN-HONGKONG COOPERATION ZONE, SHENZHEN, CHINA

Representative for Service
WS LI
5194 Killarney Street, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V5R3V9

TRADEMARK

GOLDFINCH

Index Headings
GOLDFINCH

Image Description (Vienna)
- Birds in flight or with outspread wings
- Other birds
- Birds stylized
- Sparrows or other passerine birds

Goods
Cable connectors; cases for mobile phones; flip covers for smart phones; earphones; mp3 players; mp4 players; loudspeakers; USB cables; electrical plugs and sockets; battery chargers for use with telephones; USB chargers; mobile phone chargers; electric vacuum cleaners; virtual reality games; smart watch; LED luminaires; heart rate monitors; video projectors; electrical toothbrushes.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,385   Filing Date 2016-12-09
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
1934945 Ontario Inc, 48 Dunnett Dr, Barrie,
ONTARIO L4N 0J6

TRADEMARK

Good Green Earth Co.

Goods
Class 01
Organic fertilizers.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since as early as September 15, 2014 on goods.
Application Number 1,813,388  Filing Date 2016-12-09
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
1934945 Ontario Inc, 48 Dunnett Dr, Barrie,
ONTARIO L4N 0J6

TRADEMARK

Bokashi PRO-GRO

Goods
Class 01
Organic fertilizers.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since as early as September 15, 2016 on goods.
Application Number 1,813,389  Filing Date 2016-12-09
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Urban Workplace Inc., c/o BrazeauSeller LLP,
Suite 700, 100 Queen Street, Ottawa,
ONTARIO K1P 1J9

Representative for Service
TRINA K. FRASER
(BrazeauSeller. LLP), 700-100 Queen Street,
Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK

URBAN WORKPLACE

SERVICES
Distributorship services in the field of furniture, namely business furniture and office furniture.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since November 30, 2016 on services.
APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha also trading as Sharp Corporation, 1 Takumi-cho, Sakai-ku, Sakai City, Osaka 590-8522, JAPAN

Representative for Service
BLAKE, CASSELS & GRAYDON LLP
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP, SUITE 4000, COMMERCE COURT WEST, 199 BAY STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5L1A9

TRADEMARK

SIMPLY BETTER LIVING

Goods
Electric ovens utilizing super-heated steam for household purpose, electric ovens with functions of a microwave oven utilizing super-heated steam for household purpose and microwave ovens.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,404  Filing Date 2016-12-09
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
BOS HOLDINGS INC., 111 McNab Ave, Strathroy, ONTARIO N7G 4J6

Representative for Service
MOFFAT & CO.
1200-427 LAURIER AVENUE WEST, P.O. BOX 2088, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5W3

TRADEMARK

INFIELD

Goods
Wood preservatives, anti-fungal preservatives for wood, wood preservatives in concentrated and diluted form, chemical compositions in the nature of a wood preservative for use as an additive, mold resistant coatings for wood.

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since at least as early as November 2016 on goods.
Application Number 1,813,427  Filing Date 2016-12-09
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Veracode, Inc., 65 Network Drive, Burlington, MA 01803, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DEPARTMENT, 1000 DE LA GAUCHETIERE STREET WEST, SUITE 900, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B5H4

TRADEMARK

VERACODE GREENLIGHT

SERVICES

Class 42
Computer software risk assessment services; Computer security services in the nature of network security assessments; providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for detecting and identifying access to computer networks and resources, performing vulnerability scans, and penetration testing.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA June 13, 2016, Application No: 87/068,860 in association with the same kind of services. Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,813,439  Filing Date 2016-12-09
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
David Kearn and France Laliberté a partnership
P.O. Box 1463 STN B, Ottawa, ONTARIO K1P 5P6

TRADEMARK

Break-a-Brush

SERVICES

Class 41
Art instruction.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since February 23, 2013 on services.
Application Number 1,813,444 Filing Date 2016-12-09
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Maeil Dairies Co., Ltd., The-K Twin Towers 2nd Floor, 50 Jong-ro 1-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul, REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Representative for Service
MARKS & CLERK
180 KENT STREET, SUITE 1900, P.O. BOX 957, STATION B, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5S7

TRADEMARK
Maeil BIO

Goods
Fermented milk; dairy products excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen yogurt, namely, milk, yogurt, Greek yogurt, milk beverages, milk predominating, drinking yogurt, drinks based on yogurt, yogurt drinks, yogurt-based beverages.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,451   Filing Date 2016-12-09
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
The Empire Life Insurance Company, 259 King Street East, Kingston, ONTARIO K7L 3A8

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

LIFE PROTECT 10

SERVICES
Class 36
Insurance services

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on services
APPLICATION AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
The Empire Life Insurance Company, 259 King Street East, Kingston, ONTARIO K7L 3A8

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

LIFE PROTECT 20

SERVICES
Class 36
Insurance services

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number: 1,813,460
Filing Date: 2016-12-09
Language of Application: English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant: CHURCHILL PHARMACEUTICALS LLC, 3602 Horizon Drive, Suite 160, King of Prussia, PA 19406, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service: SMART & BIGGAR, 1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3S5

TRADEMARK

CHURCHILL PHARMACEUTICALS

Goods

Class 05
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer; and pharmaceutical preparations for side effects of the treatment of cancer, namely, mucositis, pain, nausea, bone marrow depletion, fibrosis, nerve damage, rashes, sore skin, hair loss, flu-like symptoms, fatigue, weakness, fever, and drop in blood pressure.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA November 27, 2016, Application No: 87/248,376 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods.
Application Number 1,813,467  Filing Date 2016-12-09
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
CHURCHILL PHARMACEUTICALS LLC, 3602 Horizon Drive, Suite 160, King of Prussia, PA 19406, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
SMART & BIGGAR 1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3S5

TRADEMARK

Index Headings
CHURCHILL PHARMACEUTICALS

Image Description (Vienna)
- Lions
- Heraldic lions
- Crowns open at the top
- Crowns with representations of animals or parts of animals' bodies

Goods

Class 05
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer; and pharmaceutical preparations for side effects of the treatment of cancer, namely, mucositis, pain, nausea, bone marrow depletion, fibrosis, nerve damage, rashes, sore skin, hair loss, flu-like symptoms, fatigue, weakness, fever, and drop in blood pressure

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA November 27, 2016, Application No: 87/248,378 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,651   Filing Date 2016-12-12
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
CottageCare, Inc., 6323 W. 110th Street,
Overland Park, KS 66211, UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA,
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

UPGRADE LIFE. DELEGATE HOUSECLEANING.

SERVICES
Residential cleaning services

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA October 03, 2016, Application No: 87/191,194 in association with the same kind of services. Proposed Use in CANADA on services
Application Number 1,813,658  Filing Date 2016-12-12
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Mohawk Carpet LLC, 160 South Industrial Blvd., Calhoun, GA 30701, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
SIM & MCBURNEY
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK
AIR.O

Goods
carpet

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,813,668   Filing Date 2016-12-12
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Maxidrill Inc, 55 Rue Herbert-O'Connell,
Côteau-Du-Lac, QUEBEC J0P 1B0

TRADEMARK

Maxidrill

Goods
Class 07
drilling rigs

CLAIMS
Used in CANADA since October 07, 2004 on goods.
Application Number 1,813,819  Filing Date 2016-12-12
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Shambhala Films Inc, 2003-622 Front St,
Nelson, BRITISH COLUMBIA V1L 4B7

TRADEMARK

Shambhala Films Inc

SERVICES

Class 41
film and video production

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since October 01, 2016 on services.
Application Number 1,813,823   Filing Date 2016-12-12
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Farmboy Properties, 2003-622 Front St, Nelson,
BRITISH COLUMBIA V1L 4B7

TRADEMARK

Shambhala Music Festival

SERVICES

Class 38
(1) streaming of audio and video via the Internet featuring music, movies, news, and sports

Class 41
(2) arranging and conducting dance festivals; entertainment in the form of live musical concerts; entertainment services in the nature of live dramatic performances; entertainment services in the nature of live performances by a musical band; performances featuring live dance and live music

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since August 01, 1997 on services.
Application Number 1,813,935  Filing Date 2016-12-13
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
L'OREAL, Société anonyme, 14, rue Royale, 75008 Paris, FRANCE

Representative for Service
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP
800, PLACE VICTORIA, BUREAU 3700, C.P. 242, MONTREAL, QUÉBEC, H4Z1E9

TRADEMARK

CITRON D'ERABLE

Goods

Class 03
(1) Perfumes, eaux de toilette; bath and shower gels and salts; skin soaps; body deodorants; cosmetics, namely face, body, and hand creams, milks, lotions, gels and powders; suntan and after-sun milks, gels, and oils; make-up products, namely lipstick, eyeshadow, pencils, mascara, nail polish, foundation, blush; hair shampoos; gels, mousses, balms and aerosol products for hairstyling and hair care; hair sprays; hair dyes and hair bleaching products, namely lotions, gels, sprays and creams; hair waving and styling products, namely gels, mousses, sprays, balms and lotions; essential oils for the body.

Class 04
(2) Candles and scented candles.

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: FRANCE December 12, 2016, Application No: 16/4321614 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,814,171  Filing Date 2016-12-14
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
9350-6673 Québec inc., 1763 rue Savaria,
Sainte-Julie, QUÉBEC J3E 1K4

Representative for Service
BROUILLETTE LEGAL INC.
1050 CÔTE DU BEAVER HALL, BUREAU
1500, MONTRÉAL, QUÉBEC, H2Z0A5

TRADEMARK

ICE TAC TOE

Goods
Class 10
Blocs réfrigérants.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,814,574  Filing Date 2016-12-16
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Hallmark Cards, Incorporated, 2501 McGee Trafficway, Kansas City, MO 64108, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

WONDERFOLDS

Goods
Class 16
Greeting cards

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,814,575  Filing Date 2016-12-16
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Hallmark Cards, Incorporated, 2501 McGee Trafficway, Kansas City, MO 64108, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

WONDERFOLDS THE ART OF PAPER CRAFT

Goods
Class 16
Greeting cards

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,814,597  
Filing Date 2016-12-16  
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
Gestion Police Inc., 1007-606 Rue Cathcart,  
Montréal, QUÉBEC H3B 1K9

Representative for Service  
DAVIES WARD PHILLIPS & VINEBERG LLP  
ATTN: TRADE-MARK DEPARTMENT, 1501  
MCGILL COLLEGE AVENUE, 26TH FLOOR,  
MONTREAL, QUÉBEC, H3A3N9

TRADEMARK

HUMANISE

SERVICES

Class 35  
Business marketing consulting services; marketing studies; development of marketing strategies and concepts for others; marketing analysis services; provision of marketing consulting in the field of social media; provision of business information in the field of social media; provision of business and marketing information of others; development of marketing strategies and concepts for others; market analysis; business management consulting services; business administration consulting services; business organization consulting services; business planning; strategic business planning services; business strategy development services; advertising agencies; advertising of the goods and services of others through all means of communication; advertising and business management consulting; development of advertising campaigns for others.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as December 07, 2016 on services.
Application Number 1,814,598  Filing Date 2016-12-16
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Gestion Police Inc., 1007-606 Rue Cathcart,
Montréal, QUÉBEC H3B 1K9

Representative for Service
DAVIES WARD PHILLIPS & VINEBERG LLP
ATTN: TRADE-MARK DEPARTMENT, 1501
MCGILL COLLEGE AVENUE, 26TH FLOOR,
MONTREAL, QUÉBEC, H3A3N9

TRADEMARK

THE ART OF THINKING

SERVICES

Class 35
Business marketing consulting services; marketing studies; development of marketing strategies and concepts for others; marketing analysis services; provision of marketing consulting in the field of social media; provision of business information in the field of social media; provision of business and marketing information of others; development of marketing strategies and concepts for others; market analysis; business management consulting services; business administration consulting services; business organization consulting services; business planning; strategic business planning services; business strategy development services; advertising agencies; advertising of the goods and services of others through all means of communication; advertising and business management consulting; development of advertising campaigns for others.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as December 07, 2016 on services.
Application Number 1,815,163  Filing Date 2016-12-20
Language of Application  French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Pierre-Marc Lauzon, 610 Rue Du Champagne, Rosemère, QUÉBEC J7A 4L1

TRADEMARK

PMLAUZ

Goods

Class 09
(1) Cartes graphiques.

Class 16
(2) Livres pour bébés; cartes d'anniversaire; couvre-livres; signets; papier pour couvrir les livres; livres; cartes professionnelles; cartes de souhaits; cartes de souhaits; cartes d'invitation; carnets; cartes de correspondance; livres d'images; affiches; affiches en papier; livres souvenirs; cartes de remerciement.

Class 18
(3) Sacs à dos, sacs à livres, sacs de sport, sacs banane, portefeuilles et sacs à main; sacs à livres.

Class 20
(4) Bibliothèques.

Class 25
(5) Pantalons pour bébés; chandails de baseball; blousons de plage; blousons d'aviateur; chemises à col boutonné; pantalons capris; pantalons tout-aller; chemises tout-aller; chemises pour enfants; vêtements, notamment pantalons; vêtements, à savoir pantalons; vêtements, particulièrement pantalons; chandails à col; vestes en denim; pantalons en denim; chemises en denim; pantalons habillés; chemises habillées; vestes en molleton; pantalons en molleton; chemises en molleton; manteaux et vestes en fourrure; vestes en fourrure; vestes de golf; pantalons de golf; chemises de golf; vestes chaudes; culottes de hockey; vestes à capuchon; vestes; vestes de jean; jeans; pantalons de jogging; chemises en tricot; chemises tricotées; vestes de cuir; pantalons de cuir; chemises à manches longues; tee-shirts à manches longues; chemises pour hommes; vestes de moto; maillots sans manches; chemises de nuit; chandails décolletés; vestes d'extérieur; tailleurs-pantalons; pantalons; polos; tee-shirts promotionnels; vestes imperméables; pantalons imperméables; vestes imperméables; vestes d'équitation; vestes en peau de mouton; vestes coquilles; chemises; pantalons courts; chemises à manches courtes; chemises à manches courtes; tee-shirts à manches courtes; vestes de ski; pantalons de ski; vestes à manches; vestes sans manches; pantalons de neige; vestes de planche à neige; vestes sport; chemises sport; vestes sport; chemises sport à manches courtes; vestes en suède; costumes; blousons d'entraînement; pantalons d'entraînement; pulls d'entraînement; chandails d'équipe; tee-shirts; maillots de tennis; pantalons d'entraînement; tee-shirts; gilets; pantalons de survêtement
; vestes imperméables; vestes et pantalons imperméables; pantalons imperméables; coupe-vent; vestes d'hiver.

Class 28
(6) Cartes de bingo.

Class 31
(7) Nourriture pour animaux de compagnie.

SERVICES

Class 35
(1) Comptoirs de vente d'aliments.

Class 40
(2) Services de mise en conserve d'aliments; impression de messages sur des tee-shirts; impression de livres.

Class 41
(3) Édition de livres et de critiques; édition de livres; édition de magazines; édition de journaux; édition électronique en ligne de livres et de périodiques; publication de livres; publication de livres, de magazines, d'almanachs et de revues; publication de livres et de revues électroniques en ligne; publication de livres et de magazines; édition de livres et de critiques; édition de publications électroniques; édition de revues, de livres et de manuels dans le domaine de la médecine; publication de magazines Web.

Class 42
(4) Conception de vêtements; création et conception de pages Web pour des tiers; conception et création de sites Web pour des tiers; conception de pages d'accueil; conception de pages d'accueil et de sites Web; services de conception de robes; création de robes; services de consultation en design de mode; services de conception d'articles chaussants; graphisme; graphisme; conception graphique; graphisme; conception de pages d'accueil et de pages Web; conception de bijoux.

Class 43
(5) Services de traiteur d'aliments et de boissons.

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods and on services
Application Number 1,817,099   Filing Date 2017-01-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp., One Merck Drive, Whitehouse Station, NJ 08889, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

AMABRYTE

Goods
Class 05
Pharmaceutical preparations for human use for the prevention and treatment of allergies, cardiovascular diseases and disorders, dermatological diseases and disorders namely, dermatitis, skin pigmentation diseases, sexually transmitted diseases, immunological diseases and disorders namely autoimmune diseases, immunologic deficiency syndromes, inflammatory diseases and disorders namely, inflammatory bowel diseases, inflammatory connective tissue diseases, metabolic diseases and disorders namely diabetes, hypoglycaemia, gout, osteoarthritis, muscular dystrophy, anemia, musculoskeletal diseases and disorders namely, connective tissue diseases, bone diseases, spinal diseases, back pain, fractures, sprains, cartilage injuries, ophthalmological diseases and disorders, respiratory diseases and disorders, neurological diseases and disorders namely, Alzheimer's, Huntington's Disease, cerebral palsy, cerebrovascular accident (stroke), Parkinson's disease, multiple sclerosis, myasthenia gravis, Huntington's disease; pharmaceutical preparations for human use for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for human use, namely, analgesic preparations, anti-virals, anti-infectives, antifungals, contraceptives, muscle relaxant antagonists and sex hormone preparations; vaccines for human use

CLAIMS

Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA December 01, 2016, Application No: 87/253,180 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,817,100  Filing Date 2017-01-06
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp., One Merck Drive,
Whitehouse Station, NJ 08889, UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO,
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK
SERABRYTEN

Goods
Class 05
Pharmaceutical preparations for human use for the prevention and treatment of allergies, cardiovascular diseases and disorders, dermatological diseases and disorders namely, dermatitis, skin pigmentation diseases, sexually transmitted diseases, immunological diseases and disorders namely autoimmune diseases, immunologic deficiency syndromes, inflammatory diseases and disorders namely, inflammatory bowel diseases, inflammatory connective tissue diseases, metabolic diseases and disorders namely diabetes, hypoglycaemia, gout, osteoarthritis, muscular dystrophy, anemia, musculoskeletal diseases and disorders namely, connective tissue diseases, bone diseases, spinal diseases, back pain, fractures, sprains, cartilage injuries, ophthalmological diseases and disorders, respiratory diseases and disorders, neurological diseases and disorders namely, Alzheimer's, Huntington's Disease, cerebral palsy, cerebrovascular accident (stroke), Parkinson's disease, multiple sclerosis, myasthenia gravis, Huntington's disease; pharmaceutical preparations for human use for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for human use, namely, analgesic preparations, anti-virals, anti-infectives, antifungals, contraceptives, muscle relaxant antagonists and sex hormone preparations; vaccines for human use

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA December 01, 2016, Application No: 87/253,181 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,817,101  Filing Date 2017-01-06
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp., One Merck Drive, Whitehouse Station, NJ 08889, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5X1G5

TRADEMARK

VERIBRYTEN

Goods
Class 05
Pharmaceutical preparations for human use for the prevention and treatment of allergies, cardiovascular diseases and disorders, dermatological diseases and disorders namely, dermatitis, skin pigmentation diseases, sexually transmitted diseases, immunological diseases and disorders namely autoimmune diseases, immunologic deficiency syndromes, inflammatory diseases and disorders namely, inflammatory bowel diseases, inflammatory connective tissue diseases, metabolic diseases and disorders namely diabetes, hypoglycaemia, gout, osteoarthritis, muscular dystrophy, anemia, musculoskeletal diseases and disorders namely, connective tissue diseases, bone diseases, spinal diseases, back pain, fractures, sprains, cartilage injuries, ophthalmological diseases and disorders, respiratory diseases and disorders, neurological diseases and disorders namely, Alzheimer’s, Huntington’s Disease, cerebral palsy, cerebrovascular accident (stroke), Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis, myasthenia gravis, Huntington’s disease; pharmaceutical preparations for human use for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for human use, namely, analgesic preparations, anti-virals, anti-infectives, antifungals, contraceptives, muscle relaxant antagonists and sex hormone preparations; vaccines for human use

CLAIMS
Priority Filing Date: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA December 01, 2016, Application No: 87/253,179 in association with the same kind of goods. Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,819,805  Filing Date 2017-01-25
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Black Earth Humic LP, 601 Manitou Rd SE,
Calgary, ALBERTA T2G 4C2

TRADEMARK

ActivFC

Goods
Class 01
charcoal for use as a soil conditioner

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,821,022  Filing Date 2017-02-02
Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
CASTER, Société par Actions Simplifiée, 99 rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré, 75008 PARIS, FRANCE

Representative for Service
ROBIC
CENTRE CDP CAPITAL, 1001, SQUARE-VICTORIA, BLOC E - 8E ETAGE, MONTRÉAL, QUÉBEC, H2Z2B7

TRADEMARK

SEBOLOGIE

Goods
Class 03
Perfume products, essential oils for personal use, cosmetics, non-medical cosmetic preparations for the care, maintenance, and beautification of the skin, non-medical cosmetic preparations for the care of the face and body, make-up, make-up removal products, cosmetic preparations for shaving and aftershave, cosmetic sun preparations.

CLAIMS

Used in FRANCE on goods. Registered in or for FRANCE on April 08, 2016 under No. 16 4 263 207 on goods
Application Number 1,827,222  Filing Date 2017-03-14
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
THE HOME IMPROVEMENT PEOPLE INC.,
1120 Castlefield Ave, York, ONTARIO M6B 1E9

Representative for Service
CORY ADAM SCHNEIDER
c/o Marciano Beckenstein LLP, 64 Jardin Drive,
Unit 4, Concord, ONTARIO, L4K3P3

TRADEMARK

THE HOME IMPROVEMENT PEOPLE

SERVICES

Class 36
(1) estimating home improvement costs

Class 37
(2) construction and renovation of buildings; home renovation; house building and repair; operation of a website in the field of home renovations; renovation and restoration of buildings; renovation of buildings

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as September 16, 2003 on services.
Application Number 1,827,325  Filing Date 2017-03-14
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
MARS CANADA INC., 37 Holland Drive, Bolton, ONTARIO L7E 5S4

Representative for Service
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK
IAMS HEALTHY KITTEN

Goods
Class 31
Foodstuff for animals, namely pet food, pet treats

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,827,327  Filing Date  2017-03-14
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
MARS CANADA INC., 37 Holland Drive, Bolton, ONTARIO L7E 5S4

Representative for Service
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK

IAMS OPTIMAL METABOLISM

Goods
Class 31
Foodstuff for animals, namely pet food, pet treats

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,827,329  Filing Date 2017-03-14
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
MARS CANADA INC., 37 Holland Drive, Bolton, ONTARIO L7E 5S4

Representative for Service
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK

IAMS HEALTHY DIGESTION

Goods
Class 31
Foodstuff for animals, namely pet food, pet treats

CLAIMS

Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,827,331   Filing Date 2017-03-14
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
MARS CANADA INC., 37 Holland Drive, Bolton, ONTARIO L7E 5S4

Representative for Service
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK

IAMS HEALTHY SENIOR

Goods
Class 31
Foodstuff for animals, namely pet food, pet treats

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,827,333 Filing Date 2017-03-14
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
MARS CANADA INC., 37 Holland Drive, Bolton, ONTARIO L7E 5S4

Representative for Service
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK
IAMS URINARY TRACT HEALTH

Goods
Class 31
Foodstuff for animals, namely pet food, pet treats

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,828,440  Filing Date 2017-03-21  Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
General Motors LLC, 300 Renaissance Center, Detroit, MI 48265-3000, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
TIMOTHY G. GORBATOFF
GM LEGAL STAFF (DETROIT), MAIL CODE 482-C23-B-21, GENERAL MOTORS OF CANADA LTD., 1908 COLONEL SAM DRIVE, OSHAWA, ONTARIO, L1H8P7

TRADEMARK

BUICK ENVISION

Goods
Class 12  Automobiles

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since July 01, 2016 on goods.
Application Number 1,835,216  Filing Date 2017-05-01
Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Hearst Communications, Inc., 300 West 57th Street, New York, NY 10019, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

COSMOPOLITAN

Goods
Class 26
Hair extensions.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Applications to extend the statement of goods or services

Application Number 843,297(01)  Filing Date 2016-11-16
Language of Application  English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant
Bayer Inc., 2920 Matheson Boulevard East, Mississauga, ONTARIO L4W 5R6

Representative for Service
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK

HYDRASENSE

Goods
Eye drops; Eye washes; Irrigation solutions for eye use; Ophthalmic solution.

CLAIMS
Proposed Use in CANADA on goods
Application Number 1,268,946(01)  
Filing Date 2016-02-16

Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Applicant  
ZOE International Distributing Inc, 520 E. Kent Ave. South, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA V5X 4V6

Representative for Service  
DLA PIPER (CANADA) LLP  
Suite 2800, PARK PLACE, 666 BURRARD STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C2Z7

TRADEMARK

RAW

Goods

(1) (b) (i) serving trays.
(2) (c) (i) smoker’s articles, namely, rolling mats.
(3) (d) (i) pre-rolled smoking cones.
(4) (e) (i) smoker's articles, namely, scoop cards.
(5) (f) (i) lighters.
(6) (g) (i) re-usable shopping bags.
(7) (i) wooden boxes.
(8) (i) smoker's articles, namely, cone fillers, hydrating stones, pipes, non-stick coated parchment paper, not used for writing or printing, used as a surface on which to roll tobacco;
(9) (i) lanyards.
(10) (k) (i) wooden cigarette holders; tobacco grinders; baking paper pouches.
(11) (l) (i) wicks for smoking herbs and tobaccos.
(12) (m) (i) roll-your-own cases to keep tobaccos and herbs separate from rolling papers and tips.
(13) (n) (i) storage containers for kitchen and household use.
(14) (0) (i) tobaccos.
(15) (i) ashtrays.
(16) (0) cigarette cases.

CLAIMS

Used in CANADA since at least as early as January 12, 2010 on goods (1); February 19, 2010 on goods (2); March 02, 2011 on goods (3); June 11, 2012 on goods (4); October 05, 2012 on goods (5); December 10, 2012 on goods (6); March 06, 2013 on goods (7); August 01, 2013 on goods (8); March 27, 2014 on goods (9); August 01, 2014 on goods (10); November 12, 2014 on goods (11); December 18, 2014 on goods (12); December 23, 2014 on goods (13); March 17, 2015 on goods (14); June 10, 2015 on goods (15); October 05, 2015 on goods (16).
MINISTER’S STATEMENT

The Minister proposes that the following geographical indications and, in the case of geographical indications identifying an agricultural product or food, translations of those indications be entered on the list of geographical indications kept pursuant to subsection 11.12(1) of the Trade-marks Act.
Application Number 1,663,378
Language of Application English

RESPONSIBLE AUTHORITY AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE

Responsible Authority
Regulatory Council of the Denomination of Origen Jerez, Avda. Alvaro Domecq, 2., 11.402 Jerez de la Frontera (Cádiz), SPAIN

Representative for Service
EMBASSY OF SPAIN
SUITE 801, 151 SLATER STREET, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5H3

GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION

SHERRY

Indication type
Wine

Goods
Wine

Territory
The locality in which the wine originates is the region of Jerez in Andalucia, Spain as specified in the Ministerial Order of Andalusian Government of 13 May 2010.

Qualification
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,020</td>
<td>2017-10-17</td>
<td>1726301-00</td>
<td>Vol.63 Issue 3193</td>
<td>2016-01-06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O P I PRODUCTS, INC., a legal entity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,249</td>
<td>2017-10-19</td>
<td>1771709-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3270</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1045915 B.C. LTD.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,250</td>
<td>2017-10-19</td>
<td>1674576-00</td>
<td>Vol.62 Issue 3144</td>
<td>2015-01-28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASTERBRAND CABINETS, INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,251</td>
<td>2017-10-19</td>
<td>1744319-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3253</td>
<td>2017-03-01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODELESQUE Fitness Corporation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,252</td>
<td>2017-10-19</td>
<td>1799808-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3270</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE 32 CLINIQUE DENTAIRE INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,253</td>
<td>2017-10-19</td>
<td>1792619-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3261</td>
<td>2017-04-26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Snowshoe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,254</td>
<td>2017-10-19</td>
<td>1634445-00</td>
<td>Vol.63 Issue 3219</td>
<td>2016-07-06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David T. Michaels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,255</td>
<td>2017-10-19</td>
<td>1698725-00</td>
<td>Vol.62 Issue 3191</td>
<td>2015-12-23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI Licensing, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,256</td>
<td>2017-10-19</td>
<td>1800606-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3270</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Dog Brewing Company Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,257</td>
<td>2017-10-19</td>
<td>1800607-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3270</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Dog Brewing Company Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,258</td>
<td>2017-10-19</td>
<td>1799805-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3270</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE 32 CLINIQUE DENTAIRE INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,259</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1740239-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3268</td>
<td>2017-06-14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another Place Productions Limited</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,260</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1785040-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3250</td>
<td>2017-02-08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanxi Kanaifu Pipe Industry Co., Ltd.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,261</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1651300-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3267</td>
<td>2017-06-07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheetah Mobile Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date Filed</td>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>Issue Date</td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,262</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1754924-00</td>
<td>2017-06-07</td>
<td>Vol. 64</td>
<td>Issue 3267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm8, LLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,263</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1647595-00</td>
<td>2015-05-27</td>
<td>Vol. 62</td>
<td>Issue 3161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall Amplification Plc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,264</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1699312-00</td>
<td>2016-04-06</td>
<td>Vol. 63</td>
<td>Issue 3206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCIETE DES PRODUITS NESTLE S.A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,265</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1699487-00</td>
<td>2015-11-11</td>
<td>Vol. 62</td>
<td>Issue 3185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hillman Group, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,266</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1800188-00</td>
<td>2017-06-07</td>
<td>Vol. 64</td>
<td>Issue 3267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaïda Ethéart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,267</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1549300-00</td>
<td>2012-06-27</td>
<td>Vol. 59</td>
<td>Issue 3009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,268</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1649932-00</td>
<td>2017-01-04</td>
<td>Vol. 64</td>
<td>Issue 3245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tees For The People Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,269</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1735801-00</td>
<td>2016-07-27</td>
<td>Vol. 63</td>
<td>Issue 3222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Apothecarium Limited</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,270</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1706815-00</td>
<td>2017-03-29</td>
<td>Vol. 64</td>
<td>Issue 3257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNA FINANCIAL CORPORATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,271</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1702819-00</td>
<td>2015-11-18</td>
<td>Vol. 62</td>
<td>Issue 3186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Your Child Corp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,272</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1699463-00</td>
<td>2015-06-10</td>
<td>Vol. 62</td>
<td>Issue 3163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BECTON, DICKINSON AND COMPANY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,273</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1703353-00</td>
<td>2016-01-20</td>
<td>Vol. 63</td>
<td>Issue 3195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFMD, LLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,274</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1714643-00</td>
<td>2016-01-13</td>
<td>Vol. 63</td>
<td>Issue 3194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFMD, LLC (a North Carolina Limited Liability Company)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,275</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1722241-00</td>
<td>2016-08-10</td>
<td>Vol. 63</td>
<td>Issue 3224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NextEra Canadian IP, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,276</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1722240-00</td>
<td>2016-06-29</td>
<td>Vol. 63</td>
<td>Issue 3218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NextEra Canadian IP, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,277</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1739789-00</td>
<td>2016-08-17</td>
<td>Vol. 63</td>
<td>Issue 3225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAISONS MARQUES &amp; DOMAINES USA INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>Volume Issue</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,278</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1529563-00</td>
<td>Vol. 64 Issue 3246</td>
<td>2017-01-11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Toonbox Entertainment Ltd.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,279</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1685693-00</td>
<td>Vol. 64 Issue 3267</td>
<td>2017-06-07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RICHLINE GROUP, INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,280</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1719340-00</td>
<td>Vol. 64 Issue 3245</td>
<td>2017-01-04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VIVID ENTERTAINMENT LLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,281</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1752538-00</td>
<td>Vol. 63 Issue 3240</td>
<td>2016-11-30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lubrication Specialties, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,282</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1755032-00</td>
<td>Vol. 64 Issue 3249</td>
<td>2017-02-01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Macy's West Stores, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,283</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1656240-00</td>
<td>Vol. 63 Issue 3220</td>
<td>2016-07-13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ingo Money, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,284</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1780700-00</td>
<td>Vol. 64 Issue 3270</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Duck Commander, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,285</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1722239-00</td>
<td>Vol. 63 Issue 3219</td>
<td>2016-07-06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NextEra Canadian IP, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,286</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1771454-00</td>
<td>Vol. 64 Issue 3248</td>
<td>2017-01-25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2LEOS FOOD INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,287</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1772988-00</td>
<td>Vol. 63 Issue 3234</td>
<td>2016-10-19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6641148 CANADA INC. O/A PC SERVICE DEPOT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,288</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1482886-00</td>
<td>Vol. 61 Issue 3089</td>
<td>2014-01-08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Peek Traffic Limited</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,289</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1790192-00</td>
<td>Vol. 64 Issue 3267</td>
<td>2017-06-07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jackson Family Farms, LLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,290</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1784904-00</td>
<td>Vol. 64 Issue 3258</td>
<td>2017-04-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GM PROPERTY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,291</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1762034-00</td>
<td>Vol. 64 Issue 3245</td>
<td>2017-01-04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Programme Don Espoir Cancer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,292</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1762230-00</td>
<td>Vol. 64 Issue 3245</td>
<td>2017-01-04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dooney &amp; Bourke, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,293</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1734792-00</td>
<td>Vol. 63 Issue 3241</td>
<td>2016-12-07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date of Filing</td>
<td>Application Number</td>
<td>Date of Publication</td>
<td>Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,294</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1762030-00</td>
<td>2017-01-04</td>
<td>Programme Don Espoir Cancer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,295</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1762029-00</td>
<td>2017-01-04</td>
<td>Programme Don Espoir Cancer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,296</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1677501-00</td>
<td>2015-04-29</td>
<td>Stanley Black &amp; Decker, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,297</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1699019-00</td>
<td>2016-02-24</td>
<td>McNeil AB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,298</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1762015-00</td>
<td>2017-01-04</td>
<td>Programme Don Espoir Cancer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,299</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1682585-00</td>
<td>2017-01-11</td>
<td>Diageo Brands B.V.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,300</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1797075-00</td>
<td>2017-05-24</td>
<td>Newtonbrook Block and Supply Holdings Limited</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,301</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1694844-00</td>
<td>2016-01-20</td>
<td>SYNTHON HOLDING B.V.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,302</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1701182-00</td>
<td>2016-03-30</td>
<td>EuroChem Agro GmbH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,303</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1735502-00</td>
<td>2017-06-14</td>
<td>Lifetime Brands, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,304</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1773881-00</td>
<td>2017-06-07</td>
<td>AUTOGRILL S.P.A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,305</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1752932-00</td>
<td>2017-06-14</td>
<td>Quantcast Corporation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,306</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1702603-00</td>
<td>2015-08-19</td>
<td>Conair Corporation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,307</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1686452-00</td>
<td>2017-01-11</td>
<td>BEAR REPUBLIC BREWING COMPANY, INC.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,308</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1757254-00</td>
<td>2017-03-01</td>
<td>Omnicom International Holdings Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OMRON CORPORATION

Sterigenics U.S., LLC

Shenzhen Accurate Import & Export Co., Ltd.

Keysight Technologies, Inc.

Jilin Province North Pharmaceutical Co., LTD.

Edmond Cheuk Man Ip

UBTECH ROBOTICS CORP

Enterprise Holdings, Inc.

REAL MADRID CLUB DE FUTBOL

ZS ASSOCIATES, INC.

2532205 Ontario Inc.

Edward Yu

PLOT Inc.

John Elliott

Lucasfilm Ltd. LLC, a limited liability company legally organized under the laws of California

RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems GmbH
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Date Filed</th>
<th>Application Number</th>
<th>Date of Filing</th>
<th>Trademark Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,325</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1756423-00</td>
<td>2017-02-08</td>
<td>Deepak Mittal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,326</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1798816-00</td>
<td>2017-05-31</td>
<td>Jessica Généreux Carrière</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,327</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1728578-00</td>
<td>2017-05-17</td>
<td>WRI Nominees Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,328</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1746228-00</td>
<td>2017-02-08</td>
<td>Victoria's Secret Stores Brand Management, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,329</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1671740-00</td>
<td>2015-02-04</td>
<td>Coral Management Group Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,330</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1797489-00</td>
<td>2017-05-24</td>
<td>FNF Intellectual Property Holdings, Inc., a Delaware corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,331</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1801522-00</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td>Mattress Development Company of Delaware, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,332</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1740719-00</td>
<td>2016-04-06</td>
<td>Daymark Energy Advisors Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,333</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1574464-00</td>
<td>2013-11-20</td>
<td>Canadian Standards Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,334</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1699326-00</td>
<td>2015-11-25</td>
<td>Anna Kubicek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,335</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1760782-00</td>
<td>2017-02-15</td>
<td>MANIFATTURA MARIO COLOMBO &amp; C. S.P.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,336</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1798096-00</td>
<td>2017-05-31</td>
<td>Cooper Technologies Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,337</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1554556-00</td>
<td>2017-01-11</td>
<td>Dimensions Crafts LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,338</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1699506-00</td>
<td>2016-04-27</td>
<td>TGI TECHNOLOGY PTE LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,339</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1726316-00</td>
<td>2017-06-14</td>
<td>Institute of Medical Science, University of Toronto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,340</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1798132-00</td>
<td>2017-05-24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Number</td>
<td>Date Filing</td>
<td>Date Register</td>
<td>Class Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,341</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>2016-08-03</td>
<td>HOTELchef</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,342</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>2016-10-12</td>
<td>Michael Medina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,343</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>2016-01-06</td>
<td>CENTENNIAL OPTICAL LIMITED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,344</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>2016-06-29</td>
<td>RHA TECHNOLOGIES LTD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,345</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>2016-11-16</td>
<td>Lauren Wheeldon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,346</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>2017-02-01</td>
<td>WRI Nominees Limited</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,347</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>2016-01-06</td>
<td>Goodrich Corporation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,348</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>2017-06-14</td>
<td>Mitsui Chemicals &amp; SKC Polyurethanes Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,349</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>2016-06-29</td>
<td>King.com Limited</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,350</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>2015-02-25</td>
<td>Cooperative Research Farms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,351</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>2017-06-14</td>
<td>Mitsui Chemicals &amp; SKC Polyurethanes Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,352</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>2015-11-11</td>
<td>Mohawk Carpet, LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,353</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>2017-01-04</td>
<td>ADVANTICA INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LIMITED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,354</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>2017-01-04</td>
<td>ADVANTICA INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LIMITED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,355</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>2016-01-27</td>
<td>STERIS CORPORATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Number</td>
<td>Filing Date</td>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>Date Registered</td>
<td>Company Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983356</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1652053-00</td>
<td>2017-01-04</td>
<td>Advantica Intellectual Property Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983357</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1769760-00</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td>Bong Joon KIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983358</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1575188-00</td>
<td>2013-07-17</td>
<td>SXSW, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983359</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1747088-00</td>
<td>2017-06-07</td>
<td>Self Positioning Ltd., an Israeli corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983360</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1789504-00</td>
<td>2017-04-12</td>
<td>ST. MARY’S HOSPITAL FOUNDATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983361</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1772786-00</td>
<td>2017-01-25</td>
<td>Young Kyun Jo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983362</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1755493-00</td>
<td>2017-01-25</td>
<td>Alia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983363</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1700473-00</td>
<td>2016-01-27</td>
<td>STERIS CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983364</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1787084-00</td>
<td>2017-06-07</td>
<td>Camp Tech Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983365</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1789310-00</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td>MGA Entertainment Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983366</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1702242-00</td>
<td>2015-07-29</td>
<td>KOHLER CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983367</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1772829-00</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td>ALLTECH, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983368</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1801563-00</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td>MXM Beverages Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983369</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1783596-00</td>
<td>2017-01-25</td>
<td>SAWDUST CITY BREWING COMPANY INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983370</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1780805-00</td>
<td>2017-02-08</td>
<td>Sawdust City Brewing Company Inc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Registered trademarks
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Number</th>
<th>Date of Filing</th>
<th>Application Number</th>
<th>Date of Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,372</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1699485-00</td>
<td>2016-08-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subrata Biswas</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vol.63 Issue 3225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,373</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1783595-00</td>
<td>2017-01-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAWDUST CITY BREWING COMPANY INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,374</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1780794-00</td>
<td>2017-01-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sawdust City Brewing Company Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,375</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1759153-00</td>
<td>2016-10-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvie Grégoire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,376</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1784272-00</td>
<td>2017-02-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTELPROP AUTHORITY INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,377</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1696567-00</td>
<td>2017-03-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elo Touch Solutions, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,378</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1696568-00</td>
<td>2017-03-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elo Touch Solutions, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,379</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1790453-00</td>
<td>2017-05-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LICENSING IP INTERNATIONAL S.À R.L.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,380</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1712287-00</td>
<td>2017-03-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensing IP International S.à.r.l.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,381</td>
<td>2017-10-23</td>
<td>1790454-00</td>
<td>2017-05-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LICENSING IP INTERNATIONAL S.À R.L.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,382</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1697796-00</td>
<td>2015-08-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellnx Life Sciences Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,383</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1792485-00</td>
<td>2017-05-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSE Products, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,384</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1700587-00</td>
<td>2016-01-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROLF C. HAGEN INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,385</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1700588-00</td>
<td>2015-07-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROLF C. HAGEN INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,386</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1716181-00</td>
<td>2016-03-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourcom GIE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,387</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1697252-00</td>
<td>2016-02-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Number</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Application Number</td>
<td>Registration Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,388</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1766514-00</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,389</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1817733-00</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,390</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1799131-00</td>
<td>2017-06-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,391</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1704143-00</td>
<td>2015-12-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,392</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1745780-00</td>
<td>2016-08-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,393</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1792161-00</td>
<td>2017-04-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,394</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1796081-00</td>
<td>2017-05-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,395</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1784450-00</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,396</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1770676-00</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,397</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1686296-00</td>
<td>2016-12-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,398</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1712164-00</td>
<td>2016-02-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,399</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1625915-00</td>
<td>2014-04-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,400</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1699497-00</td>
<td>2016-08-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,401</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1676012-00</td>
<td>2015-12-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,402</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1783250-00</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SILVERBACK SAFETY & TRAINING SOLUTIONS, INC., a legal entity


Nu-Puttie Corporation


Valenti Holdings Inc.


Réseau professionnel en rituels funéraires


MTS Systems Corporation


Mélissa Lemieux-Daigle


MATROX ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LTD.


SUNCOR ENERGY INC.


Ed Bakker


MICROSOFT CORPORATION


Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH


HAMILTON INTERNATIONAL AG (HAMILTON INTERNATIONAL SA) (HAMILTON INTERNATIONAL LTD.), une personne morale


AMC Direct Inc.


Arbonne International, LLC


JOHANNES ANTHONIUS HERMANUS BUUR


Essendant Co.
Nu-Puttie Corporation  

Meyer Intellectual Properties Limited  

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.  

Mindbody, Inc.  

Steve McKillop  

Comme des Garçons SAS  

HALL-CHEM MFG INC.  

Quartix Limited  

9226-3805 Quebec Inc.  

THE IBER GROUP INC.  

THE IBER GROUP INC.  

THE IBER GROUP INC.  

Continental Currency Exchange Canada Inc.  

31st Line Communications Inc.  

Linda Cromer  

THE IBER GROUP INC.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>Application Date</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lanara Limited</strong></td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2015-05-06</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3158</td>
<td>2015-05-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ONTEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION</strong></td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2013-12-04</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3084</td>
<td>2013-12-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WANDERLUST HOLDINGS LLC</strong></td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2017-06-21</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3269</td>
<td>2017-06-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DR. ANDREW AIKEN</strong></td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2017-02-15</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3251</td>
<td>2017-02-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gilead Sciences Ireland UC</strong></td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2017-06-14</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3268</td>
<td>2017-06-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOTEL ELDORADO LIMITED PARTNERSHIP</strong></td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2015-09-23</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3178</td>
<td>2015-09-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Igor Yurievich Matsur</strong></td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2016-02-17</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>3199</td>
<td>2016-02-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PEERLESS CLOTHING INC.</strong></td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2015-09-23</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3178</td>
<td>2015-09-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PEERLESS CLOTHING INC.</strong></td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2015-09-23</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3178</td>
<td>2015-09-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Scarborough Hospital Foundation</strong></td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2016-10-12</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>3233</td>
<td>2016-10-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hays plc</strong></td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2016-02-10</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>3198</td>
<td>2016-02-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pump House Brewery Limited</strong></td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2017-06-21</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3269</td>
<td>2017-06-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>Filing Date</td>
<td>Application Date</td>
<td>Trademark Owner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,434</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2017-02-15</td>
<td>Royal Bank of Canada - Banque Royale du Canada</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,435</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2017-03-29</td>
<td>Unilever Canada Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,436</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2015-11-11</td>
<td>Tetris Holding, LLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,437</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2016-11-23</td>
<td>Unilever Canada Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,438</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2016-07-13</td>
<td>HP Hewlett Packard Group LLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,440</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2016-04-27</td>
<td>Herdez, S.A. De C.V.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,441</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2017-01-04</td>
<td>KHT Joint Venture, LLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,442</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2017-01-11</td>
<td>Laboratoire Victhom Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,443</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td>Winchester Real Estate Investment Trust Ltd.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,444</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td>Ariel Technology Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,445</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2016-10-19</td>
<td>Dorco Co., Ltd.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,446</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td>Valhalla Entertainment, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,447</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2017-06-07</td>
<td>Michael Marcotte</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,448</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td>Michael Marcotte</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,449</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>2015-04-22</td>
<td>United Technologies Corporation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Number</th>
<th>Date of Filing</th>
<th>Application Number</th>
<th>Date of Issue</th>
<th>Applicant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,466</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1772306-00</td>
<td>2017-02-01</td>
<td>Shippers Supply Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,467</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1772310-00</td>
<td>2016-11-09</td>
<td>Shippers Supply Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,468</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1772639-00</td>
<td>2017-01-25</td>
<td>SHIPPERS SUPPLY INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,469</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1767865-00</td>
<td>2016-10-05</td>
<td>renewz sustainable solutions inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,470</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1754959-00</td>
<td>2017-06-14</td>
<td>Air Techniques, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,471</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1736307-00</td>
<td>2017-06-21</td>
<td>D.O.R.C. Dutch Ophthalmic Research Center (International) B.V.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,472</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1788376-00</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td>Splice Software Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,473</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1772311-00</td>
<td>2016-11-02</td>
<td>Shippers Supply Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,474</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1781950-00</td>
<td>2017-02-08</td>
<td>9172858 CANADA INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,475</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1781951-00</td>
<td>2017-02-22</td>
<td>9172858 CANADA INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,476</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1736198-00</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td>FUJIAN DONGSHAN COUNTY SHUNFA AQUATIC PRODUCT CO., LTD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,477</td>
<td>2017-10-24</td>
<td>1746629-00</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td>PATAGONIA, INC., a legal entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,478</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1675554-00</td>
<td>2015-06-24</td>
<td>MAGLIFICIO LILIANA DI LORENZONI ANDREA E C. S.n.c., legal entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,479</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1750110-00</td>
<td>2017-06-14</td>
<td>KAR Auction Services, Inc. (Corporation Delaware)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,480</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1748926-00</td>
<td>2016-12-21</td>
<td>NuWave Industries Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Date Filing</td>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>Date Application</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,481</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1673029-00</td>
<td>2014-10-01</td>
<td>Unilever PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,482</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1598554-00</td>
<td>2014-03-12</td>
<td>Zappos IP, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,483</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1776349-00</td>
<td>2017-06-21</td>
<td>Cogir Immobilier, S.E.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,484</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1704113-00</td>
<td>2015-08-19</td>
<td>OMS Investments, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,485</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1607851-00</td>
<td>2014-09-03</td>
<td>OMS Investments, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,486</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1748867-00</td>
<td>2016-08-31</td>
<td>Intercept Pharmaceuticals, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,487</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1748868-00</td>
<td>2016-08-31</td>
<td>Intercept Pharmaceuticals, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,488</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1748869-00</td>
<td>2016-08-31</td>
<td>Intercept Pharmaceuticals, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,489</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1717500-00</td>
<td>2017-03-22</td>
<td>Canadian Tire Corporation, Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,490</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1754106-00</td>
<td>2017-01-04</td>
<td>ZOLTEK CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,491</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1717499-00</td>
<td>2017-03-22</td>
<td>Canadian Tire Corporation, Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,492</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1717501-00</td>
<td>2017-03-22</td>
<td>Canadian Tire Corporation, Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,493</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1770200-00</td>
<td>2017-02-01</td>
<td>Fives Giddings &amp; Lewis, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,494</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1422912-00</td>
<td>2015-12-09</td>
<td>Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,495</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1754330-00</td>
<td>2017-03-22</td>
<td>B&amp;G FOODS NORTH AMERICA, INC., a legal entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,496</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1779569-00</td>
<td>2017-06-07</td>
<td>MOON SHINE, LP, a legal entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Application No.</td>
<td>Date of Application</td>
<td>Vol.</td>
<td>Issue</td>
<td>Date of Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,497</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3268</td>
<td>2017-06-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Organics &amp; Naturals House Ltd.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Application No.</th>
<th>Date of Application</th>
<th>Vol.</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,498</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3269</td>
<td>2017-06-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.R. Thomson Group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Application No.</th>
<th>Date of Application</th>
<th>Vol.</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,499</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3270</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss Multi-Strategy Advisers LLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Application No.</th>
<th>Date of Application</th>
<th>Vol.</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,500</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3085</td>
<td>2013-12-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeeScan, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Application No.</th>
<th>Date of Application</th>
<th>Vol.</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,501</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>3140</td>
<td>2014-12-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The British Broadcasting Corporation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Application No.</th>
<th>Date of Application</th>
<th>Vol.</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,502</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3179</td>
<td>2015-09-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL FOODSTUFFS CO. LLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Application No.</th>
<th>Date of Application</th>
<th>Vol.</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,503</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3264</td>
<td>2017-05-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAYER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GMBH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Application No.</th>
<th>Date of Application</th>
<th>Vol.</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,504</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3162</td>
<td>2015-06-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adidas International Marketing BV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Application No.</th>
<th>Date of Application</th>
<th>Vol.</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,505</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3250</td>
<td>2017-02-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Application No.</th>
<th>Date of Application</th>
<th>Vol.</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,506</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3266</td>
<td>2017-05-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novo Nordisk Health Care AG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Application No.</th>
<th>Date of Application</th>
<th>Vol.</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha also trading as Toyota Motor Corporation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Application No.</th>
<th>Date of Application</th>
<th>Vol.</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,508</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3269</td>
<td>2017-06-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIGROS-GENOSSENSCHAFTS-BUND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Application No.</th>
<th>Date of Application</th>
<th>Vol.</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,509</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>3239</td>
<td>2016-11-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TU Beverage International Pte. Ltd.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Application No.</th>
<th>Date of Application</th>
<th>Vol.</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,510</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3155</td>
<td>2015-04-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ardagh Packaging International Services Limited</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Application No.</th>
<th>Date of Application</th>
<th>Vol.</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,511</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3155</td>
<td>2015-04-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ardagh Packaging International Services Limited</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Application No.</th>
<th>Date of Application</th>
<th>Vol.</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,512</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3167</td>
<td>2015-07-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Owner</td>
<td>Trademark Serial No.</td>
<td>Date of Filing</td>
<td>Date of Registration</td>
<td>Application No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JASCOR HOUSEWARES INC.</td>
<td>TMA983,513</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>2017-04-05</td>
<td>1763987-00.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXIOM GLOBAL INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unilever PLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOPLE'S PINT BREWING COMPANY INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOUVERNEUR INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensing IP International S.à r.l.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensing IP International S.à r.l.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exportadora BB Trading SpA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCOMEC, Société Anonyme</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LICENSING IP INTERNATIONAL S.À R.L.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIDEM NV</td>
<td>TMA983,526</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>2017-02-08</td>
<td>1770165-00.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIDEM NV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
country leather inc

Nelligan O'Brien Payne LLP

CeNano GmbH & Co. KG

Tarion Warranty Corporation

VIRTUS GROUP CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS & BUSINESS ADVISORS LLP, A PARTNERSHIP

Clariant AG

SPI International, BV a Netherlands company

Sonia Renée Batres Franco

Erskine Holdco Pty Ltd.

Clinic SM

WAEL BADAWAY

Nissan Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha (also trading as Nissan Motor Co., Ltd.)

TMC Distributing Ltd.

TMC Distributing Ltd.

DUBOIS AGRINOVATION INC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Application</th>
<th>Filing Date</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinic-SM</td>
<td></td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>TMA983,544</td>
<td>Vol.63</td>
<td>Issue 3237</td>
<td>708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrie Industries Inc.</td>
<td>2016-11-09</td>
<td></td>
<td>1775783-00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Star Events Inc.</td>
<td>2016-10-12</td>
<td></td>
<td>1768722-00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian FRESCHI</td>
<td>2016-02-10</td>
<td></td>
<td>1715100-00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Boundaries No Limits Inc.</td>
<td>2017-02-10</td>
<td></td>
<td>1726852-00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StoneAge, Inc.</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td></td>
<td>1788179-00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Jacobson</td>
<td>2017-06-21</td>
<td></td>
<td>1800276-00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAVIS THOMAS TAYLOR</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td></td>
<td>1800318-00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonard Sielecki</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td></td>
<td>1790888-00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cequent Performance Products, Inc.</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td></td>
<td>1765146-00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorco Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>2017-04-05</td>
<td></td>
<td>1780291-00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIUM Environmental Inc.</td>
<td>2017-03-01</td>
<td></td>
<td>1785599-00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Chemicals, Inc. (a Pennsylvania corporation)</td>
<td>2017-06-07</td>
<td></td>
<td>1778876-00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Weldon</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td></td>
<td>1792979-00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSI Research International (2009) Inc.</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td></td>
<td>1738419-00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASONITE INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION</td>
<td>2016-01-27</td>
<td></td>
<td>1711033-00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Serial Number</td>
<td>Date of Application</td>
<td>Volume Issue</td>
<td>Date of Registration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,559</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3271</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOPLE’S PINT BREWING COMPANY INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,560</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3250</td>
<td>2017-02-08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allegiant Travel Company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,561</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3246</td>
<td>2017-01-11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1266491 Ontario Limited o/a Lisa Taylor Designs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,562</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>Vol.62 Issue 3178</td>
<td>2015-09-23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY LARAIYETAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS IP Holdco, LLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,564</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>Vol.62 Issue 3171</td>
<td>2015-08-05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JLO Holding Company, LLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,565</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>Vol.62 Issue 3171</td>
<td>2015-08-05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JLO Holding Company, LLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,566</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3270</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Kitts-Nevis Circle of Care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,567</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>Vol.62 Issue 3147</td>
<td>2015-02-18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABYRX, INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,568</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>Vol.63 Issue 3244</td>
<td>2016-12-28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FloatMax Systems Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,569</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>Vol.63 Issue 3210</td>
<td>2016-05-04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSON CONTROLS TECHNOLOGY COMPANY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,570</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3271</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Me &amp; Lewis Ideas Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,571</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3264</td>
<td>2017-05-17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TabbleDabble Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,572</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3265</td>
<td>2017-05-24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Fraser Newsprint Ltd. and Whitecourt Newsprint Company Limited Partnership operating as a joint venture under the name of Alberta Newsprint Company.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,573</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3246</td>
<td>2017-01-11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKF Trade Mark Limited</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,574</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>Vol.63 Issue 3204</td>
<td>2016-03-23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark</td>
<td>Application Date</td>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>Date of Registration</td>
<td>Application Date</td>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>Date of Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,575</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1799729-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3270</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,576</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1786618-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3264</td>
<td>2017-05-17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,577</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1802181-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3271</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,578</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1699909-00</td>
<td>Vol.62 Issue 3168</td>
<td>2015-07-15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,579</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1801301-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3271</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,580</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1755172-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3250</td>
<td>2017-02-08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,581</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1758779-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3269</td>
<td>2017-06-21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,582</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1776827-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3269</td>
<td>2017-06-21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,583</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1776026-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3267</td>
<td>2017-06-07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,584</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1700545-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3251</td>
<td>2017-02-15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,585</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1599763-00</td>
<td>Vol.60 Issue 3060</td>
<td>2013-06-19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,586</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1804482-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3270</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,587</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1764875-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3270</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,588</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1764875-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3270</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,589</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1786365-00</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3251</td>
<td>2017-02-15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Les Biscuits Heavenly Taste Biscotti Inc.

Omix-ADA, Inc.

Domain Thread Inc.

Omix-ADA, Inc.

Domain Thread Inc.

Hedgemark International, LLC

PORTLAND HOLDINGS INC.

Omix-ADA, Inc.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION OF CANADA/ ASSOCIATION CANADIENNE DE LA TECHNOLOGIE DE L'INFORMAT

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION OF CANADA/ ASSOCIATION CANADIENNE DE LA TECHNOLOGIE DE L'INFORMAT

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION OF CANADA/ ASSOCIATION CANADIENNE DE LA TECHNOLOGIE DE L'INFORMAT

D3F, LLC

SANOFI

CATHAY PACIFIC AIRWAYS LIMITED

D3F, LLC
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Number</th>
<th>Date of Filing</th>
<th>Date of Registration</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,605</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2016-11-09</td>
<td>Double Down Interactive LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,606</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2015-07-29</td>
<td>Linhai Tona Sanitary Ware Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,607</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2016-08-24</td>
<td>Chokka Center Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,608</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2016-10-05</td>
<td>10Fold Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,609</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2016-07-06</td>
<td>Coranco Corporation Limited/Corporation Coranco Limitée</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,610</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-06-21</td>
<td>ZEBRA CO., LTD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,611</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td>KOLBE &amp; KOLBE MILLWORK CO., INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,612</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-05-24</td>
<td>CLINIQUE LAFONTAINE INC., une entité légale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,613</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2015-01-28</td>
<td>COMPAGNIE FRANÇAISE D'ASSURANCE POUR LE COMMERCE EXTÉRIEUR, société anonyme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,614</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2016-06-01</td>
<td>Anatara Therapeutics Pty Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,615</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td>TerraLink Horticulture Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,616</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-06-07</td>
<td>SYSMAX INDUSTRY TRADING COMPANY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,617</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2016-11-09</td>
<td>Dankris Holdings Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,618</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td>BERSO RETAIL &amp; BRANDING INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,619</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-01-18</td>
<td>Dankris Holdings Inc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
L’OREAL, Société Anonyme

TOM VAN DER BRUGGEN, un individu

Profile Products LLC

Heads Up High Performance Inc.

Giacomo Gollinucci

BERSO RETAIL & BRANDING INC.

Terry Krogman

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION OF CANADA/ ASSOCIATION CANADIENNE DE LA TECHNOLOGIE DE L’INFORMAT

Procter & Gamble International Operations S.A.

Procter & Gamble International Operations S.A.

Cohen & Master Classic Inc.

Finitec Hardwood Products inc.

Versa Renewables, LLC

Cohen & Master Classic Inc.

CHUGAI SEIYAKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as CHUGAI PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD.) , a legal entity
NOVARTIS AG

MTD PRODUCTS INC.

Musashi Seimitsu Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha (also trading as Musashi Seimitsu Industry Co., Ltd.)

MUSASHI SEIMITSU KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as Musashi Seimitsu Industry Co., Ltd.)

Chevron Intellectual Property LLC

Advantage Puck Technologies, LLC

PRODUCE MARKETING ASSOCIATION, INC.

Raison d’Etre Holdings (BVI) Limited

Matthews Resources, Inc.

1754012 Ontario Inc.

ZIJA INTERNATIONAL, INC.

ZIJA INTERNATIONAL, INC.

ZIJA INTERNATIONAL, INC.

IGT Canada Solutions ULC

GoPro, Inc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark Name</th>
<th>Application Date</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sit Means Sit, Inc.</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2016-12-21</td>
<td>Vol.63</td>
<td>3243</td>
<td>1748924-00</td>
<td>NuWave Industries Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,652</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-05-17</td>
<td>Vol.64</td>
<td>3264</td>
<td>1796544-00</td>
<td>9756663 CANADA INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,653</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2016-02-10</td>
<td>Vol.63</td>
<td>3198</td>
<td>1698577-00</td>
<td>King.com Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,654</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2016-05-25</td>
<td>Vol.63</td>
<td>3213</td>
<td>1708492-00</td>
<td>HOLT, RENFREW &amp; CO., LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,655</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2013-06-26</td>
<td>Vol.60</td>
<td>3061</td>
<td>1599348-00</td>
<td>Recommind, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,656</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-05-17</td>
<td>Vol.64</td>
<td>3264</td>
<td>1728583-00</td>
<td>WRI Nominees Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,657</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-01-04</td>
<td>Vol.64</td>
<td>3245</td>
<td>1428550-00</td>
<td>KHT Joint Venture, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,658</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-02-01</td>
<td>Vol.64</td>
<td>3249</td>
<td>1728664-00</td>
<td>WRI Nominees Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,659</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2016-03-23</td>
<td>Vol.63</td>
<td>3204</td>
<td>1701166-00</td>
<td>FAAC S.P.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,660</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2014-12-31</td>
<td>Vol.61</td>
<td>3140</td>
<td>1625000-00</td>
<td>Alfresa Pharma Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,661</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-05-24</td>
<td>Vol.64</td>
<td>3265</td>
<td>1750207-00</td>
<td>CADDLE INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,662</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-05-24</td>
<td>Vol.64</td>
<td>3265</td>
<td>1750205-00</td>
<td>CADDLE INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,663</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-06-21</td>
<td>Vol.64</td>
<td>3269</td>
<td>1795623-00</td>
<td>JT INTERNATIONAL SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,664</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2015-08-05</td>
<td>Vol.62</td>
<td>3171</td>
<td>1701815-00</td>
<td>Upright Accessories Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,665</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2016-03-23</td>
<td>Vol.63</td>
<td>3204</td>
<td>1701814-00</td>
<td>Upright Accessories Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Number</td>
<td>Date Filed</td>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>Date of Registration</td>
<td>Name of Registrant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,666</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1790292-00</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td>2469383 Ontario Ltd.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,667</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1790293-00</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td>2469383 Ontario Ltd.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,668</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1764394-00</td>
<td>2017-02-08</td>
<td>PRO CIRCUIT HIGH-TECH NUTRITION INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,669</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1706047-00</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td>FORTISBC ENERGY INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,670</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1795730-00</td>
<td>2017-05-10</td>
<td>Unilever Canada Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,671</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1779161-00</td>
<td>2017-06-21</td>
<td>TEKNOR APEX COMPANY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,672</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1737715-00</td>
<td>2016-07-06</td>
<td>U-Pol Limited</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,673</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1741779-00</td>
<td>2017-02-15</td>
<td>1Life Workplace Safety Solutions Ltd.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,674</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1802812-00</td>
<td>2017-06-14</td>
<td>Pascal Chandonnet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,675</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1787061-00</td>
<td>2017-06-21</td>
<td>Regal Beloit America, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,676</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1778178-00</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td>Dyson Technology Limited</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,677</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1778179-00</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td>Dyson Technology Limited</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,678</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1689769-00</td>
<td>2017-05-24</td>
<td>Unilever Canada Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,679</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1800921-00</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td>SG MARKS, LLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,680</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1682789-00</td>
<td>2015-09-23</td>
<td>Brand Developers Ltd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,681</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1799436-00</td>
<td>2017-06-28</td>
<td>Alongside Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Number</td>
<td>Application Date</td>
<td>Registration Date</td>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,682</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2016-07-27</td>
<td>Vol.63 Issue 3222</td>
<td>9309-2427 QUEBEC INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,683</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2016-06-22</td>
<td>Vol.63 Issue 3217</td>
<td>Connectik Technologies SA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,684</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-02-22</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3252</td>
<td>Star Produce Ltd.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,685</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-06-21</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3269</td>
<td>Eras - Enhanced Recovery After Surgery Society For Perioperative Care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,686</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2015-08-05</td>
<td>Vol.62 Issue 3171</td>
<td>General Motors LLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,687</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-06-14</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3268</td>
<td>GVE Global Vision Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,688</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-04-05</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3258</td>
<td>Gianfranco Soldera</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,689</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-03-01</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3253</td>
<td>Gianfranco Soldera</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,690</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-05-17</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3264</td>
<td>Marjolaine Morin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,691</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td>Vol.64 Issue 3271</td>
<td>Argania Spinosa Limited</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA983,692</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>2015-11-04</td>
<td>Vol.62 Issue 3184</td>
<td>BOX, INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Number</td>
<td>Date Filed</td>
<td>Serial Number</td>
<td>Issue Date</td>
<td>Company Name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA604,466</td>
<td>2017-10-25</td>
<td>1093535-01</td>
<td>2013-02-06</td>
<td>J.D. Irving, Limited</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA694,153</td>
<td>2017-10-20</td>
<td>1111704-02</td>
<td>2016-07-06</td>
<td>Direct Supply, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA927,256</td>
<td>2017-10-26</td>
<td>1611498-01</td>
<td>2017-07-05</td>
<td>WAL-MART STORES, INC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Public notices under section 9 of the *Trade-marks Act*

**Application Number 924,817**

**Prohibited Mark**

**RVPM**

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(i) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption or use by Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of National Defence of the badge, crest, emblem or mark shown above.

**Application Number 924,818**

**Prohibited Mark**

**ROAD TO MENTAL READINESS**

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(i) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption or use by Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of National Defence of the badge, crest, emblem or mark shown above.

**Application Number 924,819**

**Prohibited Mark**

**EN ROUTE VERS LA PRÉPARATION MENTALE**

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(i) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption or use by Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of National Defence of the badge, crest, emblem or mark shown above.

**Application Number 924,789**

**Prohibited Mark**

**GRYPHVISION**

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(ii) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption and use by University of Guelph of the badge, crest, emblem or mark shown above.

**Application Number 924,799**
Prohibited Mark

BURMAC

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(ii) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption and use by St. Francis Xavier University of the badge, crest, emblem or mark shown above.

Application Number 924,576

Prohibited Mark

CENTRE D’EXCELLENCE ARTISTIQUE DE L’ONTARIO

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption and use in Canada by Conseil des écoles publiques de l'Est de l'Ontario of the mark shown above, as an official mark for goods and services.

Application Number 924,577

Prohibited Mark

CEAO

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption and use in Canada by Conseil des écoles publiques de l'Est de l'Ontario of the mark shown above, as an official mark for goods and services.

Application Number 924,663

Prohibited Mark
Image Description (Vienna)
- Women wearing folk or historical costume
- Native(s), Aboriginal(s), Indian or Inuit rep. of the Canadian people
- Women stylized
- Clothing
- Dresses, aprons, ladies' suits or costumes
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with repeated geometrical figures or designs
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with other repeated geometrical figures or designs
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with lines or bands
- Surfaces or backgrounds covered with straight lines or bands
- Backgrounds divided into two, horizontally
- Circles
- More than two circles or ellipses, inside one another, spirals
- Circles or ellipses containing representations of human beings or parts of the human body
- Circles or ellipses containing one or more triangles or lines forming an angle
- Circles or ellipses containing one or more other geometrical figures -- Note: Including circles or ellipses containing bent or straight lines (except 26.1.10).

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption and use in Canada by SPUZZUM FIRST NATION of the mark shown above, as an official mark for goods and services.

Description
SPUZZUM FIRST NATION LOGO W. CIRCLE CONTAINING STYLIZED WOMAN, ARMS SPREAD

Application Number 924,721

Prohibited Mark

Index Headings
CNESST

Image Description (Vienna)
- Two lines or bands
- Horizontal lines or bands
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters underlined, overlined, framed or barred by one or more strokes

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption and use in Canada by Commission des normes, de l'équité, de la santé et de la sécurité du travail (CNESST) of the mark shown above, as an official mark for goods and services.
Application Number 924,722

Prohibited Mark

CNESST

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption and use in Canada by Commission des normes, de l’équité, de la santé et de la sécurité du travail (CNESST) of the mark shown above, as an official mark for goods and services.

Application Number 924,752

Prohibited Mark

Fellow de l'OPQ

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption and use in Canada by ORDRE DES PHARMACIENS DU QUÉBEC of the mark shown above, as an official mark for goods and services.

Application Number 924,787

Prohibited Mark

YLW CONNECT

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption and use in Canada by CITY OF KELOWNA of the mark shown above, as an official mark for goods and services.

Application Number 924,788

Prohibited Mark

YLW

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption and use in Canada by CITY OF KELOWNA of the mark shown above, as an official mark for goods and services.

Application Number 924,790

Prohibited Mark

HIT DRAW TAP
The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption and use in Canada by Canadian Curling Association of the mark shown above, as an official mark for goods and services.

Application Number 924,791

Prohibited Mark

The Family Camera

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption and use in Canada by THE ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM of the mark shown above, as an official mark for goods and services.

Application Number 924,792

Prohibited Mark

MOUNTAINEERS

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption and use in Canada by The Mohawk College of Applied Arts and Technology of the mark shown above, as an official mark for services.

Application Number 924,814

Prohibited Mark

Index Headings
COUNTY OF NEWELL COUNTY NO. 4

Image Description (Vienna)
- Parts of a country
- Map of Alberta
- Turkeys, pheasants, peacocks, hoopoes
- Ears of cereals (wheat, rye, barley, etc.), ears of maize, ears of sorghum
- Garlands, bands, borders or frames made of plants (except 5.13.6)
- Garlands, bands, borders or frames made of other plants
- Circles
- One circle or ellipse
- Circles or ellipses with inscriptions projecting beyond the circumference
- Other irregular parallelograms, trapezia and quadrilaterals, quadrilaterals containing one or more rounded corners
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more letters
- Quadrilaterals with dark surfaces or parts of surfaces

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption and use in Canada by County of Newell of the mark shown above, as an official mark for goods and services.

Application Number 924,827

Prohibited Mark

Index Headings
ZING G

Image Description (Vienna)
- Stars
- More than three stars -- Note: Not including constellations and groups of stars of division 1.11.
- Stars with more than four points
- Comets, stars with tail
- Letters presenting a special form of writing
- Letters linked to a figurative element -- Note: Letters representing a human being or a part of the human body, an animal or a part of an animal's body, a plant, a heavenly body, a natural phenomenon or an object are classified in division 27.3.
- One line or one band
- Curved lines or bands (except a 26.11.13)
- Horizontal lines or bands
- Rectangles
- One quadrilateral
- Quadrilaterals containing representations of heavenly bodies or natural phenomena
- Quadrilaterals containing one or more other geometrical figures -- Note: Including quadrilaterals containing bent or straight lines (except 26.4.11).

The Registrar hereby gives public notice under subparagraph 9(1)(n)(iii) of the Trade-marks Act, of the adoption and use in Canada by Western Canada Lottery Corporation (WCLC) of the mark shown above, as an official mark for goods and services.
Erratum

The following issues of the Trade-marks Journal contained errors which could not be corrected before publication.

2017-09-27

1,788,056
The mark was incorrectly advertised in the Trade-marks Journal dated September 27, 2017, Vol 64 Issue 3283. Some goods have been omitted.